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Although there are several generalized steady state process 
simulation routines available, few are capable of describing what 
is taking place along the length of a chemical reactor. CHESS, 
for example, can simulate reactor units, however it is limited in 
that it can only qualitatively describe the reactions taking 
place over the entire reactor and there is no adjustment made for 
the heat of reaction. In some cases, quantitative information of 
temperature, concentration, and reaction rates are important in 
dynamic studies and reactor design. Thus, a generalized steady 
state simulaton, including calculations along a reactor length 
and other process units, would prove useful in these areas. 
GRPSS is a generalized reactor-profile steady-state package 
for simulating an adiabatic, packed-bed reactor system, in this 
case, the methanation section for a high-BTU coal gasificaton 
plant. The system is modeled for the following reactions: 
cc + = + methanation [ 1 J 
co + = + shift [2] 
GRPSS was developed from a steady state reactor program 
included in a report prepared by Lehigh University for the U.S. 
Department of Energy (1). As with these programs, GRPSS utilizes 
the DSS/2 (2) integration system to perform the calculations down 
the length of the reactor, while also performing calculations 
between reactors and in other processing units. 
This manual 1.s a brief guide for using GRPSS. Previous 
simulation experience, as well as knowledge of C'SS/2, is useful 
but not necessary for using GRPSS. The present form of the 
program makes it very flexible for making changes and expanding 













2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTICN 
The GRPSS simulation system consists of a collection of 
three major program sets: 
- DSS/2 A numerical integration package capable of 
solving initial value differential equations as defined 
in three user written subroutines, INITAL, DERV, and 
PRINT. DSS/2 is the main calling program for the 
entire simulation (2). 
- PHYSICAL DATA BASE (PDATAB) - A data block containing 
the idea~as~ysical properties of 41 chemical 
species (3). 
- SSGEN A collection of subroutines simulating the 
methanation reactor system; includes INITAL, CERV, and 
PRINT called by DSS/2. 
Because GRPSS is a generalized simulation, the user must 
specify which of the five possible process uni ts (reactor, heat 
exchanger, divider, mixer, and condenser) to use and in what 
order. This proceedure is described in a later section. 
The following sets of information are required for GRPSS: 
1. DSS/2 input information, 
2. reactor grid specifications in dimensionless terms, in 
% length, 
3. process topology, 
4. feed and tear stream dato (if required), 
5. ordering of unit calculations, 
6. specification of the number of calculation repetitions 
(for iterative calculations only). 
Note that sets 1, 2, and 6 specify the per forma.nce of DSS/ 2 
during the calculation. 
In attempting to understand the GRPSS system, the user must 
keep in mind that the simulation's focus is on the state inside a 
reactor over a one dimensional grid. GRPSS involves the solution 
of three differential equations: 
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1. the conversion change by the methanation reaction [l] 
per unit length, 
2. the conversion change by the shift reaction [ 2] per 
unit length, 
3. the change in temperature per unit length. 
The numerical solution of these three equations for each reactor 
by DSS/2 is what is sought, with the added convenience of 
modeling an entire reactor system through the unit subroutines 
contained in SSGEN. 
As an initial step in the calculation, DSS/2 recognizes the 
differential equations being solved and their solutions through 
the /F / and /Y / COMMON blocks in SSGEN. The common block /'I'/ 
specifies the independent variable, in this case, dimensionless 
length. 
Without proceeding into excessive detail on the workings of 
DSS/2 and the subroutines in SSGEN, the fol lowing five steps 
generally describe the calculations and calling sequence: 
1, DSS/2 calls subroutines INITAL in SSGEN to: 
a. set the initial conditions for the CDEs, 
b. identify the compounds being used 
physical data program, 
c. identify the reactions taking place, 
1n the 
d. read the process topology, stream and unit 
ordering information supplied by the user, 
e. calculate the heats of reaction; 
2. DSS/2 calls subroutine PRINT, which prints L'SS/2 and 
process topology information; 
3. DSS/2 makes multiple calls to subroutine DERV, which 
calls any or all of the five unit subroutines in the 
specified order to perform the simulation 
calculations; 
4. rss/2 calls PRINT to print the calculated data for the 
reactor profile(s) and process streams; 
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5. if an iterative calculation is involved, PRINT checks 
the newly calculated tear stream data with the 
previous data to see if the program has converged to a 
solution: 
a. if the program has converged, stream and reactor 
profile information are punched onto cards and 
solution is printed, 
b. if the program has NOT converged, simulation is 
repeated from Step 3 until: 
i. convergence is obtained, 
11. number of specified repetitions has been 
completed, (OR) 
iii. time limit for computation is reached. 
Table 2-1 gives a listing of the subroutines found in SSGEN 




Table 2-1: SSGEN SUBROUTINE DESCRIPTICNS 
INITAL Called by DSS/2; contains the initial 
conditions for the differential equations being 
solved, as well as obtains all information inputed to 
the system. Contains the subroutines !DENT, STOICH, 
FLOWST, and HPREP described below. 
* !DENT - States the number of compounds being used 
and identifies the compound with its 
corresponding number in the physical data block, 
PDATAB. 
* STOICH - Gives the stoichiometric coefficients for 
the reactions taking place involving the compound 
specified. 
* FLOWST - Reads the process f lowsheet information 
for the process under study; feed and tear stream 
information and the ordering of unit 
calculations. 
* HPREP - Calculates heat capacity coefficients and 
heats of reaction from the data block, PCATAE, 
- DERV - Called by DSS/2; calls the individual process 
unit subroutines in the sequence specified by the user 
in FLOWST, Units calJed include a reactor, heat 
exchanger, divider, mixer, and condenser. Cnly the 
reactor contains the differential equations to be 
solved by DSS/2. 
* RXR - Contains the CDEs being solved for each 
specified point alollg the length of the reactor; 
calculations involve YSFLCW, HRXYCP, and RATE 
listed below. 
- YSFLCW - Determines new component flows for 
each reactor point. 
- HRXYCP - Determines the heat of reaction for 
each reactor point. 
RATE - Determines the rate of reaction(s) at 
the specified point given compound partial 
pressures and temperatures. 
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Table 2-1, continued 
* HX - Simple routine calculating a new exit stream 
temperature given a constant heat duty, 0. 
* DIV Divides a stream into two specified 
fractions. 
* MIXER Mixes together two or three streams; 
determines composition and temperature of new 
stream. Calls subroutines HGAS, HILC, and TCALC 
to assist in calculation. 
- HGAS - Calculates the specific enthalpy of a 
gas using CPMEAN. 
- CPMEAN Calculated average heat capacity 
using PDATAB. 
- HILO Keeps track of high and low 
temperature values during mixer calculation. 
- TCALC 
stream. 
Calculates temperature of mixed 
* CCND(ENSER) A combined heat excahanger-water 
condensate separation sys tern. Given a required 
fraction of water removal, CCND calculates the 
temperture of condensation, and the amount of 
heat removal required for the system, 1n BTU per 
hour. 
- PRINT - Called by DSS/2 to print inputed information 
and calculation results. 
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3. PRCCESS TOPOLOGY 
Because GR PSS is a "generalized" sirnula tion system, the 
process topology must be entered into the program through the 
data deck. This section will describe the functions of the five 
process units available for simulation. 
The topological data required in GRPSS falls under three 
catagories: process, unit and stream. 
The process data give an overall view of the process being 
simulated. The total number of each type of process unit, the 
total number of streams, and the number of reactor grid points 
are all submitted together. The notation used in the program 1s: 
- NRXR = number of reactors 
- NHX = number of heat exchangers 
NDIV = number of stream dividers 
NMIX = number of stream mixers 
NCDR = number of condensers 
NSTMS = total number of process streams 
NTFAR = total number of torn streams 
- NPTS = total number of grid points within each reactor 
The unit data describe each process unit used in the model 
with the individual number of the unit, its type (i.e. reactor, 
etc.), the stream numbers entering and leaving the unit, and some 
other data depending on the unit's function. 
the notation below: 
The program uses 
- IUNIT = individual unit number (note: some units will 
nave their own unit number, 1.e. IRXR, the individual 
reactor number), 
KT= unit type where: 1 = RXR, 2 = HX, 3 = MIX, 4 = 
DIV, 5 = CCR, 
IN(I) = stream number(s) entering unit (I= max of 3), 
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NOUT(J) = stream number(s) exiting unit (J = max of 2), 
DUMDAT = data which are characteristic of the unit 
(i.e. reactor area, etc.), 
- RLNTH = length of reactor (for reactors only). 
Note the only required criteria for naming individual stream 
numbers is that the major product stream is given the highest 
stream number(i.e. NSTMS). 
Finally, the stream data include the temperature, pressure, 
and composition of all feed and tear (if necessary) streams. The 
nomenclature in GRPSS is: 
- IFD (ITR) = feed (tear) stream number, 
FFDSTM (I) ( FTRSTM (I) ) = molar f lowra te per hour of 
compound I, where: 1 = CC, 2 = H2, 3 = CH4, 4 = H2C, 5 
= CO2, 6 = N2, 
PFDSTM (PTRSTM) = pressure of feed (tear) stream, psia, 
TFDSTM (TTRSTM) = temperature of feed (tear) stream, K, 
a discussion of the process unit The following is 
subroutines available. Please note that K is defined as the 
individual unit number specified by the user. 
3.1. Chemical Reactor - RXR(K) 
This subroutine takes an input stream, IN(K,l), and 
calculates the fractional conversion of CO for each reaction 
along the length of the reactor at each point in the grid array, 
L. The gr id may be of equal or unequal spacings, which are 
specified by the user. There are two reactions taking place, 
methanation [l] and shift [2], with the respective calculated 
conversions (Xl, X2) and the temperature ( TK) at a particular 
point determined by the solution of the three differential 
equations describing the reactor. The compositions and 
temperature at the last point along the reactor then describe the 
exit conditions, and the data are stored in the outlet stream 
array, NOUT(K, 1). Additional data are required for the 
cross-sectional area, DUMDAT(K), in square feet, and the reactor 











~----•NOUT (K, 1) 
L(NPTS) 
DUMDAT(K) = Cross-sectional Area, ft 2 
RLNTH(IRXR) = Reactor Length, ft 
Figure 3-1: Chemical Reactor Topology 
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3.2. Heat Exchanger - HX(K) 
This subroutine describes a heat exchanger, very generally, 
by changing the temperature of an input stream to a specified 
value. It is assumed that the heating (or cooling) stream 
running counter to the flow is correctly adjusted to enable the 
outlet temperature to remain constant. A heat duty, QHX, is also 





DUMDAT(K) = Desired Outlet Temperat~e, T2, K 
QHX = Heat Duty, BTU/lbrnole 
Figure 3-2: Heat Exchanger Topology 
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3.3. Stream Divider - DIV(K) 
This subroutine separates a stream into two parts, by a 
fraction specified by DUMDAT. One must be careful in specifying 
the output streams for this unit, as shown by the diagram below: 




DUMDAT(K) = Fraction of input stream going 
to output stream 1, 
0 ~ DUMDAT ~ 1 
NOUT(K,l) : IN(K,l) * DUMDAT(K) 
NOUT(K,2) = IN(K,l) * (1. - DUMDAT(K)) 
Figure 3-3: Stream Divider Topology 
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3.4. Stream Mixer - MIXER(K) 
This subroutine simulates a mixer for up to three streams by 
summing the flows for each compound in all the streams. The exit 
temperature is also calculated by summing the enthalpies of each 






DUMDAT(K) = O.; No specific data required 
Figure 3-4: Stream Mixer Topology 
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3.5. Condenser Unit - COND(K) 
This subroutine simulates a condenser system consisting of a 
heat exchanger and a liquid separation unit. DUMDAT is specified 
as the desired fraction of water removal from the system. CCND 
then determines the exit temperature through an enthalpy balance 
(using HGAS and HWATER routines) and an iterative method called 
false position (FALPOS). Note that if the water removal fraction 
is set at zero, then the inlet stream is cooled to the saturation 
temperature. Of course, the second output stream being 
calculated is the flowrate of condensed water leaving the unit, 
and there is also a heat duty calculated, QCOND, in BTU per hour, 


















DUMDAT(K) = Fraction of water being removed from 
inlet stream 
QCOND = Amount of heat removed from inlet stream, 
BTU/hr 
for the water component only: 
NOUT(K,2) = IN(K,l) * DUMDAT(K) 
NOUT(K,l) = IN(K,l) * (1. - DUMDAT(K)) 
NOTE: Temperature of condenser is the temperature of the 
two outlet streams 
Figure 3-5: Condenser Topology 
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3 . 6. Example 1. 
The reactor system shown in Figure 3-6, consisting of one 
each of the five possible process uni ts, is to be simulated. 
Each unit has been numbered, as has each stream (prefixed s-) as 
shown in the figure. Table 3-1 contains a summary of the data 
required for the topology. 
MIXER HX RXR COND DIV p 
F r- R 








Figure 3-6: Topology Set-up For Example 1 
Table 3-1: Summary of Topology Data, Example 1 
UNIT UNIT IN OUT DUMDAT RLNTH NOTES 
NO. TYPE 1 2 3 1 2 
1 4 1 6 0 2 0 o. DUMDAT MUST BE 
SPECIFIED AS 0 
2 2 2 0 0 3 0 559. EXIT STREAM TEMP=559 K 
3 1 3 0 0 4 0 3.142 5. RXR DATA-
AREA=3.142 SC.FT. 
LENGTH=SFT 
4 5 4 0 0 5 7 0.99 99% OF WATER TO BE 
5 3 5 0 0 6 8 0.83 83% OF STREAM TO BE 
RECYCLED 
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3.7. Comments en Tearing Streams and Unit Ordering 
Whenever a stream is being recycled back to another unit, it 
creates a problem obtaining the solution for a process 
simulation. For example, take the process described in Example 
1. If one were to try to calculate the process by solving Unit l 
first, then 2, and so forth, one has an immediate problem, 
because Stream 6 is unknown initially. This problem exists, not 
only for the mixer but for all the other units as well, because 
the only stream that is known is the feed stream, Stream 1. 
To get around this situation, one can "tear", or assume, the 
values for one stream, perform the necessary calculations, and 
then see how close the original assumptions were. Thus, if 
Stream 4 is torn, Unit 4 can be calculated, as can Unit 5 to 
determine the recycle stream ( S6) ; then Unit l may now be 
calculated and so forth. After Unit 3 has been calculated, a new 
value for Stream 4 can be found. If the initial estimate was 
good, the difference between the old and new values will be 
small. If the error is beyond the set tolerances, the entire 
calculation must be repeated again, this time using the newly 
calculated stream values as the assumed stream values. This 
calculation sequence is repeated until the tolerences are met, 
thus, the solution has conveged. 
In using GRPSS, provisions have been made for up to 10 tear 
streams. It is usually best to tear the minimun number of 
streams possible, but this is merely a guideline. Note that if 
more than one reactor is present, it is suggested that each 
stream exiting a reactor be torn to insure proper calculation 
during the first iteration. GRPSS checks all torn streams for 
ccnvergence, so 1n some instances, it is better to tear some 





be found in Steward (4). 
Two further examples of tearing and ordering the unit 
calculatons are given below. [Note: In Example 2, Stream 6 was 
torn to show one possible ordering. In Example 3, Streams 5 and 
9, both reactor outlet streams, were torn to insure proper 
















Unit Calculation Order: 1 2 3 4 5 
Tear Steam : S6 



































- - - - - - - _.J 
S13 
8 11 
Unit Calculation Order: 4 3 10 11 8 7 9 6 1 5 2 
Tear Streams : S5 S9 




4. Additional Information for using GRPSS 
4.1. Present Simulation Capabilities 
The following information gives an indication of the 
dimensional capacity of GRPSS. Use beyond these 1 imi ts would 
require dimensional changes in most of the subroutines found in 
SSGEN. Listed is the varibale name and its nomenclature in the 
program. 
- 8 Compounds - ID(B) 
- 3 Reactions in reactor - A(3,10) 
- Topology limits: 
* 5 reactors - IRXR(S) 
* 1 condenser - CDR 
* 15 units (total) - IUNIT(lS) 
* 25 streams - FSTM(25,6) 
* 10 tear streams - ITEAR(lO) 
- 41 Reactor grid points - TK(41), Xl(41), X2(41) 
- Tolerance of flow stream conversion check: 
compound flow stream 
<0.5% of 
In the present configuration, the entire package, DSS/2 
(modified and shortened, listed in Appendix A), PDATAB, and SSGEN 













4.2. Summary of Data Cards 
CARD NO. FORMAT 
DSS Cards 






















Initial, final, and number of 
reactor grid points(include 
first and last pts.) 
Number of ODE's,ratio of 
print interval to minimum 
integration interval, 
integration algorithm,print 
option,type of error,max 
allowable integraton error 
All grid points along reactor 
between 0. and 100. 
Documentation for program run 
Documentation for program run 
No. of reactors,heat exchangers, 
dividers,mixers,condensers, 
streams,tear streams,no. rxr pts 
ONE SET OF CARDS B & 9 FOR EACH UNIT 
B 7IS IUNIT,KT, 
IN ( 3 ) , NOUT ( 2 ) 
Unit no.,unit type,stream 
numbers entering(3),stream 
numbers exiting(2) 
9 Fl0.5 DUMDAT 
FOR REACTORS ONLY: 
9A 2Fl0.5 DUMDAT,RLNTH 
Extra unit data 
Cross-sectional area, reactor 
length 
ONE SET OF CARDS 10 & 11 FOR THE FEED STREAM 
10 I5,2Fl0.5 IFD,TFDSTM, 
PFDSTM 
11 6Fl0.5 FFDSTM( 6) 
12 20I5 IORD(I) 
Feed stream no.,temp of stream 
(K),pressure of stream (psia), 
Molar flow per hour of the six 
compounds in system in order of 
CO H2 CH4 H20 CO2 N2 




CARD NO. FORMAT 
SSGEN Cards, Cont'd 
VARIABLE NAMES USE 
ONE SET OF CARDS 13 & 14 PER TEAR STREAM; 
IGNORE IF THERE IS NO TEAR STREAM 
13 I5,2Fl0.5 ITR,TTRSTM, Tear stream number, temp, 
PRSTM and pressure 
14 6Fl0.5 FTRSTM(6) Molar flow per hour of the 
six compounds in system 
co H2 CH4 H20 CO2 N2 
DSS/2 CARDS 
FOR MORE REPETITIONS INCLUDE CARDS 15 & 16 









END OF RUNS 
Tells DSS/2 to repeat calculation 
N is the number of repetitions 
Tells DSS/2 no further 
computations are necessary 
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4.3. Comments on Computation Time 
GRPSS was developed on the CDC6400 computer at Lehigh 
University. Of course, computation time will vary with the 
number of reactor points, number of units, number of repeat runs 
for an iterative solution and amount of information printed. 
Table 4-1 provides several examples and the total length of time 
required by the computer system. 
Table 4-1: Comparison of Computation Time 
NO. RXRS NO. UNITS NO. RXR PTS. ITERATIONS SYS SEC. 
l* 1 25 0 5.3 
l* 1 41 0 5.7 
1 3 25 8 11. 5 
1 3 41 8 18.0 
1 5 25 16 26.5 
2 12 25 16 34.8 








4.4. DSS/2 Modifiactions 
While a grid of evenly spaced reactor points usually 
describes a reactor temperature profile well, it was found 
difficult to perform the calculation on a reactor with a very 
steep temperature gradient. Instead of using a very large number 
of grid points at a very small interval, which uses a great deal 
of computer time on points after 
temperature has been reached, DSS/2 was 
the final equilibrium 
modified to permit the 
user to pick the points for study. The changes are minor, and 
are all in the SYSTM2 deck of DSS/2. An output of the DSS/2 
program so modified is included in Appendix B, All changes in the 
data cards for DSS/2 are included with that section. 
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5. Outline Of Possible Program Changes and Expansions 
1. Change GRPSS for use with the FORTRAN 4 compiler: 
note that Lehigh will be changing to that system after 
June 81. 
2. Re-dimension all unit and stream variables to provide 
for larger process simulations. 
3. To change the reactions taking place, corrections will 
be needed in the following subroutines: 
- !DENT - re-identify compound for use with the 
physical property package, 
- STOICH - change stoichiometric ratios, 
- RATE - change rate kinetics. 
4. More realistic simulation of heat exchanger and 
condenser units could be added. 
5. Additional process units could be added to DERV by 
incrementing the unit number, type, etc. 
6. Rewrite program for easy access via interactive 
terminals. 
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Appendix A: CSS/2 Program with Modificatons 
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1111HNl1 HM HH !111Ml111H 1111H 111111111111111111111111NHHHHN.f1111111Hl1H 1111111111111111 ltH111111111111111111H 111111HHHH "'1!11111111111111'11111111111 l'I 
PRO'.iRAl1 SYSTH(INPUT, OUTPUT, PUNCH, TAPE1, TAPES= I~PUT, TAPE&=OUTPUT, HSTM2 2 
1 TAPE7=PUNCHt . . SYST1'12 3 
~: :~COPYRIGHT • L~lfIGH UN_I'JERSITY;-Tgrr,·---·-·- ---------- --- - ·----- -- ~;~~: ~ 
C... SYSTl12 6 
C •• • OSS/2 • OIFFE~~~T}_AL_ ~.!STEMS SIH~L~T_OR_, )ERSIO~ 2 _ _ _ SYSTH2 7 
C... . . SYSTH2 d 
c ••• HACRDDIAGRAH lF THE CO~PLE~E SYSTEN ORGANIZATION ANO OPER~TION SYSTl12 q 
C... ------·-· ----.---· -·· _ ____ ---·--- _. ___ ____ SYSTH2 10 
C-. • • • •• • • •, • ••• • •. • •• •••• •••. iYSTH2 11 
C... .aEGIN EXECUTION OF MAIN. SYSTNZ 12 
C... • PROGRAH SYSTEH • SYSTN2 13 
-c-;--;-~---· . • •••. • ••• ••. •. •• ••••• •••• . - SYSTM2 1ft 
C... SYSTHZ 15 
C... ____ -···--·-- __________ !___ _____ _ ______________ SYST 112 1f. 
-c-;-.-;-· • SYSTMZ 17 
C... SYSTH2 18 















• n 2 0 
c ••• • REAQ THREE • SYSTl1Z 21 














• ••• •. ••••• • •• •• SYSTNZ 23 
.• 
-- -- - --
+. 
---- -· --· ---- --· ·--- - ----- ---------
.............. . ..... 
~ENO OF ~UNS •.•••••• ,+~STOP. 
• CARJ REAO • YES ~••••• 










SYST 112 32 
SYST KZ 33 
c. • • • • _______________ SYSTl":2 34 
SYSTHZ 35 
SYST112 36 
S YSTl12 37 




C' • • 




c~- .-. --- -
c ••• 







- - --·-·---- -
------ . ---- ·-·-
. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 
• INCtEHEMf TH~. 
.RUN :ou~r!R 15). 










CALL SUB~OUTINE INITAL 
,TO INITIALIZE THE HODEL CZ>. 
............................. 
• 




c ••• . ............... •.• .... . 
C •• , ,PUNT ERROt '>'J1411AR.Y, 
-r;;.-:----;-cF REQJESTE~ <~> 
,. 
I.I ••• ..................... 
c ••• c... . 
C • • • 
c ••• 
+ 
. .........•...•........ ~ ...... . 
CALL SUB~OUTINE ~RINT 
• TO PRINT THE !fUIWUCAL . 
.SOLUTION (INITIAL CONDITIONS.•,,., 
~OR FIRST CALLt. STORE • 





SYST HZ 38 
SYSTMZ 39 
SYST"Z 1+0 








































C... .CALi. SU3ROJTUE PLJTS. 'fES • ENO· Of' RUN .• _____ . ____ • _____ H12580 12 
-c:. •• • vff"sua~ourINE PRINT ·• -+ •••• -•• -.~..-~.~(FINAL ~ALUE. R0125ao 13 
Co•• • TO PIU'H rt-tE ENT HE • .OF TIME> (3). ~012580 1• 
C. •• • S()LUTION "JS TIME . ________ ••••• • • •••~• • • ~012580 15 
c. •. • , • • • • • • • • •, • • •. • ••• • •, •. ~012589 1 o U125aa 17 c ••• 
c ••• _____________ !lf.0 ------·--' _______ "azsao 1a 




___ • ______ ~U1Z580 21 C,,, •••••••••••••••••••• COHHON/Y/ •••••••••••••••••••••~••·• 
-C~~-~---. -CALL 'fJBRJUTtNE .+;-;;-~;; ••• ~:-·.· CAU SUBROUTINE INTE& • c... . aE~'# TJ CJltPUTC: • • TO INTEliRATE THE HODEL ••••••• 
C... .flfE ltODE~ T::HPJRAL. • OIFFERE'HIAL EQUATIONS. 
T.~- • l'E~IVAT!"\J:S l 6) -;~-~~~~-; •• •.OltER-ONE PRINT ·r~TER'IAL. - --
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t 
• 
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c ••• ••••••••••••••••••••••• C.-.-.---~C4LL SYST:H JTILITIES. -- --·-- ·-----«··-- ·-
c... Tl ASSIST. IN 
u12sao 22 
~012580 2'3 




SYSTM2 3 & 
iYSTH2 87 






________ SYSTlt2 31+ C... • JOMPUTATIJN OF , 
c;;-.--;r~:VOUL lERI\IAnvES .------------- ---- __ .. _ - . ·----· - -·----
c... . ( 7) 
.. C • • • ....................•.. 
c ••• ~- -- ---- . 
c ••• EXPL~NlJtiRY NJTES FOR THE ABOVE 11ACROOIAGRl" 
c ••• 




ClRO Z • TO,TF,T? (READ VIA 901 FORHATIJEt0.011 
C... CARO 3 • ~,NHAX,NTYPE,NPRINT,I~RTYP,ERROR 
C. •• UEAO ~I_A_~O~--~_Q~!t-~T_('+!J,ZX,3~1,El~.01). _____ ..... __ 
-~.. -
c. •• IF .. mo OF RUNSH IS PUNCHED IN COLUl'IMS 1 TO U Of CARO 1 IN 
c... ANY SET )F THREE QATA CARDS, PROGRA" EXECUTION rs TER11IMATEO 
C... . A-.o CHJS 2 ANO 3 OF THAT SET A~E NOT REQUIREJ. 11ULJIPLE 
C. •• SETS JF )AU CAROS HAY BE llSEO, THREE CAROS PER SET. THE 
c... ~AIN ~RO~~AK WILl READ EACH SET ANO EXECUTE A RUN UNTIL AN 
-c. · •• --- ---.. ENO JF ,uNs .. CARO Is READ. . - -
c ••• 
C. •• CZJ SUBROJTI~E INITA1. 
C~.. CARDS HAY ~E REAO 
c... ?ARAHETE~S OF THE 
c... fIONAL J,TA CARDS 
C... . lATA :ARlS OF 111 
IS CALLEO ONCE PER RUN. THEREFORE DATA 
FRO" THIS SUBROUTINE TO OEFI~ INITIAL 
MODEL EQUATIONS FOR EACH RUN. THE AJOI• 
WOULD BE STACKED BE~INO THE THREE BASIC 





(l) THE E~O )F ~UN C:>NOITIOH IS T GE TF WHERE TIS THE FIRST ELE-
MENT IN ~O~~OH/T/ (GENERATED BY HAIN ?ROGRAH SYSTENI AMO TF 
IS READ =~o" OATA CARO C2) OF (11 ABOVE. 
c ••• 
-c-;-;~ -=-lltl ___ iPRINT-=-·f 'WILL -l'RINT -A SUKMARY OF THE DEPENDENT 'JUIAaL.ES IN c... CO"MO·UYI FOR WHICH THE ESTI"ATEO TENP:>RAL INTEGRATION ITRJN• 
C... CATIO~l ~R~OR EXCEEDED THE HAXIl'IUH PHHISSIBLE 'JALUE, ERROt, 
Co.. IREAO F~Jlt JATA CARO C31 OF (1) ABO'JEI AT ANY POINT DURING 
c... tHE RJN. IF NPRINT a 0, TEMPORAL INTEGRATION ERRORS ~ILL MOT 














S YSTH2 10 7 
SYSTl12 106 
SYSTHZ 1119 























. c ••• 
c ••• 
( 51 THE R'J N : OJ NT :'.R, SET 3 Y liAIH PROGRAlt SY STEH, IS Tlif THI RO 
ELE11EiT £~ CO~HO~/T/ E.G., C011110N/T/T,NFIN,NORUN 






THE FJNO~H~NT~l LINKAGE IN THIS SYSTEM IS THROUGH C011110N/YI 3YSTl12 135 
WHICH CONTAINS T~E 1100EL DEPENDENT VARIAaLE VECTOR ANO COl1110N SYSTl12 130 
. -----IF/ M-iIC-i ::ONTAINS THE- VECTOR OF TEl1PORAL DERIVATIVES OF T11E SYSTl12 137 
C. •. OEPEMJEIH JA RUBLE I ECTOR. FOR EXANPLE, THIS LINKAGE COUU S YSTHZ 138 
-c ••• 
C. •• SE PROGUHMEO AS _____ -~--- _ _ SYST11Z 139 
C. • • SYSTl12 .,ltO 
C. • • CJl111JNIT /T ,NFIN, NORUN/Y/ U( 1U IF/ PUPT (111 SYSTH2 141 
C... SYSTl12 11t2 
-i;;~-;------liHERCnE ):PENDENT VARIABLCiJECTOR u,l1f IS- GENERATED BY fHE SYSTl'IZ 11t3 
C. • • TE11POUL INT E~RATOR, SUBROUTINE IHTEG, FRON THE OERIVATI~E SYST/112 1ltlt 
C. • • VECTO~, PUPT <11 l, GENERATED BY' SUBROUTINE OERV • ., IF THE US::R. SYSTNZ HS 
-·c;-~-;------PROH)ES-A~DTHER TEMPORAL INTEGRATOR QOUfINE, - PERHAPS FOR --------SYSTMZ 1lto 
C... rHPLI~IT IHEGRATION, THE SAME LINt<AGC: 11UST BE ESTABLI5HE() IN sYSTM2 11t7 
C. • • _p~~E~_O_!~_N _~~y ~AR.!__Q~-!_~E __ ~_Rq_B~E11 LIBRARY. ___________ SYSTH2 11to 
·c. • • SYS THZ 11t9 
C. •• CTI REPRE3ENTATI 'IE SYSTEM UTILITIES INCLUOE SYSTHZ 159 
C... ~012580 Zit 
-c; •• -------- LINT1 ---suaROUTINESFOR OOE, nm ANO THRE::-OI11ENSIONAL-- --- SYSTH2 1.51 
c. •• u~r~ LINEA.{ INTERPOLATION <TABLE LOOKUP). SYSTl12 152 
C... LINT3 SYSTH2 153 
~ --- - . ---- - --··- ------ - --- --· 
·c-;; ;---- ~012s8a z5 
c ••• 
C • • • 
0SS002 • DIFFERENTIATION ROUTINES FOR THE NUMERICAL 
c.-; ~ TO METHOD OF LINES INTEG~A TI ON OF PART UL DIFFER-OSS030 EHTIAL EQUATIONS. - - .. -
c ••• 
c. •• 11Aitf PROGRAl1 SYHE11 IS THE CALLING PROGRAM FOR A SERIES OF sua-
-c--;~-. --fOUH'lES---w~r:1 )EFINE- ANO- INTEGHTE THE TElfPORAL -DIFFERENTIAL -
C ••• EQJATIONS. T-iE COMPLETE PROGRAl1 CONSISTS OF THE FOLLOMING 
C... COl1PONEHTS 
C • • • 
C • • • 
C • • • 
--c ••• -
C • • • 
c ••• 







HA[N PROGRAH SYSTEM - PERFORMS OVERALL CONTROL Of THE 
THE T)T,L PROG~AH. 
SU3ROJTIHE INITAL - SETS THE INITIAL CONDITIONS FOR. THE 
TE~PO~AL INTEGRATION (PROVIDED av THE USER>. 
- -
SU3RJJTINE OERV • JEFINES THE TC:HPORAL OERI~ATI~E IECTO~ 
IP~O'J[ J:_C!___~_Y __ rHE ~~ERi. _________________________________ _ 
c... lltl SU3ROJTINE PRI~T 
- PRINTS THE NUHEIICAL SOLUTION IPRO~IJEO 
C... BY f,1:'. '.JSERI • 
c. ~. 
C • • • 
c ••• 
<S> SU3ROJrI~E PLOTS • PLOTS THE NUNERI:AL SOUJTION ON THE 
LiiE ,RI~TER. PLOTS IS CALLEO BY SUBlOUTINE PRINT, ANO IT 
- --IN TJRH :ALLS SUBROUTINES SKPT, TYPIT ANO GZRO TO HANOL:'. 
c... VA~IOJS ASPECTS OF THE PLOTTING. A SECOND PLOTTING ROU-
c... TI'fE, TPLOTS, IS ALSO AVAILABLE IN THE_OSS SYSTEM T:l 
c--;~ • PRINT PLOTS W'iICH FIT ON AN 8-1/2 )( 11 INCH PAGE. TPLOrs 
C. • • HI T'.HH CALLS TSKPT, TTYPIT ANO TGZRO TO HA NOLE VARIOUS 
C •• ··--- __ A_S~ECTS __ Jf____!~~- PLOTTING. _______ -~-------- _______ _ 
-c.--;. 
C • • • 
c ••• 
c~ •• 







C • • • 
(ft) 
( 7) 
SU3ROJTINE INTEG • PERFORMS THE CEIHRALIZEJ TENPORAL 
INTC:GRATION. SINCE THE PRECEDING ODCUMENTATION COH11ENT5 
WHE WRITTEN, THE GEAR/HIP{)IURSH Il'HEGRATOR HAS aE;:N 
ADDED TJ THE OSS/2 SYSTEM. THERffORE THE INTEGRATION ~,N 
8E OO'lE 3Y EITHER SUBROUTINE INTEG 111t CLASSICAL RUNGE 
KUTTA A~~ORIT~~Sl OR BY SUBROUTINE GEARS (GEAR VARIABLE· 
OR)E~, VARIABLE-STEP ALGORITHN WITH EXTENDED STAaILrTY 
OO~Aii FOR STIFFNESS). 
OPTIO~AL SYSTE~ UTILITIES• CALLEO 3Y SUSRlUTINE DE~V TJ 
ASSIST IN THE COMPUTATION OF THE TE~PORAL OERIVATIW£ 
A-27 
.~0125dD 2o 

















iYS Tl12 169 






















C, •• VECTOR. FOR EXAl1PLE, OSS CONTAINS SUB~OUTINES LHrT1, SYSTMZ 192 
C... LiiT2 ,NO LINTJ FOR ONE, TWO AND THREE•OIHENSIONAL FUNC· SYSTHZ 193 
C, •• TIJN ;ENE RATION <TABLE LOOKUP I• SYST/12 19~ 
C,.. SYST/12 195 
C ••• OOCU1E~TAT[~N CO"MENTS ARE GIVEN AT THE BE~INNING OF ALL OF THE SYST11Z 196 
c. .• SYSE/1 ROurrn;:s __ ~_x~~A_rn!N~ ___ T_HEIR _ _Q_Pf:~A_TI_ON. _ ---- ------ --- -------- SYSTNZ 197 
c-;-. • - SYSTJll2 198 
C ••• ALI. OF THE PRJGRl11HING IS IN STANDARD FORTRAN IV A10 THEREFORE SYSTN2 199 
c... SHJULJ aE :SS:NTIAI.I.Y MACHINE INDEPENDENT. THE PROG~A/1 WAS SYST"Z zao 
-c-.~. OE/ELOPED =oR CJ: &000 COMPUTERS. STATEHEHTS WHICH HIGHT REQUHE RD12560 29 
C, •• 11I~OR 1100FICU[DN FO~ ADAPTATION OF THE P~OGRAH TO OTHER COl1P'J• SYSTMZ 202 
c. •• Tns AU MUK:D 14 ITH L:'.AOING ANO TRAIL!~ ::oNMENTS CONSISTING OF'_ A _____ SYST/12_ 20 3 
-c-;;-. -ROM -jF-ASEU<S, - IN ;,ARTICUI.AR.,--OATA STATEltEHTS WHICH DEFINE SYSTNZ 2H 
C, •• HOLLERITH STRIN~S ANO THE LOGICAL UNIT HUNBERS FOR THE FORTRAN SYSTNZ 295 
C ••• RE-0/M~ITE STATE~ENTS lfAY ~EQUIRE HIN~ lfOOIFICATION, IF YOU SYST"2 28& 
-c~;-;;·-EN~OUNfER .. ANY -P~0BlEHS IN_ t.NSTALL!HG THIS- PROGRAH ON YOU~ COMPUTER ·--- --- SYSTM2 207 
C. •• Pl.EASE CONTACT TiiE PROGRAM AUTHOR SYSTH2 20 e 
C. •• _________ SYST/f2 _20 9 
-c~- ~ w. E. SCH!E"SSER SYSTlf2 21 a 
c. •• WHITAKER NO. , io12sao 30 
C. •• LEHIGH UMIVUSITY SYS,1'12 213 
C. • .- ---- 3e:THLEHEN, PEl4NSYLJANIA 16015 SYSTlf2 214 
C, •. SYSTNZ 215 
C. •. ______ 215•8&1•1+261+ < WHITAKER LABORATORY I _______________ SYSTH2 21& 
C. •• - - 215•<3&1•"137 !COMPUTING ;ENTER> SYST1'12 217 
C • • • --- S YS,l'l2 218 
C. •• TH: TE11PORAL JIFFE~m'IAL EQUATIONS ANO ASSOCIATED INITIAL CONDI- SYSTl'IZ 219 
C ••• TIDNS ARE ~Ro:;RAMHfJ IN SUBROUTINES DERV AND INITAL RESPECTI~EI.T. SYST~2 220 
c ••• sua~oJrINE INITAL IS :ALLED ONCE AT THE BEGINNING OF EACH RUN TO SYST1'12 221 
C. •• INHIALIZE PE P~03LEM SYSTEN, THIS CALL TrlEREBY SETS THE INITIAL SYSTH2 _222 
--c~ ~-; - VALU:'.S OF TriE J::PENOENT VARIABLES-THAT ARE -THeN PASSED-TO SUBROJ- - ----- SYSTlf2 223 
C, •• TINE: JER'I THR)UGH COH/10N/Y/, THESE uEPENDEIH VARIABLES CAN THE~E- SYSTlf2 221+ 
c ••• FO~E 3E AS5Ulf:J ro BE SET NUHERICALlY AT TrlE BE~INNING OF SUBROU• 5YSTH2 225 
C, •• TIil: JERI ~NO T'iEY CAN BE USED IN SUBSEQUENT PROG0.1111ING IN DER'I, SYST"2 22& 
C. • • THE FI HAL ~~O'.;RA HMI NG IN DER'/ 11U ST NUlfERICALL 'f SET ALL OF T 1E S YSTlf2 2 2 7 
C... OEHIATIVES OEFINEO BY THE TEMPORAL DIFFERENTUl EQUATIONS ,jH!C1 ________ SYSTHZ 22d 
-C •• -. - APPEAR IN ;oM'40~/F/, IN SUH"ARY, SUBROUTINE OER.1 RECEIJES A 5'fST"2 229 
C. •• VECTH OF JEP::NJ!NT VARIABLES THRWGH COHHON/Y/ ANO RETURNS A SYSTHZ 230 
C... VECT:JR OF JEUVHIJES THROUGH COHHON/F/. THIS DERIVATIVE 'l::CTOR SYSTNZ 231 
c ••• IS TrtEH US;O 3Y suaROUTINE INTEG TO HOVE THE SOLUTION AHEAO A STEP SYSTMZ 232 
C ••• IN TIME. THE iEW SOLUTION ~ECTOR GENERATEJ BY INTEG AT THE AD· SYSTHZ 233 
C, •• VANCED POIH IN TIHE IS THEN PASSED TO DER'J THROUGrt COl1HON/Y/ ANO SYSTHZ 231. 
-c.;.-THe P~OCESS IS ~EPEAEO FOR TH€ NEXT STEP IN TIHE, SYSTH2 235 
C... SYSTH2 236 
c ••• THE ~R~GRA~ rs SET UP FOR MULTIPLE RU/iS WITHIN A SINGLE SUBNISSION SYSTH2 237 
c ••• TO TiE COH~UT;R, EACH RUN REQUIRES THREE JATA CARDS, READ 3Y HAIN 5YSTH2 238 
C. •• PRDGUH S'fSTE.1, MHICH CONTAIN THE FOLLOWING INFORHATIOH SYSTM2 239 
C... SYSTMZ 240 
--c~-. -----, r,---DAr A =,\R0-1 • A OOCUHENU TION-TITLE OF UP TO 80- CHARACTERS SYSTMZ 241 
C,,, (STOR;O IN ARRAY TITLEC20H, REAO 3Y A ZOAI+ FORMAT (FORMAT SYSTH2 2ftZ 
c... 9001. nus DOCU/fENTATIOM TITLE IS Nf:RELY PRINTED AT TH: SYSTHZ Zltl 
C. ~. SE;INNlHG OF EACH ~UN. A BLANK CA~D CAN SE USED. HOME'J::R, SYSTNZ 21tlt 
C... A :ARO ~UST SE PRO~IDED. SYSTNZ 245 
C. •. SYSTH2 246 C... (2) DAfA ~ARil 2--:. THE INITIAL-ITO>,-FINAL ITF),- ANO PRINT SYSTNZ 2i.7 
C, •• INTER'IAL (TP) 1/ALUES OF TINE, R£AD SY A 3E111. 0 FORMU SYSTl'12 24d 
C, •. IF)R"AT H11 • THE UNITS OF THE THE IALUES READ Fi<ON SYSTHZ Zlt9 
C, •• THI::; :ARJ 14UST BE THE SAHE AS FOR THE DERIVATIVES IN THE HSTH2 250 
C. •• TE1PO~AL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS <E,G., MEE<S, MONTHS, SYSTNZ 251 
C. •• YE~RSI. SYST1'C2 252 
-c ••• - . 





----~--- --- -- ----·-
DATA ~A~J 3 • THE NUHBER C,: DIFFERENTIAL E~UATIONS <NI, 
THE RATIO OF TH£ PUNT INTERVAL TO TH£ 11INI11UH IHTEiiRATION 
INTE:i.iH <NMAX, 11AXIHUH VALUE OF 999991, THE I~TEGRATION 
AL:iORIT~'4 (NTYPE :a 1 TO 161. THE ERROR NESSAGc! OPTION 
(N~~I~T s 3 o:i. 11, TH£ TYPE OF ERROR CRIT~:i.ION <IRRTYP = 
A-28 
S'fST"2 253 
S YST'°'Z 251t 
:iYST"2 255 
SYSTlt2 256 
~a 12 5a a 31 
SYST"2 258 




REL, :Alf -BE RE( OR ABSI, ANO THE ~AGNITUOE OF THE ~AXI• 
HU't A.LOMAaLE INTEGRATION ERROR IERRORI, READ ay A 4I5, 





c ••• AS THE PRO~RAl1 GOES THROUGH SUCCESSIVE RUNS BY READING SETS OF SYST!12 263 
C, •• THREE lATA CUDS, IT ?~O'II!lES A RUH COUNTE~, NORUN, IN COHHON/T/ SYST1t2 264 
-C~HHICH CAN 3E JSE;> TO :!RANCH WITHIN SUBROUTINc:S INITAL, DER\/ ANO SYSTlt2 265 
C,.. PRINT, FO!t T-iE FIRST RUN, NORUN = 1, FOR TH£ SECOND, NORUH = 2, SYSTl12 266 
C,,, ETC, NORU~ CAN THEREFORE BE USED TO CHANGE THE PROBLEM SYSTEH SYSTN2 267 
C,,;~PA~A~ETERS I~ SJCCESSIIE RUMS THROUGH THE JSE JF A COMPUTED GO TO SYSTl12 266 
C,., OR OTHER B~ANCHCNG SUTEHENT. SYSTK2 269 
C,,. _SYSTH2 270 
-c--;~. ---THE-~SER -HH :;EUCT ONE OF 16 INTEGRATION 4LGORITHl1S BY PUNCHIN:; RG1256D 32 
c ••• A 1 TO 16 IN ~JLUHNS 14•15 OF THE THIRD DATA CARD (RIGHT JUSTI• ~0125&0 33 
c. •• FEO TO CDLUl1~ 15 I, AL.SO, THE JSER t1AY SEL::CT A PRINT OPTION FJR -- ____ RD12560 3't 
-c~-;;--ERRORS--aY ?UNCHtNG A O OR 1 IN COLUl1N 20 OF THE THIRD ;JATA CARO OF SYSTl12 276 
c ••• EA;H ~UN <I,E,, ~PRINT =DOR 11, IF 1 IS USEJ, T~E PROGRAH WILL SYSTHZ 277 
C. • • REPORT ANY TE:'t?ORAL INTEGRATION ERRORS WHICH OCCUl<REO DURING TH: ___ SYSTlf2 278 
-c-; .-.-RUii IN AN :'.~RDR SUf1HlH AT THE EMO OF THE ~Ut+ U,E., THE DEPEND:NT SYSTltZ 279 
c ••• VA~IAoLES ~HI:H VIOLATED THE ERROR CRITERION DURING A ~UN AS SYST~2 2ao 
c ••• SP:;IFIEO ON THE THIRD OATA CA~O OF THE RUN ARE REPORTED>. SYSTH2 261 
C,,, S YST!1Z 282 
c ••• HAI~ ?ROGRAH SYSTE~ 
c ••• 
-- c ••• ( 11 REUS TME aAn CARDS FO~ HUL TIPLE 
c ••• 
c ••• ( 21 TEiTS =o~ AN :ND OF RUNS CARD 
c ••• 
c ••• (31 PROIII)ES OIIERA!.L CONTROL FOR EACH 
~LJNS OF THE 










________ SYST'12 290 
CALL-S-SJBROUTINE- INITAL FOR INITIALIZATION -AHif DATA INP'JT SYSTHZ 291 
c ••• 
C • • • 
,.. 
AT TH: :!~GINNING OF EACH RUN, SYSTH2 292 
..., ... 
C • • • 
c ••• 
c ••• 




C • • • 




TRAHSFERi CONTROL TO SUBROUTINE INTEG OR SUBROUTINE GEARS 
TO INTE;~ATE THE TEHPORAL DIFFERENTIAL :QUATIO~S 
CALLS SUBROUTINE PRINT ro PRINT ANO PLOT THE NUHERICAL 
SOLUTIDM 
PRINTS • SUHHARY OF ANY INTEGRATION ERRORS WHICH oc:uRR:'.D 
DU{rn; A RUN. 
-c~-~----.. ~ • •• ~ .-~ •- • -•- .-. • ---·- .. ~-. -•-•-•:.•~-. ~·--•-•-• -... •- ·---.-~ .. :. ... -._ .. -_ ._ • -• -• -
C,.. THIS P~OjRAH ~AS 3EEN 1100IFIEO TO PERH[T NU"ERICAL 
c ••• IHTEG~,TIO~ JJER AN UNEIIEN PRINT INTERVAL, ALL ADDITIONS TO 
C~ •• - THE JRIGINI\L )SS PROGRAM ARE OFFSET FROH THE ORIGINAL 
C.,, IN l S!l''IIU~ 11A14MER, 
c ••• 
~c;·;-;---.:.;,.,·.; • ~·-· -•. •-• -•-•-• ~·-· ~·-•-•-• -•-•-• -· -•-• -•-• -•-•-• - • -•-•-• -
C,,. DEFINE THE COl111JN AREA 
c ••• 
c.,; ---COHHON/SYST H1/- CONTArns THE PRQ:;RAl1 CONTROL DATA READ FROM THE 
c ••• SE:o~o ANO Ti[RJ DATA CARDS 
___ CO_Hi'IO~!~YS_!' 111/__f O_,_ T_~,T?,_N__, ~H AX,_MT_!!'_E, t4_£'RI NI,! RRTY P, ERROR ______ _ 
-c ... 
c ••• COHHON/T/ :oNTAINS THE INDEPENDENT VARIAaLE, RUN TERHINATIOM 
C,,. VARI~BL.E, ~UR,ENT ~UN NUH8ER 
COl1110N/TIT,NF[N,NORUM 
c ••• 




C ••• COlfHON/GC:A~9/ CONTAINS THE COHPUTAfIONAL STATISTIC:> FOR THE GEA~B 





S YSTlf2 291t 
SYSTMZ 295 
5 YS H12 296 
SYSTHZ 297 
SYSTH2 296 
S YSTH2 299 
SYST'1Z JUD 









S YST~2 31J3 
SYSTHZ :, a,. 
SYSTP12 3Q5 




SYSTHZ 31 a 




S YSTl12 315 
S YSP1Z 316 
SYSTl12 317 
5YSTl42 318 
S YSTHZ J1 q 
' .. -,....;....._ ..... ~_. ... ~ '· - -- . ..· .. . . . . - ·- ---· 
C ••• THE FOLLOM[NG CONNON 3LOCKS CONTAIN THE AR~AYS MHICH MUST 3E 
c ••• EXPANDED IF DSS/Z IS TO ACCOMHODAT~ HORE THAN 250 JRDINARY 
C ••• OIFFE~ENTIAL ~QUlTIONS. ALSO, SOHE OF THESE ARRAYS MILL RE~UIRE 
C ••• EX?lNSION IF JA~IOUS OPTIONS OF THE GEARB INTEGRATOR ARE TO BE 
c ••• USED. THIS EXPANSION CAN 3E AC:ONPLISHED 3Y EITHER LOADING A 
c ••• SU3~JUTINE ~Ir~ THE EXPANDED ARRAYS BEFORE THIS HAIN PROGRAM OR 





co~~ON/Y/ ANJ ,~, PROVIDE THE LINKAGE 3ETMEEN THE USER-SUPPLIED 
suaROUTIHES DERV ANO INITAL, AHO THE INTEGRATION suaROUTIHE AS 
EXPlAI~ED IN T~E PRECEDING COMMENTS 














EXPAHO _SYST"2 _331 
EXPAMO SYSTl12 332 
SYSTMZ 333 
C... COl1110N/RK1/, /RK2/, /RK3/, /RKlt/ ANO /RK5/ ~ONTAIN_THE RUNGE _______ SYST11Z 331t 
-c-;-.-;--KUTTA--~ERIJATIV::S USEJ IN SUBROUTINE INTEG SYSTH2 335 
C011110NIRK1/K1(250) EXPlND SYSTl12 336 
COHHON/RK2IK2(25D) EXPAND SYSTl1Z 337 
---coHMON/RJ(311(!(25(f) -- ---~--- -- -~---------------~---- ---- - EXPAND STSTH2 338 
COHHON/RK1t/K4(250) EXPAND S YSTl12 33'3 
COl1l10N/RK5IK5(25D) EXPAND SYSTMZ HO 
-c;--;-. ---- -- - SYSTl12 31+1 
C ••• COHl10N/RK6/, IRK71 ANO IRKe/ CONTAIN THE ESTIMATED ERROR IECTJR, SYSTl12 31t2 
c ••• OEPE~OENT JARIASLE VECTOR ANO DERIVATIVE VE:ro~ STJREO AT T~E 5YSTl12 31+3 
-c. -;-~-- aEGINIHNG JF 4N I NTEG~A TION STEP ANO USED IN suaROOTIHE I NTEG SYSTHZ 31+'+ 
COHHON/RK&/E!25ill EXPAND SYSTl12 345 
COl1!10NIRK7/Y01250) EXPAND SYSTl12 346 
COl1110N/RK81FO!Z5~) EXPAND SYSTl12 llt7 
c ••• 
C ••• COMl10N/SYSTM2/ A~O /SYSTM3/ CONTAIN THE SUBSCRIPTS OF THE DE-
-~~--•• -PE:iDENT 'jA:UA3LES-JIOLATING THE USER•SPECIFIED ERRJR CRITERION H 
C ••• EACH POINT ALJNG THE SOLUTION ANO ACCUl'IULATEO FO~ fH£ ENTI~E 




-c;-;;---coMlfON/GEA~2/ TO /GEAiU 0/ CONTAIN THE WORKING ARRAYS USED BY PIE 
C ••• GEAR/HINOMARS~ I~TEGRATOR IN SUBROUTINE ORIVEB ANO THE SUB~OUTINES 
C. •• CALL::) BY JRIIE:3. THEY ARE SIZED FOR THE JIAGONAL APP"°XIHATION 
c... OF THE JAC)BIAN l'IATiUX tALjORITHH NTYPE : 15, HINDMARSH HETHOu 
C. •. FLAj •tr = 23l. FOR OTrlER OPTI:JNS, THESE ARRAYS HUST GENERALLY 3E 
C. •• IN:REASEO ~C:HDING TO THE INSTRUCTIONS IN THE GEARB HANUAL BY _ 
-c-;~-.-G :.- HINQ-.AR5H CITED AS REFERENCE 12 > AT THE BEGINNING OF SUBROU-




COHl10NI GEAH/ 5 A JE 2 12 5Q I 
- ----- --- ---- -- •------- --- --- ---- -




c ••• COH'10~/GEA~111 =oNTAI~S INPUT/OUTPUT PARAHETE~S 
C ••• DRI1E:3, fHE ORI/ER FOR THE GEARB INTEGRATOR 
-- -- COIH40N/ ~EAR11/HII, TOUT, C: PS, HF, INOE X, HL, HU 
REAL K1,K2,KJ,Klt,K5 
c ••• 
F 0~ suaROUT I NE 
C. ,. - DI11£NSION fHE ARRAYS ,jHICH PRO'IIOE A DOCUHENTHION TITLE FOR ::A:H 
c... RUN ~ND STJR: TriE CHARACTns mo OF RUNS AltJ REPEATS 
DIMENSION TITLEl2Dl,XTITLE13l,YTITLE~2) 
-c . .. ---- -- ----
c ••• ··~··••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C ••• T~E FOLLOMI~G OA1A STATEMENTS WHICH DEFINE fHE CHARACTERS E~D a~ 
C ••• RUNS ANO ~!PElTi HAY ~AiE TO a£ CHANGED FOR IHPLEHENTATION ON 
c ••• CO~PUTE~S )T~~~ THAN THE coc &oaa SERIES 




S YST112 350 
SYSTKZ 351 
SYSTl12 35 2 
EXPAND SYSTH2 353 







































S YSTN2 386 
: ,·, 
DAfl YTITL::(11,YTITLE!2l/l+rlREPE,4HATS I SYST1t2 337 
c ••• DIMENSION ~OR NUl'IBER OF PRINT INTERVALS BEING USED FilC a 
- C • • • FIX 9 
OI'IE~SION f?T(50) FIX 10 
C ••• •-•-•-•••••••-•-•-•-•••-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•·'·•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•- FIX 11 
Co•• • 4 ••••••••••••••••-•••••••••••• 4 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• SYSTlt2 3dd 
-c.~tH"CFOTtow1,.-,--o,u-shTE.HENf WHICH DEFINES (HE CHARACTERS REL. FOR ____ -- ---~01258Q 38 
C. •• A IELATIVE :RRO~ CR1ERION HAY -.AVE TO BE CHANGED FOR IHPLE!'IENTl• lt012580 39 
C •• • TION ON CO'IPUTE~S OTH:R THAN THE COC oOGO SERIES ~0125!8 1+0 
-----DATA IHREL/3H~EL/ - - - - - -- - - ~0125d0 lt1 
c ................................................................... ,.. ~012580 lt2 
C ••• THE FJLLOHING INITIALIZATION FOR THE INPUT/OUTPUT LOGICAL UNIT SYSTl'l2 389 
-c; •• -N\JltBnS ·wHICH UE USE:) IN THE FORTRAN REAO/HIUTE STATEMENTS MAY - SYSTll2 390 
C. •• HAVE TO BE Ci-UlltiED FOR IHPLEHENTATION ON COltPUTERS OTH~R. THAN T'IE SYSTHZ 391 
C ••• CO:: 600D SERES _________________________________________ SY'STltZ 392 
----NI=5 - - SYSTHZ 333 
NO=& SYST1t2 391+ 
C. • • ••••••••••••••••••••••• 4 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• SYSTl'l2 _395 
-C.~.------------------------ ----- ----------' ---- ------ - SYSTHZ 396 
C •• • THIS SECTION, CONCLUOPlG WITH THE CALL TO SUBROUTINE INITAL, SYST!'IZ 337 
c ••• INITIALIZ:i A )SS/2 RUN av !GENERALLY) REAOI\IG DATA CA~OS AND SYSTH2 398 
C ••• PRINTING A OAfA SUl11tARY - SYSTHZ 399 
C •• • SYS1"2 400 
C. •• INITIALIZE fli:: ~UN NUMBER AND INCREMENT FOR EACH RUN, THE ~~N SYST!12 lt01 
C. •• TERt1INATI0'4 'IARU6LE, THE COUNTER FOR REPEAT RUNS SYSTHZ '+ll2 
NO~UN=Q SYSTH2 lt03 
1 NOR!JN='IORUl01 S YSTNZ 40 It 
NFIN=O HSUZ '+D5 
NRPT=O SYST1'12 1+06 
c ••• 
-c~-;.~RE(YlHrFirisr-:fuCcARO ·Folf-TliCNEXT--RUN ANO TEST FOR AM E:otO OF 
C... RUNS CARO 
2 
C • • • 
c ••• 
READINI,901t(TITLEII1,I=1,20> 
DO 2 I=1,3 
IF!TITLEIII .NE.XTITLE!IllGO TO 6 
CONfI NUE 
AN ENO OF {UNS '.:ARO HAS BEEN REAO. 
STJP 
TEST FOR A ~E~EATS CARO 
TERMINATE THE SERIES OF RUNS 
DO 9 I= 1, 2 ____________ _ 
--- IF(l'nLE( II .-)fE ;UITLE( I if Ga·-ro 3--------- ---
9 
C • • • 
C • • ~ 
C • • • 
CO'ITI NUE 
A E:>EATS '.:ARJ - HS BEEN READ. -- READ THE NUHBER OF ~EPEAT RIJ~S 
RElOINI,902lN~PTS 
-c ••• -ST:P-THROU;H N~PTS Ru.'~S. IN EACH ~UN, RESET THE INITIAL VALUE '.JF 




·-·-·-·-·-·-· -. -· -·-·-· -· -· -· _. _. -· -· -· -· -·-·-· -·-. -· -·-·-·-·-·-· -C... SET CJUNT~~ ~~ EQUAL TO ZERO. 
SYSTHZ ltQ7 




S YSTHZ 412 



















c ... - -- --- --- -------- ~ - -- ---F°IX H 
NN: 0 
c ••• 
·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-c •• -.-- ---
c •.• FOR A REPEAT ~U~, DATA CARDS ARE HOf R£AO 
Go ro 12 
-~.-.~---- ------------------------------ -- ---
c ••• 




READ THE I~ITIAL, FINAL ANO PRINT INCREHENT VALUES OF THE !NDE-
PEH~Ellf IARIA3LE 
·-·~·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-···-ADD[TIJNS FOR ilARYIMG PUNT INTERVALS 




SYST112 43 0 
SYSTNZ lt31 
SYST 112 lt32 


















UNJER ARRA( f>T, NPTS IS THE TOTAL NUl1BER JF POINTS BEING 
EVALJATED (IN:LUOING :NOPOINTS>,NN IS A COUNTER FO~ TPT 
REAQ(NI,914J ra,rF,NPrs 
IPT = "f PTS • 2 
RElQOH,915J CTPT(IJ,I=1.IPT> 
----NN-= _f _____ ---- --- ---- ---- - ----------- -
c ••• 
c ••• 
c •• ~ -STOR:-THE INITIAL- INDE?ENOENT VARIABLE IN CASE THE NEXT RUN(S> IS 
SPE:IFIED JIA A ~EPEATS CARD IN WHICH CASE THIS VALUE rs NEEDED TO 
RESTUT (I'HTIHIZEI THE REPEATS RUH(SI 
c ••• 
c ••• 
















S YSTHZ 4't1 
SYSTHZ 41t2 C. •• READ THE NUl18:R OF FIRST-ORDER ORDINARY DIF'FERENUAL EQUATIONS, ----~_STSTHZ _'+43 
-C~~-.--RATIO JF PUNT- INTERV_L-TO MI11I11UH INTEGRATION INTERVAL, NU11BER OF SYSTl1Z '+44 
C ••• THE INTEGRATIJN ALGORITHM, PRINT OPTION, TYPE OF INTEGRATION ERROR SYSTH2 lt~S 
C ••• CRIT::RION, 11AGN[TUOE OF HAXINUN ALLOWABLE INTEGRATION ERROR ~---SYSnt2 ltlt6 





PRINT THE JATA I~ A SU~HARY FOR USER VERIFICATION 
WRIT:(N0,9031~0~UN,IT[TLEII>,I=1,2DI 
WR[fEl~0,9l4>rO,TF 
- - - ---
c.--;-.-·-·---·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-4-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-
.. 




C... FOR NTTPE ;T 1ft, ERRO~ 11ESSAGES 










_______ , I X __ 2 9 
FIX 30 
STSTl12 452 






: ••• SET T~E !NITI~L :oNDITIONS OF THE 
C.~.~ABLES (SET I~ S~BROUTINE INITAL> 
T=U 
PROBLEH SYSTEM OEPENOENT IARI· ____ _ 













SYST ~2 '+7 2 
STSTHZ t+73 




S TSTNZ 1+76 
STSTl12 '+79 
STST/12 .. ao 
SYSTNZ lt81 
S YSTNZ lt52 
SYSTl'IZ 483 
SYSTH2 -+c!lt 
SYSTl'IZ '+d 5 
c-;-;. 
C • • • 
C • • • 
CALL I-.ITAL 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
-c;;;--THif-SECTI)N; CONCLUDING WITH STATEHENT 1j;- INTEGRATES THE 
ORDINARY DIFFERENrIAL EQUATIONS BY ONE OF 
ALGORITHHS (~TYPE : 1 TO 141 
C .. , TE'1PORAL <INITIAL•IALJEI 
c ••• 14 CLASSICAL ~UN6E KUTTA 
IFINTYPE.GT.1,JGO TO 1J 
C • • • 
C ••• INITIALIZE THE ARRAY :oNTAINING THE SUBSCRIPTS OF THE DEPEN3ENT 
C.-~ -VAiHABLES ,IHI:tt VIOLATE THE ERROR CRITERION DURING THE ~UN 
NACC=O 
c ••• 
00 :i I=l,N 
-INTACC(l):J 
C ••• PRINT THE ~UH:RICAL SOLUTION 
_It ___ ---CALL - PU NT PH, NO I 
c ••• 







TESr FOR Cl> A ~~N TE~1INATI0N IN SUBROUTINE JERV JR SUBROUTINE 
PRINr ANO C Zl TtfE i:ND OF THE CURRENT RUN 
IFl~FI~.NE,Jl;O TO 5 
·-···-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-···-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-BYPASS CHE:K =o~ ENO JF CU~RENT RUN IF MN: Q 
IFC'4'i.EQ.OI ~) r, 50 





FIX 3 2 
FIX 33 
FIX Jlt 




C • • • 
c ••• 
C • • • 
c ••• 
TAKE THE NEXT STEP ALONG THE SOLUTION VIA INTEGRATION OF THE TEM-
PORAL OIFF::RE~TilL EQJATIONS 
TO=T 
·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-DETERMINE THE PRINT INTERVlL c... . . . 
NN = NM+1 
IF CNN.GT .IPT> GO TO 52 
TP: TPTIN~) • TD 
GO TO 54 


















·- . __ SYST1t2 C... . -----------·------··-- ---- - -----····-·--- --- - --- SYSTM2 
C, •• PRINT THE ~UH::RICAL SOLUTION ANO CONTINUE THE INTE~RATION IF THE SYSTNZ 
C ••• RU1 IS NOT FiiI5~E~ SYSTHZ 
·--- GO TO lt ------·-- ·--·--- - - --- -------------- - -- --------- ------- -- -----~---------- - -----SYST H2 
c ••• 
C,.. PqIMT A SUHHHY OF INTC:GRATION ERRORS, IF REQUESTEJ, ANO TERHINATE 
c; •• -THE :i.JRRENT RJM 
5 IF((NPRINT.E.0,11).ANO,(NRPT.EC.O»GO TO 1 
IF((~PUNT.EQ,OloANO,(NRPT.NE,QllGO TO 11 
c ••• 
c ••• 
IF NO INTEiRArION ERRORS OCCURRED, AN ERROR SUMMARY IS NOT PRINTED 
IFl(~ACC.E~.DI.ANO,INRPT,EQ,QJ)GO TO 1 











~ ••• IF INTEGRArro~ ERRORS ARE REPORTED, NNAX, THE RATIO OF THE PRINT SYSTH2 
-~;·;-tNTE~V AL TJ-T~E-·~ rnr l'f\Jl1 AI..LOWABU: I NTEGRA TIO N INTER'/ AL -REAO FROM .. - -----·SYSTHZ 
C. •• THE THIRD Hn CARO OF EACH RUN, SHOULD BE INCREASEJ, ALSO, THE SYSTN2 
C. •• ESTIHUEO ::RRJR OF ECH OEPENOrnT JARIABLE IS C011PARED WITH THE SYSTl12 
C... MAXI!'iUH ER~O~, ERROR, ~EAO FROM THE THIRD OATA CARD. THEREFORE:, S YSTHZ 
C,.. THI5 ERROR C~CTER!ON CAN BE RELAXED l!.E. INCREASED) TO ELHHNAH SYSTMZ 
c ••• REPORTED IiTEiRATION E~RORS auT THIS IN GENERAL WILL LEAD TO LESS iYSTl12 
-c;·;·;-AC:i.l~ATE S'.lLUTI:JlfS •.. ERROR = 0.001 (RELATnE> IS RECOt111ENDEf AS A SYST!12 
C • ., MUI HUH AL_OWlBLE ERROR CI.E. 0.1 PER CENTI SYSTl12 
c ••• SYSTNZ 
c ••• PA:( rHE A~~Ar CJNTAI~ING THE SUBSCRIPTS OF THE VIJLATING JE- SYSTl12 
C. •• PE~O~:-IT JAUA3LES PRIOR TO PRINTING THE ERROR SUNHARY S YSTNZ 
J=B SYST142 
---00···1-I=i,N ~ - - -- ----~ - -SYSTH2 
IF(INTACC(Il.EQ.l>GO TO 7 STSTH2 
J:Jt1 SYSTN2 
- ----- -·-INTlCC C JI =I SYSTl12 
7 CONTINUE SYSTHZ 
c ••• 
----- --- --c.-.-~- PRINT THE ERR)R SUt1HARY 
MRI T: <NO, 9HI II NT ACC I I> , I=1, NACC > 
MRITE I N0,9Q71 
c ••• INITIHE THE iEXf RUN 
IF(NRPT.EQ,QliO TO 1 
--· - --------- --- ----- -----------
C • • • 
11 
TEST IF THE TJTlL NU113ER 
IFCNRPT.EQ.H~PTSJGO TO 1 
NOIWN• HORU'H1 
NFIN= 0 
GO TJ U 
-,.---- -- ---- -··· ... ·- - . ---1,,;,... . 
OF REPEAT RUNS IS COMPLET: 
c ••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c ••• 
··c~·.;-·tHIS S:CTIJ~, ~O .. Ci..UOING 
C,,. TE~PJ~AL (IHITilL•IALJEI C... Gc:Hl"iI ltDMl~S1 l._ GORITHH 
WITH STATEMENT 1a, INTEGRATES TH: 
ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS aY THE 


























































































C • • • 
13 
c ••• 
JA~OiHAN ltH~IX IALGOUTHt1 NTYPE ,. 15, 16, liINDNARSH HETHOO FLAi 
: 231 
IFl~TYPE.GT.1&li0 TO 13 
C.,. P~INT THE INITIAL CONJITIONS 
CALL P~INT(NI,NOl 
-c~-~--- ----- -- - - ·----·-
c ••• 
16 
c •• -.·-·· 
c ••• 












SYSTl'IZ 553 PRI~T THE ~Ult~RICAL SOLUTION 
CALL PRINTIHI,NOI __ ---·- _______ S_YST!12 55.lt 
- - ----- ----- SYST1'12 555 
c ••• CHE~K FOR , lfJRlfAL RUN TERMINATION SYSTl1Z 556 
IFINFIN.NE.Ol;O TO 14 RQ12580 ltlt 
----IF!IIINOEX•Zl•rHJEX.EQ.01-,ANO.tT.GT~CTF.:0.s•TPIIIGO TO 14 ______ ------- SYSTl12 557 
C • • • SYSTl1Z 553 
-~~;~-~~!~~T~g\}\~::~~r1A_L __ ~lJN_T_ERKI_N~I_ON <DUE IO_ AN __ ERROR CONOITION ______ ~~iJ~~ ;!: 
c ••• 
C • • • 
IFIIINDEX•Zl•tNOEX.NE.OlGO TO 15 SYSTHZ 561 
SYSTH2 552 
TA~E T~E N:XT STEP ALJNG THE SOLUTION 
GO TO 16 
c •.• 
c;; ;--RtPOH-THE C01PUTATIONAL STATISTICS OF THE ii£ARB INTEG~ATOR 
lit MRIT:IN0,9111~STEP,NFE,NJE 




TERHIN~TE -THE C~RRENT ~UN 
If(NRPT.Ea.o>,O TO 1 
·c. ,-;---nsr IF-THE· nni: ~~UH:!ER OF 
IFIHRPT.EQ,NRPTSJGO TJ 1 
NORUN:cNQRUN t-1 
GO TO 10 
C • • • 
REPEAT RUNS IS :OHPLETE 
C ••• PRINT ~N ER.~O~ 11:SSAG: FOR THE iEARB INTEG~ATOR 
-15 ----WRffE CHO; 9121 I NOE X 
GO TO lit 
SYSTl12 5&3 
SYSTH2 Solt 






-----·--· __ . __ S_YSTH2 571 








SYSTHZ 580 C • • • 
·c ••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• SYSTH2 581 
SYSTHZ 5a2 
SYSTH2 583 
S YSTl12 581t 
SYSTH2 58 5 
SYSTH2 5a6 
c ••• 
C,.. TE"PORAL IINirIAL•IJALJEl INTEGRATORS CAN BE ADDEO H THIS POINT. 
-c-.-;.-·TEHPORllHLY, AN ERROR ~ESSAGE ltESSAGE IS PRINTED THAT THE INT::-
C .. , GRATOR NUMBER, 1'4TYPE, ~EAD FROl'I THE THIRD JATA CAR'.l EXCEEDS 16 
c ••• SINCE OSS/Z PRESENTLY CONTAINS 16 INTEGRATORS 
13 WRITEIN0,3131 
GO TJ 17 
'300 FOUUT(20Altl 
-901 --FO~~A T ! 3E1B, 0 l 
902 FO~ltATCltI5,2X,Al,E10,0l 
903 FORltATC1H1,10(,8HRUN NO, ,IZ,JH - ,ZDAlt,/l 
901t - FOR11H 111X,Z4HIHITIAL IALUE OF TIME = ,C:11.:+,//, 
1 11X,Z2HFI~AL V~LUE OF TIME: ,E11,4,//, 
c ••• ·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-···-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-
---2-· -nx,&a~?UNT IllTERVAL. OF TIME--IS VAOING - SEE ~EACTOR P~OF 
3ILE FOR SPtCI~GS,/1 
C • '• 
·-·-···-·-·-·-···-·-···-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-···-·-·-905 FOR,.AT( 
1 11lC, 47HNU'tB:'.~ OF' FIRST-ORDER JIFFERENTIAL 
2 11X,lt6HPRINT INTERVAL/MINIMUlt INTEGRATION 
-----3· 11X, 21+Hl1HEG~ATION ALGORITHM :: , IZ, I, 
• 1&X,5•H 1 • ~UNGE KUTTA EULER 
5 16X,51tH 2 - ~UN&E KUTTA NIESSE 
& -1~X,;~H 3 ~~~GE KUTT A HERSON 
7 1&X,5~H ~ ~~~GE KUTTA TANAKA - 4 
5 1&X,54H 5 • ~UNGE KUTTA TANAKA• 5 
A-34 







SYSTNZ 58 7 











S YST112 596 
SYSTN2 59 7 
SYST112 59d 
- ---SYST1t2 59-1 
SYSTltZ 6110 
SYST"IZ &Q 1 
SYSTHZ 602 




9 16X,51+H 6 - ~UNGE KUTTA CHAI ~012saa t+S 
908 FO~IUT( SYSTMZ 606 
A 1&X,51tH T • RUNGE KUTTA ENGLAND , /, SYST!t2 607 
8 1&K,51+H 8 - ~UNGE KUTTA MES • 4/1 , /, SYSTl12 618 
C 1&X,51+H 9 • ~UHGE KUTTA MES• '4/2 , I, SYSTHZ 609 
___ 0 1:iX,51tH1~ • ~UNGE KUTTA WES - 413 ______________________ Ll, ______ _SYSTM2 610 
E-TSlC,54H11- ;;-~UNlaE- KUrTA -MES • It/It , /, HSTHZ 611 
F 1&X,51tH12 • ~UNGE KUTTA MES • lt/5 , I, SYSTHZ 612 
G 1&X, 51+H13 • ~UNGE KUTT A MES - 5/1 _______ , /, _ SYSTHZ &13 
H 1ftX,;i+H11+ - ~Ul4GE KUTTA MES• 5/2 , /I SYSTH2 &11+ 
910 FORHAT( SYSTHZ 615 
1 1&X,51+H15 - :iEAR/HINJ11ARSrf INTEGRATOR FOR BANDED ODE SYSTEltS, /, SYSTHZ &16 
----z-i!IX,51tH JIAGONAL APPROXIHATIOH OF THE JACOBIAM HATRIX , /, SYSTNZ 617 
3 1&X,51tH JUTPUT POINTS BY INTERPOLATION ,//, SYSTP12 618 
I+ 1SX,5l+H16 • :.HR/HINDMARSH INTEGRATOR FOR BANDED ODE SYSTEHS , /, _______ SYSTH2 613 
5 1&X,51+H JIAGONAL APPROXIMATION OF THE JACOBIAN MATRIX - , /, SYS1"2 oZO 
& 1;x,;1+H :XACT OUfPUT POINTS (NO INTERPOLATION) , II SYSTHZ 621 
909 FO~HAT( SYSTl12 622 
- r11X,15HPRIHT OPTION : ,U,/, . - - SYSTl12 623 
J 16X,36HNO INTEGRATION ERROR DIAGNOSTICS• D,/, SYSTHZ &21+ 
K 1oX,3oHSUHHARY OF INTEGRATION ERRORS • 1,//, SYSTH2 625 
L ·ux,28HTPE )~ INTEGRATION ERROR : ,A3,//, 5YSTl12 626 
M 11X,26Hl1AXIHJ11 INTEGRATION ERROR= ,E1D.3,/, SYSTHZ 627 
N 1H11 SYSTl12 52d 
90& FO~l'fH(1H1,lD)(,55HINEGRATIOH ERROR FOR THE FOLLOWIHG DEPENDENT >JA SYSTHZ 629 
1RHSLES,/,l1H,10I;l,/l SYSTHZ 630 
907 FORl'!AT < 11X, 95-iOEPENOENT VARIABLES REPORTED I" THE ERROR SUMMARY AR SYSTH2 631 
1E-~UH3EREO IN THE SAHE ORDER AS THEY APPEAR,/,11X,37HIN THE /Y/ SE SYSTMZ 632 
2CTIJ~ OF L\BE-~EJ COHHON CSEE THE COHHON AREA OF S~BROUTINES INITA SYSTNZ 633 
3L, ER'J ANJ ?UHi> SYSTl'l2 63'+ 
-gfr-FDRHAf(ftff,/l"; -- - --- --------SYSTHZ 635 
1 1iX,51+HC0!1PUTATIONAL STATISTICS FOR THE GEARB INTEGRATOR , /, SYSTKZ 636 
2 1:iX.taH ~u,. REQUHEO , I5,Z9H STEPS , _I, SYSTNZ &37 
3 1&X,30H JEiH'JATIIE E'JALUATIONS = ,IS , I, HSTHZ 638 
I+ 1&X,JOH JACJBIAN EVAL-IATIONS : ,IS, , II SYSTH2 639 
912 FO~HAT C II, SYSTlt2 &ltO 
.. -c 16X, Si..H HRH ~OHDITION-REPORTEO BY THE -GEARS -INTEGRATOR , I, SYSTHZ &~1 
2 16X:,13H I~uEX = ,I2,31tH, CiJRREHT RUN T::RHINATEO , ll SYSTl12 o42 
913 FORMAT( SYSTHZ &43 
--1 l~X, 51tHALjJRI PH4 NUt13ER READ H0/1 THIRD DATA CARO EXCE£DS 16 , II SYSTl12 &It'+ 
c ••• •·•·•-•-•-•-•-•·•·•·•••••••••·•-•-•-•-•·•-•-•-•••••••••••••••·•-•- FIX 51 
C. •• FOR!'fATS AOJE::l =-Oit CHANGING PRINT INTERVAL •IX 52 C. •• - - -- -------- - --- ------- -- -FIX 53 
91• FOR!'fAT(ZE1,,I;J FIX 51+ 
915 FOR"IAT ( 8E10 I FIX 55 
C •• , -•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•- FIX 56 
ENO SYSTPIZ o~s 
SUBROUTINE jE~RB SYSTl12 6'+& 
------ ----- -
---·--- ·----- -- - ---· ··- --
-c •• ;-- - --- ----- ---- ------- - SYSTNZ &Jt7 
c ••• suaROUTINE jElRS CALLS THE DRIVER ROUTINE FDR THE j£ARB INT:GRA- SYSTH2 61+8 
c ••• TOR, DRIVE3, ro HOJE THE SOLUTION THROUGH ONE INTE~VAL aETWEEN SYSTl12 &lt9 
c •• ;- outPJT POI'iB. ~RI'IE3, MITH NINOR H00IFICATI0'4S, AHO ASSOCIATE) SYSTHZ &5D 
C,,. ROJTINES WERE JE'JELOPEQ BY OR. A. C. HIN011~RSH OF fHE LAWRENCE iYSTNZ &51 
C, •• LIIERNORE .ABJRlfORY, THE OPPORTUNITY TO USE THE GEARS INTEGRATOR iYSTNZ 652 






---- COMHOM/GEAIU1 /HO, TOUT, EPS; HF, IHDE X, 11L ,HU 
c ••• 
C. •• INITIALIZE TliE GEH/HINDHARSH INTEGRATOR. NOTE THAT SOl1E ~ATHE~ 
c.~.--AR:3ITHRY lSSJNPTIONS fiAVE BEEN HADE HERE IN SETTI'4G THE rnITIAL 
C,,, INT!;RATIJ~ I'iTEqJAL, HO, ANO T1E IALJE OF fHE ALLJMABLE INfEGRl-

















C... RUNt. THE5E JALJES OF HQ ANO EPS MAY AFFECT THE PERFORNANCE OF ~012580 50 
C ••• THE ;EAR/HIN01ARSH INTEGRATOR ANO THEREFORE SOHE EXPERIMENTATION ~012580 51 
C ••• HAY 3E REQJIR:~ IF THE PROBLEH SYSTEH ODES ARE NOT SUCCESSFULLY ~012580 52 
C... INT:i;RATEO. JF COURS:, ONLY THE DIAGONAL A?PROXIHATION OPTION ~012580 53 
c. •• (HF = 23) JF THE GEAR/"1INOMARSH INTEGRATOR IS IMPLEHENTEO. OTHER ~012saa 51+ 
C ••• OPTIONS HHI:H USE ~ORE OF THE ?~OBLEH SYSTEM JACOBIAN ~ATRIX NAY ~012580 55 
-c;-.~-BE-~E-QUIREJ,--~NO THEY CAN -BE ADDEO AFTER Tl-4E 3 CONTINUE STATEKEIH -- ---R012580 5& 
C. •• BELOlf, E.G., TH: HF = 22 OPTION. IN GENERAL, HOWEVER, HORE HE11JRY ~012580 57 
c ••• HILL BE REQUI~E~ TO STORE THE ADDITIONAL ELEMENTS ,F THE JACOBIAN ~0125ao 5d 
c ••• NATRIX. I~ P\RTICULA~, ARRAYS PW ANO IPIJ IN COHHON/GEAR6/ ANO ~012saa 59 
C ••• /GEAR7/ WILL ~AVE TO 3E EXPANDED IN ACCOROAMCE MITH THE DIRECTIONS ~012580 &O 
C. •• IN THE GEA~B UHEGKATH 11ANUAL <SEE REFERENCE <21 AT THE 3EGINNING ____ 3012580 61 
-c;~~---Of'--SUBROUTINE ORil/£9). ARRAYS ?W ANO IPIIJ ARE OIHENSIONEO AT T-iE ~D125aQ &2 
C ••• 8E~INNING JF THIS 11AI~ PROGRAM. AN ALTERNATIIE IS TO CALL ORIJE3 ~012550 &3 
C ••• DIRE~TLY (OUT5IDE OSS/21, ANO PROVIDE THE REQUIRED Oil1ENSIONSIN; R012580 64 
-c;-~~-OF ntCARRA'tS AS EXPLUNEO IN THE- GEARa MANUAL. DETAILS FOR THIS :U12530 65 
c ••• SO~EHHAT 11JRE FL~xraLE APP~OACH ARE AVAILAaLE FROM~. E. SCHIESSER ~012saa 66 
c ••• (FO~ THIS ALT~R~ATIIE, THE USER•SUPPLIED S~BROUTINES I~ITAL, DE~~ R012580 &7 
-i:.-;-~-ANO-PlUNft -AN) THE-SUBROUTINES CALL.ED 6'f THESE THREE SUBROUTINE5~------ R0125d0 &-' 
c ••• E.&., ossomz, REHAIN JNCHAMGEO). EXTENDING THIS APPROACH FURTH~R, ~012sao 69 
c ••• ANY QUALITT IiTE~RATO~ FOR ODES CAM BE USED IN COHSINATION NITH ~012550 70 
C ••• SU8ROUTINE5 I~IT~L, DER/ ANO PRINT. ALL THAT IS REQUIRED IS TH: ~012580 71 c... USUAL INTEUACE THROUGH CONHON/T/, /Y/ ANO IF/ ~01258il 72 
IF<CT•TO•TP/2,>,GT.O,IGO TO 10_ _____ __ _ _ _____ SYST1t2 c&2 
HO=TP/(FLOATC~HAXl+1.~E+Q41 SYSTHZ 663 
TOUT=TD SYSTH2 6&1+ 
EPS=ER~OR SYSTMZ 665 
INOEX=1 SYSTM2 666 
c ••• 
C ••• SEL:CT THE JPTIJ~ OF THE ~EAR/HINDMARSH INrEGRATOR 
10 ----MO?T • NTYPE • 11t 
C • • • 








C • • • 
GO TO(l,2,Jl,~OPT 
NTY?E-= i~~ 1&, GEARS INTEGRATOR WITH DIAGONAL APPROXI1ATION OF 



















-c~-~-;-sua,ouTINE ot=-F:Hi IS AN INTERFACE-BETWEEN THE ;EARIHHlOHARSH rNTE-
c ••• GRATOR (CALLE) BY ORI'IEa AMO ASSOCIATED SUBROUTINfSl ANO THE USER• 
C, •• SU??LIED S'JBKJUTINE OERIJ WHICH DEFINES THE PROBLEM SYSTEM TEMPO~AL 










DO 1 Ia1,N 
YII>=ZCII 
JE?~NDENT VARIABLE VECTOR TO THE ARRAY USc:J BY sua-
4NO UPOAT~ THE INDEPENDENT ,A~IABLE 
A-36 
SYSTNZ 607 












S YST112 &a 0 
SYS 1!'42 &a 1 
SYS T 112 6 a 2 
SYST11Z 603 
S YST~Z 684 











S YSTH2 &96 
SYSTl12 697 
S YST 112 fdo 
SYSTH2 &99 
S YSTl12 700 
SYSTl12 701 
























SYST 112 70 5 
SYSTl12 706 
SYSTH2 70 7 
SYSTH2 708 
SYST 112 70 9 
USED a_y _I_!iE _____ SYSTlt2_ 71ll C ••• TRlHSFER T~E fEMPORAL DERIVATIVE ~ECTOR TO THE ARRAY 
-"C~GE:l)~/HtNOHl~S--t--tNTEGRATOR ------ --- - -- --- -------- -
00 2 I•l,N 










sua~OUTINE CD1PUR COMPUTES THE UNIT ROUNOOF• (MACHINE EPSILJNI 
FO~ USE IN TH~ ~EA~B INTEG~ATOR. UROUND IS THE SMALLEST POSITIVE 
U sue~ THAT 11.•JI .NE.1, THIS ROUTINE WAS ::lEVELOPED AND TESTED av 
0, ~. LIST~~ ~~D O. G. BALL OF THE OAK RIO;E NATIONAL LABORATCRY, 











SYS T HZ 721 
SYST1'!2 722 







--- - ---U3=:J1•U2 





S YSTN2 721t 
_SYSTl12 ns 








_________________________ SYST'12 734+ suaROUTINE P'J3(N,T,Y,PW,NEaANO,~L,MU) 
. c-;-; .------ -- ---- -----. ·-- - - -
c ••• SUS~OUTINE ?03 IS CALLEO SY THE GEARB INTEGRATOR FOR OPTIONS HF= 
C,,. 11 A~O 21, FO~ ,HICH fHE USER SUPPLIES THE DOE SYSTEM ANALYTICAl 
c ••• JACOaIAN HU:UX IN Paa. SINCE THESE OPTIONS ARE NOT Il1Pl€'4ENTD 
C ••• IN OSS/2, rHIS )UMHY ~OUTINE SHOULD NOT BE CALLED, IF IT IS 









SYS TMZ Tit 1 
SYSTl1Z 7~2 
SYSTltZ 7ft3 
- ·- -- - ·- - - . C •• ~ - SYSTl12 7ft• 
C. •. PRINf AN E~RO~ HE SSA GE IF PD8 IS CALLED SYSTl'!Z 7ft~ 
WRIECN0,11 _________________________ SYST11Z 7~& 
--r--Fo,1tAr(- - -------------------- SYSTHZ 7ft7 
1 sa~ SUBROJfI~E POB WAS CALLEO 9Y THE GEARS INfEGR~TOR. TrlIS , /, SYSTl42 71t8 
2 58H OCCURS FJR THE MF= 11, 21 GEARS OPTIONS WHICH ARE NOT , /, SYSTl12 7ft9 
3 58H I11PLE1E~fE~ IN OSS/2, SO THE CURRENT ~UN IS T~R11INAfEO I SYSTHZ 750 
IFC~.Gr.01sro~ SYSTM2 751 
RETU~N SYST~2 752 
A-37 
Appendix B: GRPSS Sample Program Output 
A-38 























TEST FOP. NEH IN·fYTING Of INFO TO GEN 
RCl = 1000, R = JO~ A~EA=10, BR~UN OAfA,l~CREASE C6 
TY PE 
















1 0 , 0.0 0 0 0 
FLOWRATESCLBMOL~S/HRI 
HZ ·CHI+ '120 











!"LOW ST~EAM 1Nf"0Rt1ATI0N 
STR~At1 h: i>siA FLOWRATESCLaMOLES/HRI 
co HZ _CH" '120 CO2. NZ TOTAL. 
1 551.D 1092.0 91 J ._o o 3&50. 00 1 .. 320.00 .... 73. 00 JE'-5. 0 0 o.oo 23721.00 
z. 7 3 0.,. 10=12.o· 10. 15 9 .. 1 ... 5 15222. !15 5375 .115 Jf,5. 00· o.oo 21915.30 
Ql:ACTOR NO. i 
LENGTH XCO r K Y~O YH2 YCH" YH20 YC02 ox 1Dl OTKOL RAT Et RATE2 CP
AVG 
o .otio.00000 '551. D • 0 311 .. 9 .153!17 • &OH,11 .111115 7 • 0 l 5] q 6.1+558E-02 1.2291E+D1 1.961+7E+01 o. 10.'+265 
2.50 ._17 i.o .. 5i!hll , 0 3222 ~·13559 • 6 lcl6 7 .19792 ~015&0 7.<tOltOE-02 1. l.'31t5E •O l 2. 25HE+C1 o • 11).cHCid 
,. 
s.ao • ln"s a 613 .1 • 0 251-6 .11500 • 63555 • 2011 ltS • 015113 7 .&79!1E-02 1.lt093E+Ol 2.3372£+01 o. 11, 2 365 
I 7,5D , 5<t!l !l 3 652,6 ,01!113 • 091tlt9 • &52 37 • 2-18'91t • 01607 6;8711nE-02· 1.2401tE+ill 2.0934l+Ol Ci. 11. 6539 10.00 ,l01611 6110, 0 • D 1214 • 0 770 1 • 6&& 71. .221e·a ~ 01&27 5.271tJE-02 9.3787£+00 1.6052£+01 o. 12.00'+7 
1?.50 .111195 e,·9:i. 5 .00772 • 06<t 12 .67727 • 2 J4" 11 • 0 l 6 I+ 1 3 -~ 5 8 4 3 E - 0 2 6. 3112E HID 1.09Jclf+01 c • 12.26C6 
i.r;'. 0 0 • i!h06 7 12. 2 .00479 • 0 555 7 .6c31t2i! • 2 311115 • 0 l 651 2.257](-'02 3;9,.98E•OO 6.116911£ +OD 0 .- i.z. 1t29l 
17,.50 ,921142 71'1, 9 .o 0297 , 0 50 2 6 • 6111161o • 2 '+1 57 , 0 l 65 7 1.·3564E-02 2. 361tloE+OO 4.12B1E+OO o • 12.5.J.36 
20. co • 0 51t67 724. 5 • 001811 .Olt710 .69123 • 2 lo3 tll- • 0 i 661 7.11927(-'0J 1.3727E+DO 2. loO ZOE.• DO o. 12.5955 
22, !"0 .969711 727. l ,00126 • Olt527 .69272 • 21olt_l 2 • 016& 3 <t. loll fl '-'E-0 3 7.7%0(-01 1.36&0E+OO o. 12.&312 
25.00 ,97i!31 12a. & ,00090 , 0 4424 • f,9 35 7 , 21tl+65 , 0 1 f,f, .. 2 .r;1~1E-:-D3 1t.3619E-Ol 7,6<t63E-01 o. 12,6513 
27.50 • 9!1.30 & 72 9. lo .00011 • 0 43& 7 • 6940 4 .241t94 .016&5 t.3931+E-O~ 2 •. '+l75E-01 ... 240&i:-01 (' . 12.f,626 
-30. 00 • 911 c;r,11 72:J.9 • 0 00 & D .01+335 • &94_3 0 .Zlo510 .016&5 7 .&IIOIIE-Olo t.J323E.-01 2. 33.75E-Ot o. 1Z.&6118 
32.50 .911713 730 .1 .00051t .Ol+H7 • 69 .. 1+5 • 2'+519 .01&&5 ... 219&E-OI+ 7. 318JE-02 t.2a .. 2E-01 G • 12.&722 
35,00 .9a-79Z 733 .3 .00)50 .0'+308 .&91+5_3 • Z<t5 2<t • 0 1 6£, 5 2. 3 l 3 TE - 0 I+ I+.012 6E -o 2 7.0lol5E-02 o. 1Z.67<t1 
-, 37.50 .911!ll6' 7 30. lo .00049 • DI+ 30 2 • 69- .. 5 7 • 2 lo5 27 • 01 &65 1 • 2.6 71+ E- 0 4 2.1978(-02 3.11570£-02 o. 12. f,751 
I loO. OD , 911!159 7 30. It , D DO 4 !I • 0 lo2 99 • f,9459 • Z 1+5211 .01665 &.'l3110E-,O 5 1. 20JlE'-OZ 2. li15E-02 o. 12_. 6757 
lo2.50 ,9!llH2 730, 4 .ooo•,7 • 0 42 9!1 • 691+ bl ,2<+529 .Qlf>f,5 3. 7969(-0_5 6.58'43(-03 1; 1555£-02 o. 12, 676,l 
!l:>I <t5.00 • 9111\!l 0 7 3)." .o 00'+ 7 .0'+297 • &9<+61 • 21+530 . • 0 l f,f,5 2.0775£-05 3.6027E-03 f,. ~226f-03 0 • 
12. f,7£,2 
I lt7,50 , 9!l 11113 7 30, 4 • 0 00 4 7 • 01+29& • f,9462 • 24530 • 0 t f,f,5 1.1366£-05 t. 9711(-.Ql 3.1+5~2E-03 o. 12. 6 762 
~ l' 5 o_. o o , 911 !I !If, 7 :JO. 4 .DOO<t6 .04296 .69 .. 62 .24530 .01665 &.2l!l'+E-0& L07'1~E-03 
l.fl925E-03 0 •. 12. 6 763 
0 52.50 • 9!l!l!l 7 7 30. It , 0 00 <t 6 , 0 42 96 • 69462 .24530 , 0 l 6f,f, J .i.o l9E-06_ 5.i!992E-04 l.D353E-03 o; 12 .&7&3 
55,00 • 9!l a 111 n3.i. • 0 O~lt f, .01+296 • f.,94&2 .21+530 .016&& l;c3610E-O& 3. 2272£-04 5.&63dE-04 o • 12.&763 
5·7 • 5 0 • 9!111,!III 7 30 •" • 0 00 "f, .04.n& • &91+6? • 24530 • 0 1&& b 1.0t81E-06 t. 7 &5 5_E - O 4 J.O'lll<tE-Olo
 o. 12.6763 
6_0. D.O • 9!1 !I !I !I 7 30. lo • 0 00 It & • 0 1+29 & • &9<t62 • 21o530 • 01 66& 5.5&95.E-07 9.65111(-05 1.&950E-Olo o • 12.67&3 
&2.50 • 9118 !l !I 7 JO. 4 • 0 00 <+ 6 • 0 42 9& • 691+&2 • 2<t530 • 0 l &66 3.0<+68E-07 5.21135£-05 9.2725E-e05 o. 12.676<, 
&5.00 • 9111!!1 e 7 30 • It • 0 00 <t f, .0'-'2% • F.,9<t62 • 2 45 30 • 0 1 66& l .&66aE-07 z.a90lE-os c;.07Z5E-05 0. fZ.67&1o 
67.50 ,9Hc38 7 30, It • 0 00 .. f, • 04291; • &Sl462 .z1,530 • 0 1 f,6& 9 • 11 II 1E- 0 !I t.511l2E-05 2. 77 .. 9£-05 0, 
12. £,7&4 
70, 0 0 , 9!1 !Ill !l 7 30 • I+ • 0 00 .. 6 , 0 1+2 9 6 • &9462 • 2 4530 • 01 f.&6 lt.'Jll~OE-08 ll.64911E-06 t.5illOE-05 o. 1Z.&7.61t 
72.50 • 91111 'I 'I 7-3) ... • 0 OD 4& , 0 1+29 r, • f>9'-'&2 • 2 ,,5 30 • 0 l 66(, 2. 7.26 7f-OII 4.7319E-Ofi ii. 30<+'+E-O& o.- 1Z.b7b4 
75.00 .qeeee 7 .30. <t • 0 00 .. & .042% .&94&2 .Z<t530 • 0 l f,f,f, 1. 4<i27E-O d 2.51\dnE-J& lo.5<+29f-(Jf, ·o .- ll, b 7 64 
77.50 • q;i a a a 7 30. I+ • 0 oc '-' f, • 0 lo29f, • 694 F,2 • 21+530 • 0 1 6f,f, e .16F,DE-oq l. loH,lE-0& ?. 1+1152£-0f, o. 1Z.67blt 
!lO • 0 0 • 911!1 !1 !l 7 30, lo • 0 00 "6 • D 4296 • f,91+62 • 245.30 • 01 666 4.<+67?E-09 7.7<t&6E-07 1.J5'15E-06 o. 
12~67b .. 
II z. 50 • 9111111 e 73Q ... • 0 004 f, .O<t29b • &9 '462 , 2 <+5 JO • 01 666 z ... <tJIIE-09 4. 2.H8E-O 7 7.1+.H3E-07 C • 12.61b'+ 
85,DO • 91111 !l !l 7 JO. lo • 0 OGlt b .01+2<i6 .69'+b2 .2<+5JO .01&_6& l,33h9E-09 2.'3U3E-07 lo.C&i&f-07 0. t2.b7b<+ 
117. 5 0 .9dc3d8 7 31." • 0 OO<t 6 • 01+?9 6 • 691+62 .24530 • 0 16f,f, 7 • 3 1 J Cjf - 1 0 1.2r,112i::-01 2. 2 2 <; 7_E - 0 7 o. 12.67b .. 
<J0,00 • 9 !lll"" 7 lO .... .ooo .. b • 0 1+2 qf, • F,9 .. f,2 • 2'45-30 • o 1 66n l+.0009E-10 f,, 'l37YE-DII 1.211&l-07 
o. 12. 676<+ 
92, '50 • 'lll 11 'I~ 7 .,J ... • 0 00 Ctf, • Olt2 q6 • b'l<t 62 • 21ts:rn • 01'6f,6 2.tB!IIE-lC 3.795<tE-08 &.&&lOE-08 o. l2.67bl+ 
\· 95.00 • 96!l!l !l 7 30. i. • 0 00 • 6 • 01+2q6 • b9462 
• 2 ,.5 30 • 0 1 E,f,':, l.197]E-10 2.076.~E-Od 3.6<t,9E-Oc3 0. 1 Z. f> 7 &'+ 
97.50 .9ac311d 7 ]~ ... • 'I 00 It F, .0'+2 % .b'hf,2 • 2 4'5'D • 0( f,f,f, f>,550 1,E-11 t.1359F.-O!I 1. 99 Jr; [ - 0 6 o. 12. f,7 t, .. 
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SUBROUTINE INITAL SETS TH£ INITIAL CONDITIONS FOR THE OIFfERENTIAL EQUATIONS BEING SOLVED ANO ACCESSES ALL 
OTHER REQUIRED INFORMATION VIA CALLS TO OTHER SU8ROUTINES. 
REAL L,KCHEH COMMON/T/l,Nf!N,NRUN/Y/X1(5),X2(5),T~(5)/FIOX10l(5t,0X2Dl(5), 
1 OT KOL 151 
COMMON/STOIC/ A(3,10l OELA(3) COMHON/PRTPLT/ IPLOT,NLINE,NPTS,Qf16>,IPT 
COHHON/POINT/ I0(8) 
COHHON/INOAT/ NUNITS,NSTMS,NTEAR,I0R0t15> 
C OMHON/PROC'ESS/ !UNIT C15 I, KT US) ( IN <15, 31 ,NOUT C 15 ,2) ,OUMO AT ( 1 '3) 
cmt"ON/STHOATI FSTH(25,8) ,TTfSTM 251,T1<STM(25),PRSTH(25) COMMON/PARM/ N,M,TFOSTM,PFOSTH,P(51,IFO,ITR(10),Y(5,8) 
COMMON/UNIT/ N'RXR,NHX,NOIV,N"IX,IRXR{5),NCOR,RlNTH:5>,IHX(5}, 
1 ICORl51,QCOND(5) QHXl51 
COMMON/FLAG/ fLAG1,fLAG2,NFLA~,FLAG3 
NOTATION 
OTKOL(I)=FIRST DERIVATIVE OF TK(l) W/R TO DI"ENSIONLESS LENGTH 
FLAG3=FLAG TC STOP PROGRAM WHEN IT HAS CONVERGED TO A SOLUTION 
IPT=NUHBER Of AN INDIVIDUAL POINT ALONG REACTOR.GRID 
IRXR(ll=UNIT NUMBER OF AN INDIVIDUAL REACTOR I 
JN(IR,l>=NUHBER OF STREAM ENTERING REACOT IR 
l = DINENSIONLESS LENGTH· 
NFLAG=FLAG CONTROLLING TK£ PRINTING OF SIMULATION INFOR. BY PRI 
NLINE=LINE ON PRINT OUT PAGE 
NPTS=TOTAL NUMBER Of POINTS ALONG REACTOR GRID 
NRUN=f.1 UN NUHBER NRXR=TOTAl NUMBER OF REACTORS IN S IHULATION1 READ FROM FLOWST 
Ptil=PRESSURE IN REACTOR t, ASSUHEO CONSTANI, PSIA 
PRSTM(NSSl=PRESSURE OF STREAM NSS, PS!A 
TKIIl=TEMPERATURE AT SPECIFIED PT. IN REACTOR I, OEG K 
TKSTM(NSS>=TEMPERATURE OF STREAH NSS,OEG ~ 
X1CI>=CONVERSION AT SPECIFIED PT. OF METHANATION REACTION 
X2(1)=6~N~~:~1g~ It ;~:g~~EO PT. OF SHIFT REACTION 
IN REACTOR I, PERCENT 
IF CALCULATION HAS CONVERGED ON PREVIOUS RUN, 
STOP TH£ CALCULATION C FLAG3 = 1 > 
IF CNRUN.EQ.1) GO TO 5 
IF CFLAG3.NE.O.) STOP 
5 CONTINUE 
CALL SUB~OUTINES FOR All OTHER REQUIRED INFORMATION 
CALL IOENT 
C All STO ICH 
CALL FLOWST 
CALL HPREP 
IPLOT = 0 NLINE = 0 IPT = 0 
FLAG! = 0. 
FLAG2 = 0 • 
FLAG3 = 0. 
NFlAG = 0 
INITIALIZE REACTION CONVERSIONS FOR All RXRS 
INCLUDES FOR All REACTOR SPACES AS DI"ENSIONEO FOR (5) 
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C • • • c ••• 
C • • • 
C • • • 











X1(U = 0. 
X2(I) = O. 
CONTINUE 
IF (NRUN.GT.11 GO TO 50 
INITIALIZE TH£ TEMPERATURE PROFILES IN ALL RX~S 
THIS IS DON£ FOR All REACTOR SPACES ACCOUNTED FOR IN THE 
PROGRAMING (IN THIS CASE 5) 
DO 20 I= 1, 5 
lf(.tl) = TFOST" 
P (I) = PFOSTM 
CONTINUE 
IF NRX~ IS LESS THAN FIVE,SET THE REMAINING 
REACTOR SPACES IN /F/ TO ZERO 
IF <NRXR.EQ.51 c;o TO 40 
NS = NRXf< + 1 
DO 30 I = NS,5 
OX10l(U = o. OX20L ( U = o. 
DTKOL<U = o. 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
AFTER INITIAL l<UNE SET FIRST GRIO TEMP EQUAL TO THE INLET STR A'1 TEMP TO THE REACT OR 
IF t NRUN. EQ .1) GO TO 60 
CONTINUE 
00 15 I= 1J NRXR 
IR = IRXfHI 
NSS = IN t IRTU 
T Kl n = T t<S H (NSS > 







SUBROUTINE IOENT IDENTIFIES WHICH CHEN SPECIES FROM BLOCK DATA IS 
THE FIRST COHPONENT, WHICH IS THE SECOND, ETC FOR US£ IN 
SUBSEQUENT CALCUL~TIONS. 
CAllEO FROH INITAL 
COMHON/POINTI IC(8) 
COMHON/PARH/ N,~,TFDSTM~PFDSTH,P(5>,IFO,ITR(10) 
N = NUMBER Of COHPOUNDS 
N = 6 
IO= CODE NUHBER OF COM~OUNO FROM THERNO DATA 800K 
IN THIS CASEt 
1=CO 2=H2 3:CHft 4=H20 5=C02 6::N2 
IOU) = ,. 
I0(2J = 3 
JOU) = 13 10(4) = 12 
I0t5) = 5 



















































































SUBROUTINE STOICH SETS THE STOICHIOMETRIC COEFFICIENTS FOR THE 
CHEH REACTIONS ENCOUNTERED. 
CALLEO FROM INITAL 
gg~~g~:j12~9'N:~!f18!fH~~}~~f~,P:5>,IFD,ITR(10l 
H = NUHBER OF CHEMICAL REACTIONS 
"' = 2 
A(J,I> = STOICHI0t1ETRIC COEFFICIENTS FOR 
..,TH REACT ION, ITH COMPOUNC 
A Ct,U :: -1. 
A U,2) = -3. 
AU, 3) - 1. 
-AU, 4) = 1. 
A <1,5) = 0. 
AU,6) = o. 
A 12,U = -1. 
A ( 2, 2) = 1. 
At2,3) = o. 
A ( 2, 4) = -1. 
A(2,5) = 1. 




SUBROUTINE FLOWST READS Tt£ PROCESS FLOWSHEET 
INFOR~ATION FOR THE PROCESS UNDER STUDY 
· · · CALLED FROM INIT AL 
COM"ON/P~OCESS/ IUNIT115) 1 KTf15t,INt15,3),NOUT(15,2),0UMOATf15l CONMON/l~DAT, NUNITS,NSTN~ NTEAR,I0ROl15I 
COMMON/STHOAT/ FSTHt25,6>,TTFSTHt25),T~STHt25) PRSTHt25) 
COMHON/T/liNFIN,N~UNIY/X115),X2(5),TKt5)/f/OX10L(5),0X20Lt5l 
CONMON/UNIT/ NRXRCNHX1NDIV,NMIX,IRXR(5),NCO~,RLNTH(5),IHX(5), 
1 ICOR 5l,uCONOC5J,QHX(5) 
COMMON/PARM/ N,~,TF0STNjPFOSTN,Pt5),IFO,ITRt10> ,Yt5,8) 
COHMON/P~TPLT/ IPLOT,NL NE~NPTS,Ct16),IPT 
0 IHENS IO~ FFOSTIH 81, FTRST~ I a> 
NOTATION 
OUHDATCJJJ = OUHHY ARRAY CONTAINING REQUIRED OATA 
FOR UNIT JJ 
FFOSTHII>IFTRST"> = MOLAR flOWRATE OF CONPOUNO I, IN FEED tT£AR> STREAM, LBHOl/HR 
IFO: FEED S1REAN NUMBER 
IN(J,I) :: STREAM NUMBER ENTERING UNIT J FROH INLET 'POSIT ION I 
IOROCI) = OROER IN WHICH UNIT I IS CALCULATED 
IRXRtI> = INDIVIDUAL REACTOR NUMBER CF J-TH UNIT{IF I1 IS A RXR 
ITR(J) = J-TH TEAR STREAM NUMBER 
IUNITCJt = INDIVIDUAL UNIT NUMBER FOR J-TH UNIT 
KT(~) = TYPE OF INDIVIDUAL UNIT FOR w·TH UNIT, WH£R£-
1 = REACTOR 
2 :: HEAT EXCHANGER 
3 = STREAH DIVIDER 
I+ = STRE AH MIXER 
5 = OR'ff'.R/CONOENSER 
JR = lcEACTOR COUNTER 
NOIV = TOTAL NU"BER Of DIVIDERS 
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NHX = TOTAL NUH8ER OF HEAT EXCHANGERS 
NHIX = TOTAL NUMBER OF OIVIOERS 
NRXR = TOT Al NUMBER OF REACT ORS NOUTCJ,II = STREAM NUMBER EXITING UNIT J FROM OUTLET POSITION I 
NTEAR = NUMBER OF TEAR STREAMS 
NUNIJ·S . = TOT A'l.11. NU"BER Of UNI TS PFDSTMr~TRSTMl = PRESSURE OF f£EO CTEARl STREAM, PSIA 
PRSTMtII = ,-RESSURE OF STREAM I, f>SIA 
Q Ut ·-• ARRAY fOR T£XT CARDS RLNTHCIJ: LIIGTH Of REACTOR It FT 
TFDSTMtTTRST"J = TEMPERATURE OF FEED (TEAR) STREAM, DEG K 
Tl<STMCII :: TEl1P£RATUR£ OF STREAM I, DEG I< 
IF (NRUN.GT.11 RETURN 
REAO lEXT CARDS 
READ 105 1 tQCI1,I=1,16I FORMAT l~A10) . READ 100, NRXR,NHX,NOIV,NMIX,NCOR,NSTHS,NTEAR,NPTS 
FORM AT HUS> 
NUNITS = NRXR + NHX + NOIV + NMIX + NCO~ 
READ PROCESS FLOWSHEET 
JR = 0 
JHX = 0 
JCOR = 0 
00 10 J = 1, NUNITS READ 110, ?IUNITCJ>,KTCJ),<INIJ,Il,I = 1,3l,CNOUT<J,Il,I=1,2» 
FORMAT (7151 
OETER~INE THE R£ACTOR NUMBER FOR FUTURE USE 
IFtJR.EQ.NRXRI GO TO 50 
IF CKTIJJ.EQ.11 GO TO 55 
GO TO 50 
CONTINUE 
..iR = JR + 1 
!RXRIJ~) = IUNITfJ) 
CONTINUE 
OETERHINE HX NUMBER FOR FUTURE US£ 
IFIJHX.EC.NHXI GO TO 70 
IF(Kl(JI.EQ.2) GO TO 75 
GO TO 70 
CONTINUE 
JHX = JH>< + 1 
IHX(JHXI = IUNIT<J) 
CONTINUE 
DETERMINE CONO NUH8ER FOQ FUTURE USE 
IFCJCOR.EQ.NCORI GO TO 80 
IFIKT(J).EQ.5) GO TO as 
GO TO 80 
CONTINUE 
JCOR : JCOR • 1 
ICOR(JCOR) = IUNIT(J) 
CONTINUE 
READ OTHER REQUIRED DATA FOR UNIT TYPE, FOR A REACTO~, 
ALSO READ THE LENGTH Of REACTOR 
JJ = IUN IT IJ> 
IF CKTfJ).EQ.11 GO TO 60 
READ 112 1 OUMOAT(JJI FORMAT U-10.5) 
GO TO 65 
CONTINUE 
READ 111 1 OUHDAT<JJ>, RLNTH<JR> FORHATt2f10.51 
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216 65 CONTINUE 







































r, READ FEED STREAM INFORMATION 
C 
C 
REAO 120j IFO,TFOST~,PFOSTH, tFF0STMtI>,I=1,N> 
120 fOR"AT ( 5,2F10.3,/,6f10.5l 
SUHF = 0. 
00 30 " = 1, N FSTNtifD,J> = FFOSTH(J) 
SUMF = SUHF + FFOSTH (JJ 
30 CONTINUE 
TTfSTH<IFO> = SUHF 
T~STHtIFOt = Tf0STM 
PRSTHIIFOI = PFOSTM 
C REAC ORDER OF UNIT CALCLl.ATION 
t READ 130, CIOROfIJ, 1~1,NUNITSl 
130 FORMAT C20I5) 
C C REAO TEA, STREA~ INFORMATION 
C 
IF CNTEAR.EQ.OJ GO TO ~4 
00 40 J = 1 NTEAR READ 120, IhH.1l,TTRSTH,PTRSTH, (FTRST'1(I) ,I=1,N) 
IS = ITfUJ) 
SUMF = O. 
00 42 I = 1, N fSTM(IS 1 It = fTRSTM<I> SUHF = ~UHF + FTRSTMtll 
42 CONTINUE 
TTFSTHIISJ: SUMF 
TKSTNCIS> = TTRSTM 
PISTM(ISl = PTRSTM 











SUBROUTI~E HPREP CALCULATES TEMPERATURE INDEPENDENT THERMODYNAMIC 
CONSTANTS THAT CNLY NEEO 0£ CALCULATED ONCE, BUT A~t USED 


















CAL CUL AT IONS. 





CONNON/POINT/ Ct8J · 
COMMON/STOIC/ AC3,101, OELAC3) COHNON/POATA/ OUM22fq~Ol,GF537(~5J,HF537(45>,HCOMB(~5>, 
1 ALPHAf451,BETAl45),GAMT2C45),GAMOV2C45) 
NOT -1TI0N1 DELA= OIFF IN STOICHIOMETRIC COEFFICIENTS 
OELALF :: OIFF IN ALPHAS IN CP GAS OELBET = Olff IN BETAS IN CP GAS 
0£LGT2 = OIFF IN GAftT2 IN CP GAS 
GA MT 2 = COE FF OF FORM GAMHA•T •T 
OEGOV2 = OIFF IN GA"OV2 IN CP GAS 
GA"OV2 = COEFF Of FORM GAHMA/T 
HRX537: HEAT OF REACTION AT 537 R 
GRX537 = FREE ENERGY OF RX AT 537 R 
00 12 J = 1, H 
OELAC.,) = O.O 
OELALF(JJ = O.O 
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14 OELGT2(JJ = O.O 
17 OEGOV2(J) = O.O 
22 HRX537(JJ = O.O 
25 GRX537(JJ = O.O 
30 12 CONTINUE 
33 00 20 J = 1, H 
34 00 11 I= 1, N 
35 ACOEF·F = A CJ1ll 
42 IF (AOSCJCOEFFJ.LT.0.001 t GO TO 10 
50 NC= tO(II 
53 DELA<~> = OELAC~> + ACOEFF 
61 0£LALF(J) = OELALFtJ) + •COEFF•ALPHA(NC) 
71 OEL8ETCJ) = 0£LBETtJJ + ACOEFF•BETAtNCJ 
102 OELGT2(JI = OELGT2(Jl + ACOEFF•GAMT2CNCJ 
112 OEGOV2(4) = OEGOV2(Jl • ACOEFF•GAHOV2(NCl 
123 HRX537(J) = HRX537fJ) + ACOEFF•HF537fNC) 
133 GRX537(J) = GRX~37(J) + ACOEFF•GF537(NC> 
144 10 CONTINUE 
147 20 tONTINUE 
C C HI537 = CONST USEO IN CALC OF HEAT OF 
G REACTION AT TEHP TK 
C GI537 = FREE ENERGY SIMILAR TC HI537 
C HO= CONST OffINED 8Y FOLLOWING EQN 
C IS USED IN CALCULATING HEAT OF 
C REACTION AT TEHP£RATURE TK 
C GO= FREE ENERGY SIMILAR TO HO 
151 
153 
co 14 " = 1, M HI537(J) = OELALFCJ)•S37. + lELBET(J)/2.•537.•537. + OELGT2{J)/~. 










































HO(JI = H~X537(~) - HI5~7(J) GI537(JI : HO(J)/517. - OElALF(Jt•ALOG(537.l - OELBET(J)/2.•S37.-
1 DELGT2<J)/6.•537.•537. - OEGOV2(J)/2./537./537. 





SUBROUTINE OERV CALlS THE INDIVIDUAL PROCESS ~UBROUTINES 
IN THE SEQUENCE SPECIFIED BY THE ORDER OF UNIT CALCULaTIONS. 
CONMONn/L,NFIN,NRUN/Y/X1(5J ,X2 (5) ,TK(5)/F/OX10l(5l ,OX20L (5), 
1 OT KOL 15} COMMON/Pi ~LT/ IPLOT,NLINE,NPTS Q(16>~IPT COMHON/PARH/ N,",TFOSTH,PF0STH,Pt5),I O,ITRt10J,Yt5,8l 
COH"ON/ IN OAT/ NUN ITS, NSTNS,NTEA R, IORO H 51 
COMMON/OUT/ TKOUT,PSIAOT,FOUT<81,FTOTOT COMMON/PWOCESS/ IUNIT(151,KT<15t,INC15,3>,NOUT(15,2>,0UMDATC15> 
COHMON/STNOAT/ FSTM(25,8J,TTFSTM%25),T~STMt25>,PRSTHt25> 
COMMON/UNIT/ NRXR,NHX,N0IV,N~IX,IRXR(5J ,NCOR,RLNTH(5) 
USE OROERING OF UNIT CALCULATIONS ( I0R01 T 0 
PERFORM ST~EAM OPERATIONS BETWEEN REACTORS ANO 
THEN OETERNINE THf RfACTOR•S OOE•S 
no 100 I= 1, NUNITS 
J = 0 
qo CONTINUE 
J=J+.1 
If CIOROCU.EQ.IUNIT(J)> GO TO q-; 
GO TO 90 
g5 CONTINUE 
K = IUNIT (JI 
J KT = KT I JI 
BYPASS ALL NONR£ACTOR CALCULATIONS DURING 
CALCULATION OF REACTOR PROFILE tt.E. AFTER 
FIRST CALL TO OERV1 
IF f1IPT.GT.O).AN0.(JKT.NE.1l1GO TO 100 
GO TO <110,1!0,130,140,150),J~T 
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CALL RXR ( Kl 
GO TO 100 
CONTINUE 
CALL HX(t') 
GO TO 108 
CONTINUE 
CALL OIVfl<) 
GO TO 100 
CONTINUE 
CALL HIXE fU Kl 
GO TO 100 





C SUBROUTINE RXR CONTAINS THE CIFFER£NTIAL EQUATIONS TO 
C BE SOLVED FO~ EACH POINT ALONG THE REACTOR BEING CALCULATED 




























1 OTKDL (5 > 
COHHON/HFASS/ HRX537(3),0ELALF(3l,OELBET<3t,OELGT2C3>,DEGOV2(3>, 
1 Hl537Cl),tt0(3J,HRXTC~),CPAVGC5),GRX537:3>,GI537C3>, 
2 GOC3J,GOVTt3J,KCHEM<3J,LL RATE1(5J,RATE2(5) IER,ILR 
COMMON/PROCESS/ IUNIT(15>,Kft15>,IN<15,J>,NOUTl15,2l,OUMOAT<15> 
CONHON/STHOAT/ FSlM(25,8> 1 TTFSTH<251,TKSTH(25),PRSTM<25> CONNON/PAR"/ N,M,TFOSTH1 P~OSTH,P:5J,IFD,ITR{10>,Yt5,8) C OH HON/UN U / NRX~, NHX, Nu IVf NHIX, IRXR( 5) , NCOR, RL NTH( 5) 
COHHON/OUT/ TKOUT,PSIAOT,F OTOT 
CO~MON/PRTPlT/ IPLOT,NLINE,NPTS,Q(16),IPT 
NOTATION 
AREA=CROSSECTIONAL AREA Of REACTOR, SQ.FT. 
CPAVGCll)=AVERAGE HEAT CAPACITY OF REACTOR LL AT THE GIVEN PI. 
FSTNCI,11="0LAR FlOWRATE OF STREAH I, HOLES/HR. 
fTOTOT=TOTAL MOlAR FLOWRATE LEAVING THE REACTOR 
HRXTC1)=HEAT Of REACTION Of' HETHANATION REACTION 
H~XTC2J=HEAT OF RfACTION Of: SHIFT Rf~CTION 
IER=STREA" NUMBER ENTERING REATOR 
ILR=STREAH NUMBER LEAVING REACTOR 
t<K = UNIT NUt48ER 
LL= INDIVIDUAL REACTOR NU~BER 
RLNTHfll)=lENGTH OF REACTOR LL, FT. 
TKOUT=TEMPE~ATURE OF STREAM LEAVING THE REACTOR, DEG K 
P(ll)=PRfASSURE OF REACTOR Lt, TAKEN FROM INLET STREAM 
PSIAOT=PRESSURE OF STREAN LEAVING THE REACTOR, PSIA 
DETERMINE THE STREAM NUMBERS BEING USED 
IER = INtl<K,U 
ILR = NOUT U(K,1) 
0 0 10 J = 1, NRXR 
10 IF fIRXR(~).EQ.IUNIT<~~>> LL= J 
PtLL) = PRSTNCIER> 
A REA = OU MOAT U(k) 




TERH3 = FSTHCIER,11•100.IAREA/RLNTH(ll) 
OX10Lttl) = RATE1tlLl/TERM3 
OX20LCLL> = RATE21lll/TERM3 
B-7 
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126 PRSTHtILR) = PSIAOT 
































































SUBROUTINE HX CHANGES THE TENPERATURE OF A PROCESS 
STREAM TO A SPECIFIED VALUE 1 WITHOUT INVOLVING OET A !LEO HEAT EXCHANGE:~ CALGULAT IONS. 
CALLEO FROM OERV 
CO~MON/PROCESS/ IUNITC15l,KTC15),INC15,3),NOUT<15,2l,OUM0AT(1St 
COH"ON/STHOAl/ FSTH(25,8l,TTFSTN(25l,TKSTMC25>,PRSTHl25l 





0 H1E NS IO~ Y Y C 8 J 
NOTATION 
!EH= STREAM NUMBER ENTERING HX 
llH = STREAM NUMBfR LEAVING HX OUHOAT = NEW TEMPERATURE CW STREAM, DEG K 
!EH = INCKK,U 
ILH = NOUT(ti.ic.,1) 
T KST Mt ILH > = DUNO AT t KIO 
PRSTMC IUO = P~STM ( !EH) 
00 10 I(= 1, NHX !F(!HX(K) .EO.tUNIT(ic.ic.» LL=ic. 
00 2 J = 1i N YY(J) = FS1MCIEHfJ)/TTFSTMtIEH) 
FSTMCILH,J) = FS MfIEH,J> 
TTFSTHCILH1 = TTFST~(!EH> 
CALCULATE THE HEAT DUTY FOR THE EXCHANGER 
TIEH = TKSTHCIEHl • 1.8 
TILH = T~STMCtlHI • 1.8 
CALCULATE CPAVG IN BTU/CL8HOLEJ(OEG R) 
CALL HGAS (10,N,TIEH,YY,C~AVG,HIEH> 
CALL HGAS f10,N,TILH,VY,CPAVG,HILH) 
CALCULATE QHX IN 8TU/(HR) 




SUB~OUTINE OIV ACTS AS A STREAM DIVIDER 
CALLfO FROM 0£RV 
COMMON/P~OCESS/ !UNIT C15), l<T U5 >, IN U 5, 3 > ,NOUT ( 15, 2>, OU"10 AT <15) 
CO~HON/STHOAT/ FSTHC25,8t,TTFSTM(25l 1TKS1Hf25>,PRSTHC25> COMHON/PARH/ H,M,TFOSTH,~FOSTH,PC5l,IFO,ITRC10l,V(5,8) 
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FEB 74 B 16137 07/14/81 
NOTATION 
OUHOAT = FRACTION OF INLET STREAM BEING 
DIVERTED TO OUTLET STRfAH NO. 1 COIVFRC) 
FSU"1 CFSUM2) = TOTAL FLOW~ATE OF STREAM LEAVING 
FROM POSITION 1 [2) 
IED = STREAM NUM~ER ENTERING DIVIDER 
1001 = STREA" NUMBER LEAVING OIVIOER FRON POSITION 1 
1002 = SlREA~ NUMBER LEAVING DIVIDER FROM POSITION 2 
OIVFRC = OUMOATCI> 
1~s1==1tJatll,1, 
I002 = NOUT(l,2) 
FSUN1 = o. 
FSUH2 = O. 
00 2 J: 1, N 
FSTMII001,J) = FSTH(I£0,J) • DIVFRC 
FSTHCI0D2 1JI = FSTHCIEO,J> • (1. - DIVFRCl FSUM1 = F~UM1 + FSTMII001,J) 
FSUM2 = FSUN2 + FSTMII002,Jl 
2 CONTINUE 
TTFSTHtI001> = FSUH1 
TTFSTH(I0021 = FSUM2 
TKSTM<I001) = TkSTMCIED> 
PRSTH(I001> = PRSTM(!EOl 
T~STMtt002> = T~STMCIEO) 




SUBROUTINE MIXER COMBINES THE CONTENTS OF TWO OR THREE 
STREAMS, ANO THEN DETERMINES THE NEW STREAM TEMPERATURE 
CALLEO FROM OERV COM"ON/PROCESS/ IUNIT(15J,~TC15l,IN(15,3>,NOUT(15,2>,0UMOATt1Sl 
COHHONISTHOAT/ FSTNt25,8J,TTFSTN(25l,TKSTH(25l,P~STH(25) 




OMCOMPtJJ = OU"MY VARIAflLE FOR THE MOL FRACTION OF 
CO"POUND JIN STREAM ILM 
HOUT= ENTHALPY OF OUTLET STREAM, CAL 
HSUN= SU~ Of INLET STREAM ENTHALPIES, CAL 
I£H[Kt = ST~EAH NUPffl£R ENTERING MIXER FROM POSITION K 
IL"= STREAM NUMSER L£.VING MIXER K = COUNTER FOR THE INLET STREAM POSITIONS, NUMBERED 1, 2, OF 3 
SUNFC~) = SU~ OF £ACH COMPOUND~ IN NEW STREAM, LB~OL/HR 
TKOUH = OUM~Y VARIASLE FOR THE TEMP OF ONE OF THE ENTEQING 
STREAMS, DEG R 
TNEW = TEMPERATURE OF OUTLET STREAM, DEG R 
TSUMf = TOTAL FLOW OF NEW ST~EAH, LBHOL/HR 
DETERMINE STREAM NUMBERS ENTERING ANO LEAVING MIXER 
6 00 1 ~ = 1, 3 
7 lEMIK) = INII,K> 
15 1 CONTINUE 
17 IL"= NOUT(I,11 
C C SUH CO"PONENT FLOWS OF All STREAMS ANO GET NEW TOTAL FLOW 
C 
24 TSUHF = O. 
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00 3 J = 11 N 
SUHF ( Jl = o. 
00 5 K = 1, 3 
IEO = IEM Cl<) 
IFIIEO.EQ.O) GO TO 5 SUMF(J) = SUMF(~) • FSTMIIEO,J) 
c; CONTINUE 
TSU"F = TSUMF + SU"4F(J1 
FSTMIILM,J) = SUHFfJl 
3 CONTINUE 
TTFST"tllN> = TSUMf 
CALCULATE INDIVIDUAL STREAH ENTHALPIES CALCULATE NEW OUTLET STREAH TEfiff»ERATURE 
72 THI = 0. 
73 TLO = O. 
7~ HSUM = O. 
75 00 7 ~ = 1, 4 
77 IF (K.EQ.t+t GO TO 6 
101 IEO = tEN(K) 
104 IFCIEO.EQ.O) GO TO 7 
106 TKOUH = T~STMIIE0>•1.e 
112 GO TO 8 
112 6 CONTINUE 
112 IEO = IlM 
114 8 CONTINUE 
114 00 q J = 1, N 
C C CALCULATE STREAM COMPOSITION 
C 116 OHCOMPC~) = FSTH!IEO,JJ/TTFSTMtIEDl 








































IF t~.EQ.t+l GO TO 7 
KEEP TRACK OF THE HI ANO LO TEMPERATURES 
CALL HGAS(IO,N,T~OUH,O~COMP,CPIGH,HOUM> 
CALL HILO <~,TKOUM,THI,TLO,HOUH,HHI,HLOt 
~SUH = HS UM • HCUH• TTFST M UEOt 
7 CONTINUE HOUT= HSUM/TSU~F 
CALCULATE TEMPERATURE OF STREAM LEAVING MIXER 
CALL TCALC IIO,N,OHCOHP,THI,TLO,HHI,HLO,TNEW,HOUT) 
T~STHCILM>: TNEW/1.8 
I EOD :: INC I, U 




THIS SU8ROUTINE KEEPS TRACK OF PRESENT HI AND LO TE~P VALUES 
ANO THEIR CORRESPONDING ENTHALPIES 
CALLEO FROM ~IXER 
NOTATION 
HHI = HI ENTHALPY VALUE 
HLO = LO ENTHALPY VALUE 
~=POSITION NUHAER FOR INLET STREAH 
xou" = PRESENT TEMP VALUE BEING CONSIDERED 
XHI = HI TE~P VALUE 
XLO = LO TEMP VALUE YOUM = PRESENT ENTHALPY VALUE BEING CONSIDERED 
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15 XLO = XOUH 
16 YLO = YDUH 
17 GO TO 18 
20 12 CONTINUE 
20 IF (K.GT.2> GO TO 16 
23 If (XOtffl.GE.XLOl GO TO 13 
26 GO TO 15 
27 13 CONTINUE 
27 XHI = XOUM 
30 YHI = YDUH 
31 15 CONTINUE 
31 IF ( XOUM. LT. XLO l GO TO 14 3,. GO TO 18 
35 1 It CONTINUE 
35 XHI = XLO 
36 VHI = VLC 
40 'XLO = XOUN 
ftO YLO :: YOUH 
42 GO TO 18 
42 16 CONTINUE 
42 IF (XOUM.Gf.XHI> GO TO 17 
lt5 GO TO 19 
46 17 CONTINUE 
46 XHI = XOUM 
1+1 YHI = YOUN 
50 19 CONTINUE 
5 0 IF IXOUH.LE.XLOJ GO TO 21 
53 GO TO 18 
54 21 CONTINUE 
54 XL O :: ><DU I'll 
55 YLO = YOUM 




6 COMMON/PROCESS/ IUNIT<15>,~TC15>,IN(15,3t,NOUTC15,2l,JUMCAT C15> 
6 CO"MON/ST"DAT/ FSTM(25,8l,TTFSTM(25J,TKSTMCZ5J,P~STM(25) 






































COMMON/POINT/ !0(8) SUBROUTINE CONO SIHULATES A CONOENSOR UNIT. GIVEN A 
PARTICULAR STREAM ANO THE OESIREO PERCENTAGE OF WATER 
REftOVAL. COND HILL CALClA.ATE THE TEHP£RATUR£ AND THE 
WATER CONTENT Of BOTH STREAMS LEAVING THE UNIT. 
•• NO RATING OF THE CONOENSOR IS PROVIDED•• 




IED = STREA~ NUMBfR ENTERING DRYER 
ILD1 = STREAM NUMBER LEAVING DRYER FRON POSITION 1 
IL02 = STREA~ NUMBER LEAVING DRYER FROM POSITION 2 ( CONTAINS WATER ONLY) 
LOOP = 1 
T OL = o. 5 
IEC = INCKK,11 
ILC1 = NOUT«~~,1> 
ILC2 = NOUTCKK12l 
0 0 5 K = 1, N Co fie 5 IF<lCORt~).EQ.IUNITCKK)) LL=K 
CFRAC = DUMOAT(~~, 
PCONO = PRSTNtIECl 
FTOL = FSTMCIEC 1 ft) • CFRAC INITIALLY ~ET THE FLOW RATES OUT OF THE CONOENSOR•S TWO STMS 
00 10 I = 1, N 
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66 10 FSTHIILC2,I) = o. 
C C CALCULATE THE FLOWRATE OF THE INERTS 
FINRT = TTFSTfttIECI - FSTHtIECi4> 
C ASSU"E AN INITIAL TEMPERATURE 
C 
105 T(LOOP> = 500. 



















VPH20 = CEXPt18.30J6 - 3816.4,/tTCLOOPl - 46.13))) • 14.7/76C. 
CALCULATE INfRTS PRESSURE~ IN PSIA 
PINRT = PCOND - VPH20 
IF <PINRT.LE.O.l GO TO 25 CALCULAT£ LBHOLES OF STEAH CONDENSING 
FVAP = FINRT • VPH20 / PINRT 
FCONO = FSTMCIEC,4> - FVAP 
CHECK FOR CONVERGENCE 
OEL = FCCNO - FTOL 
A DEL = ABS <OEU 
IF <AOEL.LE.TOL> GO TO 30 
CALL fAlSE POSITION ROUTINE TO CONVERGE TO A SOLUTICN 
154 CALL FALPOS CTCLOOfJ) ,OEL,LOOP,TNEH) 
161 lOOP =LOOP+ 1 
163 TtLOOP) = TNtW 
166 IF (LOOP.EQ.26) GO TO 40 
172 GO TO 20 

































T (LOOP) = T(LOOPI - 100. 
GO TO 20 
30 CONTINUE 
T~STtHILCU = T (LOOPJ 
Tt<STMCILC2) = T (l00P9 
PRSTH(ILCt> = PCONO 
PRSTHCILC2) = PCONO 
FSTHfllC1,4) = FVAP 
FSTMtllC2 1 4> - FCONO TTFSTH(llG11 = O. 
TTFSTH(ILC2) = o~ 
00 35 I = 1, N 
TTFSTMtllCU = TTFSTHtILC1> • FSTHCILC1,I> 
TTFSTHCtlC2l = TTFSTM(ILC2) + FSTHULC2,I> 
3':5 CONTINUE 
C C CALCULATE THE HOLE FRACTION FOR THE STREAMS 
~~E~~tf: }§T~(IEC,I> / TTFSTM<IEC) 
YILC1(l) = FSTH<ILC1,I> / TTFSTMCILC1) 
45 CONTINUE 
C C CALCULATE HEAT DUTY OF CONOENSOR, QCONO, IN BTU/HR 
TRIEC = TKSTHHECJ • 1.8 CALL HGAS(ID1 N,TRIEC,YI£C,CPIEC,HIEC> TRILC1 = TKSTNCILC1) • 1.8 CALL HGAS<TOiN1 TRILC1,YILC1,CPILC1,HILC1) CALL HHATERCIK51MCILC2l,HW) 
OCONO (ll> =· CHIEC•TTFSTH(lfC)) - CHILC1 •TTFSTNC ILC1» 
1 - C HW•TTFST" C ILC2 > > 
,ETURN 
40 WRITE CN0,100) 
100 FORMAT c,,1ox,•coNO IN TROUBLE•) 
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C • • • 
C • • • 
C • • • c ••• 
c ••• 
c ••• 









SUBROUTINE HWATE~tTEMPK 9 HW) 
SUBROUTINE HWATER CALCULATES THE SPECIFIC ENTHALPY OF 
LI0Ut0 WATER IN UNITS OF BTU/LSHOLE. THE BASIS IS H = 0 AT 
TBASE = 255.6 K(460. R>. NOTE THAT THE TE"~ERATURE T 
IS IN OEGRffS 14.. 
TBASE = ~60.11.8 CPAVE = CCP2(TE~PKt + CP2(T8ASE))/2. 




FUNCTION CP2 CALCULATES THE HEAT CAPACITY OF LIQUID 
WATER IN BTU/lBLI< AS A FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE. 
NOTE THAT THE TEHPf~ATURE: IS IN DEGREES~. 
CP2 = 1.8 + 0.13 • CTEHPK - 293.)/(508. - 293.) 
RETURN 
£NO 
SUBROUTINE FALPOS <T,OFLTA.LOO~,TNEW) 
THIS ROUTINE USES A BRAC~ETTIMG METHOD TO 
CONVERGE UPON THE DEPENDENT VALUE OF A FUNCTION 
kHEM IT CROSSES THE X-AXIS AT POINT A. 
k~1I~~¥1AL fst1~ltl oF TH£ ROOT tP11 1s 
USED TO ARRIVE AT ANOTHER ESTIMATE CP2) 
SUCH THAl Fi ANC F?. ARE OF OPPOSITE SIGN. 
A OOITIONAL TRIAL VALUES (P ( 1 U ARE CALCULATED 
FROM THE EQUATICN 
PC1) = P1 - ttP2-P1)/F2-F1J•Ft 
AS THE P~OCEOURE CONVERGES, THE VALUES 
FOR <P1.F1> OR <P2,F2t HILL 8E REPLACED 
BY THE NEHLY GENERATED COORDINATES FOR 
A HOR£ ACCURATE ESTIMATE. 
INITIALIZE VALUES FOR 1ST RUN THROUGH THE ROUTINE 
tFrLOOP.NE.11 GO TO 5 
T POS = 0. 
T NEG = 0. 
OELTAP = O. 
OELT AN = O. 
CONTINUE 
OETER~INE TH£ PLACEMENT Of THE PRESENT OEPENOENT VALUE, 
ON THE POSITIVE 0~ NEGATIV£ SIOE OF X-AXIS 
IFtDElTA.lT. O.) GO TO 10 
TPOS = T 
OELTAP = DELTA 
GO TO 12 
10 CONTINUE 
TNEG = T 
OELTAN = OEL TA 
12 CONTINUE 
C c... Q-- HAS THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE BRACKETT ED ZERO c... Y--CILCULATE PNEW VIA TtiE GIVEN EQ. c... N--INCREMENT P FOR A,NEH PNEW 
C IFCCOELTAN.NE.o.t.AND.(OELTAP.NE.o.,, GO TO 20 
IFlOELTAN.EO.O.> GO TO 22 
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42 22 CONTINUE 
42 T NEW = T • 1 O O. 
44 RETURN 






















































cc .. . 
cc .. . 
cc .. . 
SUBROUTIN£ YSFLOW 
SUBROUTINE YSFLOW CALCULATES NOLE FRACTION AND THE OUTLET VECTOR 
OF TEHP., P~ESS, ANO FLOW OF EACH SPECIES IN MOLES PER HR. VECTOR 
IS CALCULATED AT EACH PT. IN REACTOR ANO OVERWRITTEN SUCH THAT 
ONLY OUTLET IS AVAILABLE FOR SUBSEQUENT USE. 
CALLEO FROM RXR 
COHHON/l/L,NFIN,NRUN/V/X1(5l,X2t5),TK(5)/F/0X10L(5J,OX2DL(5l, 





2 GOt3) 1GOVT(3J,KCHEH(3l,Ll,RATE1(5l,RATE2(5l,IER,ILR DIHENSiuN TOTHtN(5) 
"'E = IER Jl = ILR 
T KOUT ::: T KC LL I 
PSIAOT = PRSTH(JE) 
TOTMIN<LLJ = TTFSTM(JE)/FSTHCJ£,1> TOTMOL = TOT~INfll) + OELAc1,•x1Cll) + DELA(2)•X2(ll) 
FTOTOT = TOTHOL • fSTM(JE,1) 
00 10 I= 1, N FSTH(Jl,1) = fSTM(JE,1) + FSTM(JE,1)•(A(1,I)•X1(llt+At2,I)•x2cLL)) 





SUBROUTINE HRXYCP CALCULATE5 HEAT OF REACTION, FREE ENERGY 
OF REACTION, ANO THE AVERAGE HEAT CAPACITY AT THE POINT 0~ 
CALCULATION UTILIZING OAT~ CALCULATED IN HPREP 
CALLEO FROM RXR 
REAL ~CHE" COHMON/T/L,NFIN,NRUN/Y/X1(5),X2(5t,TK(5l/F/OX10LC5),0X20L(5), 




COMMON /PDATA/ OUH22C990l, GF537t451 1 HF537t45l, HcOHBt45l, 1 ALPHA1ft5), 8ETA(45l, GAMT211t51, GAMOV2(~5) 
CO~HON/POINT/ IC(8) 
JE = IER 
Jl = ILR 
HRXT = HEAT OF REACTION AT T~ IN 
CAL/ G HOLE 
GOVT = FREE ENERGY OF RX AT TK OVER T 
TT :r: T"flll • 1.e 
DO 10 J=1,H HRXT(JI: ·HO(J) + OELALF<J>•TT + OELBET(J)/2.•TT•TT + OELGT2(J) 
• /3.•TT•TT•TT - OEGOV2(J)/TT 
B-14 
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HRXT(J) = HRXT(J)/1.8 
GOVT(J) = GOCJ) + HrJfJ)/TT - OELALFL,> •ALOG<T1) - DELBET (Jl/2.•TT 










































KCHEM(J) = EXP ( - GOVT(JJ/1.qe7 > 
CONTINUE 
CPAVG(LLJ = O. 
DO 11 1=1,N 
NC = IO C !l 
CPAVG = HEAT CAPACITY OF All COMPOUND 
IN THE REACTOR AT THE POINT OF 
CAlCULATION AT TEMP TT 
IN CAL/ G HOLE/ OEG C 
CPAVGCLL) = CPAVG(ll) + YfLL,I)•CALPHACNC) 






















SUBROUTINE RATE OfTERMINES THE RATE OF REACTION TAKING 
PLACE AT THE POINT OF CALCUlATION. THE "ETHANATION RATE 
EQUATION IS OF THE FORM OF lEE•S EQUATION, WITH THE 
RATE CONSTANT OETERHINEO FROM EXAMINATION OF PILOT PLANT 
DATA AS PRESENTED BY LEPPIN. A NEGLIGIBLE SHIFT REACTION 
IS ASSUMED FOR LOW CO CONCENTRATIONS. LEE•S EQUATION WAS 
0£TER"INEO FROM EXPERiff£NTAL OATA BETWEEN THE TEMPERATURE~ 
OF 547 ANO 755 DEG K, USING 1/4IN HARSHAW NI-0104T 
NICKEL CATALYST. THEREFORE ANY GRID POINT TEMPERATURE 
OUTSIDE THESE BOUNOS SHOULD BE EXAMINED FOR POSSIBLE ERROP. 
C Al LEO FRON R XR 
COHHON/T/L,NFIN,NRUN/Y/X1(5),X2(5),TK(5)/F/OX10L(5t,OX20LC5>, 
1 DTKDL C5) 
COHHON/STHOATI FSTM(25,6) ,TTFS1Mt25l,T~STMC25> ,PRSH1'25> 
r,oH"ON/HPASS/ H~X537(3l,OELALF(3,,0ELBET(3),0ELGT2C3),0EGOV2<3>, 




C C JE = STREA" NUMBER ENTERING REACTOR 
C JL = STREAH NU~BER LEAVING REACTOR 
C PCO,PH2 ••• = PARTIAL PRESSURE OF CO,H2, ••• , PSIA 
C RATE!= RATE OF METHANATION REACTION, GO+ 3H2 = CH4 + H20 
C IN lBHOL/HR/CU FT CAT 
C IN LBMOL/HR/CU FT CAT 
C RATE2 = RATE Of SHIFT R£ACTI0N, CO+ H20 =CO2+ H2 
JE = !ER 
~L = ILR 
TT = TKCLL> 
PCO = YCLL,1)•PCLL> 
PH2 = V(ll,2)•P<ll) 
PCH4 = Vtll,3)•PrtL> 
PH20: Y(ll,4)•P(ll) 
PC02 = Y(Ll,5)•P(LL) 
I F ( PH 2. L E. 0. > GO TO 6 
GO TO 10 
8 CONTINUE 
PH2 = 0.0014 P(lll 
10 CONTINUE 
KP=KCHEMti)lt,.69/14.69 A= PCH\•PH20/PCO/PH2fPH2/PH2/KP 
RC1 = 7g.4 • EXP(-3473./TT> 
RT£1= RCt•PtO•SCRT(PH2)•(1-A)/(1•0.1•PH2+0.05•PCH4> 
~TE2 = o. IF (RTE1 .Lt.a.o, RTE1 =O.O 
If CRTE2 .LT.D.D> RTE2 =O.O 
RATE1(ll> = RTE1 
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C • • • c ••• 
C • • • 






















THIS SU8~0UTINE CALCULATES THE INTEGRATED MEAN IDEAL GAS HEAT 
CAPACITY BETHE£~ TWO TEMPERATURES THI ANO TLO. 






ARRAY WHICH HOLDS THE IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS OF THE 
SPECIES OF INTEREST. FOR EXAMPLE, FOR THE ORDER 
CARE!ON MONOXIDE, HYDROGEN, HfTHAN£, WATER, CARJ:30N 
DIOXIDE 
IO (1) = 4 
IO C2) = 3 
IO CH = 13 
ID t4) = 12 
IO (5) = 5 
NUMBER Of COHPON£NTS IN GAS 
HIGH TEMPERATURE OF INTEREST IN R. 
LOW TEMPERATURE OF INTEREST IN R. 
HOLE ~~ACTION ARRAY IN THE SAME OR0£R AS THE SPECIE~ 
HAVf BEEN S£T UP IN THE IO ARRAY. 
OUTPUT CPMEAN INTEGRATED MEAN IDEAL GAS HEAT CAPACITY IN 
BTU/LA HOLE R OR CAL/G MOLEK 
COHHON /POATA/ OUM22(qqO), GF537(~5l, HF537:4Sl, HCOHB:45), 
1 ALPHAf4Sl, BETA (45), GAMT2(4S>, GAMOV2(45) 
0 I '"ENS ION IO ( 8) , Y ( 8 l 
AHIX = O.O 
BMIX = 0.0 
GT2"IX = O.O 
GOVHIX = O.O (JO 1 I = 1, NC 
J = IOU> AHIX = AMIX t YtI>•ALPHA:Jt 
BHIX = BHIX + v,r,•BETA(J) 
GT2MIX = GT2HIX • Y(I)•GAMT2fJ) 
GOVHIX = GOVHIX + Y(Il•GAMOV2(J) 
1 CONTINUE CPIGH = AMIX + o.s•BMIX•(THI+TLO) + GT2HIX/3.• 




SUBROUTINE TCALC CALCULATES THE TEMPERATURE OF A GAS SlREAM 
GIVEN ITS SP£CIFIC ENTHALPY. IT IS USED WHEN TWO GAS STREAMS 
ARE CONBINEO TO GIVE A NEW GAS STR£AH. AN INTERVAL HALVING 
ITERATION METHOD IS USED TO CONVERGE TO THE CORRECT TE~PERATVRE. 
CALLEO FROM MIXER 
C... INPUT c... ID 
c ••• 
ARRAY WHICH HOLDS THE IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS 
FOR TH£ COMPONENTS OF INTEREST. FOR EXAMPLE, 
FOR THE ORDER CO, H2, CH4, H20, ANO CO2 c ••• 
C • • • c ••• 
c ••• 
c ••• 
C • • • C... NC 
C • • • y 
c ••• c... T1,T2 c... H1,H2 
IOU) = 4 
10,2, = 3 
I0(3) = 13 
!0(4) = 12 
10(5) = S 
NUMBER OF CONPONENTS IN GAS 
"OLE FRACTION ARRAY IN THE SAHE ORDER AS THE 
COMPONENTS HAVE BEEN SET UP IN THE IO ARRAY 































































c •.• Ti ANO T2 IN UNITS OF BTU/LB-HOLE 
C... H SPECIFIC ENTHALPY OF COMBINED GAS STREAM IN BTU/LB-MOLE 
c ••• OUTPUT 
C... T CALCULATED TEMPfRATURE OF CO~BINEO GAS STREAM IN R. 
C • • • DIMENSION 1Df8J, Y(e) 
IF CH2.NE.H1) GO TO 1 
TEST = T1 
GO TO 2 
1 TEST= CH-HU"tT2-T1J/tH2-H1J + T1 
2 LOOP = D 
FLAGH = -t. 
FLAGP = -1. 
OT= 10. 
50 LOOP= LOOP+ 1 
IF (LOOP.GT.ZOO> GO TO 101 
CALL HGAS (10,MC,TEST,Y,CPIGM,HCALCJ 
PC£RR = A8S(tffCALC-H,/H•tOO.J 
IF fPCERR.lT.0.11 GO TO 100 
IF (HCALC-H) 10,10,20 
10 If CFLAGP.LT.O.l GO TO 11 
OT= OT/2. 
11 TEST = TEST + OT 
FLAGH = 1. 
GO TO 50 
20 IF tFLAGM.LT.O.> GO 10 21 
OT= OT/2. 
21 TEST= TEST - OT 
FLAGP:: 1. 
GO TO 50 
100 T = TEST 
RETURN 
101 PRINT 150 150 FORMAT t10X,21HENOLESS LOOP IN TCALCJ 
STOP 
ENO 
SUBROUTINE HGAS :ID,NC,T,Y,CPIGN,H) 
OIHENSIO~ IDC81, Y(8) 








C • • • 
C • • • 
C 
C 
SUBROUTINE HGAS CALCULATES THE SPECIFIC ENTHALPY OF A GAS STREAM I~ UNITS OF BTU/LB-MOLE. THE BASIS FOR ALL CALCULATIONS 
IS THAT ALL COMPONENTS HAVE H = 0 AT TBASE = 460 R. IT SHOULD BE 
NOTED THAT HGAS IS ONLY VALID If NO REACTIONS OCCUR ANO IF THE 
HEAT OF MIXING OF THE GAS COMPONENTS IS ZERO. NOTE ALSO THAT THE 
TEMPERATURE TIS IN OEGREES R. 
CALLEO FROM TCALC ANO MIXER 
CALL CPHEAN (!0,NC,T.TAASE,Y,CPIGM) 





REAL L,9'CH£H COMMON/T/l,NFIN,NRUN/Y/X1(5),X2(5),TKC51/F/OX10L(5),0X20L(51, 
1 OT KOL 15) COHHON/STOIC/ AC3,10l, OELAC3) 
COMHON/PRTPLT/ IPLOT,NLINE,NPTS,QC16l,IPT 
C ON"ON/OtJT/ TKO UT ,PS I AOT, FOUT I 3), FT OT OT 
COMMON/P8INT/ 10(81 COH"ON/P ATA/ OUH22(990),Gf537(q5, 1 Hf537C45>,HCOMB<45l, 
1 ALPHA(491,8ETAC45),GAHT2(,5J,GAHoV2(~5) 
co""ON/HPASS/ HRX537t3),0ELALF:3),DEL9ETt31,0ELGT2(3) ,DEGOV2(3), 
1 HtS37 (3 I ;_HO 13), HRXT 13 t, CPAVG c:,t, GRX537 (3), GI537 (3 > .1 
2 GOl3)fGOvTC3),KCHEM(3),LL,RATE1f51,RATE2(5),IER,ILK 
COMMON/ NOAT/ NUNlTS1NSTMS,NTEA1t,I0RO (15t 
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COMMON/UNIT/ NRXR,NHX 1~0IV,NMIX,IRXRC5) ,NCOR,RLNTH<5>,IHXC5l, 1 ICCRC5),Yt;0N0(5),QHXC5) 
CONHON/PAffH/ N,M,TFOSTH,PFOSTH,Pt5>,IFO,ITRC10l,Y:5,8) 
COMMON/FLAG/ FLAG1,FLAG2,NFlAG,FLAG3 
OIHENSJO~ FSTM00(25 1 8>,0UMF(8),YOUH(10,8) OIHENS ON ZIL(41>, LTTK(41l 




C C STORE REACTOR INFORMATION 
C 
!PT = !PT + 1 
00 100 I= 1, N~XR 
XX1CI,IPT> = Xi(!) 
XX2CI,IPTJ = X2fI> 
TTK(IfIPTl = TKCI> 
IL CI, PT J = l 
IZ = IRXR CU 
Jl :: NOUT nz, u 
00 31 J = 1, N 
YR<I,IPT,Jt = Y(I,J) 
31 CONTINUE 
OOX10ltl,IPT) = DX1DltIJ 
DDTKDL<I,IPTt = OTKOLCI) 
R~ATE1<I,IPTJ = RATf1(I) 
RRATE2CI,IPTJ = RATE2Ct) 
CCPAVGtI,IPT) = CPAVGfIJ 
100 CONTINUE 
IF <IPT.LT.NPTSJ RETURN 





IFCNTEAR.EQ.OJ GO TO 40 
IF trnT CONVERGED STORE OLD VALUES Of TEAR STREAH<S) 
00 20 KI:: 1, NTEAR 
SUMY = O. 
HM = ITR C KIi 
IF (NRUN.EQ.1) GO TO 26 
00 22 H = 1, N 
FTOL = 0.005 • FSTH<MH,M) 
DflF = AfS(FST"CO(HM,Ml FSTMCN~,M>J 






OIFF = OELF - FTOL If((OIFF.GT.O.J.ANO.<OIFF.LE.0.01)) GO TO 28 
IF(OELF.GT.FTOL> FLAG!= 1. 
28 CONTINUE 
YOUH(NM~M) = FST~CMM,M)/TTFSTNCMM> 
SUHY = sUHY + YOUMCMM,M) 
22 CONTINUE 
CT Ol : 9 • 0 0 1 · OELY = A8S(SUHY - 1.) 
IF(OELY.GE.CTOl) FLAG2 = 1. 
IF ((FLAG1.NE.o.,.oR.fflAG2.NE.O.)) GO TO 26 
GO TO 40 
26 CONTINUE 





FLAG3 = 1. 
WRITE INFO~HATION SU9HITTED TO SIMULATION 
HRITECN0,700) (QCI>, I= 1, 16> 
700 FORNAT{20X,8A10,/,20X,8A10,///) 
WRITE C NO, 710' 
710 FORMAT c1ox,2qHPROCESS FLOWSHEET INFORHATI0N,//,15X, 
1 51HKEl-UNIT TYPE(KT>, i=RXR, 2=HX, 3=0IV, ~=HIX, 5=COR,//,36X, 
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3 2H 1,~X,2H 2,5X,?.H 3,7X,2H 1,5X,2H 2,5X,10HUNIT INFOR, 
4 5 X , 1 0 H RX R LE NG T H, / t 
JR = 0 
~O 10 J = 1, NUNITS 
"'., = IUNIT[.,) 
IF ( KT CJ J • GT .1 J GO TO 6 
JR = JR + 1 
WRITECN01718) CIUNITCJJ ,KTCJ>, CINCJ,Il, I=1,3l, ,NOUT (J,I> ,I=1,2), 1 OUHOA (J~),RLNTH<~R)) 
718 FORMAT{12X,12,qx,r2,6X,I2,5X,I2,5X,I2,7X,I2,5X,I2,2(5X,F10.5)) 
GO TO 10 
8 CONTINUE 
W R ! T E ( NO f 7 2 0 ) ( I U N I T < J l , ~ T <., > , ( I N < ., , I > , I = 1 , 3 ) , ( N O UT ( ., , I ) , I = 1 , 2 ) , 
1 DUMDA CJJ)) 
10 CONTINUE 
720 f0RMAT(12X,I2,qX,I2,6X,I2,5X,I2,5X,I2,7X,I2,5X,I2,5X,F10.5) 
PRINT INPUT INFORHATION 
WRITE(N0,7221 
722 f0RMAT(//,10X,23HFEEO STREA" INFORHATION,//,7X,6HSTREAM,6X,2HTK, 
18X,4HPSIA,20X,21HFLOWRATES(LBHOLES/HR>,l,40X,3HCO ,7X,3HH2 ,7X, 
2 3HCH4, 7X ,3HH 20, 7X, 3HC02, 7X, 3HN2 ,/ J 
WRITE(N0,721tl IFO,TKSTMCIFO),.,RSTMCIFO) ,(FSTM(IFO,H, I=1,N> 
724 ~ORNAT (9X,I2,7X,F7.1,3X,F6.1,2X,6F10.2) 
IF (NTEAR.GT.O) GO TO 14 
WRITf tNO, 7251 
725 FORMAT C//,10X,12HSTREAHS TORN,3X,4HNONEt 
GO TO 16 
14 CONTINUE 
WRIT£(N0,726) tITRtH,I = 1, NT£AR> 




732 f ORM AT UHU 
WRITE ( NO, 73 0) 
730 FORMAT(10X,23HFLOW STREA~ INFORMATION,//,7X,6HSTREAN,6X,2HT~,8X, 
1 4HPSIA,20X,21HFlOWRATES(lBHOLES/HRJ,/,40X,3HCO ,7X,3HH2 ,7X, 
2 3HCH~,7X,3HH2017X,3HC02,7X,3HN2 ,3X,5HTOTAL> 
00 30 J = 1 NSTMs WRITECN0,740) (J,T~STHCJJ,PRSTHtJ),(FST~<J,I>,I=1,N>,TTFSTM!J>l 
740 FORMATC6X,I2,9X,F7.1,3X,F6.1,2X,7F10.2l 
30 CONTINUE 
P~INT HEAT DUTIES OF HX ANO CONO 
IFtNHX.EC.O> GO TO 1000 
WRITE (NO, 790t 
790 FORMATC/,10X,29~HEAT EXCHANGER DUTIES, BTU/HR) 
00 1002 .,=1, NHX 
1!'!02 WfUTEtN0,7<32) J,QHXCJ) 
792 FORMAT(6X,3HQHX,11,3H = ,E12.1t) 
1000 CONTINUE 
IFCNCONO.EQ.Ol GO TO 1006 
W R IT E ( NO , 79 it l 
7q4 FORHATC/,10X,24HCONOENSER DUTIES, BTU/HR> 
00 1004 J = 1, NCOR 
100~ WRITECN0,796) J,QCOND<~> 
796 FOR"AT(6X,5HQCON0,!1,3H = ,E12.~l 
1006 CONTINUE 
C C PRINT THE SOLUTION 
C 
00 32 II= 1, NRXR 
WRITE(N0,742> II 
742 FORMATC//,1!X,11HREACTOR N0.,13> 
WRITE(NO, 750) 
750 FORftAT ti/ ,2X.131HLENGTH XCO TK YCO YH2 YCH4 
1 YH20 YC02 OX10L OT KOL RATE1 RATE 
22 CPAVG l 
00 34 J = 1, NPTS 
X = XX1tII,J) + XX2tII,J> 
WRITE(N0,760) ll{It,J)IX,TTKCil,J)f(YR(II,J,K),K=1,5)1 
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77~ 760 FORHAT(2X.F6.2,F7.5,F8.1,1X,5(F7.5,2X),2(E12.l+),2E13.4,1X,F8.4) 

















































PRINT WA RN ING IF TE ~PS IN RXR ARE CUTS IDE RANGE OF I( !NET IC S 
IFCTTK(II,1>.LT.547.> GO TO 300 
GO TO 302 
WRIT£fNO, 781)) 
FORNAT(/,10X,•RXR INLET TEMP BELOW HIN TEH~ FOR RATE EON, 547 K•> 
CONTINUE 
IFfTTKIII,NPTS>.GT.755.l GO TO 301+ 
GO TO 106 
WRITE(NO, 7821 




NOTE - tET HIGHEST 
.. PT = NSTHS 
08TAIN£0 AFTER •,I2,•RUNS•> 
STREAM NUHBER ALWAYS BE THE PRODUCT ~TM 
CHft = FSTH(M,,T,3) + FSTMCH.,T,1) 
H2 = FSTM<Hf>T,2) - 3.•FSTH<MPT,1> 
TOTAL= CH4 + H2 • FSTHOtPT,6' 
HHV = CCH4/TOTAL•383033. + H2/TOTAL•122971.J/379.3 
YCO = FSTM(HPT,1)/(FSTM{H~T,1)+FSTH(HPT,?)+FSTM<MPT,3)+FSTM(~PT,S> 
1 •FSTMIMPT,6)) . 
OUTPUT, HHV,YCO 
PUNCH 200, [Q(H,I=1,16) 
200 f0RMATl8A10,/,8A10' 
CO 42 I = 11 NSTMS 
PUNCH 210, 1,Ti1.STM<I>,PRSTf'1(!) ,TTFSTM<I>,<FSTH<I,J),J=1,N> 
210 FORNATCI5?3F10.2,l,8F10.2) 
\2 CONTINUE 
00 44 I = 1, NRXR 
~8N~~ i~i.=1!iL~~!iPT>,TTKtI,I~T),XX1tI,IPT),XX2(l,IPT), 
1 I , IL ( I , IP T ) , <Y R ( I , IP T , J ) , J= 1 , 5 ) , RR AT E 1 ( I , IP T ) 
~20 FORHATII5,F6.2,F8.1,2X,2F12.4,/,I5,F6.2,4X,5<F10.5),E13.4) 
46 CONTINUE 
41+ CONT !NU£ 
s lO'P'·. 
ENO 
,, ..... 4 
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Dyanrnic simulation is becoming a frequently used tool in the 
development of chemical processes. It is useful in the design of 
both equipment and controller schemes by predicting the effects 
of dynamic changes to a particular process or unit. Thus, any 
adverse effects to the process system could be forseen and 
corrected for in the r~ctor design. 
GRPCYN is a generalized reactor profile dynamic package for 
simulating an adiabatic, packed-bed reactor system. The program 
itself was made in conjunction with and is closely similar to the 
GRPSS steady state package. It is suggested, but not necessary, 
that GRPSS be used to obtain initial and final steady state 
conditions for the process under study, while let ting GRPCYN 
calculate the changes with time. 
As with GRPSS, GRPDYN is presently configured to study the 
methanation section of a high-BTU coal gasification plant, 
employing both the methanation and shift reactions: 
CC + 3H 2 = CH 4 + H2c methanation [lJ 
CC + H20 = CO2 + H2 shift [2] 
Its development is also based on a dynamic reactor program 
prepared by Lehigh University for the U.S. COE (1), and also uses 
the DSS/2 method of lines (2) integration system. 
Because dynamic simulation is just now beginning to be more 
widely used and with the ability of this program to study the 
dynamic effects along the length of the reactor, GRPDYN could be 
extremely useful in studying reactor dynamics of any reaction 
and/or process configuration. The generalized approach also 
permits quick configuration changes as well as the easy addition 
of other process unit models. 
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2. System Cescription 
The GRPDYN simulation system consists of a collection of 
three program sets: 
- 'DSS/2 A numerical integration package for solving 
differential equations, with no modification of the 
original programming necessary as in GRPSS. It is the 
main calling program for the entire simulation(2). 
- Physical Data Base (PDATAB) - A data block containing 
ideal gas physical properties of 41 chemical 
species ( 3). 
- DYGEN P.. collection of subroutines 
dynamically simulate the reactor system, 
INITAL, DERV, and PRINT called by DSS/2. 
needed to 
including 
The generalized nature of the program requires that all 
pertinent information be inputed to the program by the user. 
These sets of information are: 
1. CSS/2 input information, 
2. process topology, 
3. old stream conditions 
conditions) , 
for 
4. new feed stream conditions, 
5. order of unit calculations, 
all streams (initial 
6. initial conditions of reactor(s) at each specific 
point. 
All but the first of these sets are read directly by subroutines 
in DYGEN, Since the process topology is user specified, a total 
of seven process unit models are available for use (reactor, two 
heat exchangers, stream divider, stream mixer, and two 
condensers). These units and their models will be discussed in 
more detail in the next chapter. 
The main focus of GRPC'YN is on the internal dynamics of a 
reactor along a one dimensional grid. In GRPSS, three 
differential equations were solved for the reactor steady state. 
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Here, the concentration changes within the reactor are assumed to 
occur much faster than those relating to temperature changes. 
This perrni ts the quasi-steady state assumption to be used, thus 
eliminating any differential equations relating concentration 
with time. The reactor model is thus simplified to only one 
differential equation, relating the change in temperature with 
time, at a given point along the length of the reactor. The 
numerical solution to this differential equation for each reactor 
grid point is calculated by DSS/2. 
Without going into alot of detail on the workings of GRPCYN, 
a general outline of each major calculation step is presented 
below: 
1. DSS/2 calls subroutine INI'I'AL in DYGEN to: 
a. identify the compounds being 
physical data program, 
usec] 
b. identify the reactions taking place, 
c. calculate the heats of reaction, 
d. read the process topology, 
in the 
e. read the old process stream information, such as 
temperature, pressure, and compositions, of all 
streams in the system; 
f. read the new feed stream process information, 
g. set the initial conditions for each grid point 
along the reactor. 
2. CSS/2 calls subroutine PRINT, which prints the CSS/2, 
process topology, and initial condition information; 
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3. DSS/2 makes multiple calls to DERV, one for each 
period of time to be calculated, as specified by the 
user and rss/2; 
a. at each cal 1, DERV goes through the unit order 
of calculation sequence, calling in turn each of 
the unit models being used; 
several subroutines are 
calcuation of the 
each of the reactor 
b. for the reactor model, 
used to permit the 
differential equation at 
grid points; 
4. rss/2 calls PRINT to print the calculated results for 
the reactor profile(s) and the process streams; 
5. DSS/2 continues the calculation until the final time 
has been reached (user specified); 
Table 2-1 gives a listing of all the subroutines found 1n 
DYGEN and a brief description of their function. 
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Table 2-1: DYGEN SUBRCUTINE DESCRIPTIONS 
- INITAL - Called by DSS/2; sets the initial conditions 
for the differential equations, and reads other 
important data by calling subroutines INDENT, STCICH, 
HPREP, and FLCWST, which are described below. 
* IDENT - States the number of compounds being used 
and identifies the compound with its 
corresponding number in PDATAB. 
* STCICH - Gives the stoichiometric coefficients for 
the reactions taking place involving the 
compounds specified. 
* HPREP - Calculates heat capacity coefficients and 
heats of reaction from PDATAB information. 
* FLCWST - Reads the process flowsheet information 
for the process under study; the old process 
information of all streams; the new feed stream 
conditions; and the ordering of unit calculations. 
* INITRl Initializes each of the differential 
equations by reading temperture, pressure, and 
composition information. 
- DERV - Called by CSS/2; calls the individual process 
unit subroutines in the sequence specified by the 
user in FLGWST. Units called include a reactor, two 
heat exchangers, stream divider, stream mixer, and 
two condensors. Only the reactor contains the 
differential equations to be solved by DSS/2. 
* CERVRl - Contains the ODEs being solved, one for 
each point along the reactor grid, which pertains 
to the temperature change with respect to time; 
calls subroutines DSS014 or PDL33, and INTALL. 
- DSS014 - A subroutine which calculates the 
spatial derivatives of temperature at each 
reactor grid point; this routine is used 
only with evenly spaced grids(4). 
- PDL33 This subroutine uses a Lagrangean 
method to determine the spatial derivatives 
of temperature at each reactor grid point; 
may be used with both even and unevenly 
spaced grid points (5). 
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Table 2-1, continued 
* INTALL - This subroutine integrates all spacial 
variables from the inlet to the outlet of a 
reactor. The values of the spatial derivatives 
are calcula.ted in the subroutine CERVL. 
- DERVL Called by INTALL, this subroutine 
calculates the derivatives of all spatial 
variables at any gr id point in a reactor. 
The spatial va.riables used here are the 
fractional conversion of CO due to the 
methanation and shift reactions. Calls 
subroutines XADJ, YSFLCW, IlRXYCP, and RATE. 
- XADJ - Called by DERVL, XADJ 
any reactant is completely 
point 1n a reactor. If one 
reactants is completely 
fractional conversions 
reaction is adjusted so 
flowrates are eliminated. 
checks to see if 
comsumed at any 
or more of the 
consumed, the 
of CO by each 
that negc1tive 
- YSFLCW - Called by DERVL, YSFLOW calculates 
the mole fraction and the outlet vector of 
temperature, pressure, ancl flow of each 
species in moles per hour. The vector is 
calculated at each point 1n the reactor ancl 
is overwritten such that only the outlet 1s 
available for subsequent use. 
- HRXYCP - Cal led by DERVL, 
the heat of reaction at 
point. 
HRXYCP calculates 
each rea.ctor grid 
- RATE - Called by CERVL, RATE calculates the 
rate of reaction at each specified point 
along the reactor grid, given component 
partial pressures and temperatures. 
* BX'I' - One of the process unit models called by 
DERV; simply sets the exit stream temperature to 
a user specified value and calculates the heat 
duty required to achieve that temperature; no 
dynamics involved. 
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Table 2-1, continued 
- HXC' - One of the process unit 
similar to HXT, but in this 
specified and kept constant and 
calculated. 
models called by C·F.RV; 
case the heat duty is 
the exit temprature is 
- DIV - One of the process unit models called by CFRV; 
divides a process stream into two uesr specified 
fractions. 
- MIXER - Cne of the process unit models called by CERV; 
mixes together two or three process streams and 
determines the composition and temperature of the 
resulting stream. Calls subroutines HGJ\S, HILC, and 
TCALC to assist in the calculation. 




Calculates average heat capacity using 
* HILO - Keeps track of high and low temperature 
values during the mixer calculation. 
* TCALC 
stream. 
Calculates the temperature of a mixed 
- CONDO - One of the process unit models called by DERV; 
simulates a combined heat exchanger-water condensate 
separation system. Given the required heat duty (O) to 
be removed by cooling, an exit temperature and 
fraction of water removal are calculated. No dynamics 
are involved. Calls subroutines FALPCS, HGAS, and 
HWATER to assist in the calculation. 
- CCNDF - One of the process unit models called by CERV; 
similar to CCNDO except that the fraction of water 
removal is specified and the exit temperature and heat 
duty are calculated. 
* FALPOS Uses the false-position 
determining the next value of the 
variable to be tried in an iteration. 
method for 
independent 
* HWATER - Determines the enthalpy of liquid water. 
- PRINT Called 
information and 




3. Process Topology 
The "generalized" programming of CRPDYN requires that the 
process topology be entered into the program through the data 
deck. This chapter will describe the functions of the seven 
possible process units available for simulation. 
The topological data required 1n GRPDYN falls under four 
catagories; process, unit, stream, and reactor. 
The process data give an overall view of the process being 
simulated. The total number of each type of process unit, the 
total number of streams, and the number of reactor grid points 
are all submitted together. The notation in the program are: 
- NRXR = number of reactors, 
- NHX = number of heat exchangers, 
NDIV = number of stream dividers, 
NMIX = number of stream mixers, 
NCCR = number of condensers, 
- NSTMS = total number of process streams, 
NPTS = total number of grid points in each reactor. 
The unit data describe each process unit used 1n the model 
with the individual number of the unit, its type (i.e. reactor, 
etc.), the stream numbers entering and leaving the unit, and some 
additional data depending on the unit's function. 
uses the notation below: 
The program 
- IUNIT = individual unit number 
have their own unit number, 
condenser number); 
KT = unit type where: l = RXRl, 
DIV, 5 = CDRF, 6 = RXR2, 7 = HXT, 
(note: some 
the ICCR, 
2 = HXO, 3 
8 CCRO; 
IN(I) = stream number(s) entering the unit 




= MIX, 4 = 
( I = mux of 
NOUT(J) = stream number(s) exiting the unit (J = max of 
2) ' 
- DUMr'AT = data which are characteristic of the unit 
(i.e. reactor area, condenser duty, etc.): 
- RLNTH = length of reactor (used for reactors only). 
The only criteria for naming the individual stream numbers is 
that the major product stream is given the highest stream number 
available (i.e. NSTMS). 
The stream data require that the stream number, temperature, 
pressure and composition be specified for all streams. The user 
must specify the old feed-stream conditions, the new feed-stream 
conditions and the original conditions in all of the remaining 
streams. In providing all of the above information, the initial 
conditions for the simulation are specified as well as the 
desired feed stream changes. The nomenclature used in CYGEN are: 
- IFD = feed stream number, 
- TKFDCD = old feed stream temperature, K; 
- TKSTM(J) = temperature of stream J, K; 
- PRFDCD = old feed stream pressure, psia; 
- PRSTM(J) = pressure of stream J, psia; 
FDOD(I) = molar flowrate per hour of compound I in the 
old feed stream, where: 1 = CO, 2 = H2, 3 = CH4, 4 = 
H2C, 5 = CO2, 6 = N2; 
FSTM ( J, I) = molar flowra te per hour of compound I in 
stream J. 
Note the stream data must be presented in ascending order to the 
program. 
_Finally, the initial conditions in each reactor must be 
stated to initialize the reactor differential equations being 
solved. These are most readily produced by running the GRPSS 
program at the desired conditions. The nomenclature used in 
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DYGEN are: 
- L(I) = percent length of reactor at point I, 
TK(I,K) = temperature at point I in Reactor K, K; 
Xl (I, K) = fractional conversion of CO by methana tion 
reaction [Equation l] at Point I in Reactor K; 
X2(I,K) = fractional conversion of CO by shift reaction 
[Equation 2] at Point I in Reactor K; 
YCCMP(I,J,K) = composition of Compound J at Point I in 
Reactor K, in molar fraction; 
RATEl(I,K) = rate of methanation reaction at Point I in 
Reactor K. 
Note that only one reactor grid may be specified for the 
entire simulation. Thus, if 41 reactor grid points are 
specified, all reactors will have 41 points. 
The following 1.S a discussion of the process unit 
subroutines available. Please remember that K is defined as the 
individual unit number which is specified by the user. 
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3.l. Chemical Reactor - DERVR(K,JR,TK,DTKDT,Xl,X2,FTE1,YDUM) 
This subroutine simulates a dynamic adiabatic, packed-bed 
chemical reactor. When DERVR is called by the subroutine CERV, 
the values of K, the unit number, and JR, the individual reactor 
number, are supplied to the subroutine. This enables the routine 
to find the correct stream and reactor information. 
Initially, DERVR numerically estimates the change in 
temperature with respect to length using the present values in 
the temperature array, TK. This is accomplished using a 
three-point upwind approximation method such as DSS014 ( 4) or 
PDL33 ( 5) • The fractional conversion for each reaction at every 
point in the reactor is calculated starting with Point 1 ( which 
has the inlet stream conditions) and proceeding towards the final 
point, NPTS (which will contain the exit stream conditions). The 
above information is used to numerically calculate the 
temperature change with respect to time (DTKDT) for every point 
in the reactor grid array, L, at a given time, T. rss/2 utilizes 
the estimate of CTKDT to numerically integrate the differential 
equation and calculate a temperature profile, TK. The following 
arrays (data at each reactor grid point) are transferred out of 
the subroutine to be stored for printout: 
- TK = temperature, K: 
- DTKDT = first derivative of temperature with respect to 
time, 
XL X2 = fractional conversion of methanation (shift) 
reaction, 
RTEl = rate of methanation reaction, lbmoles/hr: 
.YDUM = molar fractional composition of each component 
except N2. 
Additional information is required for the calculation. 
Catalyst data, specifically the void fraction, specific heat, and 
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the bulk ratio, are already included in the DERVR subroutine for 
a Harshaw catalyst. Both the reactor cross-sectional area, 
DUMDAT(K), in square feet, and the length of the reactor, 
RLNTH(JR), in feet, are also required to be inputed by the user. 
The reactor grid used may be of either equal or uneaual 
spacings, which are specified by the user. CF.RVR requires that 
an estimate of the change in temperature with respect to length 
(DTKDT) at a particular time be made to calculate TK. To 
calculate this first derivative, a spatial differentiation 
routine is used. FCr evenly spaced grids, the suggested routine 
is DSS014 (4) and for unevenly spaced grids, PDL33 (5) is 
suggested, although the latter may also be used for evenly spaced 
points. DSS014 is a sirnplier calculation, and thus, uses less 
time for a calculation. 




.__ _ __,_ _ -4-__ , __ __,_ _ ...., 
1(1) 1(2) 1(3) 1 1(NPTS) 
DUNDAT(K) = CROSS-sectional area, 
R1NTH(JR) = Reactor length, ft 
Figure 3-1: Chemical Reactor Topology 
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3.2. Heat Exchanger with Constant Heat Duty - HXQ(K) 
This subroutine describes a heat exchanger by removing (or 
adding) a quantity of heat from an inlet stream, and then 
calculating a new exit stream temperature. Because heat 
exchanger dynamics were found to be much faster than reactor 
dynamics, no differential equations pertaining to the heat 
exchangers were included in the model. The exclusion of these 
differential equations also alleiviates any stiffness problems 
which might be created by the different calculations, The heat 
duty, Q, is user-specified and remains constant throughout the 
entire simulation calculation. A positive C represents heat 
addition to the system, and a negative Q indicates heat removal. 
The basic assumption for the use of this subroutine 1s a heat 





DUMDAT (K) = Desired heat duty, QI 
in BTU/lbmole 
NOTE: +Q = heat addition 
-Q = heat removal 
Figure 3-2: Heat Exchanger with Constant Heat Duty Topology 
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3.3. Heat Exchanger with Constant Cutlet Temperature-HXT(K) 
This subroutine describes a heat exchanger by changing the 
temperature of an inlet stream to a user specified outlet 
temperature. This subroutine is almost identical to the steady 
state heat exchanger routine found in SSGEN. A heat duty, 
DUMCAT(l5), is also calculated for the exchanger [note: only one 
HXT may be used because of this limitation]. 
DUMDAT(15) 
IN (K, 1) NOUT(K,1) 
where: 
HXT (K) 
DUMDAT(K) = Desired outlet temperature, 
T
2
, in K 
DUMDAT(l5) = Calculated heat duty, BTI/lbmole 




3.4. Stream Divider - DIV(K) 
This subroutine separates a stream into two parts, by a 
fraction specified by DUMDAT(K). It is identical to the stream 
divider routine found in SSGEN. Because any changes in the unit 
occur instantaneously, no dynamics are involved with this unit. 




DUMDAT(K) Fraction of input stream 
going to output stream 1, 
0 < DUMDAT < 1 
NOUT(K,1) = IN(K,1) * DUMDAT(K) 
NOUT(K,2) = IN(K,1) * (1. - DUMDAT(K)) 
Figure 3-4: Stream Divider Topology 
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3.5. Stream Mixer - MIXFR(K) 
This subroutine simulates a mixer for up to three streams by 
summing the flows for each compound in all the streams. The exit 
temperature is also calculated by summing the enthalpies of each 
stream, and then performing an iteration to find the new 
temperature. Like the stream divider, any changes are considered 
to occur instantaneously, and therefore involve no dynamics with 
the unit. 
in SSGEN, 





DUMDAT(K) = O.; No specific data required 
Figure 3-5: Stream Mixer Topology 
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3.6. Condenser with Constant Water Removal - CCNCF(K) 
This subroutine simulates of condenser system consisting of 
a heat exchanger and a liquid separation unit. The routine 1s 
almost identical to the steady state routine found in SSGEN. 
CUM:CAT is specified as the desired fraction of water removal from 
the system. The amount of steam condensing is calculated via a 
false-position iteration using the Antoine Equation to calculate 
~ vapor pressure at an assumed temperature. An enthalpy balance 
is performed using the estimated condenser temperature just 
iterated for and the HGAS and HWATER routines to calculate the 
enthalpies. If the water removal is specified as zero, then the 
inlet stream is cooled to the saturation temperature. Cf course, 
the second output stream being calculated is the flowrate of the 
condensed water leaving the unit. A heat duty is also 















DUMDAT(K) = Fraction of water being removed from 
inlet stream 
QCOND = Amount of heat removed from inlet stream, 
BTU/hr 
for the water component only: 
NOUT(K,2) = IN(K,l) * DUMDAT(K) 
NOUT(K,l) = IN(K,l) * (1. - DUMDAT(K)) 
NOTE: TEMPERATURE OF CONDENSER IS THE TEMPERATURE OF THE 
TWO OUTLET STREAMS 
Figure 3-6: Constant Fraction Condenser Topology 
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3.7. Condenser with Constant Heat Duty - CCNCC(K) 
This subroutine simulates a condenser system utilizing a 
constant level of heat removal. CUMDAT(K) is specified as the 
desired heat removal from the process stream. The subroutine 
first checks to see if condensation takes place by comparing the 
vapor pressure of water at the assumed condenser temperature with 
the partial pressure of water in the stream. In either case, an 
enthalpy balance is performed to determine the new exit stream 










DUMDAT(K)=QCOND(ICDR) = Amount of heat removal 
BTU/hr 
ICDR = Individual condenser number 
for the water component only: 
NOUT(K,2) = IN(K,1) * DUMDAT(K) 
NOUT(K,l) = IN(K,l) * (1. - DUMDAT(K)) 
NOTE: TEMPERATURE OF CONDENSER IS THE TEMPERATURE OF THE 
TWO OUTLET STREAMS 
Figure 3-7: Constant Heat Duty Condenser Topology 
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3.8. Comments on Topology 
The set-up of the topology for the dynamic program, GRPDYN, 
is almost identical to that used in CRPSS, the steady state 
program. The only difference between the two is the addition of 
the two unit subroutines to provide the user with a choice of 
heat exchange and condenser systems. The proceedure for 
determining the ordering of the calculations in GRPDYN is also 
identical to that described in GRPSS. The user is refered to 
that manual for more details and examples. 
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4. Additional Information for Using CRPDYN 
4.1. Present Simulation Capabilities 
The following information gives an indication of the 
dimensional capacity of GRPDYN. Use beyond these limits would, 
of course, require dimensional changes in some of the subroutines 
found in GRPDYN. Listed below are the variable names and 
nomenclature of some quantities that mioht require changing. 
- 8 Compounds - ID(8) 
- 3 Reactions in the reactor - A(3,10) 
- Topology Limits 
* 2 Reactors - IRXR(2), RLNTP.(2), ARFA(2) 
* 5 Heat exchangers - HX(5) 
* 2 Condensers - ICF(2) 
* 15 Units (total) - IUNIT(l5) 
* 25 Streams - FSTM(25,8) 
41 Reactor grid points - L(41), TK1(41), TK2(41) 
In the present configuration, the entire package, DSS/2 
(shortened, but not modified as done for the steady state 
program), PCATAB, and DYGEN programs require approximately llOK 
memory on the crc6400 computer. 
Note: When changing unit and stream limits, all variables 
pertaining to those elements must be changed along with the 
varibale listed. 
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4.2. Summary of Data Cards 




















Initial, final, and print 
increment values of the 
independent variable (time) 
Number of CDE'S, ratio of 
print interval to minimum 
integration interval, 
integration algorithm,print 
option, type of error, max 
allowable integration error 
rocumentation for program run 






7I 5 NRXR,NHX,NCIV, No. of reactors, heat exch'grs, 
NMIX,NCDR,NSTMS, dividers, mixers, condensers, 
NPTS streams and reactor points 
(NE SET OF CARCS 7 & 8 FCR EACH UNIT 





Unit no., unit type, stream 
numbers entering (3), stream 
numbers exiting (2) 
P.xtra unit data 
FCR REACTORS CNLY 
8A 2Fl0.5 DUMDAT, RLNTH Cross-sectional area, reactor 
length 
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CARD NC. FCRMAT VARIABLE NAMES USE 
ONE SET OF CARDS 9 & 10 FCR THE OLD FEED STREAM CCNDITICNS 
9 I5,3Fl0.3 IFD,TKFCOD, 
PRFrCD,TTFCCD 
Feed stream number, temp (K), 
pressure (psia), total molar 
flowrate of old feed stream 
10 BFl0.5 FD0D(6) Old feed stream molar flowrates 
per hour of the 6 compounds in 
system in order of: 
CC H2 CH4 H20 CO2 N2 
ONE SET OF CARDS 11 & 12 GIVING THE NEW FEED STEAM CCNDITICNS 








Temperature (K), pressure(psia) 
total molar flow rate 
Molar flow per hour of the six 
compounds in system 
CC H2 CE4 H2C CC2 N2 
order of unit calculation for 
Ith unit 
CNE SET CF CARrS 14 & 15 FCR EVERY PCINT IN EACH REACTOR 











L(I),TK(I,K), Reactor length(percent),temp(K), 
Xl(I,K),X2(I,K) reaction converisons of reactor 
K, at grid point I 
YCCMP(I,:,K) mole fraction of five componds: 
RATEl(I,K) cc H2 CH4 H2G CC2 N2, 
and rate of methanation rxn 
at point I for reactor K 
END OF RUMS Tells DSS/ 2 no further 
computations are necessary 
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4.3. Comments on Reactor Grid Specification 
In the course of developing and using this program package, 
it was discovered that using different numbers of reactor grid 
points and intervals could substantially change the entire 
calculation. Too few points could not show rapid temperature 
changes along the length of the reactor. Many points could 
easily detect temperature changes, but also create storage 
problems for the computer and extrenely lengthly computation 
times. 
After some study, the following recommendations for the 
specification of reactor grid points are listed below. 
1. Reactor grid points should be placed at evenly spaced 
of semi-evenly spaced intervals ( such as, two 
different intervals at the front and rear of the 
reactor, or even three intervals 1n the front, middle 
and rear) . 
2. When two or more different intervals are employed, the 
closer spacings should be concentrated toward the 
front of the reactor, in the region of the largest 
temperature gradient. 
3 . Grid point inter v a l s of 1 e s s 
increase the total number of 
helping the final calculation 
than 2 %length tend to 
points without actually 
result. 
4. Grid point intervals 
distortions with the 
draws them out) . 
greater than 5 %length create 
reactor temperature peaks (i.e. 
C-23 
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4.4. Comments Cn the Use of Spatial Differentiators 
In studying the reactor grid point problem, several types of 
spatial differentiators were also tested. While the specific 
details of the investigation are reserved for the body of the 
thesis for which this manual is an appendix to, the general 
results concerning the routines are summarized below. 
- Three-point upwind routines provide the 




The two-point upwind routine (equivalant to the stirred 
tank reactor) tested gave very gradual and unrealistic 
dynamic temperature peaks. 
- The four-and-five-point upwind routines introduced alot 
of numerical oscillation at points directly in front of 
dynamic temperature peaks, again, making the profiles 
unrealistc. 
C-24 








RUN 1.0. 1 - OYNA11IC HET-1ArtATOR WITH RECYCLE 
INITIAL \/ALUE OF TINE '" O• 
FINAL \/ALUE OF TINE= &,OOOOE-01 
PRINT INTER\/AL OF TI~E = 2, '500DE-02 
NUMBER OF ~IRST-OROER DIFFERENTIAL EQUAT(ONS !12 
PRINT trtTERVAL/HlNlHUH INTEGRATION INTERVAL = 1000 
INTEGRATION lLGORITHH ~ 8 
1 - RUNGE KUTTA euLER 
2 
-
RUNGE KUTTA NE SSE 
3 
-
RUl'fGE KUTTA HE'! SON 
I+ - RUNGE KUT TA TAICA KA - I+ 
5 - RUNGE KUTTA T A'I A KA - 5 
& - RUNGE KUTTA CHAI 
7 - RUl'fGE KUTTA EN:; l Al'IO 
8 - RUNGE KUT TA WEi - l+/1 
q 
-
RUNGE KUT TA AES - i, /2 
10 - RUNGE KUT TA WES - l+/3 
11 - RUNGE KUTTA WES - .. , .. 
12 
-
RUNGE KUTTA WES - l+/5 
13 - RUNGE KUTT A WES - 5/1 
11+ - RUNGE KUT TA WE:; - 5/2 
PRINT OPT ION = 1 
HO INTEGRATION ER,DR DIAGNOSTICS - 0 
SUHHARY OF INTEGRATION ERRORS - 1 
TYP:'. OF INTEGRATION ERROR 









HfGAS PILOT PLANT - OfN~HIC STUOf 
25 PERCENT RISE IN THE CD CONCENTRATION AT CONST TOTAL FLOM 
f I HE O. HRS 
INITIAL CONDif IONS FOR REACTOR 
PROCESS FLOMSHEET INFORM II TI OH 





























31 o. 0 
31 o. 0 


































3=DIV, lt=t1 I II:• 5=CD"1 F • E,:RXR2, 7:HXT, !l=CORQ 
ST~ OUT 
1 2 U'tIT INFDR 
5 0 3.tlt200 
9 0 3.11t200 
10 1 '+ q.goooE-01 
2 6 .,3300 
7 0 0.00000 
B 0 0.00000 
3 0 0.00000 
12 13 • 79 oO 0 
4 0 s.sqooE•oZ 
11 15 .7B400 
~LJWRATESILBHQLES/HRI 
H2 CH'+ H20 
10 
38. 7 0 
3 E,. 3 0 
R '+ 
1 B. B 3 
111. B 3 
5 E, 
o.oo 












7. 8 8 
TOT AL 
7 5. I ( 
7 5. , ( 
,.... 
,,... 
TI11E 0. HRS 
""' FLOW STREAH INFORHAfIOtl FOP O\'NAHIC SIHULIHIO>I 
,....._ SfREAH TK PSIA FLOHRATES<LBHOLESIHRI 
co H2 CHI+ H20 
1 310,0 834,0 12,00 36,30 18,83 0 • 0 O 
z 310, 0 834,0 5.12 20,53 10, 0 3 o.oo ,,.... 
3 3 02.1 8 3 ... 0 5.12 48,20 q3, 16 ,08 
.. 559,0 83 l+. 0 5,12 l+ 8.? 0 93 .16 , 0 II 
5 7 08, 8 1131+. 0 o.oo 32.,5 q11. 27 ' 5,20 
6 3 10. 0 834,0 4, '+8 18, 0 7 8,7'! o.oo 
7 3 04, 9 113 l+, 0 4, '+8 25, L l+ 30,0'! .02 
8 E, 07, q 83 4. 0 ... '+8 57,83 128,51 5,22 
'i 7 03, 1 834,0 o.oo l+4. 3 8 133.00 q,70 
10 3 00, 0 8 3 l+, 0 0,00 4 l+, L 8 133,20 -L 3 
11 3 00, 0 831+. 0 o. 0 0 3 4.:,,. 1 Ol+. l+ 3 ,10 
12 3 00. 0 83 l+. 0 o.oo 27,57 83. 12' , 0 8 
13 3 00. 0 831+. 0 0. 0 0 7,07 21. 3 0 • 0 2 
14 3 00, 0 834, 0 0,00 0, 0 0 0, 0 0 q,57 
15 3 00. 0 834,0 0, 0 0 q. 5 .. 28,77 • 0 3 
() REACTOR NO, 1 
I REACTOR TEHP ! KI FRACTIONAL CONVERSION 0" co 
RAT El 
N LE>IJTH HETH SHIFT 
00 0, 0 0 55 q. 0 0 0. 0000 o. 0000 1, 27'!2E•OO 
Z. 5 0 571+, 7 0 • 10 15 0,0000 1,3E,2?E•OO 
5. 0 0 591,10 , 208 l+ 0, 0 0 DO 1, l+1'lOE• 00 
7,50 E>O 7. II 0 , 318 3 o. 0000 1. 435&[• 00 
1 0, 0 0 E,Z<t, 3 0 • !+275 o. 0000 1, l+005E• OD 
12,50 E,4 0, 0 0 , 531 q 0, 0 0 00 t.3100E•OO 
15, 0 0 E,51+. 2 0 , 627 l+ 0,0000 1,1710E•OO 
17,50 f,E,f,, 5 0 • 710 II 0,0000 1, 0005E• 00 
2 0, 0 0 E,7 6, 8 0 • 780 7 0.0000 II, 1q63E· 01 
2 z. 5 0 68 5 • 1 0 • 1136 '! 0,0000 6, l+716E• O 1 
? 5. 0 0 E,91, l+O , BROE, 0. 0 0 00 l+,q5b7E·01 
2 7, 5 0 6'l E,, 3 0 , q13 7 0, 0 0 00 3,7057E·01 
3 0, 0 0 e,g q. 8 0 • q38 2 o. 0000 2. 71q7E· O 1 
32,50 70 2. l+ 0 • 9560 0.0000 1,g680E·Ol 
35,00 70 l+. 3 0 • %8'! 0,0000 1,<t106C:•01 
3 7, 5 0 70 5. & a • g7 fl 0 0,0000 1,0033[-01 
l+ 0. 0 0 706,E,O • g/1 <,E, o. 0000 7, oqq<,E-02 
l+Z, 5 0 70 7. 2 0 • g8g2 0. 0 0 00 5, 00l+8E·02 
!+5, 0 0 70 7. 7 0 • qq2,. 0, 0 0 00 3,518g[-02 
l+ 7, 5 0 708, 00 • qg,. 7 0, 0 0 00 2,l+6'!5E·02 
5 0, 0 0 708. 30 • g'H, 3 o. 0000 1, 730'!E·D2 
52,50 70 II. l+ 0 • qg ,,. 0.0000 1.2120l-02 
5 5, 0 0 708,50 , '!98 2 0, 0000 8,'+81EiE-03 
57,50 70 II, E, 0 , qg117 0, 0 0 00 5,'!327E·03 
& o. 0 0 708,70 • ggg 1 0,0000 <t,1'+85E·03 
r, 2, 5 0 70 8. 7 0 • ggq,. o. 0000 2.qoo3E-03 
65,00 70 8, 7 0 • qg9E, 0,0000 2,0273::.-03 
67. 5 0 70 11, 8 0 • ggg7 0,0000 l,l+lo9E·03 
7 0, 0 0 70 fl, 80 • ggcrn 0, 0 0 00 g,qo24E-04 
7 2, 5 0 708. 110 • qgq8 o. 0000 E,,'l202E·Ol+ 
75,00 7011. 80 • qqqq 0,0000 4,835q[-04 
77,50 708,80 • qgqq 0, 0 0 00 3, 3793E·04 
8 o. 0 0 70 8, 6 0 • qgqq 0,0000 Z,3&14E-04 
6 2, '5 0 70 8, II 0 l , 00 0 0 0,0000 1, 6500f-0'+ 
115. 0 0 70 ~- 110 I • 00 0 0 0.0000 1,153 0':· 04 
CO2 
0 • 0 0 
0, 0 0 
0, 0 0 
0, 0 0 
0,00 
0. 0 0 
0. 0 0 
0, 0 0 
0,00 
0. 0 0 
0. 0 0 
0, 0 0 
0, 0 0 
0, 0 0 
0. 0 0 
YCO 
.02q4q 















































5, 8 3 
0, 0 0 
7,87 
TOTAL 
75, 0 I 
3q. ~. 
1 73, ... • 
1 73, .. . 
L E,3. 2,' 
35. 0 
E,q. 2 
232 ,4 I 
2 23, 5 ; 
213. g 
l f7. 7" 
1 33, 5 '. 
31+, 2 
q. 5. 
4£,. 2 · 
117. 5 0 7011. 60 l • 00 0 0 o. 0000 6.05&7E-05 0.00000
 
,,-.. q O. 0 0 70 II. II 0 l • 00 0 0 0.0000 5. E,2gE,i:-05 o. 00000
 
'I 2. 5 0 70 8. 8 0 l. 00 0 0 0.0000 3.g337E-05 o. 
00000 
q5. 0 0 7011.80 l. 00 0 0 0.0000 2.71t87E-05 0.0
0000 
,-.. q7.50 7011.60 l • 00 0 0 0.0000 1.g20Tc:-05 o. 00000
 
100.00 708.110 l • 00 0 0 o. 0000 1. 3<+21E-05 o. 0000
0 
,-.. 
~EACTOR NO. 2 
REACTOR TEHP (Kl FRACTIONAL CONVERSION o~ co RAT C::l YCO 
LENGTH HETH SH !FT 
,. 0 0 607. g 0 0. 00 0 0 0.0000 1. 355'lf• 00 .01g211 
2.50 E,3 0. 3 0 • 231 q 0.0000 1- 2739£• 00 • 0 
11+95 
5. 0 0 £,5 0. <+ 0 • ltl+ 0 7 0. 0 0 00 1. OCJ5CJe• 00 
.01oq1 
7.50 E,E, E,. 7 0 • E,12 7 0.0000 11. o2<+5::-o 1 .00
7E,5 
lo. 0 0 67g. 00 • 1<+2g o. 0 000 E,.273E,f2-01 •
 00510 
12.50 E,8 7. 6 0 • 1134 7 o. 0000 4. 26g8E-Ol 
.00329 
15. 0 0 E,CJ 3. I+ 0 • 11qo2 0.0000 2.60560:-01 
.00207 
17.50 E,g 7. l 0 • 9358 0.0000 1.780&E-01 
.00129 
2 0. 0 0 6'19. 40 .%06 0.0000 1.t083E-01 • 
0 0 0 79 
22.50 700. 80 • 976 0 o. 0000 6. 81<+3E-02 
• 0001+8 
25.00 70 1. 7 0 • q85 4 0.0000 4.1580~-02 
.0002q 
27.50 702.30 • qq12 0. 0 0 00 2.5254£-02 .0
0016 
3 o. o o 70 2. 60 • qq4 7 0.0000 1.52g5E-02 .0
0011 
32.50 10 2. 8 o • gqE,a 0.0000 CJ. 2 '+ 7 2E- 0 3 
• 00006 
3 5. 0 0 102.qo • 996 0 0.0000 5.5650E-03 
• 0 00 0 It 
0 37.50 70 3. 0 0 • gCJ66 0.00
00 3.3710E-03 .00002 
I '+ o. 0 0 70 3 • 0 0 • 9gg 3 0.0000 
2.033gE-03 .00001 
N 4 z. 5 0 703. 00 • ggg E, 0 • 0 0 00 
1.226CJE-03 .00001 
I..O <+ 5. 0 0 703. 00 • gg9 7 0.0000 7. l+OO
 01::-04 .00001 
It 7. 5 0 703. 10 • ggqs 0.0000 <+.<+628E-Ol+ 
0.00000 
5 0. 0 0 703.10 • ggqg 0.0000 2.E,q13E-04 
0.00000 
52.50 7 0 3. 1 0 • gg9g o. 0000 1-62301::-04 
0.00000 
55. 0 0 703. 10 l. 00 0 0 0.0000 <J.766'lf-05 o. 
00000 
5 7. 5 0 70 3. 1 0 l • 00 0 0 o.cooo 5.9017E-05 
0.00000 
E, 0. 0 0 703.10 l • 00 0 0 0. 0 0 00 3.5588:.-05 0.00000 
E,2. 5 0 70 3. l 0 l . 00 0 0 o. 0000 2.11+60E-05 o. 0
0000 
6'5. 0 0 703. 10 1. 00 0 0 o. 0000 1. z94 u:-05 o. 000 00 
E, 7. 5 0 70 3. 10 1. 00 0 0 0. 0 0 00 7.6034~-0E, o. 00000 
7 o. 0 0 703. 10 l. 0000 0.0000 4. 7056£-0E, 0.0
0000 
72.50 703.10 l. 00 0 0 o. 0000 ?.8375E-OE, o. 00000 
75.00 703.10 l. 0000 0.0000 1.7110E-OE, o. 00000 
77.50 703.10 l • 00 0 0 o. 0000 1. 0316c.-OE, o. 00000
 
6 0. 0 0 703.10 l • 00 0 0 0.0000 6.2217E-07 o. 00000 
62.50 703.10 l • 00 0 0 0.0000 3. 7516E-07 o. 00000 
8 5. 0 0 70 3. 1 0 1. 00 0 0 0.0000 ?.2&23E-07 0.0
0000 
117. 5 0 703. 10 l. 00 0 0 o. 0000 t.3&42E-07 0.00000
 
CJO. 0 0 703.10 l • 00 0 0 0.0000 ll.2264c-OII 0.00000
 
92.50 70 3. 10 l • 00 0 0 0.0000 '+• 'JE,O E, c.- 0 II 
0.00000 
'l 5. 0 0 70 3. 1 0 l • 00 0 0 0.0000 2.CJ913E-08 o. 0000
0 
9 7. 5 0 70 3. 1 0 1. 00 0 0 0.0000 1.6036E-06 o. 0
0000 
100.00 703.10 l • 00 0 0 0.0000 !.0677c.-06 
o. 00000 
QCONOlll = I 
TIHE 5.0000E-02 HRS 
FLOM STREAM INFORMATION FOR DYNAMIC SIMULAT(ON 
STREAM TK PSIA 0 LJHRATES!LAMOLE5~HRI 
co H2 CH4 H20 CO2 N2 TOTAL 
l 3 10. 0 834.0 12.00 36.30 111. 8 3 o.oo 0 • 0 0 7. 88 75 • 0 I 
,,..... 2 3 10. 0 834.0 6.40 1'l.35 10.03 o.oo 0. 0 D 4. 2 0 3q. q. 
3 302.4 1'3 4. 0 6.63 20.91 q11.86 .07 o.oo 26. gr; 153 • 4 · 
.. 5 5'3, 0 834.0 6,63 20.'ll qB,86 , 0 7 0. 0 0 2r,,q5 1 53 • 4 ; 
5 7 09, 0 834,0 ,27 1,34 105,22 6, I+ 3 0, 0 0 26. '35 1 40 • 7 I 
6 3 10. 0 834-0 5.60 16.35 11. 7'3 o.oo o. o a 3. 6 8 35. 0 ; 
7 3 05. 2 8 3 '+. 0 5.66 17.35 31.56 .02 0. 0 0 g, 51 64 • 1 I 
II 6 07, 3 834,0 5, g 3 1 q, 1 '3 136, 7 8 6.44 0. 0 0 36, 46 2 04, 8 
'J 7 03, l 834. 0 ,37 2.;o 142,34 12,01 0 , 0 0 36, 46 1 '!3. 6 
10 3 00. 0 834,0 .37 2.;o 142-34 • 11 0. 0 0 36.46 1 61 • 7 l 
11 3 oo. 0 834,0 • 2 g 1. 'JE, 111.59 ,O'l 0. 0 0 26.58 1 42. 5 
12' 3 00, 0 ~34,0 , 2 3 1 • ; 6 ~B,83 , 0 7 0, 0 0 22, 75 113, 4 • 
13 3 00, 0 834,0 ,06 • + 0 22,76 • 0 2 0, 0 0 5, B 3 2g. o. 
14 3 00. 0 834, 0 o.oo 0,00 a.oo 11 dO 0 • 0 0 0. 0 0 11.q-, 
15 3 00. 0 834.0 • 0 6 .54 30.75 .02 0. 0 0 7. 8 7 3q. 2, 
() 
REACTOR I NO. 1 
w REACTOR T EHP IK I FRACTIONAL CONVERSION OF ::o RAT El YCO 
0 LE NG TH HETH SHIFT 
0. 0 0 55'3. 0 0 0 • 00 0 0 0.0000 1. 556'!E•OO .0431q 
2,50 58 0 • 0 '3 , 0'376 o. 0000 1,7234E•OO ,03'331 
5. 0 0 60 2. 4 0 • 20 3 7 0,0000 1, 11445E• 00 • 0 35 0 1 
7,50 62 5. 2g • 3144 o. 0000 t.8882E•OO .03044 
1 o. 0 0 64 7. 71 • 4244 0,0000 1.8314!:.•00 • 02580 
12. 5 0 65 8, 55 , 5276 0, 0 0 00 1,6757~•00 .02138 
15,00 686, 82 , 61'31 0,0000 1. 4502E• 00 ,017311 
1 7. 5 0 701. 113 • 6'!62 0,0000 1, 1'!64f• 00 • 013'36 
2 0. 0 0 713, 2 0 • 756 4 0.0000 'l.5014E-01 .01116 
22.50 720, 81 • 80 7 1 0.0000 7,3203E-01 , 008'!6 
25. 0 0 724. 11'3 , 8441 0,0000 5.5060c.-01 .00726 
27.50 72 6. 0 1 • 1171 7 o. 0000 4.076<,E-Ol • 005'3'3 
3 0. 0 0 72 5. 13 • 8'32 2 o. 0000 J.00'35E-Ol • 0 05 05 
3 2, 5 0 72 3. 2 3 • '30 7 3 0,0000 2.2<o23E-01 , 0 Qt, 34 
35, 0 0 721,32 • '31 6 7 0, 0 0 00 1.611'37E-01 • 0 0 3112 
3 7, 5 0 71 '3. 7 3 • q27 2 0,0000 1,2113tf-01 • 00342 
4 o. 0 0 7111. '!3 • '33 3 7 0.0000 '!.61t04E-02 .00311 
42.50 718. 1'3 • '33 B 6 0.0000 7,2670E-02 • 002119 
It 5, 0 0 71 7, gg • '342 2 0.0000 5, 3241E-OZ ,00272 
It 7, 5 0 717. Olt • '3450 0, 0 0 00 '-+,2113E-02 .0025'l 
5 0. 0 0 71 6. 7 7 • '34 71 0,0000 3.1278[-02 .002 .. q 
52,50 715.17 • '!46 '3 0.0000 2.'!212£-02 • 002<,1 
5 5, 0 0 715, 0 1 , '35 0 3 0,0000 2.1&05E.-02 ,00234 
57,50 713. 0 '3 , '351 7 0,0000 2,367'1[-02 ,00227 
f, o. 0 0 713.t,5 ,'3528 0. 0 0 00 1,5n<oH-02 .00222 
f, 2, 5 0 711. 36 • '353'! 0.0000 1. 'l7116~-02 .00217 
& 5. 0 0 71 2. 3 0 , gs 1+ 7 0,0000 1.0&00::-02 ,00213 
f> 7, 5 O 710, 2& • '3'>55 0,0000 1.60621:-0? .002oq 
7 o. 0 0 711,41 • 'l56? 0, 0000 7,0451E-Oj .00206 
7 2. 5 0 70'!. 5!1 • '3566 0.0000 !. 25114E-02 • 00204 r- 75.00 71 0. 65 • '3572 0, 0 0 00 '-+.8716E-03 .00201 
7 7. 5 0 70q. 27 , q5 7 7 0,0000 '3.1510l.-03 .001qq 
r-
~ 0, 0 0 70'3. '!2 • qs111 0, 0 0 00 i..oq5f1[-03 .001'36 
6 2. 5 0 1oq. 2~ • q55 3 0.0000 c:,.r,ooor-03 .001'36 
_________ 115. 00 1oq. ?'! • q<;p, r, o. 0000 <., OSOIIE-03 , 0 0 1 g 'i 
-----. '------·--···-
ii' 
,,.... 117. 5 0 70 q. 3') • '351111 0.0000 2.5765E-03 .OOl'Jlt 
'l [. 0 0 70 6. 6'l • g5g 0 0.0000 3.61161E-03 • 00l'l3 
g2.so 1oq.3g • gsg 1 0. 0 0 00 8. 1228 E-04 • 00192 
gs. o o 70 6. 7 g • ')5') 3 o. 0000 3. 0414E-03 .001')2 ,,... 
97.50 70 9. 15 • 95g4 0.0000 7.4CJ30E-04 • OOl'H 
t O o. 0 0 709.01 • %'14 0.0000 1.1453E-03 • 001'11 
I'"'-
REACTOR ~o. 2 
RE ACT OR T EHP CKI FRA~TI ONAL CONVERSION o~ ::o RAT El 'l'CO 
,...... 
LE ICG TH PETH SHIFT 
0. 0 0 606.60 0. 00 0 0 o. 0000 1. 5183E•OO -026CJ6 
2.50 634. 64 • 1'37 0 0. 0 0 DO 1.4665E•OO .02353 
,...... 
5.00 65 8. 75 • 3767 0.0000 1.28711:.t<OO • 0 11145 
7. 5 0 67'). 37 • 527 4 0. 0 0 00 1. 0469E• 00 • 0 1412 
10.00 6'3 6 • 0 3 • 645 '! 0.0000 8. 0322E- 01 • 01065 
12-50 70 11. '36 • 7345 o. 0000 5. 6'l7fl E-01 • 001103 
15. 0 0 71 7. l 7 • 7g7 6 o. 0000 4.l0'34E-Ol .00615 
17.50 721.43 • 83CJ6 0.0000 2.7003E-01 .00466 
2 o. 0 0 722. 03 • 8f,E,g 0.0000 t.7130E-01 .00406 
22.50 720- 32 • 6!1'+ 2 o. 0000 1.l220E-Ol • 00353 
25. 0 0 717. 43 • ll'l62 o. 0000 B. 0068£-02 .00317 
27.50 714.47 • '305 2 0.0000 6.1047E-02 .00290 
3 o. 0 0 711.95 • '112 1 0.0000 4.71171E-02 .0026'! 
3 2. 5 0 71o.02 • '!17 5 0.0000 3.7557E-02 .00252 
() 35.00 7011. 55 • 9218 0. 0 0 00 2.9466E-02 
• 0023'l 
I 37. 5 0 70 7 • 35 • '!25 2 0.0000 2. 3321E-02 
.0022'! 
w 4 0. 0 0 70 6. 35 • 'l27 g 0 • 0 0 00 
1.67111E-02 .00221 
...... 
'+ 2. 5 0 70 5. 5 3 • '!30 1 o. 0000 l• 5130E-02 • 0021'+ 
'+ s. 0 0 70lt. 8') • '3316 0.0000 1.2152E-02 .00209 
'+ 7. 5 0 70 ... '+2 • g33 2 0.0000 'l.6167E-03 • 00205 
5 0. 0 0 70 4 • 0 6 • g34 3 0.0000 7.4'33&E-03 • 00201 
52.50 703.113 • '3351 0.0000 5.7'l14E-03 .001cig 
55.00 703. 63 • '!35 B o. 0000 i.. 4725 E- 03 • 001'37 
5 7. 5 0 70 3. 4 8 • '336 3 0.0000 3.4633E-03 .001'35 
6 o. 0 0 70 3. 3 7 • 'l36 7 0.0000 2.6764E-03 .001'l4 
6 2. 5 0 10 3. 2g • '!37 0 0. 0 0 00 Z.0437E-03 .001'!3 
E, 5. 0 0 703. 2'+ • g37 2 o. 0000 1. 5245E-03 • 001'32 
67.50 70 3. 2 0 • q37 4 0.0000 l.1063E-03 .00192 
7 0 • 0 0 703. 1'3 • g37 5 0.0000 7 0 8'346E-O'+ • 00191 
72.50 70 3. 1 7 • 'l376 0.0000 5.68'l7E-04 ,001'31 
7 5. 0 0 70 3. 1 6 • g3 7 6 0.0000 4o2f>22f'-O'+ • 001'!1 
77.50 703.14 • g377 0.0000 3. 328 4E-O'+ • 001'!1 
e o. o o 703. 13 • g3 7 7 0,0000 2.6403E-0'+ ,OOl'll 
112,50 70 3. 12 , '137 fl 0,0000 2,0513.,.-0 .. ,001'!1 
8 5, 0 0 70 3. 11 • '33711 0.0000 1. 53f>7E-04 .001g1 
8 7. 5 0 703. 11 • g3711 o. 0000 1.1147E-04 • 001'11 
'! o. 0 0 703. 11 , '!37 8 0,0000 8,0'+Z'lE-05 , 0 0 1 'l 0 
q ,. 5 0 703. 11 • g3 7 6 0, 0 0 00 5,6725E-05 • OOl'lO 
'!5.00 703.10 , 'B7B 0.0000 4. 3'305E-O'i • 001'30 
CJ 7. 5 0 70 3. 1 0 • g3 78 o. 0000 3.2'385E-05 • 00 l'JO 
·1 
100.00 70 3. 1 0 • q3 7 8 o. 0000 2. 4120::-05 ,001'!0 f, 




: ~ i 
! 4! 
! • ~
Tf"E 1.ooooc:-01 HRS 
FLOM STREAM IHFORHATIOH F:JR DYNA"IC SIMULA TtON 
,-. 
STREAM TK PSIA FLOHRATESILBHOLES/HRI 
CD H2 CH4 H20 CO2 N2 TOT AL 
1 310. 0 1134. 0 12.00 3E,. 3 0 18.83 o.oo 0. 0 0 7. 66 75 0 0 'I 
z 3 10. 0 63 4. 0 & ... 0 1 q. Vi 10. 0 3 0. 0 0 0. 0 0 4. 20 3q. q; 
,-. 
3 302.4 113 4. 0 &.o3 20.<Jl q8.6& • 0 7 0. 0 0 2&.95 
1 53. 4 . 
.. 5 5g. 0 6 34. 0 E,. E, 3 20.H gs. Bo • 0 7 o.oo 20.95 1 53 • 4 ; 
5 1 og. 6 113 4. 0 .2g 1.~o 1 05. 2 0 &. '+ 1 0. 0 0 2E,. g 5 1 40. 7 
£, 310 • 0 63 '+. 0 5. E, 0 1 & • '3 5 11. 7 q 0. 0 0 0. 0 0 3. o 6 35 • 0 
7 3 05. 2 113 4. 0 5. f,E, 17. 3 5 31. 5& • 0 2 o. o o g. 51 E,4. 1 
!I E,0'!.2 834.0 5.'35 1'3-25 13&.75 E,. '+2 o. o o 3&. 4E, 2 01+ .11 
".! 7 03.1 1134. 0 .37 2.,0 142.34 12.01 o. o o 3E,. 4& 1 q3. E, I 
10 3 00. 0 634.0 .37 z.5o 142.34 .11 0. 0 0 3o. 4o 1 81 • 7 , 
11 3 00. 0 634.0 .2g 1. ~f, 111. 5g .og o. o o 26.56 1 42. 5 ; 
12 3 00. 0 1134. o .23 1. 5 E, 811 .113 • 0 7 o. o o 22. 75 l 13. 4 
13 3 00. 0 1134.0 • 0 E, ... 0 22. 7E, .02 o. o o 5. 113 
,>q. Q, 
1 '+ 3 00. 0 634.0 o.oo o.oo 0. 0 0 11. g 0 o.oo 0. 0 0 11 • q I 
ts 3 00. 0 834.0 .08 .54 30.74 • 0 2 0. 0 0 7. II 7 3q.? ' 
n REACTOR NO. 1 
I REACTOR TEMP IKI FRACT[ONAL CONVERSION OF 00 RATE1 YCO 
w LENGTH tETH SHIFT 
N 0. 0 0 55 g • 0 0 0. 00 0 0 0.0000 1.5572E•OO • 01+3 20 
2.50 58 0. 1 0 • og1& o. 0000 1. 72J'l E• 00 • 0 31 31 
5. 0 0 oO 2. 4 5 • 20 3 7 0.0000 1. 111+55Et- 00 .03502 
7.50 62 5. 3 6 • 311, 5 0. 0 0 00 1.1111911E•OO .03044 
1 0. 0 0 64 7 • 117 • 421+0 0. 0 0 00 1.6333i:.•OO • 0 25110 
12. 5 0 E,E, 8. 8 0 • 527g 0.0000 1. E>779E• 00 • 02137 
15. 0 0 E,8 7. 3 0 • 01 gs o. 0000 1. 4534Et- 00 -01737 
17.50 10 2. q2 • E,')E,ll 0.0000 1. 2022E• 00 • 0 13 g4 
2 0. 0 0 715. E,2 • 7595 0. 0 0 00 g.5g311~-01 .01112 
22.50 725. E,2 • 110 II 7 0.0000 7. 4300£-01 • 008118 
2 5. 0 0 733. 25 • 84 E, 1 0.0000 5.55blE-01 .00717 
27.50 73 8. 8 0 • 117 3 1 0.0000 3.g372E-01 • 005g3 
3 0 • 0 0 742. &O • 891 3 0.0000 2.57'15E-01 .005og 
32. 5 0 74 5. 0 0 • go 2 4 0.0000 1.54<+1(-01 ·00457 
3 5. 0 0 74 &. 3 5 • 90 8 8 0.0000 8. 5o04E- 02 • 004211 
37.50 74E,. qg • g12 2 0.0000 4.51\00E-02 • 0 0 lt 1 2 
4 0. 0 0 74 7. 11 • g14 0 0. 0 0 00 2.57ollc-02 .00403 
42.50 74E,. 6 0 • gl 5 2 0.0000 1. 71144E-02 • 0 0 Jq II 
45.00 71t&. 0 E, • '31 o 3 0.0000 1.72~0E-02 • 00 3g3 
47.50 74 4. I\ 3 • g175 0.0000 2.13'111E-02 .00387 
5 0. 0 0 743.03 • g1q 0 0.0000 2.8541E-02 .003110 
52.50 740. E,2 • 9211 0.0000 3.7110E-02 • 00371 
5 5. 0 0 737.E,7 • qz 3 & 0.0000 4.5447E-02 .0035g 
5 7. 5 0 7 3 4. 3 4 • gzo5 0.0000 s.115gE-02 • 00345 
E> 0. 0 0 no.q3 • qzq 7 0. 0 0 00 5.5030E-02 .00330 
o 2. 5 0 72 7. 7 2 • q33 0 0.0000 5.4717c-o2 .00315 
E,5. 0 0 724. qg • g3 E, I 0.0000 s.15&5E.-02 • 00300 
o 7. 5 0 122. 112 • g3a q 0.0000 4.btl2f-02 .002R7 
7 0. 0 0 121. 2 0 • '1415 0.0000 4. 00113E-02 • 002 75 
7 2. 5 0 11g.q3 .'1430 0. 0 0 00 3.3713[-02 • 0 0 2 E,5 ,,... 
75. 0 0 11s.go • 'l454 0.0000 2.'l032f-02 • 00257 
77. 50 111. 11& • g4 7 0 0. 0 0 00 ?. 4oO'lE-02 • 0024') 
e o. o o 71 E,. ll 8 • %84 0.0000 ?.2g24E-02 .00243 
r- 6 2. 5 0 715. 7E, • g4qf, 0. 0 0 00 1. 'l'l l 'It - 0? .00?37 
115. 0 0 71 4 • 113 • gs o ~ o. 0000 2.0??'>l-0? • 0 0 Z .11 
··~-----·-· 
:II: 
117.50 713.76 .q<;1q 0. 0 0 00 1.&533E-02 .0022& ,..... 
'Io. 0 0 713. 12 • q52 g o. 0000 1.8t1BE-02 
• 00222 
•n. 50 712.16 • q53 8 o. 0000 1. 237gE-02 .00217 
g 5, 0 0 111.g3 • g5 .. 7 0, 0 0 00 1,&103E-02 
,00213 
,... gT,50 711.02 .%53 0, 0 0 00 7.4880E-03 ,00210 
10 0, 00 711- 1& • g5r, 0 0.0000 1.so21E-02 .00201 
,... 
~EACTOR HO. 2 
REACTOR T EP4P (Kl FRACTIONAL CONVERSION o=- co RA TEl YCO 
r- LEHGTH HETH SHIFT 
o. 0 0 607. 35 0. 00 0 0 a. 0000 1. 5528E• 00 .02qo6 
2. 5 0 635. 74 , 1qg4 D, 0 0 00 1.4823Et00 ,02354 
r- 5.00 f,E, 0. 54 • 380 5 0, 0 0 00 1, 302qE• 00 , D 11141 
7,50 &B 1. 40 , 531 g 0,0000 1.053BE•OO • 0140 4 
10, 0 0 r,g 7. 35 • &50 0 0. 0 0 00 8.00oOE•Ol ,01057 
1 2. c; 0 70 8. 8 f> • 73 77 0,0000 5,8322E-01 ,007'l7 
1 S. 0 0 11 7. o q • 7CJ'l 8 0, 0 0 00 4, OS60E-O 1 , 00610 
17,50 722.f,1 , 11411 0, 0 0 00 2, 64 8 0 E - 0 1 .001+8& 
20.00 72&. 21 • 86&2 0.0000 1.5766(-01 • 001+10 
22. 5 0 72 fl. 2 0 • 8l'lq 0.0000 8, 1+0134E-02 .003&8 
25,00 72'l. 3'1 • S666 0,0000 4,1319E-02 , 0 031+ 7 
27,50 730. 07 , Mg7 0,0000 1, 8411gE-02 ,00338 
3 c. 0 0 73 0, 42 • 8'! 11 0.0000 7. 5g77E- 03 .00334 
32.50 730. 33 • 6g1 II 0.0000 4. 771 o~-03 • 00332 
35.00 nq. sq • Bgz 7 0,0000 7,4445E.-03 ,0032'1 
() 37,50 72 6. 0 3 • 11g1+ 3 0,0000 1,411'12E-02 
, 0 0 32 4 
I '+ 0, 0 0 72 5. 6 3 • 8'l7 0 o. 0000 2, 2384E-02 
• 00316 
w 4 <• 5 0 n2. &o • qo o 7 0.0000 2, q749E-02 
.00305 
w 45, 0 0 71g. 27 • gos o 0,0000 3,4zggE-02 .002g1 
I+ 7, 5 0 71&, 05 • goci6 0,0000 3,5503E-02 
,00277 
5 0, 0 0 713. 25 • CJ1 I+ 2 0,0000 3.3771\E-02 • 002&3 
5 2. 5 o 111. 00 • g18 3 0. 0 0 00 3. 0175E-02 
• 00251 
55,00 70 g. 2 8 • CJ21 g 0.0000 2,5771E-02 • 00240 
5 7, 5 0 70 7. q7 • ci24q 0.0000 2,1'+30E-02 , 00231 
6 0, 0 0 70 & • 'II+ , '127 4 0,0000 t.7&29E-02 • 00223 
E, 2, 5 0 70 F;. 1 0 • g2g s 0,0000 1. <+'+'13E-02 .00217 
6 5. 0 0 70 5. 41 • '1312 o. 0000 1. 1q22E- 02 
,00211 
E, 7, 5 0 70 '+, 65 , 'l32 6 0.0000 q.7&37E-03 ,00207 
7 0, 0 0 70 4. '+ 3 , q33 7 0,0000 7,'l123":-0.5 , 0 02 0 4 
72,50 70 4. 1 0 • '13'+ 6 0, 0000 &.3JOl+E-03 , 00201 
75,00 70 3. 116 • g35 3 o. 0000 5.0117E-03 • 001qg 
7 1, 5 0 70 3 • 6 7 • '135 g 0,0000 3,g1+37E-03 .001q7 
II O, 0 0 70 3. 5 3 • q3r, 3 0,0000 3,oq211E-03 ,001'1& 
II 2, 50 70 3. '+2 • g3E, 7 0,0000 2, 4145E- 03 • 001g5 
11 'i, 0 0 70 3. 3 '+ • g3 7 0 0.0000 1,86'10E-03 • 001g4 
8 7. 5 0 70 3, 2 8 • '137 2 0,0000 1.4303E-03 ,001'13 
q O, 0 0 70 3, 21+ , q3 7 3 0,0000 1,0637E-03 .001q3 
g2,50 703.21 • g3 7 5 0, 0000 8,1B'lH-O'+ • 001 'l2 
q5.oo 70 3. 1 g • g3 7 5 o. 0000 6.2346E-04 
.001q2 
97.50 70 3. 1 6 • g3 76 0,0000 4.8124E-04 
.001gz 
100,00 703,15 • q377 0,0000 3, 75611E-04 
.001q2 






TI ,.E 1.soooE-01 HRS 
I':'- FLOW STREAM INFORMATION I'") R DYNAMIC SIHULHI ON 
STREAM TK PSIA FLJHRATESILBHOLES/HRl 
co H2 CHL+ H20 CO2 N2 TOT AL 
l 310. 0 113'+. 0 12.00 3&. 3 0 1!l.83 0 • 0 0 o. o o 7. 88 75 • 0 I 
z 310-0 BJL+. 0 E,.,. 0 1c.35 10.03 o.oo 0. 0 0 L+. 2 0 3q. q ,..... 
J 3 02. I+ B 3 ... 0 E,. E, 3 20.33 gB.85 .07 o.oo 2&. g5 1 53 • .. 
.. 55g.o 83". 0 E,. E, 3 2 0. g 3 g!l .B 5 • 0 7 0. 0 0 2&. g5 153 ... 
5 7 30. 0 113 ... 0 .3g 2. 2 1 105.10 E,. 31 D.OJ 2&. g5 1 '+0 • CJ I 
r, 310 • 0 8 3 ... 0 5. 60 1 & • 3 5 8.79 0. 0 0 0. 0 0 3. 6 fl 35. 0 
7 305.2 1\3 ... 0 s. E,E, 1 7. 3 E, 31.55 .02 0. 0 0 g. 51 E:lt • 1 I 
!! E, 23. & 8 3". 0 E,. 0 E, 1 g. i E, t 36 .E,5 E,. 3 3 0. 0 0 36. '+6 2 05. 0 , 
' 
703.7 83 ... 0 .38 2., 3 142 • 3 3 12. o o 0. 0 0 36. 46 1 q3. 7 
1 0 3 0 0. 0 8 j ... 0 .38 2. 5 3 14 2. 3 3 .11 0. 0 0 3E,. 4b l 81. 8 : 
lt 3 00. 0 8 3 ... 0 .30 1. g g 111.58 .og 0. 0 0 28.58 t '+2. 5 • 
12 3 00. 0 113 '+. 0 • 2,. 1. i B 811. 8 2 • 0 7 o. o o 22. 75 113 .... , 
13 3 00. 0 834. 0 • 06 • !+ 1 22. 76 • o 2 o. o o 5 • R 3 2g. o ; 
1 .. 3 00. 0 B 3 ... 0 o. o o 0. 0 0 o. o o 11.!19 0. 0 0 o. o o 11. 8 
15 3 oo. o 83". o • o s • 5 5 3 o. 7 4 .02 o. o o 7. 117 3g. 2, 
() REACTOR ~o. 1 I REACTOR TEMP (I() FPA'.: TIO NA L CONVERSI0tl O" :o RI\ TE l YCO w 
.:,. LE "GTH Mf TH SHIFT 
0. 0 0 55g. 0 0 o. oo o o 0.0000 1. 55 g OE• 0 0 , 0 .. 3 21+ 
2,50 58 0. 12 • 097 E, 0,0000 1. 72&2f• 00 ,03g35 
5. 0 0 60 2. "g • 20 3 A 0,0000 1.81+1l2Et-OO .0350'+ 
7, 5 0 625. 41+ • 311+ 7 0.0000 1.8927E> 00 • o 3 o " & 
1 0. 0 0 E,<+ 7. g4 • '42 .. 8 o. o o oo 1. 835gE• 00 • 0 25 8 2 
12,50 &b 6. , 8 • '>261 0,0000 l,&J\OOE:t-00 ,02138 
t 5. o o E,8 7, 111 • &t gs 0.0000 1.'45411Et-00 ,01737 
17.50 703-00 • E,g 7 1 0.0000 1. 2031 f• 00 .01391+ 
2 0, 0 0 715. E, 8 • 75g 7 o. o o oo 9.5gll3E-Cl .01112 
2 2. 5 0 725. 70 • 1108 g 0.0000 7.'432'lE-01 • o o 11s 11 
2 5. 0 0 733, 32 , 8462 o. o o oo 5,5563E-01 ,00717 
2 7, 5 0 738, Ill\ • J\7 3 2 0.0000 3.9352E-01 .oosg3 
3 ,. O 0 7'42. 78 • 8g1 3 o. 0000 2,571 .. E-01 • 0050g 
3 2. 5 0 7'45. 11 • qo 2 <+ 0.0000 1,53CJ1E-01 • 0 0 <+ 5 7 
3 5, 0 0 74 E, • 7 4 , 906 b 0, 0 0 00 B.2CJ,J\CJE-D2 • o o <+ 2CJ 
37.50 74 7. 311 , CJt l 9 0,0000 L+. 3CJ'l4 E-02 .aa<+t3 
4 a. o o 747.CJ8 • CJl 3 5 0.0000 2.01<t4E-02 • a o" o & 
" 2. r; a 1411. o & • CJl <+ 3 o. 0000 1.082&!:.-02 • 0 0'40 2 
4 5, 0 0 74 6 • 2 7 , CJl <+ 7 0.0000 4.1268~-03 , 0 0 <+ 0 1 
I I+ 7. 5 0 74 6, 2 3 • q1 4 6 0,0000 2.7500E-03 .00400 5 o. 0 0 74 8. 3 2 • CJl .. 9 0.0000 6.2~1&E-04 • 003gCJ 5 2. c; 0 7<+8. 2<+ • CJl c; 0 0.0000 1. 1455t- 03 .ooJgq 55,00 7411, 3 0 , g15 0 0.0000 8, ogJTE.-OE, .003qq 57,50 7 .. 6. 15 , CJl 5 1 0,0000 1,<,0'Jq:c-03 .003gg ., 6 0, 0 0 74 II, 2 0 • gl 5 1 0.0000 3.15o5f-O<, .ooJCJCJ ' E, 2, 5 0 747.90 • CJl 5 3 o. 0000 3.lOf>Ot-03 • 003qll . 
o 5. o o 74 7. 9 4 • CJl 5 4 0,0000 1,4E,<,gi:.-03 • 003CJ7 ,... 
b 7, 5 0 74 7. 211 , CJ! 5 7 0,0000 7,263/IF-03 ,003qb 
7 0. 0 0 74 7. 2 5 • CJ! b 0 0.0000 <+.4421\E-03 , 0 0 3 ') '4 ' 
·• 
7 2. 5 0 7<,5. II 5 • q1 b 7 0. 0 0 00 1. 57gE,[-02 • OQJqt 'l ,,... 
7 5. 0 0 745.&'l • CJl 7 5 0,0000 1,0774E-02 , 0 0 3 J\ 8 
77,50 74 3, 05 • CJt sg 0,0000 Z,CJqtJ5E-.-oz ,00381 '.j 
r--
a o. o o 74 2, 7 3 • CJ20 3 0,0000 2.0&13E-02 • 0037 .. 
B?. c; o 7311.37 • CJ2? 6 0.0000 4,7<,t,4E-02 .003b4 :1 
~ c;. 0 0 73~. 33 • CJ?" 7 0.9000 ?, 'll\Z':>f- 02 , 0 0 ,1', 4 
,,.-.. 
117. 5 0 732. 00 • q211 0 • 0 0 00 &.2170E-02 • 0 0340 
q c. 0 0 733.52 • CJ30 1 0.0000 3. 01112::-02 .0032'1 
ci2.5o 72 ... q1 • g33 <+ 0.0000 &.CJCJ03E-02 • 00313 
q5.oo 730. 111 • g355 0.0000 1.7CJ11E-02 • 00303 
,-.. 
q 7. 5 0 717. &II • CJ36 f, 0.0000 7.4571E-02 • 00211q 
100.00 730. 02 • '14011 0.0000 0. .0021q 
REACTOR HO. 2 I 
9'EACTOR TEKP CK) FRACTIONAL CONVERSION OF :o RAT El YCO 
LE HGT H METH SHIFT 
0. 0 0 60 3. 2ci o. oo o o 0.0000 1.11110E•OO .02'151+ 
2.50 645. 15 • 217 7 0. 0 0 00 1. 5CJ2<+E•OO • 02341 
5. 0 0 6&6. 30 • 40 4 3 0 • 0 0 00 1. 34<+1 E•·UO .01603 
7. 5 0 &II 11. 0 5 • 555 3 0.0000 1. 0585E• 00 .01356 
10. 0 0 70 1. 42 • &6'18 0.0000 7.7CJ'l1E-·01 .01016 
12.50 112. 83 • 753 0 0. 0 0 00 5.&03&E-01 • 0 07&1+ 
15. 0 0 71g. 21 • 810 8 0.0000 3. 81CJ&E- 0 l • 0 05 8 7 
17.50 72 3. f,f, • 1148 & 0.0000 2.1+511E-Ol • 0 04 71 
20. 0 0 72 7 • 2 0 • 870 CJ 0.0000 1. 4137E-01 • 0 04 0 2 
22.50 72 7. 72 • 883 5 o. 0000 6. 056<:!E-02 • 0 0 363 
2 5. 0 0 7 31. 1 & • 8118 7 0.0000 2.3711E-02 .00347 
27.50 72q. 3 8 • 8'11 8 0.0000 2.4231:0-02 .00337 
Jo. o o 732. 3g • 8'13 4 0.0000 o. .00333 
32,50 no.23 • 8'33 8 0.0000 4. 5185 E-03 • 00331 
35. o o 731. 112 • 11'341 0.0000 o. • 00330 
37.50 73 0. 41 • 11'31t 2 0.0000 b.53&9E-04 • 00330 
4 0. 0 0 731.05 • 11'14 2 0.0000 0. .00330 
() 4
2. 5 0 730.i.1 • 11'143 o. 0000 2. <.5&2E- oi. • 00330 
i. 5. 0 0 730. f,2 • 8<:11+ 3 o. 0000 o. • 00330 
I 4 7. 5 0 730.36 • 8'34 3 0 • 0 0 00 1+.00111E-01+ .00330 
w 
u, 5 0. 0 0 730. 13 • IICJ<. 5 0 • 0 0 00 
1. 7574E-03 .0032<:I 
52.50 72<:I. 56 • IICJ5 0 0. 0 0 00 4oo414E-03 .00327 
5 ';. 0 0 728. 5g • 11961 o. 0000 8. '37'l<.E-03 • 0 0 3 24 
57.50 121. 09 • 11'37 8 0 • 0 0 00 1,4310E-02 .00319 
& £. 0 0 725. 00 • '10 0 2 0.0000 2.0508E-02 .00311 
& 2. 5 0 722. 42 • 'lO 3 4 0.0000 2. &06'H-02 • 00302 
65.00 71g.57 • 'lO 7 1 0.0000 2.9<:l,.lE-02 • 00290 
& 7. 50 71 f,. 6 8 • 9112 o. 0000 3. 1641 E-02 .00277 
7 0 • 0 0 714 • 0 I+ • 915 2 0.0000 3,oqgJE-02 • 0 02&5 
7 2. 5 0 111. 7 7 • q190 0.0000 2.8671E-02 • 00253 
75.00 70'l. C)f> • '122 4 0.0000 2.5229E-02 • 00242 
77.50 708. '55 • 925 4 0.0000 2.1511E-02 .00233 
110. 0 0 70 7 • 45 • q219 0.0000 1.7924E-02 • 0 022'5 
II 2. 5 0 706. 57 • ci2qci 0.0000 1.41141E-02 .00219 
115. 0 0 705. 85 • 931 7 0.0000 1.2254E-02 • 00211+ 
II 7. 5 0 705. 25 • CJ331 0.0000 1.0138E-02 .002oq 
q c. 0 0 70 I+. 77 • q34 2 0.0000 8.3525E-03 .00206 
'12,50 704. 39 • q35 2 0.0000 &.835&E-03 .00203 
95,00 70 4. QC) • C)JE, 0 0.0000 5.5338E-03 • 00200 
97.50 70 3. 66 • g3 &6 0.0000 4. 437'H.- 03 • 00198 
100.00 70 3. 69 • 9371 0,0000 3,5318[-03 .00197 l 














TI 11E 2. 0 0 0 0 E -0 1 HRS 
,..... 
"'LOW STREAM INFORHAT [ON FOR OTNAHIC SIMULATION 
STREAH TK ?SIA FLOWRATESILBMOLES/HRI ,..... 
CD H2 CHI+ H20 CO2 N2 TOTAL 
l 3 10, 0 834,0 12.00 3 6. 3 0 t8 .1:13 0,00 I). 0 0 7. 81:1 75 • 0 I 
? 3 10. 0 834,0 &. 4 0 1g.35 10,03 o.oo 0. 00 I+. 2 0 3g ,q 
,-.. 3 3 02, 4 83 4, 0 f,, 6 7 21, 0 3 glj • 8 2 , 0 7 0. 0 0 26, g5 153 • 5 • 
.. 55g.o 1131+, 0 f, ,67 21, 0 3 ga,82 , 0 7 0, 0 0 2&,g5 153, 5 
5 71+2, & 834. 0 ,53 2,E,3 104,96 6,20 0,00 26,95 1 41 , 2 ; 
f, 3 10 • 0 1:134, 0 5,60 16,g5 II, 79 o.oo 0. 0 0 3,&B 35, 0 : 
7 3 05. 2 113 4, 0 5,67 17.38 31,55 .02 0,00 g, 51 6ft, 1·. 
II 6 37. 0 834,0 f,,22 2 0, 0 5 136 ,49 6. 21 0, 0 0 36, 46 2 05, 4• 
" 
707.9 83 4. 0 ,44 2,71 142,27 11.gg 0, 0 0 3E,. 46 1 93, 8 
10 300,0 8 3 ... 0 • 41+ 2,70 142,27 • 11 0, 0 0 3&. 4 6 l Ill • 9 ·j 
1l 3 00. 0 834.0 .34 2.12 111,51+ .og 0, 0 0 28, 58 1 42 • 6 
12 3 00, 0 83 4, 0 ,27 l,:, 8 ll 8, 7 g , 0 7 0. 0 0 22,75 I 13 , 5, . 
13 3 00, 0 83 4, 0 , 0 7 • ~ 3 22,75 , 0 2 0, 0 J 5, 83 29 .i 
l !o 300,0 8 3 to, 0 0, 0 0 0, 0 0 o.oo 11,118 0, 0 0 0. 0 0 11. 8 
15 3 00. 0 1134, 0 • 0 9 .,8 30.73 .02 0. 0 0 7, 8 7 3'). 3 : 
() 
~EACTOR NO. 1 I 
w REACTO~ T EHP 
(Kl FRA::: rt O NIil CONVERSION o= :;o RAfEl YCO 
(j'\ LENGTH METH SHIFT 
0, 0 0 559. 0 0 0, 00 0 0 0,0000 lo 568&E• 00 , 0 l+Jlt3 
2,50 5110 • 25 , 09711 0, 0 0 00 1. 7392E• 00 ,03952 
5, 0 0 60 2, 7& , 2042 0,0000 1.B&3&E•oo , 0 3519 
7,50 625, 8 4 , 3155 0.0000 1, 'l090E• 00 .03057 
1 o. o o 61+8, lt4 , 4259 0.0000 1,8510~•00 .02589 
12,50 &r,q,44 • 529 5 0,0000 1, f>'l2?E• 00 , 0 21 to2 
15, 0 0 68 7, 9f, , 621 3 0.0000 1, 4&32E• 00 ,01739 
17,50 70 3, 55 , 698 5 o. 0000 1, 2082E• 00 , 013g4 
2 c. 0 0 716. 20 , 7611 0,0000 9,6231(-01 ,01111 
22,50 726. 12 , 810 1 0.0000 7,1+3~4E-01 , 0 0 118 7 
25, 0 0 733.E,CJ , 84 7 2 0.0000 5,5489E-01 ,00717 
27,50 73 q, 18 • 87 39 0,0000 3,91B9E-01 , 00593 
Jo. 0 0 71+2. % • 8'l111 o. 0000 2,555&E-01 • 00509 
32,50 71t5. 35 • go 2 a 0,0000 1,5175':-Dl ,00458 
35, 0 0 , .. & , 7 8 • 908 9 0,0000 11,3104E-02 • 00430 
3 7. 5 0 747,5& , 9121 0,0000 4, 23'l2E-D2 ,001t15 
4 0, 0 0 74 7. 'l8 , 913 7 0,0000 2, 1244t-O 2 ,001+07 
"2, 5 0 748,17 • 914 5 0.0000 9,8273c:-D3 • 001+04 
<t5. 0 0 74 8, 2 9 • q1 I+ 9 0, 0 0 00 5, 1<t92E-03 • 0 0 to O 2 
<t 7, 5 0 7<tB, 31 , 9150 0,0000 2, 01119[-03 , 00401 
5 (, 0 0 71t8. 35 • 9151 0,0000 1,4'1&5f-03 .00'401 
52, 5 0 74 8. 3 3 , 'll 5 2 0.0000 1. 2811':-05 • 001+00 
55, 0 0 7lt8 • 3& , 915 2 0, 0 0 00 q,&505E-04 .001+00 
5 ), 5 0 748, 32 • g152 0.0000 o. , 0040 0 
E, o. 0 0 71+8, 3g , g15 3 0,0000 1, 3752[-J3 .00400 
f> 2, 5 0 71+11. 211 • 'll 5 3 0.0000 o. , 0 0 <t O 0 
jl 
(: 
65, 0 0 7<t fl. 4 5 • 915 4 0,0000 2,33<t0~-03 .0039q 
,. 
,.- f, 7, 5 0 7411. 21 , q15 5 0,0000 o. ,0039Y 1: 
7 0, 0 0 748,55 • g15 7 0.0000 3. 820f>E-03 • 003Y8 .. 
72,50 748, oq , 915 8 o. 0000 o. , 00397 ' i ~ 
I" 75, 0 0 748. f,7 • 91 f, 0 0.0000 5. 370f>i:.-03 • 0 03 gE, '' ,., 
77,50 747.92 , 91 f> 2 0. 0 0 00 0. , 0 0 3 9 f, 1' 
8 0, 0 0 71+ 11. 7q • g1 E, 4 0,0000 f>, 7007E-03 , 00.1'l4 
,, 
" 
62,50 74 7, E,q • 'll f, E, 0,0000 o. , OO~Y3 
5. 0 0 74R, R6 • q170 0,0000 ll,063fll-03 .003'l2 
11 I 
!I 7. 5 0 71+7.37 • q17 2 0 • 0 0 00 
o • • 003q1 
t"' qo.oo 71+8. 81 • q176 0.0000 
1• OL25E-02 • 0038'.l. 
'!2.50 71+6. 85 • '.l179 0. 0 0 00
 o • • 00387 
95.00 71+ 6. 51 • 916&. 0. 0 0 00 
1. 507'.lE.-02 • 00361+ 
,... q7.50 
0
71+5. 81+ • 919.0 ci.0000 o • 
• 003112 
100.00 71+7. 76 • q20 1 0.0000 
2-. 6181+E-02 .00377 
_,-. 
REACTOR NO. 2· 
,..... REACTOR TEMP ( Kl FRACTIONAL CON
VERSION O• ::o RAT E.l YCO 
LENGTH Mi::TH SHIFT 
o. 0 0 631+. '.l6 0. 00 0 0 o. 00-00 
2.105&E• 00 00302'.l 
2.50 671. 7 7 • 251 E,, o. o o oo 
1.'.l270E•OO 002302 
,..... 
5_. o o 697. '.l'.l • 1+&11+ 0.0000 
1.5213E'•OO ."o i.&78 
7.50 71.5. 35 • 617 1 o. o Q oo lo0819F•O
O .01205 
lo. 0 0 725. l+l • 721+2 o. 0000 
7o271+2f'--01 • 00871+ 
12.50 730.73 • 7g3 8 0.0000 
l+.6553E.-01 • 00656 
15_. 0 0 73 3. 1 o • 831', '! 0.0000 2. 8?91+(-
01 • o 052 2 
17.50 733. 78 • 860 8 0. 0 0 00 
1.6251E-01 • 0 01+1+5 
20.00 73·3. 77 • 1171+6 0.0000 
'.l.3510E-02 • 0 Ol+ 0.1 
22.50 733.25 • 882 4 0 • 0 0 00 
5.2qq7E-.02 .00376 
25~ 0 0 732. 7&" • 8871 0.0000 
3.2'i641:-02 • 00361 
2 i. 5 0 732. 24 • 890 0 o. 0000 2.0232F-
02 • 0 0 35 2 
30.00 731. ·11q • 11'.ll q o·. o o o o 
i-3H6'!E-02 00031+6 
3 ,. 5 0 731. 57 • 11q3 2 o. 0000 6
.'.l467E-03 • 0 0 31+2 
35. 0 0 73 1. 3 3 • 6'.lG 1 o. o o oo 
7. 0'.l41E-03 .0033'.l 
() 37.50 731. 07 • 6'.llo 6 0. 0 0 00
 l+o'.llo45E-03 .00337 
I 1+0. 0 0 730. '.l2 • 895 3 
0. 0 0 00 i+.1121E-03 000335 
w '+2• 50 no. 85 • 8'.l5 7 o. 00
00 2.3l+22E-OJ • 0-033 .. 
-...] 1+5. 0 0 730~'.ll • 6'.l5'.l 0.0,000 
1.1073E-03 , 0 0 3 3 ... 
4 7, 5 0 731.02 .·sq5 g 0. 0 0 00 
0, •. 0 0 j3 3 
5 C, 0 0 731. 11+ ; 6q5 '.l o • ·o o o o 
o. • 00 333. 
52.50 131~ i6 • 6'.l5'.l o. 0000 o. 
• 00333 
55.00 731. 07 •· 1195q 0.0000 o
. • OO-:iJJ 
5_ •• 5 o 730. 91 , 8'.l5_ g 0. 0 0 00 2
.8'.l10E-04 , 0 0 3 J 3_ 
60,00 730. 75 • ll'.l6 1 0.0000 1.3
t6tE-03 .00333 
& _2. 5 0 73 o. sa • 8'.l63 0,0000 
1._7,.gg[-OJ .00332 
65.00 73.o. "o • 6966 o. 0000 
2.209 .. t.-03 .00331 
67.50 73 0 ._13 • 6'.l&'.l o. o o oo 2, 9.
5 6 2 E - 0 3 • o o 3 3 o_ 
7 0. 0 0 72'.l. 6'.l • 8'.l7 4 0. 0 0 00 
.. ,5 .. 72,:-03 ,00328 
72,50 72 6. '.l'.l • 6'.lll 3 0.0000 
7.0J61E-03 000326 
7 5. 0 0 127.. '.lit • sqq 5 0. 0 0 00 
1. 0665E- 02 .00322 
77. 50 726. 1+£, • '.l013 0. 0 0 00 
1; 501+"'.lE-02 , 00316 
60. o·o 72 ,.~ 51+ • '.lO 3 6 ·o. o o o o 1. q793:::-02 
.0030'.l 
62.50 722.25 • go 65 o. o o oil 2.4083E-02 • 00300 
85.00 71 q. 71 • qoq B 0. 0 0 00 
2. 7275E-02 • 00289 
6 7. 5 0 717. 10 • '31 J 4 o. o o o.o 
2 •. 8838E-02 ,00278 
9 0. 0 0 71 i+. 63 • q17 0 ·0.0000 2.1169'1,c_-02 
.00266 
q 2. 50 712,43 • 920 5 o. o o oil 2 • 7 0 7 _4 E_ - 0 2 .002
5C, 
95.00 71 o. 60 • '.l2J 7 o. 0000 
2.4433£-02 • 002.45 
97.50 70'.l.12 • 9265 o. 0000 . 2
.1286E-02 • 0 0 2 3.6 
100.00 70 7, g5 • 9290 0. 0 0 00 
1.80'.lJE-02 • 00228 













P."E 2.5000E-01 HRS 
,... 
"LOW STREIIH INFORHATION F:JR' OYNIIMIC SIMULA T[ ON 
STRE~M TK PSIA =Low~~TES(LBH~LES/~RI ,... CD H2 CHI+ . H20 CO2 N2 TOTAL 
l 310. 0 831+, 0 12.00 3E,, 3 0 18.83 0,00 0,00 7. 811 75. 0 I 
z 310•0 831+, D f, ... 0 1q.35 10.03 0,00 o. o o I+. 2 0 39. q. 
,-.. 
:, 3 02. 4 83 .... 0 6.77 21.33 '18.72 • 0 7, 0. 0 0 26. 95 153. 8 
,. 559, D 831+. 0 .&. 77 21.33 911."r-2 • ·01 D. 0 D 2&. 95 153 • 8 I 
5 71+11 .• 5 831+. o· .57 2, 7 3 l DI+• 92 6. 27 o.oo 26, 95 11+1 • 'i-,.... & 310. D 8 34, 0 5. 6 D 10. 3 5 8,7'l o.oo 0. DD 3. E,I\ 35. a : 
1. 305.2 1134. 0 5.70 17. It 6 31.52 .02 0 • DO 9. 51 .64. 2 
8 63i,q 8 31+, 0 &. 27 20,lq 136. 1+4 & • zq o.oo 3&. ltb 2 05 • E, I 
9 7 21+. 2 83 4. 0 • 6 0 3, l 8 11+2.11 11;'3E, a. o.a 3&. l+b ·1 'lit, 3 : 
to 300.0 1\3 It. 0 • 60 3.L8 142 • 11 • l1 o. 0 0 31:,. l+E, [82 • ... 
1l 3 oo. 0 1134, 0 • 4 7 2 ... 9 111. 42 .oq o. 0 0 28. 58 11+3. o. ! 
12 3 00. 0 831+,0 .37 -l, 3 8 6'1,E,q ,07 ·o. 0 0. 22,75 113,& 
13 3 00 • 0 834,0 .10 • ; l 22,73 ,02 o. o a 5,83 2'1, 1 I 
1 .. 300.0 831+, 0 o.oo o.oo o.oo 11·, 8 5 o. 00 o.oo 11. 8 
15 3 oo. 0 6 34. 0 .13 • ~ 9 30.70 .02 o.oo 7.67 39 ... : 
() HACTOR NO. 1 
I Rf ACTOR T E'1P IKI FRA~TIONAL CONVERSION OF ::o RIITEl 'l'CO 
w LE 1'GTH "IE.TH SHIFT 
00 o;oo 559. 0 0 0. 00 0 0 0.0000 1.5'l61t:":•OO • 01+3 qq 
2.50 580. 65 • 09·8 2_ 0 • 0 0 00 1. 77&2E• 00 • 01+0 0 2 
5.oo 60 3. 61 • 2055 0, .o O 00 1, 9090E• 00 • 0 35 60 
7.50 62 7~ 1 7 • 3179 o. 0000 1.9534E•OO .03067 
10.00 65_0. 20 • 1+29 5 0.0000 1.6'l80E•OO .02&08 
12, 5 0 b7 t. 52 • 531+0 o. a a oo 1.73052:•oo .02151 
15,00 690 • 20 • 62£, 2 0, 0 0 00 1.1+qo1E•OO • 0 171+0 
l 7. 5 0 70.5.111 • 70 35 c. 0000 1. 2237E• 00 • o uqo 
2 O. 0 D 718. 3 & • 7b5 7 0. 0 9·0 O Cj.6qOQE-01 .01105 
22,50 728.10 • 11·11+ 1 O,DOOO 7,4377E-01 • 00861 
25, 0 0 735. 1+ l • 8504 o·, 0000 5,1+q11E-Ol ,00711 
27,50 7<t0. E,3 • 117&3 0.0000 J.8322E-01 • 00590 
3 o. 0 0 71+4. 13 • 6931+ o. 0000 2.1+602E-01 .oo5oq 
32.50 71+6. 2q • 903 7 o. 0000 1,l+<t2qE-01 • 0 Ol+bO 
35,00 71+7.52 • 90'14 0, 0 0 00 7.81+3'lE-02 • 001+33 
37.50 71+8 • 1 6 • q12 3 a. o o oo 4. 0&22E-02 • 0041'.l 
I+ o. 0 0 746. I+ 7 ,q13q o. 0000 2. O&Jqf-02 • 0 01+ 12 
1+2. 5 0 71+11. 5q , q11+0 0. 0 0 00 1,0610E-02 -~ 001+08 ' 
It 5, 0 0 71+8. 63 • q15:1 o. 0000 5,E,q5&E-03 • 0 01+ 0 6 i' 
I+ 1~ 50 71+.8, ·62 • q15 3 o ."o o o a 3,308qE-03 • o Ii<+ a 5 
5 a. o o 71+8. 60 •'H5'4 0.0000 2.1152E-03 •. o O I+ 0 5 
52. 5 0 71+11. 57 • '1155 o. 0000 1. 5028E-03 • 0040 4 
55.00 71+ "· 54 • 'll 5 !i 0, 0 0 00 1.11+56E703 , 0 01+ 01+ 
57,50 71,11. 51 • q15 6 o.oooa 9.3005E-il4 .• 0 01+0 4 
E, ,. 0 0 71+8. 49 • q1 S 7 0.0000 7.57bl+f-OI+ • 00403 
62.50 7411. 4 7. • q15 7 o. 0000 6.1t2q2f-OI+ .001+03 ., 
65,00 748. l+S • 915 8 0, 0 0 00 5.22<+7E.-Olt , 0 01+0 3 h E,7.50 7411. I+ 4 • 91 S 8 0, 0 0 00 4.b131~-04 , 001+0 3 
7 0, 0 0 7411. 4 3 • '1158 0.0000 3,6q33E.-04 -00403 ' 
7 2. 5 0 7411. 41 • q15 8 0. 0 0 00 3.3772E-O<+ • 0 0 l+O 3 l ,.... 7 s. 0 0 71+8. 41 • q1 sq 0 • 0 0 00 2.1+24SE-04 .001+03 7 7. 5 0 7411. <+O • 91 s g 0.0000 2. 2134E-04 • 0 01+ 0 3 ,-.. II O, 0 0 7<+ 11. 4 0 • 'It 5g 0.0000 l, 1'4b7E-04 • 001+ 03 a2.so 71+8. 3q • q15g 0.0000 t.Ot7<+E-O<+ • 001+0 3 
115. o o 7<+ 'I. <+ 1 • g15 q 0.0000 0. • a o<+ o 2 I' 
,,-. 
117. 5 0 71+11. 1+1 • g15 g 0. 0 0 DO o. .OQ,.02 
g c. 0 0 71+11 ..... • cit 5q o·. 0000 o • .001+02 
gz. so .71+8 ..... • q15 g 0. 0 0 00 o • • 00 .. 02 
gs. o o 71+8. 4g • cit 5 g 0. 0 0 00 o. • 001+02 ,... 
g 1. 5·0 71!11 o I+ 7 • q15 g o. 0000 0. .001+02. 
100.00 11+11.·s 2 • q15 g 0 • 0 0 00 o. • 00402 
I"' 
REACTOR NO. 2 L 
RE ACTOQ TEKP IKJ FRACT[ ONAL CONYERS ION o=- ::o RllTE1 Y'CO ,.... 
L El'IGT H METH .SHIFT 
o; o o 63 7. £,q Ii. 00 0 0 o. 0000 2.11+14E• 00 • 030 .. 8 
2.50 676.61 •. 256Cj o. 0000 1.gqq2E~90 • 023.01 ,.... 
s. 0 0 70 7. 3 3 • 1+73 3 0 • 0 0 00 lo 58ci7E.•OO • 0 1&53 
7. 5 0 12ci.q2 • 633 2 0. 0 0 00 1o1280E.•OO .01163 
10. 0 0 71+5. 2 3 • 73 7 7 0.0000 7o2024E-01 • 00837 
l 2. 5 0 751+. 36 • 1q2 6 0. 0 0 00 3.ci36LtE-01 • 0 0&&4 
15. 0 0 7511. 60 • !l17 3 0.00.00 1.7177E•01 • 0058.6 
17.50 75g. 66 • 112111 0.0000 6. 1+386E-02 .00552 
20. 0 0 75 8 • q 3 • 832 6 0. 0 0 00 3. 9422E-02 • 00538 
22. 50 7.57.08 • 837 2 0 • 0 0 00 3. 687'lf.-02 • 0_0523 
2 '5. 0 0 751+. 1+3 • 81+2 5 0. 0 0 00 ... 21+08t-02 .00506 
2 7. 5 0 751; 26 • 81+117 0.0000 L+.9010E•02 • 0 01+8 7 
3 0. 0.0 74 7 • 83 • 855 3 0. 0 0 00 5.331+6E·02 • 0 01+65 
32.50 71+!+. 46 • 862 0 o. 0000 5.3931E·02 • 0 01+41+ 
35.00 71+ l. 41 • 8685 o. 0000· 5. 0772E:·02 •. 001+23 
() 3 ,. 5.0 738. 8.7 • 871+2 0 • 0 0 00 l+.4B85f.·0.2 .001+05 
I I+ 0 • 0 0 736. 117, • 117g l 0. 0 0 00 3.7,6'l2E·02 • 0 0-38'} 
w 1+2~ 5 0 735 •. 35 • 88 31 0.0000 3. 0'+71E·02 • OO,H7 
I.O 45. 0 0 734. 21 • 81163 0. 0 0 00 2.1+051E:-02 • 00367 
I+ 7. 5 0 733.33 • 8118 7 0. 0 0 00 1. !HS BE· 02 .0035'! 
5 o. ·o o 732."67 • 5qo7 o. 0000 1. 1+563E•02 .00352 
52.50 732.15 • 11q2 2 0.0000 lo12113E-02 • 00348 
55.00 .731. 7 6 • 89 33 0. 0 0 00 8.7055E-03 • 00 341+ 
5 7. 5 0 731. 46 • 891+2 0.0060 6. 61+37E.•03 • 0.031+1 
6 0. 0 0 731. 26 • 8ci1+ g 0. 0 0 00 It. ci1+1 7E· Q 3 .0033g 
6 ;:. 5.0 731. 13 • 895 3 0.0000 3.l+'IOl+E-03 .00337 
65.00 73.1 •. 0 7 •. 8'15 7 o. 0000 2.255BE.,-03 • 00336 
67. 5 0 731. 06 • 8'15 8 0.0000 1. 211·5 7!:- 0 3 • 00336 
7 0 • 0 0 731. 06 • 1195 g 0.0000 Ei.703'lE·OI+ .00336 
72.50 731.05 • 11qE, 0 0. 0 0 00 4. 664 &E· 0 I+ .00335 
7 5. 0 0 730. qq • 8'1& l 0.-0000 6 •. 31+3':!E-04 • o.0.335 
7 7. 5 0 73 0. 11q .11%2 0. 0 0 00 1. 0505E· 03 .00335 
e o. o o 730. 71+ • !1Cj61+ 0. 0 0 00 l.511~3E•03 • 0 0331+ 
112 • 5 0 730. 54 • 11qE, 7 o. oo·oo 2 • 2 0 II 1 E • 0 3. .00333 
115. 0 0 730.27 • aq 7 o 0 • 0 0 00 2. 'l.'175E· 03 • 00332 
II 7. 5 0 12q •. 11q • ll"l75 0.0000 4.11+'>5l-03 • 00331 
go. 0 0 72g. 3 5 • 11qe 2 0.0000 5. 86'lOE'-03 • 0 0 3211 
g 2. 50 728.56 • 11qqz 0.0000 11.3207~·03 .00325 
'l5.00 12·1 • I+ 7 • qo o s 0. 0 0 00 t.1501\E-02 • 0 03 21 
9 7_. 5 0 726. 03 ;qo23 o. 0000 1.5245E-02 .00315 
100.00 724. 23 • go Lt& 0.0000 1. 9146E· 02 • 003011 







TI11E 3, OOOOE-01 HRS 
,... 
FLOW STREAH IN FORHAf ION FOR DY NIIHIC SIHULI\TI ON 
STREAM T K' PSIA •LOWRATES<LBHOLE51HR) ,.., 
co H2 C'i'+ H20 CO2 N2 TOTAL 
1 310,0 831+,0 12.00 36,S.O 16,63 0,00 0,00 7,68 7<;, 0 t 
2 3 10. D Ill'+. 0 6• 40 1'!,35 10,03 o.oo 0, OD ... 2 0 3q. q. ,,.. 
l l 02 ... Ill'+. 0 6,60 ·21. '+ 3 q11.6q , 0 7 D, 0 0 26. 95 153, q · 
.. 5 5'!. 0 8 3'+. 0 &,80 21, I+ 3 911,69 , 0 7 a.OD 26,'l5 1 53 ~ q 1 
5 7.'+'1, 6 83'+, 0 • 5 7 2·. 7 '+ 1 o·'+ .CJ 2 6 .JO 0,00 26, '15 1 '+l , '+ I 
"""' & 3 10, 0 83'+. 0 5, 6 0 16~ '15 6,7q 
·' 
o.oo 0, 00 3.66 35, O : 
1. 3 05, 2 83 ... 0 'i, 71 17, lt'J 31 ;5.1 , 0 2 0,00 g. 51 &It ~.2 
8 6 37, <) 83 It, 0 &·. 28 2 0, 2.3 13&,43 b', 32 0, 0 0 3&, 46 2 05, 7 
g 7 30, 7 831t. 0 ,65 3. 3 4 142, 0 & 1.1. '15 .a. oo 36,46 1-'l'+ ... 
10 3 00, 0 831+, 0 .65 3,34 11+2,06 • 11 o. 00 36, 46 1 82. 6 
11 3 00. 0 834,0 , 51. 2. &2 111,37 .og o. o o 28,58 1 '+3 ,.1, 
12 3 00, 0 83 4,.0 .. 41 2.08 6'1,6 5 • 0 7 0, 0 0 22, 75 113,q. 
13 3 00. 0 63'+. 0 • 1 D • i 3 22. 7 ,, • 0 2 0, 0 0 .5. II 3 zg. z 
'-
1 4 l OD, D 113 '+. 0 ~-00 0,00 o.oo 11,11£+ 0, 00 0. DD 11, 8 
15 300,0 63.'+. D • i" .72 3 0. 66 • D 2 0. 0 0 7, 8 7 3q ... 
REACTOR NO, 1 
() REACTOR TEMP ! Kt FR A'.:TJONAL CONVERSION OF :o R~ T.E l fCO 
I LENGTH METH SHIFT 
~ 
·'· 0 0 55(),00 o • oo o o 0,0000 1, 6051o:• 00 , 0 ltlt 111 
0 2,50 5110, 7 CJ • og·11., 0. 0 D 00 1,·786gf• OD , D '+0 1 q 
5, 0 0 60 3, '!8 • 20&0 i:J, ODDO 1.g2c;aE•oo ,03573 
7, 5 0 62 7, 8£, , 318 g o. 0000 1. 'J768.F• 00 .iJ3og1 
1 O. D ii 651 •. 2q , 4312 0,0000 1. 'l1'l7t:• 00 .02613 
12,50 67 3, 0 3 • 53&'+ 0.0000 1,7503E•OO ,02150 
15. D 0 6'l2 .. lz' • &2g 1 o. 0000 1, 505t+E• 00 ,01735 
17.50 708. 08 • 7067 o. 0000 1, 233t+E.~OO ,01382 
20. o·o no. go • 76flq 0, .0 0 00 q,72'J2E-01 • o rn g& 
2 2, 5 0 7-30, 82 ,·817 0 0, 0 0 00 7,41'1\'lE-Ol ,001\71 
25 .• 0 D 7311,18 , .1152 8 0. 0 0 00 5,'+140E-01 , 0 07 iJ lo 
27.50 71+3. 35 , 8777 0.0000 3,&ll'IOE-01 ,00566 
3 a. a o 746, 6g , 8'!3 7 o. 0000 2,2qzo~-01 , 0 0510 
32,50 7411,65 • gal a 0, 0 0 DO 1,2'l7'JE-O~ ,.0Dlt66' 
3 ';, 0 0 71,q, 68 • qo 8 o 0, DO DO 6,876'J:-02 , 0 0'+'+2 
3 7. 5 0 75 0, 13 , g105 0.0000 3, 558.H- 02 • 00430 
It O. 0 D 75 a. ?8 , g1 l CJ o. 0000 .1. 8 q 1 0 f.- 0 2 ,001t23 
'+2, 5 0 75 0, 25 , '112 6 o. o·o o o 1.oga1l-02 , 0 04 2 D 
4 5. 0 0. 75 0: 15 , 'J131 0,0000 7,22'19E-03 , 0 Ot+18 
I 
'+.7. 5 0 '75 o. o 1 , g135 0.0000 5,5247E·Ol • o 01+ 1 & 
5 o~ o o 7£+ 'l, 117 • 913 7 0.0000 4,5'J03E-03 • 001+15 
5 2. 50 .7<t'l,·71 , g1t+ 0 o •. o o oo '+, 165CJE-03 • 0 Ot+ 13 
55,00 71,g, 58 , g11+ 2 0, 0 0 00 3, 72£:, 0 ~ - 0 3 , 0 0 't 12 
57,50 71,g, '+It • g11+4 0, 0 0 00 3,562lE-03 ,001t11 
r; o. o o 74'!, 33 , 'J1~6 0,0000 3.ti+o&f-03 , 001t11 
62.50 7'+g, 2 0 , g1 !+ 8 0,0000 3,073g:.-Ol , 0 Ot+ 1 0 
o·5., o a 749,12 • '11 '+ g 0. 0 0 00 2,5'l59c-Ol , 0 04 0 q 
r: & 7. 5 0 .74''l, 00 , 'll 51 0, 0 U 00 2,6352[-03 , 00£+08 
7 0. 0 0 7'+8, q5 • g·15 2 o. 0000 2,0<tll7f-03 , 0 0£+ 0 II I' 
72.50 7'+11, 8.4 , 'll 5 3 o. 0000 2,2503f.-03 ,00£+07 
r 
,"" 75.00 7411, 82 , 915 '+ 0, 0 0 00 1,5174E-03 • o O'+ o 1 
77. 50 7411,71 , 'll 55 o. o o oo 1,'!'+113(-03 • 00<,0f, l 
8 0, 0 0 7'+11, 72 • g15 6 0,0000 CJ, 'l427E· 01+ • 001+06 'i ,,..... 
112, 5 0 7'+ II, f, 0 • g15 7 0.0000 1,7517t-03 • 00£+05 
' ~ 5, 0 0 7£+ II, b5 , 'll 511 0.0000 4,3?0'l,-O'+ ,00405 ·1 
Ii 
117.50 7411. 51 • '315 8 0. 0 0 OD 1.63'30~-03 .00405 
f""'. q o. o o 748. 62 • '315'3 0.0000 o. • 0 01+ 0 4 
'32.50 748 ... 4 • '!15'3 0. 0 0 00 1.l+<J13E.-D3 • DO 4 0 4 
,,.. '!5. 0 0 71+8. 6 D • "1160 0.0000 o. 
• 0 01+01+ 
'!7.50 748. 311 • '31.6 0 0:0000 1. 30'f4E-03 • D.D 4 D 4 
100. 00 748. 61 • '3161 o.oo·oo o • .001+03 
. I"' 
REACTOR MO. 2 I 
REACTOR T E,.P IKI FRACTIONAL CONIIERSION OF co RA.TE l YCO 
,-. LEHGTH HEJ H SHIFT 
1. 0 D 637.&2 0. 00 0 0 0. 0 0 00 2olt+cOE•OD • 03052 
2.50 676. 25 • 25b 7 0.0000 i.<J<J87c•OO .023D5 
,-. 
s.oo 70 7. 2 q • 1+73 0 0. 0 0 00 1.5'336~•00 • 01b5b 
7.50 no.c;3 • 6332 0. 0 0 OD 1.1341(•00 001165 
,..... 1 O. 0 D 71+6. 36 • 7377 o. 0 0 00 7. 221&E• 01 
• 008311 
12.50 755. '31+ • 7'!11 0. 0 0 DO 3.'!023(-01 .00670 
15 • 0 0 76 0. 7 8 • 815 5· 0.0000 1.<+'338~-oi: .005q3 
1.7 • 5 0 762. 7 3 • 1124g 0. 0 0 DO 2. 711g&E'- 02 .·oo·5&3 
2 o. 0 0 76 3 .• 3 8 • 82& f, 0.0000 o. • 00557 
22.50 7&3. 53 • 112&6 0. 0 0 00 ·o • • 00557 
25.00 7!',3~ 43 • 112& & 0.0000 D • .00557 
27.50 76 3 • 1 q • 82& 7 0. 0 0 00 2.7621E-04 .00557 
3 0. 0 0 7£, 2. /If, • 1127 2 0. 0 0 00 3.3038E-03 • 00556 
32.50 7E,2. 42 • 828 0 0. 0 0 00 5.<J62H-03 • 00553 
3 5. 0 0 7& 1. 60 • 82'32 0. 0 0 00 '!.0073~-03 • 0 05 I+ q 
(") 3 7. 5 0 7!:, 0. 'l 1 • 830 q 0. 0 0 00 
1. 3071+i:-02 .00541+ 
I 4 o. 0 Ci 7c;g. 65 
• ·1133 3 0.0000 1. 8529E- 02 .o0.53& 
.i:,. 1+2. 50 751. c:i& • 63&6 0.0000 2 • .5 2 6.5 E - O 2 • 00
52& 
I--' 1+5. 0 0 755. 711 • 840 7 o. 0000 3.2742E-02 
.00512 
47.50 75 3. 16 • 845 7 0.0000 3.'l834E-02 .OOl+<J7 
5 iJ. 0 D 75 0 • 2 5 • 1151 3 0 • 0 0 00 l+.53&0E-02 • 001+7'3 
52. 5 0 71+1.1·q • 115 71+ 0.0000 4. 8354[-" 02 .001+5'3 
55.00 744. 1 q • 863 I+ 0. 0 0 00 4~ 840&E- 02 • 0 0 .... 0 
5 , .• 5 0 7.'+1. 45 • 86'3 2 o. ·oooo ... 5735=.-02 • 0 01+22 
6 o. 0 G 73g. 10 • 871+4 0. 0 0 00 4. lOltl+E- 02 • 00405 
& 2. 5 G 73 7. 18 • 87'3 0 0.0000 3. 521+7f-02 • 00390 
& 5. 0 0 735. f,f, • 11~2 8 0. 0 0 00 2. 921&t.-02 • 00378 
6 7. 5 0 73 ..... q • 118.5 8 0 • 0 0 00 2.35g6E-02 • 0 0 3b II 
7 0 •. o 0 .733. 5q • 1111113 0. 0 0 00 1.87'411~-02 • o 03nO 
1z.50 732. 8'3 • 8'30 3 o. 0000 lo4756f-02 .0035 .. 
75.00 732.35 • ll'l18 0. 0 0 00 i.1542E-02 • 0 0 3 4'! 
77.50 731. '!I+ • 8'33 0 0 • 0 0 00 8. 951+2E.-03 • 0 0 3'46 
8 0. 0 0 731. 61+ • 5g3q 0. 0 0 00 &. 8'462~-03 • 0 0 31+3 
II 2. 5 0 731 •. 1+3 • 6'!1+ f, 0.0000 5-l23&E-03 • 00340 
6 5. 0 0 7 31. 2 6 • 8g5 l o. 0000 3."72'37E-03 .0033<J 
61. 5 0 731. 1 8 • 8'354 0. 0 0 00 2. &'i28[-03 • 0 03 311 
q O. 0 0 731. 11 • 11':15 7 0. 0 0 00 1 •. 6':173[_-03 .00337 
'!Z.50 731. 0 5 • eg5g 0 • 0 0 00 1. '4&'48E-03 • 0033& 
95.oo no. <Jo • 6g6 o 0 •. 0000 1.31+20E-03 • 00336 
q 7. 5 0 730.115 • ego2 o. 0000 1.501or-ot • 0 0 3·3 5 
100. 00 730. E,q • 6'365 0.0000 1.'3156E-03 • 0.0 33 I+ 







,,.... .\ j 
:l 
r-
T.I 11E 3,5000.E-01 HRS 
,-.. FLOW ST~EAH INFORMATION FJR OtNAHIC SI HULA TI ON 
STREI\H TK PSIA 
FLOWRATES(LBl10LESfHRI 
co HZ CH4 HZO CO
2 N2 TOTAL 
l .3 10. 0 1134·. 0 12.00 
3&.30 18. 8 3 o.oo 0 • 0 0 
7.88 75 • 0 I 
2 3 10. 0 1134. 0 
r, ... 0 1q.35 10.03 0. 00 o. 0 0 
... 2 0 39. g. : 
3 3 oz. It 83 ... 0 f, • 81 
21·. 4 7 98. £,7 • 0 7 0 • 0 0 2&.q5 1 53
 o CJ I 
.. 55q.o 831+. 0 r,. 81· 21 .• ~ 7 
q8. & 7 • 0 7 0. 0 0 2b. qr; 153. q 
5 71+3. 3 . 1134. 0 ,55 2, r, 7 
l 01+ ,q .. f,,31+ o. o·o 2&,q5 1 1+1 • I+-~ 
r, 310. D 834, o. 5. £,0 1&, ~ 5 
8,7g o.oo 0. 0 0 3. £,8 35. O ; 
7 3 05. 2 834, 0 5 .• 71 
17.50 31,51 .02 0. 0 0 
q.51 E,4, 2 
Ii £, 3g. 9 834. 0 r,. 28 20. 24 
13&. 43 E, .33 0. 0 0 3£, ... 6 2 05, 7 
q 7 32 .1 834. 0 .E,7 3. ~ 1 11+2 .·o 3 
11. 'JI+ 0,00 3£,. 4 E, l g4. 5 ; 
10 300.0 834. 0 .67 3-: !t
 0 142. 0.4 • 11 o. 0 0 
36~ 4 h 1112 • E, I 
11 3 oo. o 113 ... 0 .53 2,67 
111. 3·6 .oq 0. 0 0 28 •. 58 .1·43 • 2 ; 
12 300.D 1134, 0 •. 42 
2. l 2 63 .64 , 0 7 0. 0 0 22, 7
5 114 o O I 
13 3 00. 0 634. 0 , 11 
• 5 4 22.72 , 0 2 . o.oo 5. 8 3 
29. 2 ; 
1 It 3 00. 0 8 3 4. 0 0,00 
o.oo o. o o· 11.' 3 0. 0 0 0.
 0 D 11. 6 
15 3 00. D 113 4. 0 • 14 
•. t3 30.68 .02 ·o·,uo 7, 8 7 39." 
n 
REACTOR NO. 1 
REACTOR TEP1P !Kl fRACTIONAL CONVERSION 
OF :;o RAT El ,co 
I LENGTH HETH SHIFT 
~ 
N 
D. 0 0. 55 9. 0 0 D • 00 O 0 o. 0000 
1,60q1Et-OO .0442£, 
2.50 511 o. 113 • oqft5 0. 0 0 00 1,7"13Rct-OO 
.04025 
5. 0 0 60 "· 0 8 • 20 62 0 • 0 0
 00 1-9317E•OO .03579 
7. 5 0 6211.·02 • 31 g2 0. 0 0 00 
1. g1153F• 00 .03101 
i O. 0 0 £,51. 52 .: 431 7 0 • 0 0 00 
1. 'l2511i:• 00 .02&15 
12.50 E,73, 32 •. 537 0 0. 0 0 00 
1,7557i:t-OG .02152 
15. 0 0 63 2 • 4 8 • 62g8 0.0000 
1.5034E•OO -01735 
17.50 708. 51 • 70 7 <+ 0.0000 
1. 2362E• 00 .01362 
2 0 ~ 0 0 721. 1+2 • 7696 0.0000 
').7454(-01 • 0 10 "lit 
22.50 7.31, 44 • ilt 77 0. 0 0 00 
7, 4227[-01 .00870 
2·5, 0 0 73 6 •. 9 3 • B'i 3 3 0.0000 
'i.4000(-01 • 00702 
2 7 .• 5 0 71tl+o 21· • 676 0 0.0000 
3.6520E-01 • 005115 
3 o. 0 0 71+ 7. 6 7 • 893 6 0~0000 
2.23&4(-01 .00511 
32. r; 0 74g. 75 • go 25 0. 0 0 00 
1.2351(-01 , 0 Ol+b9 
35,00 75.o.go • go 11 0.0000 
&.2q21c:-02 ; 0 0.1+1+ 7 
:H.50 751. 1+8 • go9 3 o. 0000 
3 •. 02&8 E-02 • 00436 
4 0. 0 0 751. 7 & • q10 4 0.0000 
1.452.&E-02 • 0 0·43.1 
42.50 75 1. 65 • 910 q 0.0000 
6.8526t:-03 .001+2<3 
1+5. o o 75 1. 8 7 • gH2 0.0000 
4.0022E-03 .001+28 
1+ 1~ 5 o 751· 82 • "1113 o·. o o o o 
2. 2g15E- 03 • o.o I+ 2 7 
5 o. o o 75·1. 77 • g~ 15 o. 0000 
2.402qr-03 .00426 
5 2. 5 o· 751. &6 • q11 & 0, 0 0 00 
1.7753!::·03 • o o•t°26 
55.00 751. 58 • 'It l 7 
o. o·o oo 2.7.&83t:-03 , 0 0425 
57,50 751. 42 • q118 0.0000 
i.q277E·03 • 0 0 421+ 
&0.00 .751.35 • q12 0 o. 0000 
3. 700&E-03 • 0 Ol+2<t 
62. 50 75 1. 12 • q12 2 0. 0 0 00 
1.qi,oBE-03 • 001+23 
65. ·o o 75 t. 0? • q12 4 o .·o o oo 
" • q 7 11.1n: '." o 3 • 0 Olt 22 
6 7. 5 0 75 0 • 7 7 • 'II 26 0.0000 
i.J005l:_OJ .001+21 
1 o. o o 75 0. 8 0 • q1 zg o. 0000 
b.6bOIF-n3 • 00<+20 
72.50 75 0 • 3 o • q13 0 0. 0 0 00 
o. • 0 01+ 1 q 
7 5 • 0 0 750. 55. • q134 0. 0 0 00 
8.52371:-03 , 0 01+ 1 7 
7 7. 5 0 7i.q. q 1 • 913 7 o. 0000 
o. • 0 0416 
,,.. e o. o o 75 0 • 3g 
• q1 It 1 o. 0000 1.0780E-02 , 0 04 lit 
e2.5o 74"1.3'1 • '1144 0, 0 0 00 
0. • 0 0 I+ 1 2 
5. 0 0 :Z:~ g I J ~ I q1 :i g g iQ O 00 laHlM(·O~ : !lll!i 02 
,-.,. 87.50 l'.1t8. 75 • q15r. 0. 0 0 00 
o. .001t08 
q o. 0 0 ?50. 58 • q16 l O. ODDO 1.6226f-02 • OOltOlt 
'12.50 7ft 7 • qj • '116 7 ·0.0000 0. • 0 Oft D 1 
,.... 
q5. 0 0 75 l. l 0 • q1 7. 6 0.0000 2. i.3go£-02 .003g7 
q7.50 71t6~ 6 7 • g181+ o. 0000 o. • 003g3 
100·.oo 1s 1. qe • q1 qE, o. 0000 3. 2152£-:02 • 00387 
,.... 
REACTOR NO. 2 
,.._ REACTOR TEMP ( Kl FRA:;jroNAL CONVERSION OF ::o RATEL l'CO 
LENGTH t-1ETH SHIFT 
o. 0 0 E,37. &2 0. 00 0 0 0. 0 0 00 2·. 183 2 E • 0 0 .03051o 
2.50 67&.60 • 258 ft 0. 0 0 00 2.0012E•OO .02301 ,.... 
5. 0 0 70 7 • r; 7 • lt7ft·Cj o. 0000 1. 5q&40 00 • 0165.1 
7. 5 0 730.Cjb • &31+.& o. noon 1.1z1qH 00 • 01161 
1 o. DO 71t&. lt8 • 73!\lt 0.0000 7.1q23E-01 .00837 
12.50 75 & • zq • 7.911+ 0.0000 3. 61100c.-il1 • 00£,£,q 
1 c;. 0 0 7&0. 113 • 1115 b 0.·0000 1.1+&5&E-01 • 005g2 
17-50 76 2. 7 0 • 82i.6 0. 0 0 00 2. gq:,5E-02 .00563 
2 o: o o 763.22 ·• 82£, 7 0.0000 a• .• 00557 
2 2, 5 0 76 3. 1+2 • ·826 7 0, 0 0 00 a. • 0 055 7 
25.00 7f,3, c;3 • 112£,7 o. 0000 0. • 0 05 5:7 
27.50 7&3. &2 • 82£, 7 o. 0000 o. • ,0 055 7 
3 0, 0 0 7f> 3. E,q .·826 7 0.0000 o. .00557 
32.50 7&3. 70 • 626 7 o. 0000 0. .00557 
35,00 7& 3. 70 , 1126 7 0.0000 0. , 0055.7 
() 37. 5.0. 7&3. £,It • 626 7 0 • 0 0 00 o. .00557 
I Ito. 0 0. 7&3. 57 • 82£, 7 o. 0000 o • • 00557 
.z:,. 42.50 ,763. 43 • 82£, 7 Ii, 0000 0, ,00557 
w 1+5. 0 0 7E, 3. 2i. • 826 7 0. 0 0 00 0. •· 0 05 5 7 
I+ 7. 5 0 7& 3, 0 3 0 826Cj o. 0000 1.&8'l8E-03 .00557 
5 o. 0 0 7&2.75 • 8271+ o. 0000 3~2375E-03 .00555 
52.50 7E, 2. j 8 • 1126·2 0,0000 5.&Bol+E.-03 • 0 055 3 
55,00 7& 1. 8 3 • 82q 2 0. 0 0 00 7.&71+5'::-03 • 0051+q 
5 1, 5·0 7b 1, 0 7 • 1130 7 0.0000 1.1613f-02 -0051+5 
6 0. 0 0 75g. gg • 832 8 0. 0 0 00 1. 56q6E-02 • 00536 
62. 5 0 75!1. c;q • 635& o. 0000 2. lftbCjt-02 ,0052g 
65, 0 0 756, 7g • 63q 1 0.0000 2. 7l+'lOE-02 , 0 0516 
f,7.50 751+, £,3· • 81+ 3 3 0.0000 3,3&28E-02 • 0 05 0 5 
7 0. 0 0 75 2. 11+ • 81+8 1 0.0000 ~.8Cj'll+E-02 • 001+6Cj 
72.50 11+q. 1+2 • 1153 5 o. 0000 It. 2q15E.-02 .001t72 
75.00 71+&. 62 • 115g 1 0. 0 0 00 i.,1+757E-il2 • 0 Olt51+ 
77.50 11+ 3. go • 60ft E, 0, 0 C 00 i..1t3511E-02 • 0 0 I+ 3 E> 
!IO. 0 0 71+ l. 3q • 116gg o. 0000 l+.16'11+E-02 • 001t20 
82.50 73 g. 2 0 • 117<t 7 0.0000 3, 76'l3 E-02 .001+04 
es.oo 737. 3 7 • 6711 g 0, 0 0 00 3.2qgoE-02 , 0 0 ~.q 1 r 
8 7. 5.0 735, 8g , 8112 5 o. 0000 2.7627E-02 .oo.11q '· 
g·o. o o 73ft. 72 , 111155 0.0000 2. 21192[-02 • o·o 3 ,.o 
l 
g2.5o 733. 61 • Ill\ 7g 0.0000 1, 81+q2E-02 • 0 0 3 E,2 
r· 
'15.oo 73 3. 0 g • 1111'39 0.0000 1,lt71+E>E-02 • 0 0 35& 
'17,50 732 • 5ft , 6Cj1 It 0, 0 0 00 1, lbl+ 7E.-02 , 00351 
100,00 732.12 , eqz & 0. 0 0 00 g.1t1+1+E-03 • 00347· 








f I ME '+. OOOOE-01 HRS 
,-. FLOW STREAM INFOR11lTI0N Fl)R OYNA11IC S111ULAT[ON 
,-. 
SfR::AH fK PSIA =L)WRAfES!LBHOLES/
HRI 
co H2 CH4 H20 CO2 N2 
TOT AL 
l 310. 0 63 lt1 0 12,00 3 D'o J 0 18. 113
 0,00 0,00 7.811 75 •. 0 I 
,-. 
2 3 10, 0 831t, 0 & , 4 0 1'J,35 
10,03 o.oo 0, 0 0 4, 20 3q ,g: 
3· 302.'+ 113.'+, D £,.g2 21;. 7 'l 'l'I. 5 7 ,07 
o.oo 2&.g5 1 51+. 2 ' 
lo 5 53. 0 8 3<+. Ii E,.92 21. 7 9 g8.57 .07 
0. 0 0 2&.95 1.5'+. 2 
,..... 5 7 50. 7 !1.3 ... 0 
• E, 0 2 ,6 2 1 04. e.g E,. 3g 0. 0 0 26, g5 
141, f: I 
£, 3 10, 0 831+, 0 5 ,&O 16, ~ 5 8,79 
<0,00 0, o.o 3 ,.&II 35., C ; 
r 305,2 8 31t, 0 5. 7'+ 1 7 • i II 31 ·• <+II 
.02 o.oo g. 51 E,4. 3 
II E, 40. 2 IH4, 0 &. 3'+ 2 0. <+ 0 13£
,. 37 'E,. It 1 o. 0 0 3& ... E, 2. 05. g 
q 71+3. E, 831t,O .es 3.:33 1 ltl .• 8& 11. 'lO 
o. ·o o 3&, 4b 1 q5, 0 I 
10 3 00, 0 831+, 0 • 8 .. 3.~1 141.8
7 • 11 o.oo 3&. 4& 111'3 o 1 I 
1l 3 00, 0 8 31+, 0 • E,E, 3, 0 E, 
itt,23 • 0 'l 0, 0 0 28. 511 1 43. f: : 
12 3 00. 0 8 3 '+, 0 .52 2 ..... 
88.54 • 0.7 · 0. 0 0 22·. 75 1 l'+ • 3 : 
13 3 00 .o 8 3 .... 0 .13 • E,2 22. &'l • 0 2 
0. 0 0 5, 83 2'l, 3 I 
1 '+ 3 00, 0 83'+, 0 0, 0 0 0, 0 .o 
0,00 1 t. 7 q 0,00 0, 00 11 , 7. 
15 300.0 1131+. 0 • 18 • 8 .. 
30 ,f,1+ , 0 2 0, 0 0 7, 117 :i'I. 5 
REACTOR NO. 1 
(") 
REACTOR T El"IP IK) FRA'.;TI ONH COrlVERS IOrl o=- ::o RII TEl YC
O 
LENGTH '1'cT H SHIFT 
I 1. 0 0 55'!.·00 0. 00 0 0 o ~ o o o·o 1.&38.oE•oo • 0 ltlt85 
~ 
~ 
2.50 511·1. 23 • O'l8 'l 0.0000 1.fl331
f•.OO .01+077 
5.00 60 ... 8'1 • 207 5 o. 0000 1, '171
19E•OO • 0 J.& 21 
7,50 &2'l.22 • 321 E, 0,0000 2, 0353
i::•OO .03133 
10, 0 C E,5 3, O 0 • <+3'5 1 0,0000 1.'cl713E•oo -02636
 
12.50 67<+. 'lo • 5<+ 10 0. 0 0 DO 1.7'l2
0E•OO .02163 
15. 0 0 69<+. 13 • 63 It 1 0,0000 1,5341'
:•00 ,01740 
17,50 710,07 , 7t 15 o. 0000 1.2503E•OO
 ,0138.2 
2 0. 0 0 72 2. 80 • 77 3 3 0.0000 '3.8
082E-01 o010'l2 
22.50 732. 61 • 820 8 0.0000 7.<+2
'l8E-01 • 0 0116 7 
25,00 73 'l. II 7 • '1<;5 8 o. 0000 5,368tE
-01 , 007 0 0 
27,50 74'+, q5 , 87'l'l 0, 0 0 00 3. 5.'lll 'lC
:- 0.1 , 0 05 8 5 
3 o. 0 0 74 !I,. 2 3 • 89<+9 o. o o o·o 2,18
31\E-01 • 00513 
32,50 75 0. 18 • 'lO 3 '+ 0.0000 1
.1q~ 2E- 01 • 001+72 
35,00 751. 25 • 'lO 7.7 o. 0000 6. 01
12.5(-02 • 001t51 
37,50 751".79· • qoqg 0.0000 2,93
03c-02 • 0 Olt4 D 
It O, DD 75 2 • DE, , 'l1 D q 0,0000 1
, 31135E-D2 , D Oto35 
It 2, 5 0 75 2. 1 7 • 'll 1 3 O, 0000 E,. 46
'lltE-03 .00433 
lt5, 0 0 752 •. 21 • '1116 0.0000 3-11
105l-03 • 001t32· 
It 7, 50 75 2, 2 2 , 'll 1 7 0, 0 0 00 1,6085
E-03 , 001t31 
5 0, 0 0 752. 22 • 'l11 7 o. o o lio 
'l,%t&c-o4 , 0 Oto 31 
·5 2, 50 75 2. 21 • 'll 111 0. 0 0 00 E,. 0 tJ7[-04 • 
0 0 Lt 31' 
55.00 75 2. 2 0 • 'l11 II o. 0000 
5.4&57L-04 • 00Lt31 
57. 5.0 75·2." 1 !I • 'll 1 !I 0, DO 00 
3,flfl72E-O<+ •. oo .. 31 
E, 0, 0 0 75 2. 16 • 'l11 q 0, 0 0 DO 5,1.7
20,-04 • 0 043 0 
E, 2, 5 0 75 2, 1 to .~ 'll 1 9 0.0000 4. 23
27f- 04 • ·O Oto 3 D 
E, 5, 0 0 75 2 • 11 • q11 q 0. DD 00 6.707
7E-.04 • 00<+30 
& ,. 5 0 752.·or • q1 2 0 o. 0000 5,863 4f-04 , 0 0 t
o 3 D 
7 0, 0 0 75 2. 0 Lt • 'lt 2 0 0, 0 0 00 
q, 3577E:.-0<+ , DO<+ 3 0 
,-
72,50 751. q 'l , 'lt 21 0,0000 
8,2'l77!:-04 • 00430 
75.00 751 o 'l Lt • 'lt 21 o. 0000 
t.2q3<+E-03 • 0 Oto 2q 
7 7. 5 0 751. 116 • 'll 2 2 0.0000 
1.12g&E- 03 , 0 0 lt2'l 
~ 
II O, 0 0 75 1. fl 0 • 'll 2 3 0.0000 
1. 7503(-03 , 0 Oto2 II 
112, 5 0 751. 71 • 'll 2 4 0,0000 t.
4574~-03 , 0 0 4 2 fl 
~?• 0 D 7S 1 • fd • '31? S 0,0000 
2.3170E-03 • 00427 
I'"'- 117. 5 0 751. 51 
• q126 0. 0 0 00 1.7'i67E-03 • 001+27 
q o. iJ 0 751 o 42 • q127 o. 0000 2.q1151::-03 • 0 Oft 26 
q2. 5.0 75 1. 2 7 • q12q 0.0000 1.'l263r.:..03 • 0 0 I+ 2 6 
qs.oo 751. 1 7 • '!131 o. 0000 3.7721E-03 • 00425 
,...... q1.5.o 75 o. q11 • q132 0. 0 0 00 1.11721E-03 • 001+2 It 
l O o. 0 0 75 o. sq • q13 4 0 • 0 0.00. 4. 9184E-03 .ooi.23 
,...... 
~EACTOR PfO. 2 
"EACTOR T EHP IKI FRACTIONAL CON/ERSION OF ::o RA.JEl. rco ,.._ 
LENGTH HETH SHIFT 
o •. o 0 6]q. 115 0 • 00 0 0 0.0000 2.2121E•OO • 0 30 7 7 
2.50 67q. i.2 • 2616 0 • 0 0 00 2. o5.36E•.oo • o 23 o.q 
s.oo 710.29 • i.7qg 0. 0 0 00 1. 6177E•"oo .ou,i.q 
7. 50 73 2 •. 8 7 • 63':!5 0.0000 1o 135i.E• 00 .01155 
1 o. 0 0 7411. i6 • 7415 0 • 0 0 00 7.1263E.;'01 • 001133 
1·2. 50 75 7. 37 • 7'll 'l 0.0000 3. 7'l82E-Ot • 0 06 7 3 
15• 0 0 761. 76 • 8i55 0. 0 0 00 1.4021E-01 • 005q11 
l 7. 5 0 763.2q • 8242 o. 0000 3. 0061E-0.2 .00570 
2 o. 00 76 3. 61 • 826 0 o. 0.000 4.2q32E-03· • 0 0561+ 
22, 50 763. '60 • 826 3 0. 0 0 00 ?.24111:c-03 • 00563 
25- 0 0 763. 6 0 • 6264 0. 0 0 00 5.q6'! 1E-04 • 005&3 
2 7. 5 0 7&3. E,7 • 11265 0.0000 o. • 00562 
3 0. 0 0 7& 3 .·75 • 626 5 o. 0000 o. • 0 0.5&2 
32.50 7&3. 711 • 6265 0. 0 0 00 (). • 0 0562 
35.00 7&3.-7 .. • '1265 o. 0000 o. • 00562 
() 37. 50 7& 3. 6 7 • ·11265 o. 0000 o. .00.562 
I 4 o. OU 7E, 3 • '5q • 8265 0. 0 0 00 1.7&72E-Oi. • 00562 
""' 
~2.50 75 3 •. 5E, • 11266 0. 0 0 00 4.244qC:-04 • 0 05 &2 
U1 45.00 75 3. r; 7 • 826& o. 0000 o. • 00562 
47.50 76 3. 62 • 8266 0. 0 0 0.0 o. • 00562 
.so. 00 7&3. 6E, .• 6266 0.0000 0. ..00562 
52.50 763.&7 •. 112&& 0.0000 0 • • 00",62. 
55. ci 0 763~61+ • 8266 0.0000 o • • 005&2 
57.50 76.3. 56 • 8266 o. 0000 6.3543E-05 • 0 05 6 2 
6 c. 0 0 763. 45 • 1126 6 0. 0 0 00 1;l183E-03 .005&2 
&2. 5 0 7E, 3. 31 • 1127 Ii o·. o o o o '1.8546E-03 • 0 05£,t 
65.00 763.16 • 1127 3 0 •. o O 00 2.4150E-03 • 0 05&0 
& 7. 5 0 7E,2. '!8 • 8277 ·o. o o o o 2.'l'l'!OE-03 • 00556 
10.00 7&2 •. 74 •. 112112 0.0000 3.8&13E..:.03 • 0 0 55 7 
72.50 76 2 • 4 0 • 826 9 0 • 0 0 00 5.2326,-03 .00555 
75. 0 0 701. q2 • !12'!'! 0 • 0 0 0() 7.2%7i::-03 .00552 
77.50 7& 1. 25 • 11312 0.0000 lo015&E-02 .00547 
II O. 0 0 7& 0. 34 • 1133 0 o. 0000 1. 31143f-02 • 00542 
62.50 75q. 15 • 835 3 0 • 0 0 00 1.6303E-02 .0053 .. 
65.00 757.65 • 113113 0. 0 0 00 ?.3360f-02 .00525 
117. 5 0 755. 112 • 114. l 'l 0. 0 0 00 2.8678E-02 • 00513 
q o. 0 0 75 3. 68 • 6461 o. 0000 3. 377 OE-' 02 ;00500 
q2.50 .751. 29 • 1150 8 o. ·o o oo 3. 60'i4E-02 • o o i. ei. 
95.00 .7411. 73 • !l55q 0. 0 0 00 4.0q78E-02 .00468 
qr.so 74 6 • 13 • 11611 0.0000 4.2l64f-02 • 00451 
100. 00 743. 61 • 11662 0. 0 O O'O 4.1501·E-02 • Q043'i 












JIHE 4.5000E-01 HRS 
FLOW STREAH IHFORHAJION FOR OYHArtlC SIHULATIO~ 
SJR::AH JK PSJA 0 LjWRATESILBHOLE5fHRl 
co H2 CH.'+ H20 CO2. N2 TOTA.l. 
l 310. 0 83 4~·0 12.00 36.30 16.63 0 • 0 0 o.oo 
1.66 75 • 
0
0 I 
2 3 10. 0 834.0 6 ,40 1<).35 10,03 Ii. 0 0 o.oo .... 20 
.3q·. q. 
3 3 02. 4 8 3lt. 0 7, 06 22. 21 qll,43 
·, o, 0. 0 0 26. 'l r; 1 54. 7 ; 
4 c;·5g. 0 634.0 , .• 06 22. Z 1 <is. <t3 .07 o. 00 26.'!5 154. 7 
5 7 52 .4 634.0 .61 2. 6°6 104.86 ;6. 52 0. 00 26, '!5 1 41 ·, B ; 
6 3 10, 0 83 It, 0 lj. E, 0 16.CJ5 8.7<) o.oo 0. 0 0 3, 6fl 
3S, O. · 
7 3 05., 2 834, 0 5,77 17 ~; '! 31. 44 • 0·2 0, 0.0 
'!. 51 E:4 ... 
!I 6 42 .s 834.0 6. 37 2 o. 5 0 ,136.34 6.55 0 ~ 0 0 36.lt6 2 06. 2 : 
'I 7 60. 7 834. 0 1.07 4. 5 q 1 lt 1. 64 11.66 0. 0,0 36.46 1 CJ'5. I', : 
10 3 00, 0 83 ... 0 1,07 ... ,'! 141. 61+ 
, 1·1 0,00 3o.'+o 1 63 .·6. ; 
1t 3 OD. 0 /13 4. 0 ,84 3.;o 111.05. • a q 
o. o a 28.58 1 44. 1 
12 3 00. 0 634 •. o ~67 2.' 6 88. 3CJ .07 0 • 0 0 22. 75 114. 7 
13 3 OD. 0 8 34. 0 .17 .73 22.65 • 0 2 0. 0 0 
5.83 2q. 4 : 
1 It 300.0 834,0 o.oo 0. 0 0 o.oo 11,·7 '+ o. o o 
o ~· o o 11, 7 
15 3 oo·. o 834.0 • 2 3 • 9'! 3 0 • .5 CJ .02 
0, 0 IJ 7. 117 3'1, 7 ; 
REACTOR .NO. t 
() REACTOR TEHP IKI FPACt:I DNAL CONVERSION OF :::o RAT El 'YCO 
I LErtGTH l"l!':TH SHIFT 
~ o. o o 55q.oo ·o • oo o o 0,0000 t.E>773E•OO • 0 45&4 
O"I 2. 5 0 56.1. 61 • O'l<) 6 0. 0 0 00 1.llfl72f•OO • 0 414 7 
s. 0 0 606. 25 • 20 q 4 o. 0000 2,0461:c~OU 
,03£,7<) 
7,50 631. 4<) • 325 It 0, 0 D 00 2, 11.311E.• 00. .03173 
10,00 656. 20 ..... 0 CJ 0, 0 0 00 2. Oltf\llE• OC .0265q 
12.so E,78. qr; • 546 5 0,0000 1. 8555E• 00 
• 021f,q 
15.00 698. 66 • 642 5 0. 0 0 00 1. 57761:• 00 .01733 
17,50 714,·67. , 720 1 0, 0 0 00 1.2736E•OO .01367 
20.00 72 7, 59 • 71113 0,0000 CJ.671'1E-01 .01075 
22.50 737.;; lit • 62 7E, o. 0000 7,3506E-01 • 0 01151 
25.00 7lt 3, '!6 • IIE>O q 0.0000 5. 1671E-O 1 • o o o6CJ 
2.1·. 5 0 7lt6. 1+& •. 86 3 0 0.0000 3 ~":3 3 0 2 c - 0 1 .00561 
3 0. 0 O 751. 1 E, • 6CJ6 2 0. 0 0 00 1. q 38 4 ::- 0·1 • 00516 
3 2, '5.0 75 2, 5 7 • go 3 3 0. 0 0 00 1. 03'llE-01 ,00481 
35.00 75 3, 2 3 • '!07 0 o. 0000. 5.3J5,.E-02 • 0 0463 
37.50 75 3, .. 2 • qo 6 g 0,0000 2, l'!E> .. E'.-02 • 00453 
"o. o o 75 3 ... 5 , <)IO 0 0.0000 1.53117::-02 • o 044 8 
It 2. 50 75 3. 31 , '!10 6 0.0000 '3,8'51'lE.-03 • 0 0445 
45.00 753,21t • <)110 o. 0000 E,.5540E-03 • 0 Olt4 3 
4 7. 5 0 75 3. 0 3 • CJ1°1 3 0.0000 5. "602E-03 • 0 0442 
5 o. 0 0 75 3, 0 0 ; CJ116 0. 0 0 00 3 • 'I O O·'l E - 0 3 , 0 044 0 
5 2, 50 75 2. 7 7 • q1111 (!, 0 0 00 3. <)635E- 03 .0043<) 
55.oo 75 2. 112 • CJ1 l '! 0. 0 0 00 2,51124E-03 • 001+36 
57.50 752. 5& • 'lt21 0. 0 0 00 3,·1'!07[-03 • 00lt36 
6 0, 0 0 75 2 • 71 , 9122 0,0000 1.3&0&E-03 ,.OO<t37 
6 2, 5 0 75 2, 3q • '!12 3 0.0000 2. 7gg2F-03 • 0 0436 
E,5. 0 0 752.65 • '!12 .. 0, 0000 2, 0203~-04 .00436 ii 
,... 
E, 7. 5 0 75 2. 24 • '!125 0.0000 ;, ... 4011[- 03 • 004.H, 
7 o. 0 0 75 2, &It • '!12 6 0. 0 0 00 0. 
, 0 O<t35 
I' 
72.50 75 2, 11 , 'll 2 7 0.0000 ;>,0707E-03 .00435 
I 
,,.... 
75. 0 0 752, &7 , 'l127 o. 0000 o. , 0 0 4 3 I+ 
I' 
r1 
7 7. 5 0 751. q 7 • '!128 0. 0 0 00 1. 7572E-03 • 00434 1 
,,.--. 
e o. o o 75 2. 7 2 • '!1 2 '! 0.0000 0. • 0 Olt 3 4 
,: 
112. 5 0 75 1, ll 3 • '!I 7 'l 0.0000 1.&350(-03 • 0 Olt 34 





117. 50 751- 66 • q13 o. 0. 0 0 00 
1. bll26E-03 - 00433 
q o. 0 0 752. 115 • q131 o. 0000 o. 
.00433 
q2.50 751. 1+5 • q132 0 •DO 00 1.q863E-03 .
ooi.32 
q5 • 0 o. 75 2 •· q3 • q132 0.0000 o' 
.00432 
,.... 
'17 •. 50, 751- 17 • q133 o. o o oo 
2.6347E:..0·3 • 00432 
100~00 75 3. 0 2 • q131+ o. 0000 
o. -00431 
I"-
REACTOR NO. 2 
REACTOR T f"P CKI FRA'.;Tt ONAL CONVERSION OF :;o 
RATEL W'.CO 
LENGTH HETH SHIFT 
o. 0 0 641. 6£, D. 00 0 0 o. o o oo 2. 2
&'18E• 00 ,030qO 
2.50 6110.6g • 2641+ 0.0000 2
, 07&0E•OO •. 02311 
5. 0 0 712.72 • 4!14 0 ,0. 0 0 0 0 1~6
3'11t•oo -01643 
7.50 73 6. 5 2 • E,<,3 'I O.OOQO 1o 1456f• 00 
.01146 
10.00 751 .. 70 • 743 5 0 • 0 0 00 
1. 0288t:-o.1 • 001131 
12.50 7E, 0. 7 0 , 788 !I 0. 0 0 00 3.6
6&5E-01 , 0.0686 
15, 0 0 7&4. 74 • 1111!+ 0. 0 0 00 t,; 
1673E-o 1 -00&13 
17,50 7&6. 13 • !118 6 0. 0 0 00 i.5
88tE-02 • 0 05.<JO 
2 o. 0 0 7&6. 31 • 81'H, 0. 0 0 00 
7. 6680E- 04 .00587 
22,50 7E,E,. 2 0 , 81 qq 0, 0 0 00 1.6
300E-03 .o 0586 
Z5.00 7E,5. 86 •. 820 5 0, 0 0 00 
4,oi,q2E-03 • 0 05 84 
27. 5 0 7&5. 51 • 8212 o. 0000 
5.581&E-0.3 • 00582 
3 o. o o 7&5.15 • !1220 o. o o oo 
E,.3724E-03 • 0057g 
32.50 '764. 84 • 822 8 0. 0 0 00 6.3
381E-03 .00577 
3 5. o·o 7&4. 57 • 823 5 0 • 0 0 00 5,!l'HOE
-03 ,00575 
(") 37, 50 7E,i.. 3,5 • 8241 0. 0 0 00 
5. 2&14E- 03 • 00573 
I 4 o.·o o 7&'+.• 1& ·- 821+ 7 o. o
 o oo '+• 5t+&3E-03 .00571 
""" 
42. 50 7&4. o o , !1<'51 o. 0000 
3,qo18,-03 .oo5&q 
.....J lo.5, 0 0 7& 3 • 118 • 825 5 0, 0 0 00 
3.1'l32E-03 , 0 05 E, A 
47, 50 1&·3 • II 0 • 8258 0.0000 2. 441
12E- 03 ~.00567 
5 o. 0 0 763. 7& • 82& 0 o. 0000 
1. 70'!2E- 03 .oo5&7 
5 2. 5 o 763. 7 3 • 82E, 1 o. o o oo 
1.1223E-03 • 0 056& 
55.00 7E, 3. 7 2 • 82& 2 o. o o oo 
7, 43&&E- Ot+ • 005&6 
57,50 7E, 3 • 7 0 • 82E: 2 0.0000 
6, 0543E-O<t .00566 
60.00 763. 6 7 • 112&3 o. 0000 
5.8620E-0<+ • 00566 
62. 5 o 76 3. 64 • 8264 0 • 0 0 00 5.6
3'14E-O<t • 00565 
&.5. o o 7&3.62 • 82&4 0.0000 
t+,6557E-04 • 00565 
&7, 5 0 7&3.&2 • 11265 o.oo·oo 
2.<J1nq::-oi. ,00565 
1 o. o o 7E,3. 62 • 8265 0.0000 
g. 277'1E-O':> • o 0565 
72.50 7&3. 61 • 82&5 o. 0000 
9.3622[-0<; .00565 
75. o Ii 7& 3. 5q • '82&5 o.oooa 2.&
qo5E-01o .005&5 
7 7, 5 0 7fi3• 54 • 112&& o. o o oo 
5,87580-0<t ,00565 
II O • 0 0 7&3, lo 7 • 1\26 7 0.0000 
1.02<t1E-OJ • o o5 &1o 
11 2. 5 o 7&3. 37 • 1121 o 0.0000 
t.52511E·03 .005&3 
85,00 7£, 3. 2 3 • 8Z7 2 o. 0000 2.104
1E-03 • o 05&3 
117, 5 0 .7E,3. 05 • 827 6 o, o o oo 2,813
'li:-03 , 0 05 E, 1 
'Io, o o '762, 111 , 82111 0,.0000 
3. 7<,'l'lf-03 .00560 
q2.so 7&2- <,q • '32117 o. 0000 5. 033
'!E- 03 • 005511 
'15,00 762~ 0 5 • 112'! 6 o. 0000 6. 
7'1&2E- 03 , 0055<; 
q7,50 7&1. 47 ~ 830 Ii 0, 0 000 'l.1<tq1E-03 .oo.551 
l O o. 0 0 7&0.68 •. 1132 4· o.o.oco 
1, 21&5E-: 02 • 00546 







r !HE 4. 7500E-01 HRS 
,,..... 
FLOW STREIIH INFORHIIT ION FOR OfNAPHC SIHUUTtON 
STRE AH T K PSIA FLOWRll!ES!LBHOLESIHRI 
co H2 CH4 1120 CO2 NZ TOT AL 1 310. 0 834.0 12.00 36.30 111. 83 0. 0 0 0. 00 7. 811 75. 0 1 2 3 10. 0 634. 0 6.40 l<J.35 l·O .·o 3 0 ,.o 0 o.oo 4.20 3q. q. ; 3 3 02. 4 1134. il 7. 0 ll 2 2. 2 7. 'JII. 41 • 0 7 0. 0 0 2&.95 1 .54 o 7 I 4 559.0 1134. 0 1.08 22.?7 98 ··41 
.07 o. 0 0 2&.95 1 5ft • 7 5 7 52. 4 8 l ... 0 • £,2 2.1111 104.87 £,. 5 3 o. 00 2£,.95 141 o 8° I 6 310. 0 83 4. 0 5. £,Q 1&.~5 8 .• 1q 0. 0 0 0, OD 3.&8 JS, 0 7 3 05. 2 834. 0 5,78 17. 7 0 31, 44 , 0.2 o.oo 9, 51 £,ft o·4 I 8 £, 41. £, 834, 0 6. 3q 2 0. 5 E, 136.32 6. 5E, 0 • DO ·J&. 4E, 2 06. 2 ' 3 762 .9 8 34. 0 1. 1 0 4. :, ll 141 • E, 1 11.115 0. 0 0 3E,. l+E, fqs • 7 I 10 300.0 83 4. 0 1.10 ... &8 141 .• 61 • 11 0. 0 0 3&. 46 t 63 .• q. • 11 3 00. 0 1134. 0 .e& 3.57 111.02 ,09 0. 0 0 211. 511 l 44, 2 ; 12 3 00. 0 II 34, 0 
.611 2 d 2 611. 3 8 • 0 7 0 • 0 0 22.75 l 14 • II 13 3 00 • 0 113 4. 0 •. 111. 
.75 2~.65 
.02 o .• o o 5 •. 113 2<J. 4 1 .. 300~ 0 113 4. 0 0. 0 0 0. 0 0 o.oo 1 t. 74 0. 0 0 0. 00 tt .1 • 15· 3 DO. 0 ll3 4. 0 
.24 1 .• 0 1 3 0 .5.9 
.02 0. 0 D 7. 117 3q. 7' 
REACT(lR NO. 1. 
REACTOR TEHP f Kl. FRACTIONAL CONVERSION OF ::o 
~A TE 1 r.co 
() 
LENGTH METH SHIFT I 0~00 559. 0 0 o·. oo o o 0.0000 1. 6824E• 00 
.04S71+ 
.i:::,. 
2. 5 0 581. ll9 • 099 7 o. 0000 t.8943E•OO • 0 4156 
CX) 
5.on 606. 46 • 2oq 7 0.0000 2. 0579E•'OO 
.03686 7.50 63 1. 91 • 32E, 0 0.0000 2. 12&1 E• 00 • 0 31711 1 0. 0 0 65&. 11.q • 441 CJ 0. 0 0 00 2. 0&23o• 00 ,02661 12. 5 0 67<J. CJ5 
• 55 0 0 0.0000 t. /IE,~ OE• 00 • 0 21 &8 t-5. 0 0 £,CJCJ. CJCJ 
• E,443 o. 0000 1.5873E•OO • 0 172CJ 1 7. 50 71 £,. 49 
• 722 0 0.0000 lo2797E•OO 
.01361 2 0. 00 729. 46 • 71133 0 • 0 0 00 9.IICJOSE-01 • 0 1 0 £, II 22,50 739. 22 • 11zq4 0.0000 7. 317 7E-o l • 00114S 25.00 74 E,. 11+ 
• /If, 21 0.0000 5.071E>E-Ol • 0 0&115 2 7. 5 0 75 0. £, 4 
.·• 811.3 3 0~ 0000 3.1872.E• O 1 
.005111 3 o. 0 0 75 J. 2 7 ~ 8CJ55 o. o o oli t.7<J51E·Ot • 00521 32.50 75 4. E, 1 
• CJ0.19 0. 0 0 00 CJ. 3 1 0 5 f • 0.2 
-0041\<J 35.00 75 5. 1 7 • 90 5 2· 0.0000 1+.E,CJ35E·02 • 00 .. 73 37.50 755.211 • 90£,8 o. 0000 2. 4745E- 02 
.0046S 4 0 • 0 0 75 5 • t q • go r 6 0.0000 1. 4&96 o• 02 • 0 O<+ &O 42.?0 75 ... CJ8 
• CJO 114 0.0000 1 ,. 0 3 7 7 E • 0 2 • 0 0 '+5 7 '+5. 0 0 7:54. 74 • <JOII g 0. 0 0 00 8. i. 0 8 7 E ··O 3 • 00 .. 55 ,. 7. 5 0 75 ... 4 7 
• 'lo q 3. 0.0000 7. 5684E· 03 • 00452 5 0. 0 0 754. 23 • qoq 7 o. 0000 E,,qJ41+E.:.03 
• o o .. 5 o 52.50 753. CJ7 
• CJ10 1 0.0000 &.&093E-03 • 0 0 .... g 5 5. 0 0 75 J. 77 
• CJt O 4 o. 0000 6.0lBOf-03 
.00447 57.50 75 3. 5 .. 
• 910 8 0.0000 5. 747£,E-03 
• 00.445 
j 
6 0. 0 0 75 3. 3q 
• 911 0 0. 0 0 00 5. OOOBE°-03 • 0 0444 62.50 753. 16 
• 9113 Ii. o o o a 4. 805f'>!:-O~ 
• o o "" J 
I 
&5.00 75 3. 1 a 
• CJt 1 5. 0 - 0 0 00 3."902&[-0J 
• 0 0,.,. t 
r-
£, 7. 5 0 75 2. 9 0 • q118 0. 0 0 00 3.897E,E"-03 • 0 O<,,. O· 1 o. o o 
·752. 88 
• CJl l CJ 0,0000 2.84R4E·0.1 • 0 044 Ii 
,t 
I 
,..... 7 2·. 5 0 752. £,q 
• CJt 2 t 0 • 0 0 00 ]. 0&1 lE-0.1 , 0 o .. 3q 
:! 
75. 0 0 75 2. 7 5 
• <Jt 2 2 0.0000 1.8583[-03 
• 00438 
I 
7 7. 5 0 75 2. 52 





112, 5 0 75 2 • 3 q 
• q12 5 0.0000 2.1i,45,:-03 
• 0 0 4 3 7 5, 0 0 lz ~ I fl 1 • 'll, ~ o iQ D oo 
·~ 
Q • I O Q !i 1 f;, 
··~~~ '· 
f"", 
117. 50 752. 211 • 'H27 0. 0 0 00 1. 117 'I 7 E-·O 3 .001t3& 
'ID.DO 752.&2 • '112 7 o. 0000 o. .00'+3& 
'12.50 752.lll • '11211 0. 0 0 00 l.57'16E-03 .OOlt35 
'IS. 0 0 75 2 •. &1 • '11211 0. 0 0 00 0 • • 0 01+ 3.5 
,-.. 
'17. 5 0 75 2. o& • '112'1 0.0000 1. 5115E'- 03 • 001o35 
'I.OD. DO 752.&D • '112'1 0.0000 o. .001+35 
,-
R.EACTOR 140 • 2 
REA:TOR f EHP (I() FRA:TIOHAL CONVERSION o= :o RA T'E l ,.co· 
LENGTH HfTH SHIFT 
O. 0 D &3'1. 8'1 o • oo o o 0.0000 2o 2&13i:.·• DO • 0 30 'Ill 
2. 5·0 &!11.3'1 • 261t 7 0. DD DD 2. O'll+llE• OD .0231& 
.5. 0 0 71 3. 25 • <tB5 0 o. 0000 1. 61o6et• oo • 0 1&1t5 
7. 5 0 73&. &2 • 6<t .. 11 0.0000 1. 1 .. 100 00 .011 .. & 
10.00 75 2. 0 It • 71t .. 1 D. 0 D 00 7 •. 031+0E;'"D1 • 001\3°1 
12.50 n,1. 33 • 78115 0. 0 0 00 3.657'1E-01 • 00&11'1 
1';.oo 7£,5. 5'1 • Ill O g 0.0000 t. D 7 2 2 E - 0 1 • 0 O& 17 
17.50 7£,7. O'I • 8175 D. 0 0 00 6.8£,71+E-03 • 0 05 ge, 
2 O. DO 767. 1+1 • 817'1 0.0000 o • • 0 0 5'11+ 
22.50 76 7. 3 3 • 1117 'I 0.0000 o. • 0 05 'II+ 
25. 0 0 76 7. 0'1 • 61111 0.0000 II. 20'11E-O<t • 0 05 'II+ 
2 7. 5 0 76&. 81t • 81115 o. 0000 2. 'I005E-03 .005'12 
3 0. 0 0 7:,£,. 511 •. ,1 g 1 0.0000 ... 03£,1+[-03 .005'11 
3 z. 50 7£,£,. 31 • 81 'I 7 0. 0 0 00 "• 7666E-D3 • 0 051\'I 
3 5 • 0 0 76£,.01 • 1120" 0. 0 0 DO 5.378<tE-03 .OIJ58& 
(') 3 7. 5 0 765.70 • 8211 0.0000 5. 8'155(-03 • 00581+ 
I "o. 0 0 765. 3 7 • 1121 'I o. 0000 6.212<tf-03 .005111 
""" 
.. 2. 5 Ii 7£,5~ 0 7 • 82.2 7 o. o o oo 6.22'J6E-03 • 0 05 7 'I 
I.O 1+5. D 0 76<,. 7'1 • 1123 It 0. 0 0 00 5.'171!1E-03 • 00577 
lo 7 • 5 0 n,i.. 5,. • 82°4 0 o .• 0 0 0 0 5.4'110E-03 .oo571t 
5.o. o o 7£, ... 33 • 'IZ1t6 o. 0000 <t.81180E-03 • 0 05 7 3 
52. 5 o 7£,1+. 1£, • 1\251 o. 0000 4. 231'1::-03 • o 05 7 1 
55.00 7£>4. 0 2 • 11255 o .• o o o o 3.5c;g2E-03 .00570 
5'7. 5 0 7& 3. 'I 1 · • 82 5.'1 0.0000 2. 81\<.f,E-03 .0056'1 
f, o. 0 0 76 3. 8 I+ • 82£, 1 o. 0000 2. 23'! OE-03 ~ 0 05 611 
f, 2. 5 0 7& 3. 7g. • 112& 3 O. ODDO 1. &707[-03 • 005&7 
1:,'5. 0 0 7& 3 • 75 • 82& It ·!I· 0 0 00 1. 22o6E-03 • 0 05 & 7 
& 7. 5 0 7£, 3. 72 • !12£, E, 0.0000 'I. 258&E-O<+ • 0 051:,f, 
7 o. 0. 0 71:,3.e,g • 82&6 0.0000 7.1+1+33f-04 .005&6 
72.50 7& 3. & 7 .• 82& 7 0.0000 6. 21153E- 0·1+ .o·o5&6 
7 5. 0 0 7£,3 • f,'5 • 112& II 0.0000 5.2£,cjE-01.o .0056& 
77.50 7£, 3. 63 • 82£, 8 0. 0 0 00 ... 20'! 3:"-0lt • o 056.6 
II O • 00 7£,3. 62 • 112&'1 0.0000 3-3150£-0<t • 0'0 5 f, 5 
112 .• 5 0 7£,3.&l • 11?6'! o. 0000 3. ·o 5 6 or - o,. ,; 0 0 5 6.5 
115. 0 D 7f, 3. 511 • 11.2&'1 0.0000 3.87<H£-OI+ • 0 05&5 
11'7 • 5 0 7f, 3. 51, • ·11? 7 0 0. 0 0 00 5, 'lll'l'lE· 01+ , 0 05&5 
Cl O, 0 0 7f, 3. <t 8 • B2 7 2 0, 0 0 00 'l.3507E-04 • 0 0564 
gz.50 7f, 3. 3 8 ~ 1127 3 0.0000 t •. 36<t 7E-03 • 0 05 f, It 
'15. 0 0 7f, 3. 2£, • 82 7 f, 0. 0 0.0 0 l.'1501E-03 .005&3 
97.50 7£, 3. 0 II • 827 'I 0. 0 0 00 2. bf,35E-O:! • 0 05 f, ;> 
l O O. 0 O· 7£>2. II& • 112~ It 0.0000 3.5'120E-03 • 005&0 












07/0l/81 LEHIGH u. ~0SIBE-1o4 ~530 05/31181 






20.27.01.AT CY• 002 SN=StSTEH 
20.21.01.ATTACHIPDATAB,PDAJAq,rh=w~s, 
20.27.02.AT CY• 001 SN=SYSTE~ 
20.27.02.ATTACHIOLDPL.OfGEN,IO•JEOI 
20.27,02,AT CY= 002 SN=SYSTEH 
20,27.03,UPOATE<F,D,L•12l 
20.27.13. UPDATE COMPLETE. 
20.27,14.JLOl~UNT) 
20.27.14.~UNTIS&, •• coHPILEJ 
20,2!1,2&. 21700 octAL REQUIRED 
2~.2!,27. 8,322 :P SECONDS COH>ILATION 




20.23.24. NON-FATAL LOADER ERRJRS - SEE H.AP 
·21.29.34.SS TIHE LIHIT 
2l,29,l4,P•0&2307,FL•074l00 
Zt.2'1.3·4,JP 0004&84' WORDS • F[t;E OUTPUT • DC 40 
21,23,l&~SYSTE~ SECONDS USED BY THIS JOB• 25b.o 
21.2'1,36,E~ECUTION COST OF THIS J03, NOT INCL 1/0 COST, IS $ 16,00 
21.zq,J&,CURR~NT AJTHORIZATION BALANCE IS! 212.ot 
21.23.3&,NR. OF NON-STANDARD IOISICI CIO CALLS 117 
21~23,3&,NR~ OF SYST~H REQU~STS = 11zq 
21.23,40,HAXIHUH 114000 CH WORDS USEO. 
21.2'1.40,CP 531,78q SEC, 
21.23.40.PP 43,13& SEC, 





SWIHOH2 005'55!1 LINES PRINTED 
S~IHOH2 005558 LINES PPINTEO 
/If :NO OF LIST Ill 





1. Schiesser, w. E., 
System for the 
Plants, 11 Tech. 
September 1979. 
REFERENCES 
et al, "Development of a Modular Software 
Dynamic Simulation of Coal Conversion 
report FE-2338-14, Lehigh Univesity, 
2. Schiesser, W. E., 11 DSS/2-Introductory Programming Manual," 
Tech. report 1, Lehigh University, 1976. 
3. Stein, F. P., "DSS/ 2 Ideal Gas Physical Properties 
Package," Tech. report DOE4, Lehigh University, 1979. 
4. Schiesser, W. E., "DSS/?-An Introductory to the Numerical 
Methods of Lines Integration of Partial Differential 
Equations," Tech. report, Lehigh University, 1977. 
5. Hu, S. S. and W, E, Schiesser, "Partial 
Differentiator-Lagrange, PDL33," 1980. Ceveloped at Lehigh 
University, program to be published with other work later. 
C-51 
Appendix D: Listing of Dynamic Program Portion (DYGEN) of GRPDYN 
i 
I 
,z =t • -~ ~ d - -r • .. . -- ·~ ~- ~ , - - - ..... 























C Ot1MON/f / Olt<1 t 41), OT 1<2 C 41) 
COH"ON/PROCESS/ IUNITC15l,~T(15l,IN(15,3>,NOUTl15,2>,0U~OATt15> 
CO"MON/INOAT./ NUN ITS, NSTMS,IOR.O U 51 
C OMMON/ST"D-'T / FST" (25, 8 >, TTFST M (251, TKSTM (25), PRSTH (25 > 
COHMO·N/UNITI NRXR1NHX 1NDIVJNHIX,NCOR, IRXR(2) ,RLNTH(21, 
1 I·HXt5) I1.0Rf2 ,AREA(2l 
CON MON/ OOFEED/ TKFOOD, PRFOODt-f 000 t SJ , TT FOOD 
COMMON/HEP/ X1(41,2),X2(41,2,1NC,NFLAGiNFlAG1,NPTS,NO,LC~1> 
C OHHON/HPASS/ HRX~37 ( JJ .10ElALt t 3) 1DEL 8t. T C3>, DEL GT 2( 3 >, 
1 OEGOV2C3>,HI537(3) ,HO(~, ,GRX537(3l ,GI537{3) ,GO CH 




C C OTK1tI, = FIRST DERIVATIVE OF TK1til W/R TO TIME 
C OTK2(1) = FIRST OERIVATlVE OF T~2«I> W/R TO TIME 
C NC= NUMBER Of COMPONENTS C NO = t!AXINUtt NUMBER OF REACTOR POINTS WHICH MAY BE USED 
C T = TI HE t HR I 
C TK1(I) = TEHPE~ATURE <~> AT POINT I IN REACTOR 1 
C TK2 tI) = T EMP'E RAT URE t Kl AT POINT I IN REACT OR 2 
C 
2 NC = 6 
'+ NO = 41 
,C· ••• 
c ••• THE COMPONENTS ~RE IDENTIFIED IN SUBROUTINE !DENT. 
c ••• 
5 CALL !DENT 
6 CALL STOICH 
7 CALL HPR£P 
















c ••• THE TEMPERATURE PROFILE IN THE REACTOR IS T~t41). 





NFLAG1 = 0 




C C SUB~OUTINE FlOWST READS THE PROCESS FLOWSHEET 








COMMON/INOAT/ NUNITS,NSTHS,IORO (15) 
COMMON/UNtTJ NRXR,NHX1NOIV,NNIX,NCOR,IRXR(2>,RLNTHt2l, 
1 ·IHX(5l ,It,;OIH2JTAREA(2) 
COMMON/PROCESS/ IUNITC151,K (t51,INC15,3>,NOUTC15,2),0UMOAT<15> 
COMKON/STMDAT/ FS1Ht25,81,TTFST"t25>,T~STM:25>,PRSTMt25> 
· · CmtNOH~Df'EED/ TKFDOP.1PRFOOO,FOODC8l ,TT FOOD 
C O",.ON/ME.P/ DUH C16ft) m;, NFlAG, NFl AG1, NPTS, NO 1l l 41) COMMON/ftRT/ Q(16J,RATE1(41,2>,RATE2C41,ZJ,YCOHP(41,8,2) 
NOTlltfflt· 
·CALLED FROM INITAL 
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RUNT YERS ION 
C 
FEe 71t 8 1910 6 07 /14/ 81 HIS IS THE COLLECT ION OF SUB~OUT INES 
FOR UNIT J.J 













































































FSTH(J;It = FLOHRATE OF COMPONENT I IN STREAM J, LBMOLE PER HR 
IFO = FEEO SlREA" NUMBER 
IHX = INDIVIDUAL H£AT EXCHANGER NUHBER 
IN<J,It = STREAM NUllBER ENTERING UNIT J FROM INLET POSITION I 
IOROtil: ORDER IN WHICH WHICH UNIT I IS CALCULATED 
IUNtT(") = ·INOIVlOUAL UNIT NUMBER FOR J-TH UNIT 
JCOR = CONDENSER COUNTER 
JHX = HE•T ·EXCHNAGER COUNTER 
JR= REACTOR COUNTER 
KT(J) : TYPE Of INOIVIOUAL UNIT FOR J-TH UNIT, WHERE 
1 = REACTO~ 1 
2 = HEAT EXCHANGER H!TH CONSTANT HEAT DUTY 
3 = STREAM DIVIDER 
It= STREAM MIXER 5 = CONDENS!R WITH CONSTANT FRACTION OF WATER REMOVAL 
6 = REACTOR 2 
7 = HEAT EXCHANGER WITH CONSTANT OUTLET TEMPERATURE 
8 = CONDENSER WITH CONSTANT HEAT DUTY 
NCOR = TOTAL NUMB£R Of CONDENSERS 
NHX = TOTAL NU~9ER Of HEAT EXCHANGERS 
NMIX = TOTAL NUMBER Of MIXERS NOUTC~,I) = STREAM NUMBER EXITING UNIT ~ FROM OUTL£T POSI1ION 1 
NPTS = TOTAL NUMBER Of POINTS BEING USED FOR ALL REACTOR GRIDS 
NRXR = TOTAL NUMBER Of REACTORS 
NSTMS = TOTAL NUMBER OF STREAMS BEING USEO IN THE PROCESS 
NUNITS = TOAL NUMBER OF UNITS BEING SIMULATED 
PRFOOO = PRESSURE IN PSIA OF THE OLD FEED STREAM CONDITIONS 
PRSTMCJ1 = Pf<ESSURE (PSIA) OF STREAM J Q(I) = A~RAY FOR TEXT CARDS 
RLNTH(ll = LENGTH IN FEET OF REACTOR I 
TKFOOO = TEMPERATURE 00 OF OLD FEED ST~EAM CONO IT ION.S 
TKSTMCJI = TEMP£RATURE 00 OF STREAM J 
TTFOOO = TOTAl MOLAR FLOW OF THE OLD FEED STREAM CONDITIONS 
TTFSTMCJ) = TOTAl MOLAR FLOW Of STRAM JIN LB~OLES PER HR 
REAO TfXT CARDS 
READ 185,(0(I),!=1,1&> 
FORMAT (!A10) 
~EAD 100, NRXR,NHX,NOIV,NMIX,NCOR,NSTMS,NPTS 
FO~HAT 17151 
NUNITS: NRXR • NHX + NOI~ + NMIX + NCOR 
READ PROCESS FLOWSHEET 
JR = 0 
., HX = 0 
JCOR = 0 
00 10 J = 1, NUNITS 
READ 110, f!UNIT(J>,KTtJJ,<INfJ,I>,I = 
fOR"AT (7151 
OETE~MINE HX NUNBER FOR FUTURE USE 
If(JHX.EQ.NHXJ GO TO 70 
IF(~TfJI.EQ.2) GO TO 75 
GO TO 70 
CONTINUE 
JHX.: JHX + 1 
IHX(~HXt = IUNIT<J) CONTINUE 
OETER~INE CONO NUNB£R 
IF(JCOR.EQ.NCOR> GO TO 60 
IF(KTCJJ.EQ.S) GO TO 85 
GO TO 80 
CONTINUE 
JCOR = JCDR + 1 
lCDRtJCDRI = IUNITtJ) 
CONTINUE 
D-2 
FOR FUTURE USE 
1,3), (NOUT (J, I), I=1, 2)) 
, T • t ) f. . 1 ' 
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C READ OTHER REQUIRED OATA FOR UNIT TYPE, FOR A REACTO~, 
C AlSO READ THE LENGTH Or REACTOR 
C 
C 
J J = I UN IT ( Jl 
IF CKTCJI.EQ.11 GO TO 60 
IF CKTCJ).EQ.61 GO TO 62 
IF ((KT(J).EQ.2l.OR.C~T(Jl.EQ.5ll GO TO 64 
,EAD 112 1 OUNOATtJJ) 112 FORMAT'Cf10.5) 
GO TO 65 
60 CONTINUE 
READ 111, OUMOATtJJt, RLNTHC1l 
GO TO 65 
62 CONTINUE 
READ 1111 DU"OAT<JJ), RLNTH(2t 
111 FORHATl2F1fl.5) 
GO TO 65 
64 CONTINUE 




C READ OLO FEEO STREAM CONDITIONS 
C READ 120, IfO,TKFOOO,PRFDOO,TTFOOD,tFOODtI>,I=1, NCl 
120 FORMATl15,3F10.3,/,6~10.5t 
C C REAO NEW FEED CONDITIONS AS WELL AS All OTHER STREAM CONOITIO 
C 
00 33 J = 1, NSTMS 
READ 125, TKSTM<Jl,PRSTH(Jl,TTFSTH(Jl,(FSTMIJ,I>,I=1,NC) 
125 FORMATC5X,3F10.3,/,8F10.5) 
3'3 CONTINUE 
C C READ ORDER OF UNIT CALCULATION 
C READ 130, CIORO(IJ, I=1,NUNITS) 



























THIS SlfflROUTJNE IS CALLED BY INITAL TO READ THE INITIAL 
REACTO~ TEHPE~ATURE PROFILES 
INITIALIZATION CF REACTOR 1 DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 




I= GRID POINT COUNTER 
K = REACTO~ COUNTER 
LCII PERCENT OF REACTOR LENGTH AT ITH POINT IN REACTOR GRIO 
TKCI,kl = TEHPERATURE CK> lT POINT I IN REACTOR K 
X1(I,~) = fR~CTIONAL CONVERSION BY REACTION 1 AT POINT I 
REACTOR K 
YCOHPCI,J,Kl = FRACTIONAL COMPOSITION OF COMPONENT J AT POINT I IN REACTOR K(EXClUDtNG N2) 
READ INITIAL T£HP AND CONVERSION PROFILES OBTA !NED av 
STEADY STATE HETHANATION ROUTINE, WHERE IPTS IS THE 
NUMBER OF REACTOR GRID POINTS. 
00 10 ~ = 1, "RXR 
00 20 I= 1 NPTS READ 100, tlIJ,TK1I,K1,X11I,KJ,X2(I,Kl 




RUNT VERSION FEB 7\ B 1q1Q6 07/14/U HIS IS THf COLLECTION OF SUBROUTINES COHPR 
61 20 CONTINUE 
E5 IF U~PTS. EQ. NOl GO TO 10 67 J = NPTS + 1 
71 00 30 I = J, NO 
I• 
12 Tt\U,tc.) = O. 
'I .. ) 76 X1tl,K) = O. 
.. 103 X2 (ljl() = O. 
' -~ . : .. ' 
• I . ; . ( ' ' . ' 
107 30 CONT NUE 
( . . 112 10 CONTINUE 
l : . 
. . . 
.. ' 11 t; RETURN 
' ' 
" 
. ' . 115 ENO 
(. '. • I. 
.. ' .. 
.. ,, 
' SUBROUTINE OERV 
I, ' I, ' 
r ', ~ • C C SUSROUTINE OERV CALLj THE INDIVIDUAL PROCESS SUBROUTINES 
r ' C IN THE SEQUEtlCE SPEC FIEO BY THE ORDER Of UNIT CALCULnTIONS 
' ' 
. ' 
,.( ( C 
(' '. \ 
C 
2 CON~ON /1/ T{NFIN,NRUN 
.• r •• 2 COM ON/Y/ TK 141),TK2141) 
2 COMMON/fl Ol~1t~1) OT~Zt41) 
2 C 0,-MON/INOAT / NUN ITSf NSTMS, IORO U 5) 
2 COM~ON/PROCESS/ IUNI C15t,KTC15),INl15R3t,NOUT<15,2),0UHOAT<1~l 
2 COMMON/UNIT/ HRXR,NHX,NOIV,NHIX,NCOR,I XR(2J,RLNTH1,RlNTH2, 
' 
1 IHXt5),ICORt21 
. I Ir 2 COMMON/STNOAT/ FST~C25,8),TTFSTMC25l,TKSTM(25),PRSTM(25l I. 2 COMMON/HEP/ X11(41lAX21(,1),Xt2(41l,X22(41t,NC,NFLAG 
T • 
2 COHHON/S10ICH/ All, t, OELA(3) 
2 COHHON/HPASS/ HRX~37t3l,OELALf:3J,DELB£Tt3J,OELGT2t3>, 1 OEGOV2C3J,HI~l7(31,HOl3),GRX5J7(3t,GI537(3),G0{3l 
I 
. ) 
2 co~"ON/POJNT/ I0(8) 
' 
2 CO~HON/PR / Q(16>,RT£11141>,RT£21C41,,0U~C62l,YCOMf'1<41,~l, 
.. , 1 YCOHP2 (41, ft) I .. 
C 
C 
2 00 100 I = 1, NUNITS 
'+ J = 0 
5 90 CONTINUE 
. I 5 J = J + 1 
7 J f < I ORD (I > • EQ. I UN IT < J ll GO TO 95 
1 '5 GO TO <30 
16 g5 CONTINUE 
16 K = IUNIT tJ J 
21 J KT = KT I J J 
C 
C 
24 GO TO (1,2,~,~.sio,708),J~T 
37 1 CALL OERVR (K,1, Kt, TK1,X11,X12,RTE11,VCOMP1l 
47 GO TO 100 
50 2 CALL HXQ(IO 
•• 
. I 52 GO TO 100 
. ' 
. \ . .. \' 53 3 CALL DIVEi<) 
' 
S5 GO TO 100 
'I 56 4 CALL MIXER<Kl 
60 GO TO 1DO 
61 5 C All CON[ Ft,., 
63 GO TO 100 
fi!t 6 CALL OERVR(K,2,TK2,0TK2,X21,X22,RTE21,YCOMP2) 
I. 74 GO TO JOO 75 7 CALL H XC,i.l 
) , 
77 GO TO 100 
: • •' I •• 100 8 CALL CONOQ(IO 
( 102 100 CONTINUE' 
I J . .. I './ 105 RETURN 
,, . 
105 END 
I•• SUBROUTI~E OERVR (KK,JR,TK,OTKOl,X1,X2,RTE1,YOUH) 
C 
I ... 
C THIS SUBROUTINE CONTAINS THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS TO 
. 
C BE SOL VEO FOR EACH PO INT ALONG THE REACTOR BE I NG CAL CU LATf(I 
, I \ • I , ' · • - l •• ' • 1 
C 
' i • 
• I { ' C 
, • I 11 C ONtrnN/UN IT/ NR~R,NHX,NDIV,NNIX,NCOR,IRXRt2),RlNTH!2), 
.. 
.. . D-4 
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1 IHXC5),ICDRt21 COMMON/PROCESS/ IUNITU5),KTU5) ,INU5,3t,NOUT<15,2),0UMOAT (15) 
CONHON/STNOAT/ FST"(25,8),TlFSTM(251,TKSTMt25l,PRSTM<25) 
COM"ON/HEP/ OUMt1641,NC,NFLAG~NFLAG1,NPTS,N0,L(41> 
COM"ON/STOICH/ j(3 8> 0£LA(3) COMMON/HPASS/ HRX537(3l,OELALFC31,0ELBET(3t,OELGT2t3l, 
1 OEGOV2(3),HI537(3),H0(3J,GRX537(3l,GI53713J,G0(3> 
COHHON BLOCK /STORl/ CONTAINS All VARIABLES NEEDED 8Y 
SUBROUTlNE OERVL TO CALCULATE THE DERIVATIVES OF ALL SPATIAL 
VARIABLES AT ANY GRID '90INT IN A REACTOR. IN THIS M00£L, THE-SPATIAL VARIABlES ARE THE F~ACTIONAL CONVERSIONS OF CO DUE TO THE 
~ETHANATtON ANO SHIFT REACTIONS. 
C OMHON/ST ORt/ F lNl Ce), FOUTL ( 8J, T KL ( ,.1,, P, TOT HIN, TOT MOL, 
~ ~~~~l~:~~~~~~;~!8~~~:;}!c~::~,~~~!~~t£r~t1,, 
3 RAT£2t41l,AREAl,RELINt8J,YCONP{41,8l 
0 !ME NS ION· FIN f81, FOUT (8 l 
DIMENSION IIC~1l,DTKOLC41l,DTKOL2l41),0XOL<41,2> 
OIHENSIO~ T~(41l,OT~OT(41l,X(41,2),X1(41),X2C41) ,RTE1~41), 
1 YOUMtlt1,ft) 
REAL KCHE",LTOT,L 
CALLEO FRO" OERV 
AREA = CROSS-SECTIONAL AREA OF REACT OR IN SQ. n. 
BLKl~O = 9ULK RATIO OF THE CTALYST CCAT: HEAT CAPCITY OF THE CATALYST OTKOT(I) = FIRST OERIVATIVE OF TEMP. W/R TO TIME AT POINT I 
DTKDL2 = SECOND DERIVATIVE OF TE11P. MIR TO TIME OXOl = OIRST DERIVATIVE Of FRACTIONAL CONVERION W/R TO LENGTH 
FINfIJ flOWRATE OF COMPONENT IC IN LeMOLES PER HR> 
IER = STREAM NUMBER ENTERING REACTOR 
ILA= STREAM NUMBER LEAVING THE REACTOR 
LTOT ::: TOTAL PERCENT LENGTH OF T~ REACTOR BEING STUOIErJ 
R£ACL = REACTOR LENGTH Of REACTOR IN QUESTION TKIN = TEMPE~ATURE ENTERING THE REACTOR CALOS AT POINT 1) 
VOID= VOID FRACTION IN THE REACTOR eED 
VOID = 0.37 CCAT = 0.258 
Bltc.RHO = ae.o 
l TOT = 10 0. 
DETERMINE THE STREAM NUl18ERS BEING USED 
IEf? = INCic.~,1> 
ILR = NOUT(KK,1) 
AREA= OUHOATC1<10 
REACL = RLNTH(J~) 
T~!N = T~STMCIERI 
18 ~~N\3,J==F§iM~~ER,J) 
FTOTIN = TTFSTH CIER) 
C • • • C... srT CONO I TIONS AT INLET FACE OF REACT OR. 











TKU> = TKIN 
XU,1): O.O 
X (112) = O.O 
0 T KoT t 1) = 0 • 
REACTOR P~ESSURE CONSTANT THROUGHOUT THE RElCTOR. 
P = PRST1'CIERI 
CLA"P TO PREVENT EXCESS 
00 1 J=2,NPTS 




NEGATIVE TEMPERATURE EXCURSIONS. 
GO TO 1 
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C • • • 
c ••• 
c ••• 
C • • • 
c ••• 
C • • • 
c ••• 
c ••• 
C • • • 
c ••• 
c ••• 
C • • • 
C • • • 
C • • • 
00 2 J=2,NPTS 
lf(TK(j).LT.1500.) GO TO 2 
TKtJJ=1500. 
OTl<OT ( JJ= O. 
CONTINUE 
CONSTANTS REQUI~EO IN EVALUATION Of TEMPORAL DERIVATIVES. 
TERM1 = VOIO • P / 19.3158 
TERM2 = Bl~RHO•CCAT 
COMPUTE THE 1ST ANO 2NO SPATIAL DERIVATIVES OF TEMPERATURE. 
CALL OSS014 tO.,tTOT,NPTS,TK,DTKOL,1.) 
CALL OSS014 (O.,LTOT,NPTS,OTKDL,DTKOL2,1.l 
IF NO CO IN FEEC THEN NO ~£ACTIONS OCCUR. 
If(fIN(1).LE.O.l GO TO 15 
NORMALIZE TOTAL FLOW WITH RESPECT TO FIRST COMPONENT FLOW. 
ro,HIN = FTOTIN/FJN(1) 
C... NORMALIZE COMPONENT FLOWS W!Tfi RESPECT TO FIRST COMPONENT FLOW. 
c ••• 
205 00 14 I=1,NC 
206 RELIN(IJ = flN(It/FIN(1) 









c ••• 00 Ul K=1,NC 
FINL(K) = FINCK) 
10 CONTINUE 
AREAL= AREA 
o'o 11 J=11NPTS 
TKL(J) = 1K(Jt 
11 CONTINUE 
c ••• 
C • • • C ••• COMPUTE THE FIACTIONAL CONVERSION OF CO BY EACH REACTION AT fACH 
c ••• SPATIAL POINT. 
C • • • 

















TTFSTMULR) ::: O. 
00 12 l'\=1,NC 
FOUT(KJ = FOUTLCK> 
FSTH(ILR,K) = FOUTL<K) 










T KOUT = 1 KOUTL 
TKSTM(ILR> = TKOUTL 
PSIAOT = PSIAOL 
PRSTM(llR) = PSIAOL 
COMPUTE TENPORAL DERIVATIVES OF TENPERATURE TK. 
0 0 2 0 .,=21NPT S TER"3 = F10TOTtJ) • 100./AREA/REACL 
OTKDT(J) = C -HRXT(J,11•RATE1CJ) - HRXT(J,2t•RATE2(J) 
1 TERM3•CPAVG(JJ•OTKOLCJ))/( TERM1/TK(JJ•CPAVG(J) + 
2 TERH2 J t t.a2•0T~OL2(~J 
CONTINUE 
RESTORE X VALUES FOR TRANSFER BACK TO OERV 
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00 30 I= 1, NPTS 
X1(!l ~ X<I,1) 
x2cu = xn,2, 
RTE1(!) = RAT£1CI) 
00 22 J = 1, NC 










SPECIAL COOING EXECUTED ONlY IN UNUSUAL CASE OF NO CO IN FEEC IN 
WHICH CASE NO REACTIONS occu~. FLOWS, COMPOSITIONS, ANO TOTAL 
FlOW ARE THE SAME AS INLET VALUES. 
CONTINUE 
00 32 1=1,NC 
f OUT Cll=F IN III fSTH(IlR) = FINCI> 
32 Y(l)=FIN(I)/FTOTIN 
T ~OUT = T" ( NPTS > 
C • • • c ... 
c ••• 
c ••• 
c .. . 
c .. . 
T KST 11' IUH ::: TK CNPT S1 
PS IAOT=P 
PRSTMCIUn = P 
SET VALUES Of X ANO CALCULATE TEHPORAl BERIVATIV£S. NOTE THAT 
THERE COULD BE TEMPERATURE CHANGES IN ABSENCE OF CHEMICAL 
REACTIONS. 
0 0 31 J= 1 , NPT S 
IP=J 
X (IP, 1 > = 0. 0 
XCIP,2> = 0.0 
CALL HRXYCPtTK1HRX,GOVT,KCHEN,CPAV,Y,IP' 
IF(J.EQ.1) GO TC 31 
TERM4 = FTOTtN • 100./AREA/REACL OTKOT<.,J = ( •TERM4•CPAVG(.,)/0Tt1.0LL,> > / <TERM1/Tit..L.,>•CPAVG:..,) + 
1 TERH2 ) + 1.02•0TKOL2CJ) 
31 CONTINUE 
C C RESTORE X VALUES FOR TRANSFER BACK TO OERV 
C 
614 00 33 I= 1, NPTS 
615 X1(1) = X(I,11 
625 X2Cl) = X(I,2) 
634 33 tONT!NUE 
637 RETURN 
637 ENO 
SUBROUTINE INTAll :v,F,NVARL,NPTS,L,REACl) 
SUBROUTINE INTAll INTEGRATES All SPATIAL VARIABLES FROM THE INLET 
TO THE OLTLET OF A REACTOR. THE VALUES CF THE SPATIAL OERIVAJIVES 







11 0 I ME NS I O N Y ( ft 1, 2 > , F ( 41, 2 > , E ( 2 t 
11 DIMENSION L(41) 











c ••• All SPATIAL VARIABLES ARE INTEGRATED TO THE NEXT GRID POINT USING 
c ••• THE EXPLICIT EULER PREDICTOR-CORRECTOR METHOD. 
c ••• 
J = 1 CALL OERVL CY,F,NVARl,NPTS,J,REACL) 
20 CONTINUE 
H = l(~tt) - Lt~) 
00 10 1 = 1, NVM~L 
YlJ+t,U = Y(J,Il t FCJ,H•H 
10 CONTINUE 
c ••• 
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RUNT VERSION FEe 74 8 1q106 07/14/81 HIS IS THE COLLECTION OF SUBROUTINES 





















C • • • c ... 
c ••• 
J = J + 1 
CALL OERVL (V,F,NVARt,NPTS,J,REACL) 
00 11 I=t,NVAM. 
ECtl = CFIJ,II - f(J-1,I))•HIZ. 
Y<J1U = Y<J,U + EUl 
tONT tNUE 
THE DERIVATIVES OF All SPATIAL VARIABLES AT THE ADVANCED GRIO 
POINT ARE CALCULATED. THE SUBROUTINE RETURNS ONLY AFTER THE LAST 
GRIO POINT IS REACHED. 
CALL DERVL (Y,F,NVARL,NPTS,J,REACL) 
IF (J.EQ.NPTS) RETURN 
GO TO 20 
fNO 
SU9ROUTINE OERVL <X,OXOL,NVARL,NPTS,IP,REACL> 
c ••• 
c ••• c... SU'8ROUTINE OERVl CALCULATES THE DERIVATIVES OF ALL SPATIAL 
C ••• VARIABLES AT ANY GRID ~OINT IN A REACTOR. IN THIS CASE, THE 
c ••• SPATIAL VA~IA8l£S A~E THE FRACTIONAL CONVERSION OF CO DUE TO THE 
C... "1£THANATI0N ANO SHIFT R'EACTIONS. 
c ••• g g=~g~~;f ~~c~~H ll~~~J ~c DELA (3) 





3 AREA1REL!Nt8) JYCOMP(41, 8l OIMENSIOH X(41,2>,uXOL(41,2 
c ••• 
r. ••• 
c ••• XAOJ IS CALLEO TO ADJUST THE FRACTIONAL CONVERSION OF EACH 
C ••• ~EACTION IF ANY REACTANTS ARE TOTALLY CONSUMED. 
c ••• 

















c ••• c... THE MOLE FRACTICNS ARE CALCULATED AT A GIVEN GRID PflINT. 
c ••• 
TERH3 = FIN11l • 100./AREA/REACt CALL YSFLOW tIP,T~,P,X,TOTNIN,TOTMOL,FIN,T~OUT,PSIAOT,FTOT,FOUT,Yl 
FTOTOTCIP) = FTOT 
c ••• 











CALL HRXYCP ITK,HRX,GOVT,KCHEM,CPAV,Y,IP) 
CPAVGHPl = CPAV 
00 10 1=1,3 
HRXT,IP,IJ = HRXfl) 
CONTINUE 
THE RATE OF REACTION fOR EACH REACTION IS CALCULATED. 
CALL RATE CTK,P,Y,R1,R2,KCHEM,IP) 
~ ATE1 (IP) :: R1 
R ATE2CIP) = R2 
THE SPATIAL DERIVATIVES ARE CALCULATED. 
OXOLCIP,1) = RATE1CIPl/TERM3 
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SUBROUTihE HXQCKK) COMMON/PROCESS/ IUNIT(15>,~Tt15l,!Nt1S,3),NOUTI15,2),0U~DAT!15> 
CON"ON/STHOAT/ FSTH(25,8l,TTFSTHl251,TKSTM(25l,PRSTMt25) 
COH"ON/UNIT/ NRXR,NHX1NOtV1 NMIX,NCOR,IRXRl2),RLNTH1,RLNTH2, 
1 IHXC5l,!~OR(21,AREA(2) 
co""ON/HEP/ OUM(164,,Nt 
C OM"ON/PO INT/ IO t 6> 0 IMENSIOJ< YYC81, T 126, 
THIS SU8-0UTINE ASSUMES A CONSTANT HEAT DUTY, Q, 
PROCEEDING THROUGH THE EXCHANGER AT ALL TINES, 
ASSUMING NC CONTROL IS ON THE UN fl. 
CALLEO FROM OERV 
NOTATION 
!EH= STREA~ NUMBER ENTERING HEAT EXCHANGER 
tLH = STREAM NUMBER EXITING THE HEAT EXCHANGER QHX = HEAT DUTY BEING USED IN THE EXCHANGER, FROM OUMOAT 
YY(JI = FRACTION OF COMPOSITICN OF COHPOUNO J 
HIEH(HILH1 ~ ENTHALPY (BTU/LBMOLE, OF STREAM ENTERING HEAT E 
<LEAVING> HEAT EXCHANGER 
TIEH tTILHJ = Tf.MPERATURE OF STREAM ENTERING CLEAVINGt HEAT £XCHANGER 
IEH:: IN(KK,1) 
I L H = N OU T f ""- , 1 > 
NOTE- POS Q - HEAT AOOITION, NEG Q - HEAT REMOVAL 
QHX:: OUMOAltt<Kl 
PRSTHf!LHI = PRSTM<IEHJ 
10 ¥~(i~x~~,.io.~~~IT<~~)) LL=~ 
00 2 J = 1.1 NC 
~YCJI = FSIM(IEHtJl/TTFSTM<IEH} 
2 FSTM(IlH,Jl = FS M(I£H,J) 
TTFSTM<IlHl = TTFSTM<IEH> 
CALCULATE THE EXIT TE~PERATURE FOR THE EXCHANGER 
TIEH = TkSTH(IEH> • 1.8 
CALCULATE THE ENTHALPY IN BTU/(lBMOLEl FOR ENTE~ING STREA~ 
~~t~ ~G~~1J~~f~fsf~i~E~r,~p~~~>~ff~~TH(llH) 
TOL = 10. 
LOOP = 1 
T (LOOP) = 1200. 
20 CONTINUE CALL HGASCID,NC,TtlOO~l,YY,CPIMG,TAHILH> 
DEL= HllH • TA~ILH 
ADEL = ABS COELI 
IFCAOEL.LE.TOL) GO TO 30 CALL FALP0StltLC01>) ,OEL,lOOP,TNEW) 
l OOP = l C 01> + 1 
T (LOOP) = TNEM 
If CLOOP.EQ.26) GO TO 40 
GO TO 20 
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SUBROUTINE HXTCKK) CO~NON/PROCESS/ IUN!T(15>,KTC15>,IN(15,3l,NOUT(15,2>,0UMCAT<t5> 
COM~ON/S1HOAT/ FSTMf25,8l,TTFSTMC25J,TKSTH(25),PRSTHf25) 
COMMON/UNlT/ NRXR,NHX 1NOIV,NMIX,NCOR,IRXRl2),RlNTH1,RLNTH2, 1 IHXt5J 7 IG0Rt2>,AREAf2) COMHON/MEP/ OUM(164t,NC 
COMMON/PCINT/ I0(8t 
OI'1ENS!OH YYCtl,T(26J 
THIS SUBROUTINE "AINTAINS A CONSTANT EXIT 
TEHFERATURE, ASSUMING PERFECT CONTROL 
CALtlED FORM OERV 
NOTATION 
IEH = STREA~ NUNBER ENTERING HEAT EXCHANGER 
ILH = STRtAH NUMBER LEAVING THE HEAT EXCHANGER 
OUHOAT = NEW TEHPERATUE Of STREAM (~) 
OUMOATt151 = HE4T DUTY CALCULATED FOR THE EXCHANGER 
IEH = IN(KK,U 
l~~THc~f~I'!KonioAT(~~, 
PRSTHtllH) = PRSTHtIEH> 
DO 10 K = 11 NHX IFfIHX(IO .Et.1.IUNIT<KK)) LL=K 
00 2 J = 1, NC 
YY{J) = FSTHtIEH,J)/TTFSTMtIEHl 
FSTMCILH,Jt = FSTM(tEH1Jl 
TTFSTHCILH): TTFSTM<ItH) 
CALCULATE THE H£AT DUTY FOR THE fXCHANGER 
T IE H = T I< ST M f IE tn • 1 • 8 
TILH = TKSTHIILH> • 1.8 
CALCULATE CPAVG IN BTU/(LBMOLE)(OEG R> 
CALL CPHEAN CID, NC,TILH,TIEH,YY,CPAVG) 
CALCULATE OHX IN BTU/tHR) 
DUMDATC15) = CPAVG • (TILH - TIEHt • TTFSTM(IEH) 
RETURN 
ENO 
SUBROUTINE OIV(I> COH"ON/,ROCESS/ IUNITC15l,KTC15>,INC15,3>,NOUT(15,2),0UMDAT(15> 
CO"MON/STMOAT/ FST~t25,8>,TTFSTMC25>,T~ST"t25J,PRSTMC25l 
COHHON/MEP/ OUMC1641,NC 
THIS SUBROUTINE ACTS AS A STREAM DIVIDER 
NOTATION OUHOAT = FRACTION Of INLET STREAM BEING 
DIVERTED TO OUTLET STREAM NI 
DIVERTED TO OUTLET STREAN NO. 1 lOIVFRC, 
FSUM1 (fSUM2l = TOTAL F~OWRATE Of STREAM LEAVING FROM POSITION 1 (2) 
IEO = STREAM NUMBER ENTERING DIVIDER 
I001 = STR£A~ NUMBER LEAVING DIVIDER FROH POSITION 1 
I002 = STREA~ NUMBER LEAVING DIVIDER FROM POSITION 2 
0 IVFRC = OU"OAT (I> 
l~81==I~60fl~,1l 
I002 = NOUT U,21 
f SUH1 = 0. 
FSUH2 = O. 
DO 2 J = 1, NC 
FSTHCIOD1,J) = FSTM(IEO,J> • OIVFRC 
fSTHCI002,JI = FSTM(IEO,J) • C1. - DIVFRC) 
FSUH1 = FSU"1 • FSTM(J001,J) 
FSUM2 = FSU"2 + FSTM(I002,J) 
D-10 
RUNT VERSION FEB 74 B 19106 07/11+/81 
71 2 t ONT INUE 
73 TTFSTMCI001l = FSUM1 
\ 
76 TTFSTH(1C02) = FSUM2 
101 T KST H ( I 00 1) = T KSTM fIEO l 
I 
' 
• 106 PRSTM( too 1) = PRSTM CIED> 
' 
~ f • { - ' ., ~ I' • 
' "" 
11] T KSTM ttOD 2) = TKSTt-1 t !ED I . . 
. , . • I \ 120 P~STM( I0021 PRSTM ( IEO) = 
,, ' 1 , T • ': 
. r 125 RETURN 







C SUBROUTINE HIXER COMBINES THE CONTENTS OF TWO OR THREE 
... 
C STREA"S• ANO THEN 0£T£RHINES THE NEW STREAM TEtff»ERATURE 
I'. ' 6 C OMftON/PR OCESS/ IUN IT ( 15) , l<T U 5) , IN U 5, 3 >, NOUT f 15, f) , OU MO AT (15 > 
' 
6 CO"MON/STMOAT/ FSTMC25,8>,TTFSTHC25),TKSTM(25),PRS M(25t 
~ l I • 6 COMMON/UNIT/ NRX~,NHX,NOIV,NMIX 
I '. 6 COHMON/MEP/ OUMt1641,NC 
I . 6 COM"ON/POINT/ I0C8l , .. f, OtHENfION OMCOMPl81,IEMC41,SUMF(8) l ) . 
' ~ . C NO AT I ON 
r. t 
I ' . C OMCOHPCJ) = DUMNY VARIAB~E FOR THE MOLEFRACTION OF ! . C COMPOUND J I ST RE AM I LM 
. ( \. . C HOUT= ENTHALPY OF OUTLET STREAM, CAL C HSUM = SUM OF INLET STREAM ENTHALPIES, CAL 
' ' C I£MtK) = STREAM NU"8£R ENTERING MIXER FROM POSITION K C tlH = STREAM NUMBER LEAVING HIXER 
C K = COUNTER FOR THE INLET STREAM POSITIONS, NUMBERED 1, 2, OR3 
C SUMF L, > = SU .. OF EACH COHPOUNC .1 IN NEH STR£ At1 CLBMOL/HR 
" ' i 
• I , C TKOUH = OU~HY VARIABLE FOR THE TEMP OF ONE OF THE ENTERING C ST REA MS, 00 
C TNEM = TEMPERATURE OF OUTLET STREAM DEG R 
C TSUNf = TOTAL FLOW OF NEW STREAM, LBMOL/HR 
I I J l. C 
•t C OETE RM INE ST tcf AM NUM8E~S ENTERING AND LfAVING MIXER 
. I • f 
l. r, 
6 00 1 K = 1, 3 
. \ 7 IEH t ,c.> = tNtI,"'> 
. ' 
15 1 CONTINUE 
17 ILH = NOUT(I,U 
C 
C SUH COMPONENT FLOWS OF All STREAMS ANO GET NEW TOTAL FLOW 
C 
2ft T SUMF = 0. 
25 00 3 J = 
=1A.NC 26 SUHFL,J 
! . ! 
v .. lO 00 5 K = 1, 3 
I . 32 IED = IEM CK> 3r; IF(IEO.EC.O) GO TO 5 
36 SUHF(Jt = SUt1F C., > + FSHHif0,.1) 
50 5 CONTINUE 
52 TSUHF = TSUMF + SUMFfJt 
t;6 fSTMCILM,J) = SUMF<J) 
65 3 cyNTINUE 
• I 67 T Fsnu IL M) = T SUMF 
C 
C CALCULATE INOIVIOU Al STREA t1 ENTHALPIES 
C CALCULATE NEW OUTLET STREAM T Etff> ER AT URE 
C 
72 THI = o. 
73 TLO = O. 
I 7 4 HSUM = 0. 
75 00 7 "' = 1, ,. 
77 IF CK.EQ.4 GO TO 6 
, . 
' 1 101 IEO = tEMIKJ 
• 104 IFCIEO.E0.01 GO TO 7 . . 
• 106 T~OUH = T~STM(IE0)•1.8 
112 GO TO 8 
'\ 112 6 CONTINUE 
' ' 
.. 112 IEO = ILM 
. l 114 e CONTINUE 
• I I - • •I 
.. ) \ 114 DO g J = 1, NC 
-
• C 
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CALCULATE INDIVIDUAL STREAM ENTHALPIES 
If C "-. Et • It I GO TO 7 
CALL HGas tIDfNC,TKOUM,D"CONP,CPIGH,HOUM1 CALL HILO (K, KOUM,TH~TLOfHOUH,HHI,HLO) HSU": HSUH • HOUM•TT THI EO) 
CONTINUE 
HOUT= HSUM/TSUMF CAL\ TCAlC(IOiNC,OMCOHP,THI,TLO,HHI,HLO,TNEW,HOUT> 
TKS H(ILM) = NEW/1.8 
IEOO = IN U, 1> 
PRSTM ttLMI = PPSTMt!EOO) f<ETUQN 
f NO 
SUBROUTI~E HilC(K,XOUN,XHI,XLO,YOUH,YHI,YLOl 
THIS SUBROUTINE KEEPS TR~CK OF PRESENT HI ANO LO TEMP VALUES 
IF t K. GT .1) GO TO 12 
XLO = XOl.lM 
YLO = YOUM 
GO TO 18 
CONTINUE 
IF r K. GT. 21 GO TO 16 
IF (XOUH.GE.XLOJ GO TO 13 
GO TO 15 CONTINUE 
XHI = XOUM 
Y HI = YOUM 
CONTINUE 
If tXDUH.LT.XLO) GO TO 14 
GO TO 18 
CONT tNUE 
XHI = XLC 
YHI = YLC 
XLO :: XOUH 
YLO = YOUM 
GO TO 18 
CONTINUE 
IF tXOU,..GE.XHI> GO TO 17 
GO TO 19 
CONTINUE 
XHI = XOUH 
YHI = YOUM 
CONTINUE 
IF CXOUH.LE.XLO) GO TO 21 
GO TO 18 
tOtHINUE 
XLO = XOU N 




S UBROUTlttE •CONOF (KIO COM"ON/PROCESS/ IUNIT(15),~Ttt5>fINt15,3),NOUTI15121,0UMOAT t15) C~HMON/STMOAT/ FSTH(25,8t,TTFSTN 25J,TKSTM(251,PR~TMt25l COMMON/UNIT/ NRXR,NHXfN0IV 1 N"IX,NC0R1IRXR(2),RLNTH1,RLNTH2, 1 IHXC51, CO~Czl,QCON0(2J 
COHMON/POINT/ I0(8) COM"ON/"EP/ OUMf164),NC SUBROUTINE COND SIMULATES A CONOENSOR UNIT• GIVEN A PARTICULAR STREAH ANO Tt£ DESIRED PERCENTAGE OF HATER 
~EMCVAl~ CONOF MILL CALCULATE THE TENPERATURE ANO THE WATER Co'NTENT OF BOTH STREAftS LEAVING THE UNIT. 
THE MATER VAPOR PRESSURE IS DETERMINED FROM THE 
ANTOINE EQUATION. 
D-12 
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F£8 74 B 1g106 07/14/81 
O!MENSIO~ TC251,YIFC(8),YILC1(8) 
LL = 1 
N = NC 
l OOP = 1 
T OL = O. 5 
!EC= INCKK,1) 
1lC1 = NOUT(~~,1) 
ILC2 = NOUTtKK,2> 
DO 5 K = 1, NCO~ 5 IFCICOR(KI.EQ.IUNIT(KK>> LL=K 
CFRAC = CUHOAT(~K) 
PCONO = PRSTHrIEC) 
FTOL = FSTH(IEC 1 4) • CFRAC INI1IALLY ~ET THE FLOW RATES OUT OF THE CONOENSOR•S TWO STMS 
DO 10 I = 1 J NC fSTM(llC1,I = FSTM<IEC,II 
10 FSTM<ILC2,I> = O. 
CALCULATE THE FLOWRATE Of THE INERTS 
FINRT = TTFSTHCIEC> - FSTM(IEC1 4l ASSUHE AN INITIAL TEMPERA I URE 
110 T (LOOP) = 500. 
113 2U CONTINUE C CALCULATE WATER VAPOR PRESSURE AT THE ASSUMED TEMPERATURE 
C USING THE ANTOINE EQUATION <CONSTANTS TAKEN FROM PRS>,IN PSIA 
C 
















PINRT = PCONO - VPH20 
IF (PINRT.LE.O.> GO TO 25 
CALCULATE l8"0L£S OF STEAM CONDENSING 
FVAP = FINRT • VPH20 / PINRT 
FCONO = FSTMCIEC,4> - FVAP 
CHECK FOR CONVERGENCE 
OEL = FCCNO - FTOL 
A OEL = 118 S CO£U 
IF <AOEL.L£.TOL) GO TO 30 CALL FALSE POSITION ROUTINE TO CONVERGE TO A SOLUTICN 
157 CAll FALPOS CT(LOOPl,DEL,LOOP,TNEWt 
164 LOOP = LCOP t 1 
1 E6 T tLCOP) = TN£W 
171 IF (LOOP.EQ.261 GO Tn 40 
175 GO TO 20 



























T (lOOP) = T (LOOP, - 100. 
GO TO 20 
3 0 CONTINUE 
T~STN(Ilt1> = T(LOOP> 
TKSTH(IlC2) = T (LOOPl 
"RST" ULC U = PCONO 
PRSlMtllC2l = PCOND 
FSTHfILC1,4) = FVAP 
FSTMfllC214> = FCONO 
TTFSTMCilG11 = O. 
TTFSTHCILC2> = o. 
00 35 I = 1, NC 
TTFSTHfILC1J = TTFSTHtILC1t t fSTHtILC1,I) 
TTFST"(ILC2J = TTFSTMCILC21 + FSTH(ILC2,I) 
315 CONTINUE 
CALCULATE THE MOL£ FR ACT ION FOR THE ST R£AMS 
0 0 lt5 I :: 11 NC 
YIECCit = F~TMtI£C,I) I TTFSTHCIEC> 
YILC1CU = FSTH<ILC1,I> / TTFSTH<ILC1) 
45 CONTINUE 
CAlCULATE HEAT DUTY OF CONOENSOR, QCONO, IN BTU/HR 
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TRILC1 = TfC.STNtILCU • 1.~ CALL HGASII01 N,T~llC1,YILC1,CPilC1,HilC1, CALL HWATERC1KSTMCILC2t,HN) 
OCOND(Ll) = CHIEC•TTFSTHCIECU - <HILC1•TTFSTt1(IlC1» 
1 - tHW•TTFSTM?!LC2ll 
f<ETURN 
40 WRITE CN0,100) 
100 FORMAT f/,10X,•CCNO IN TROUBLE•) 
RETURN 
ENO 
SUBROUTINE CONoa,~~, CO"NON/PROCESS/ IUNITt15>,KTC15),INC15,3l,NOUTl15,2),0UMOAT(15) 
COMMON/STKOAT/ FSTM(25,8l,TTFSTHC25),TKSTHC251,PRSTM(25) 
COH~ON/UNIT/ NRXR,NHXfNDIV1NHIX 1 NCOR,IRXRC2),RLNTH1,RLNTH2, 1 IHX 5), COR(2) ,QCoN0(2) 
COMMON/POINT/ tore, 
COMMON/HEP/ OUHU641 NC OI'4£NSION TC251,YIEcle, ,YLC1(81 ,YLC2(8) 
THIS SUBROUTINE SIMULATES A CONDENSER UNIT. GIVEN 
A PARTICULAR STREAM ANO THE GIVEN HEAT OUTY,QCOND, 
THE PERCENTAGE OF WATER REMOVAL ANO THE EXIT 
STREAM TE"PERATRU£ IS CALCULATED. 
LOOP = 1 
TOL = 1000. 
IEC = INCKK,U 
ILC1 = NOUTC~"',11 
!LC2 = NOUTCKK,2) 
DO 5 K = 1; NCOf< 
5 IF (ICORCK .EQ.IUNITCKK)) LL=K 
QCONO(U = OUHOATCl'\"-l 
PCONO = PRSTMtIEC> 
00 1 D I : 1. NC fSTH(llC1,I1 = FSTMCIEC,Il 
FSTHCILC2,I> = O. 
V IfC n> = FSTM[ IEC., n ITT FSTN (IE C) 
10 CONTINUE 
DETERMINE THE ENTHALPY OF THE ENTERING STREAM 
TRIEC = T~STNtIEC) • 1.8 CALL HGAS (I01NC,TRIEC,YIEC,CPIECiHIEC) 
CllCULAT~ THE FLOWRATE OF THt INERTS 
FINRT = TTFSTM<IEC> - FSTHCIEC,4) 
ASSUME AN INITIAL CONOENSOR TEMPERATURE, OEG K 
T ( LO OP l = 4 0 0 • 
20 CONTINUE 
CALCULATE THE VAPOR PRESSUR£ OF WATER AT THE ASSUMED TEMPERAT 
TKSTNCILCU = T<LOOP> 
TKSTMCILC2) = TCLOOP> CALCULATE WATER VAPOR PRESSURE AT THE ASSUMED TEMPERATURE 
USING THE ANTOINE EQUATION (CONSTANTS TAKEN FRON PRS) 1 IN PSIA VPH20: (EXPC18.3036 - 3at6.~4/CTCLOOP> - 46.13))) • 14.7/r60. 
PPH20 = YIECC4> • PRSTMCIEC> CHECK IF THE YPH20 IS GREATER THAN THE PARTIAL PRESSURE 
OF WATER, IF SO THEN NO CONDENSATION TAKES PLACE 
lflPPH20.LE.VPH20) GO TO 70 
GO TO 22 
70 CONTINUE 
FOR NO CONDENSATION TAKING PLACE 
00 72 I = 1, NC 
72 YLC1CI1 = YIECCI> TRLC1 = TKSTNCILC1> • 1.8 CALL HGAS CI0,NC,TRLC1,YLC1,CPLC1.,HLC1> 
OEL = HIEC•TTFSTMtIEC> - QCONOC1) - HLCt•TTFSTH(!LC1> 
GO TO ft5 
22 CONTINUE 
FO~ CONDENSATION TAKING PLACE 
D-14 
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CALCULATE INERTS PRESSURE, IN PSIA 
PINRT: PCONO - VPH20 
IF (PINRl.LE.O.) GO TO 25 
CALCULATE lBHOLES OF STEAM CONDENSING 
FSTH(IlC1,4J = FINRT • VPH20 / PINRT 
FSTH(ILC2f4) = FSTM(!EC,4t - FSTH(ILC1,4) 
IF (FSTMf LC2,lt).LT.O.> GO TO 26 
C CALCULATE THE HOLE FRACTION FOR LC! 
TTFSTH(ILC1) = o. 
TTFSTH(ILC2> = O. 
0 0 30 I = 1 NC 
TTFSTH(ltCtJ = TTFSTHCILC1) + FSTMCILC1,l) 

















T R LC 1 = T KS TH I I LC 11 • 1. 8 
CALL HGAS <IOfNC1TRLC1 1 YLC1,CPLC1,HLC1> C All HWAT ER ( KSTM <ILCtl , HLC 2) 
PERFOR" THE ENERGY RALANCE 
OEL = OUEC•TTFSTHf!EC)I - QCON0(1> - CHLCt•TTFSTM<ILCU> -
1 (HLC2•TTFSH1(!LC21) 
45 CONTINUE 
CHECK FOR CONVERGENCE 
ADEL : ABS(OEL) 
If (AOEL.LT.TOL> GO TO 50 
CALL FALPOS<TCLCCPl ,DEL,LO()P,TNEWl 
L OOP = l COP + 1 
T (LOOP) = TNEW 
IFCLOOP.EQ.26> GC TO 60 
GO TO 20 
25 CONTINUE 
T (LO OP> = T < L 00 F ) - 7 5 • 
GO TO 20 
?6 CONTINUE 
T (LCOPI = T (lOOFl + 12. 
GO TO 20 
50 CONTINUE 
PRSTHttlt1> = PCONO 








sue,oUTINE HWATfR CALCULATES THE SPECIFIC ENTHALPY OF 
LIQUID NATER IN UNITS OF BTU/LBMOLE. THE BASIS IS H = OAT 
T9ASE = 25~.6 KC~60. R). NOTE THAT THE TEMPERATURE T 
IS !N OEG~EES K. 
TBASE = 460./1.B 
C PAVE :: C CP 2 ( TE NP KI + C P 2 (T 8 ASE > ) / 2 • 
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C • • • 







C • • • 
C • • • C 
22 
20 
FUNCTION CF2 CALCULATES THE HEAT CAPACITY OF LIQUID 
WATER IN 9TUILBL~ AS A FUNCTION OF TtMPERATURf. 
NOTE THAT THE TEMPERATURE IS IN DEGREES K. 
CP2 = 1.a • o.1J • (TEHPK - 293.)/(508. - 2q3.) 
~ETURN 
£NO 
SUBROUTI~E FALPCS <T,OELTA,LOOP,TNEW) 
THIS ROUTINE USES A BRACKETTING METHOD TO CONVERGE UPON T~E DEPENDENT VALUE OF A FUNCTION 
WHEN IT CffOSSES THE X-AXIS AT POINT A. 
~~
1I~~¥1aL fs11~lti OF THE ROOT (Pt) IS 
USEO TO ARRIVE ~T ANOTHER ESTtffATE (P2) 
SUCH THAT f1 ANO f2 ARE OF OPPOSITE SIGN. 
AOOITIONAL TRIAL VALUES (PC1)) AR£ CALCULATED 
FROM THE EQUATICN 
~fit= Pi - f(P2-P1l/F2•F1>•F1 
AS THE PROCEDURE CONVERGES, THE VALUES 
FOR CP1,Ft> 0~ (P2,F2> HILL BE REPLACED 
ev THE NEWLY GENERATED COORDINATES FOR 
A MOR£ ACCURATE ESTIMATE. 
INITIALIZE VALUES FOR 1ST RUN THROUGH THE ROUTINE 
IF(LOOP.NE.11 GC rn 5 
TPOS = 0. 
TNEG = O. 
OELTAP = o. 
OELTAN = o. 
CONTINUE 
OETERHINE THE PLACEMENT OF THE PRESENT DEPENDENT VALUE, 
ON THE POSITIVE CR NEGATIVE SIDE OF X-AXIS 
IF(OELTA.LT. o.> GO TO 10 
TPOS = T 
DEL TAP = Oft TA 
GO TO 12 
CONTINUE 
TNEG = T 
0 EL TAN = DELTA 
CONTINUE 
a-- HAS THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE eRACKETTED ZERO 
Y--CALCUlATE PNEW VIA TH£ GIVEN EQ. 
N-•INC~E"ENT P FOR A NEW PNEW 
Ifl(OELTAN.NE.O.l.ANO.(OfLTAP.NE.O.), GO TO 20 
IF(OELTAN.EC.O.) GO TO 22 
TN£W = T - 100. 
~ETURN CONTINUE 
TNEW = T + 100. 
~ETURN 





C • • • c ••• SUBROUTINE !DENT IDENTIFIES WHICH CHEM SPECIES FROM BLOCK DATA IS 
c ••• THE FIRST COMPONENT, WHICH IS THE SECONC, ETC FOR USE !N 
c ••• SUBSEQUENT CALCULATIONS. 
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C • • • c... IO = CODE NO. OF COMPOUND FROM THERMO DATA BANK 
C... THIS CASE ft=CO 3=H2 13=CH4 12=H20 5=C02 1=N2 




I0(1J = It 
10(2) = 3 
IOU> = 13 
!Oflt) = 12 
IOC5l = 5 




c ••• SUBROUTINE STOICH SETS THE STOICHIOMETRIC COEFFICIENTS FOR THE 




COHMON/STO!CH/ fJ(3,8l, OELA(3) 

















C • • • c ••• 
c ••• 
c ••• 
fJ(1,1) :: -1. 
A C 1, 2) = -3. 
A ( 1, 31 = 1. 
A H, 41 = 1. 
A (1,5) = o. 
A tt,61 = o. 
A ( 2, 11 = -1. 
A ( 2, 2t = 1. 
A(2,3) :: o. 
A [2,4) = -1. A ( 2, 5) = 1. 
A(2,6) = o. RETURN 
£NO 
SUBROUTI~E HPREP 
SUBROUTINE HPREF CALCULATES TEMPERATURE INDEPENDENT THERMODYNAMIC 
CONSTANTS THAT ONLY NEED Bf CAlCULATEO ONCE, BUT ARE USEO 
FREQUENTLY BY SU8S£QUENT TEMPERATURE DEPENDENT THERMODYNAMIC 
C ALCUl AT IONS. 
CO"MON/HEP/ OUHC164l,NC CO~MON/POINT/ roes, 
CO"HON/STOICH/ AC3,8), OELA(3) 
COMMON/HPASS/ HfiX537t3),0ELALFt31,0ELBETt3),DELGT2:J>, 
1c8~~8~2J~~l~l,3lJ~~2~~~11:G~~~~Jlfir~ 1~~l~1:,~?! 3~COH8(45), 
1 Al PH A( It 5 ) , BET A C It 5 ) , G AH T 2 C 4 5 > , G A MO V 2 ( 4 5 > 
DELA = OIFF IN STOICHIOMETRIC COEFFS 
OELALF = OIFF IN ALPHAS IN CP GAS 
OELBET; OIFF IN BETAS IN CP GAS 
DElGT2 = OIFF IN GAHT2 IN CP GAS 
GANTZ = COE FF CF FORH GAMHA•T •T 
DEGOV2 = OIFF IN GAHOV2 IN CP GAS 
GAMOV2 = COEFF OF FORM GANHA/T 
HRx;37 = HEAT OF REACTION AT 537 R 
GRX537 = FREE ENERGY OF RX AT 537 R 
00 12 J=1,2 OELAt.,1 = o.o DELALF(JI = O.O 
OELBET(J) = O.O 
OELGT2fJJ = O.O 
C£GOV2[.,) = O .• o 
D-17 
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HRX537(.-J = O.O 















































C • • • 
c ••• 
c ••• 











cc .. . 
cc .. . 
cc .•. 
cc ••• 
00 20 J=1,2 
CO 10 I=1 1 NC ACOEFF = A(J1,ll 
IF I A8SCAC0tFF).LT.0.001) GO TO 10 
NOC = IO(IJ 
OELACJ) = DELA(~) + ACO£FF 
OELAlFCJ) = OELAlF(Jl • ACOEFF•ALPHA(NOCl 
OELBETIJ) = DELBET(Jl + ACOEFF•8ETACN0Cl 
OELGT2(JJ = DELGT2CJ) + ACOEFF•GAHT2CNOC> 
OEGOV2(~) = DEGCV2(JJ + ACOEFF•GA"OV2tNOC> 
H~X537tJ) = HRX~37(JJ t ACOEFF•HF537CNOC) 






= CONST USEO IN CALC OF HEAT Of REACTION AT TEMP TK 
= FREE ENERGY SIMILAR TO Hl537 
= CONST DEFINED BY FOllOWING £QATI0N IS USED IN CALCULATING 
HEAT OF REACTION AT TEMPERATURE TK 
GO : FREE ENERGY SIMILAR TO HO 
00 14 J= 1, 2 
Hl537CJ) = 0£LALFCJ)•537. • OELBET1J,/2.•537.•537. + DELGT2CJt/~. 
$ •537.•537.•537. - OEGOV2(J)/537. 
HO(J) = ~RX537(J, - HI537(J) 
GI537(.1) = HO(J)/517. - DELALF(.,)•ALOG(537.> - OELBETC.,)/2.•537. 
$ OELGT2CJ)/6.•537.•537. - OEGOV2(J)/2./537./537. 




SUBROUTINE HRXYCP CTK,HRXT,GOVT,KCHEH,CPAVG,Y,IPl 
~EAL KCHEM(3) 
co~"ON/PCINT/ I0C8, COHHON/HEP/ OUHf164),NC 
COMHON/HPASS/ HRX537t3>,0ElALF:3t,0£L8£T?3),0£lGT2t3), 
1 8a~2~~ 1,io~l:}1~~~2~~~~t;~R~~~~1is~;5 ~iJil1f~:~)~COMB(45)' 
1 ALPHAC~5), BETA(45), uAMT2(45), GAMOV2(45) 
OIMENSIOJ\ Tit41>,HRXTtJJ ,GOVTt1),Yt8) 
HRXT = HEAT OF REACTION AT TK IN 
CAL / G HOLE 
GOVT = FREE ENERGY Of RX AT TK OVEQ T 
TT= TK1IP)•1.8 
00 10 J=1,2 H~XT(J) = HO(JJ + OELALf(.,)•TT + OELBET(.,)/2.•TT•TT + OELGT2~Jl 
• /3.•TT•TT•TT - OEGOV2tJt/TT 
HR X T f J) = 'HR XT ( J l 11. 8 GOVT(J) = GO(J1 + HO(J)/TT - OflALF(J)•ALOG<TT, - OELBETCJ)/2.•TT 
• - DELGT2(Jl/6.•TT•TT - 0£GOV2(J)/2./TT/TT 
KCHEHCJ) = EXP t - GOVT(J)/1.987) 
CONTINUE CPAVG = HEAT CAPACITY OF All COMPOUND 
IN THE REACTOR AT TH£ POINT OF 
CALCULATION AT TEMP TT 
IN CAL/ G MOLE/ DEG C 
CPAVG = O.O 
00 11 I= 1,NC 
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SUBROUTINE RATE (TKK,P,Y,RATE1,RAT£2,KCHEM,IP) 
SUBAOUT1~£ RATE CALCULATES THE RATE OF CHEMICAL REACTION FnR EACH 
REACTION ENCOUNTERED. 
1. HETHANATION REACTION 
2. SHIFT REACTION 
TEMPERATURE INK 
CO+ 3H2 = CH4 + H20 




MOLE FRACTION Of COMPONENT 1 
P~ESSURE IN PSIA RATE OF ~ETHANATION REACTION IN LB MOlES/HR/CU FT CATALY~T 
RiTE OF SHIFT REACTION IN LS "OLES/HR/CU FT CATALYST RATE1 RATE2 
COH"ON/HEP/ OUM(164),NC 
OI~£NSI0N TkKt41),Y[8) 
~ EAL KP, KCHEMC 3) 
TK = TKK C !P) 
C • • • c ••• C ••• THE PARTIAL PRESSURE OF EACH COMPONENT IS CALCULATED. 
c ••• 
PCO=YfU 4 P 
PH2=Y(2)•P 
PCHlt=Y t3) •p 
PH20=Y (It) •P 
PC02=Yf5)•p 
c ... 
c ••• C ••• A CHECK IS NAOE TO SEE IF ANY REACTANTS ARE COMPLETELY CONSUMED. 





C • • • c ••• 
c ••• 
C • • • 
c ••• 
c ••• 







C • • • 
C • • • c ... 
C • • • 
c ••• 
30 
IF fPCO.LE.0.0) GO TO 10 
IF (PH2.LE.O.O> GO TO 20 
IF CPH20.LE.O.O) GO TO 30 
IF NO REACTANTS ARE COt1PtETELY CONSUMED, THE REACTION RATES 
FOR BOTH REACTIONS ARE CALCULATED. NOTE THAT THE REACTIONS ARE 
IR~EVERSI8lE, EG. ~EACTION RATES CANNOT BE NEGATIVE. 
KP=KCHEM(1)/14.6q/14.69 
A= PCH4•PH20/PCO/PH2/PH2/PH2/~P 
RC1 = 7g.~ • EXP(-3473/TKl 
RATE!= RC1•PCO•SQRT(PH2,•c1.-A)l(t.+o.1•PH2+o.os•PCH4) 
IF (RATEt.LT.o.o, RATE1 = o.o 
RATE2 = O. 
IF tRATE2.LT.o.o, RATE2 = o.o 
RETURN 
IF CO IS COMPLETELY CONSUMED, THE REACTION RATES FOR BOTH 
REACTIONS ARE SET EQUAL TOO. 
RATE1 = 0 .o 
RATE2 = O.O 
RETURN 
IF H2 IS COMPLETELY CONSUMEOi THE HETHANATION REACTION RATE TS 




RATE! = RATE2/3. 
~ETURN 
IF H20 IS CO"PLET£LY CONSUMED, THE SHIFT REACTION RATE IS 
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C •• • 
c ••• 







C • • • 
c ••• 
c ••• 
C • • • 
C • • • 
c ••• 





C • • • 
c ... 
c ••• 
C • • • 





c .. . 




C • • • 
C 
C 
SUBROUTINE HGAS <IO,NC,T,Y,CPIGM,H> 
OIHENSIO~ Ittll, Yt8) 
TBASE = '460. 
SUB~OUTINE ~GAS CALCULATES THE SPECIFIC ENTHALPY OF A GAS 
STREAM IN UNITS Of BTU/LB-MOlE~ THE BASIS FOR All CALCULATIONS 
IS THAT All COMPONENTS HAVE H = 0 AT TBASE = ~60 R. IT SHOULD BE 
NOTED THAT HGAS IS ONLY VALIO IF NO REACTIONS OCCUR ANO IF THE 
HEAT OF ,IXING CF THE GAS COMPONENTS IS ZERO. NOT£ ALSO THAT THE 
TEMP£RAT~R£ TIS IN DEGREES R. 
CALL CPMEAN (10,NC,T,TBASE,Y,CPIGMJ 
H = CPIGM•(T-TBASEl 
RETURN 
£NO 
SUBROUTI~E XAOJ (X,IPTS,RELIN,P,IP> 
SUBROUTI~E XAOJ CHECKS TO SEE IF ANY REACTANT rs COMPLETELY 
CONSUMED AT ANY POINT IN A REACTOR. IF ONE OR MORE OF THE 
REACTANTS IS COMPLETELY CONSUNfO, THE FRACTIONAL CONVERSIONS 
OF CO SY EACH REACTION IS ADJUSTED SO THAT NEGATIVE FLOW~ATE: 
ARE ELI"INATED. 
OIMENSIO~ X(41,2), REl!N(~) 
x1 = xnP,u 
X2 = X(lP,2) 
AT ANY PCINT IN A REACTOR, All REACTANTS ARE CHEC~EO TO SEE IF 
ANY ARE COMPLETELY CONSUMED. A FLAG VARIABLE :IFLAG) IS 
USED TO KEEP TRACK OF WHICH REACTANTS ARE CONSUMED. 
IFL~G = 0 
!FLAG= 1 
!FLAG= 2 
!FLAG = 3 
!FLAG = 10 
IFLAG = 11 
!FLAG = 12 
IFllG = 13 
!FLAG= 0 
NO REACTANTS ARE CONSUMED. 
H2 IS COMPLETELY CONSUMED. 
H20 IS COMPLETELY CONSUMED. 
H2 ANO H20 ARE CONPLETELY CONSUMED. 
CO IS COMPLETELY CONSUMED. 
CO ANO H2 ARE COMPLETELY CONSUMED. 
CO ANO H20 ARE COMPLETELY CONSUMED. 
CO, H2, ANO H20 ARE COMPLETELY CONSUMED. 
A CHECK JS MADE TO SEE IF CO IS COMPLETELY CONSUMED. IF CO IS 
COMPLETELY CONSUMEO, !FLAG IS SET EQUAL TO 10 ANO THE REACTOR 
fRACTIONAL CONVERSIONS ARE AO~USTEO. 
SUMX = X1 + X2 
IF CSUMX.LT.1., GO TO 21 
!FLAG= 10 
)(1 = X1/SUMX 
x2 = x21su,.x 
A CHECK IS HADE TO SEE IF H2 ANO H20 ARE COMPLETELY CONSUMED. 
IF £!THE~ REACTANT IS CONSUH£0, IflAG IS SET EQUAL TO THE CORRECT 
VALUE. 
RX2 = CRELINC2) + X2)/3. - 1.DE-8 
WRX2 = RELINC4J + Xi - 1.0E-8 
IF tX1.GE.RX2) IFLAG =!FLAG• 1 
IF (X2.GE.WRX21 !FLAG= !FLAG+ 2 
REACTION PROCEEDS IN ONLY ONE DIRECTION, 
D-20 
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C PREVENT NUM~RICAL OROP IN CO CONVERSION BY CALCULATION FROM 









C • • • 
If CJP.EC.1) GO TO ~2 
IPH1 = IP - 1 
!FtxtIP,1>.LT.XtIPM1,1ll X1 = XCIPH1,U 
CONTINUE 
A SERIES Of IF STATEMENTS CHECKS THE VALUE Of !FLAG, ANO 
TRANSFERS TH£ PROGRAH TO THE PRO~E~ STATEMENTS THAT WILL 
CORRECTLY ADJUST THE REACTION F~ACTIONAL CONVERSIONS. 
IF CIFLAG.EQ.0) GO TO 40 
IF CIFLAG.EQ.10) GO TO l+O 
IF t!FLAG.EQ.1) GO TO 22 
!F (IFLAE.EQ.21 GO TO 23 
IF (IFLAG.EQ.11> GO TO 24 
IF CIFlAG.EC.12) GO TO 25 
IF ttFLAG.EQ.3) GO TO 26 
GO TO 27 
C ••• H2 IS COMPLETELY CONSUMED. THE FRACTIONAL CONVERSION OF CO AV 
C ••• THE "ETHAHATION QEACTION IS ADJUSTED. 
c ••• 
22 Xi = RX2 
GO TO 40 
c ..• 
c ••• C ••• H20 IS CCHPlETELY CONSUMED. THE FRACTIONAL CONVERSION OF CO BY 
c ••• THE SHIFT REACTION rs ADJUSTED. 
C • • • 131 2l X2 = WRX2 
1~3 GO TO ~O 
c •.. 
c •.. 
C ••• CO ANO H2 ARE C0'1PL£TflY CONSUHEO. BOTH FRACTIONAL CONYERS IONS 
C ••• OF CO ARE AOJUSTEO. 
c ••• 
133 2't X1 = <1. + RELIN(2ll/4. 
141 X2 = (l. - RELIN(2l)/4. 
145 WRX2 = RELINtlt) • Xi 
151 IF CX2.GT.MRX2> GO TO 26 












C • • • 
c •.. 
25 
C •. • 
c ••• 
c ••• 
c .. . 
c .. . 
26 
CO ANO H20 ARE CCMPLETELY CONSUMED. 
ARE ADJUSTED. 
Xi= (1. - RElINtl+))/2. 
X2 = (1. + R£l!N(41)/2. 
RX2 = (RELINC2) + X2'13. 
IF CX1.GT.RX2) GO TO 26 
GO TO 40 
H2 ANO H20 ARE CO"PLETEL~ CONSUMED. 
OF CO ARE ADJUSTED. 
X 1 = t RE l I N C 2 I + RE L I N ( 4 t ) / 2 • 
X2 = CRELIN(2) + 3.•RELIN(l+))/2. 
GO TO 40 
BOTH FRACTIONAL CONVERSION~ 


















27 X 1 = ( 1. • REL IN< 2 > > / 4. 
X2 = tl. - RELINC2> )/It. 
WRX2 = RELINC\1 + Xi 
IF CX2.Ll~WRX2) GO TO 40 
X1 = Cl. - RELINC4))/2. 
X2 = Ct. t R£LitH4J>/2. 
~X2 = CRELINl21 + X2)/3. 
IF fXt.LT.RX2) GO TO 40 
X1 = (RELtN(2) + RELIN(41>/2. 
X 2 = ( RE l IN C 2 ) • 3 • • REl I N 14 1 1 / 2 • 
D-21 
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307 40 X tIP,U = X1 
314 X(IP,2) = X2 
320 RETURN 































C • • • c ••• 
c ••• 
c ••• 











1 FTOTOT ,FOUT, Y) 
SUBROUTINE YSFLOW CALCULATES MOLE FtACT ION ANO THE OUTLET VECTOR 
OF TEHP. 1 PRESSi ANO FLOW OF EACH SPECIES IN MOLES PER HR. VECTOR IS CALCULATED A EACH PT. IN REACTOR ANO OVERWRITTEN SUCH THAT 
ONLY OUTLET IS AVAILABLE FOR SUBSEQUENT USE. 
COMMON/HEP/ OUMf164),NC 
COMMON/STOICH/ Af3,8>, OELAf3) 
COHHON/HPASS/ HR~537t31 1 0ELAlFt3l 1 0ELB£TC3l,OELGT2:3>, 1 DEGOV2(3)~HI537C3l,H0(j) GRX537(3l,GI537(3>,G0(3) 
COHHON/STO~l/ OUM2(26~l,R1TE1(41),0UH3(50),YCOMP(41,8> 
0 I NE NS IO J\ T KC .. 1 ), X ( 41, 2 t , FIN ( 8) , FOUT( 8) , Y C 8 ) 
THE TEMPERATURE, PRESSURE, ANO FLOHRATES AT THE ADVANCING POINT 
IN THE REACTO~ ARE STORED AS TKOUT, PSIAOT, ANO FOUT. AT THE 
REACTOR OUTLET, TH£ OUTPUT VECTOR IS FILL£G. 
TKOUT = Tl<<IP) 
PSIAOT = P 
X11 = X«IP,1> 
X22 = X{IP,2) 
TOTAL MOLES AT ANY POINT BASED ON UNITY FOR 
LIMITING REACTANT IS CALCULATED. 
T OTMOl = TOTH IN 
TOTAL MOLAR FLO~ AT ANY POINT IS CALCULATED • 
FTOTOT = o. 
OF 0ou1T 2< I 1>· :_ 1F}NN(CI) + FIN(t>•( AC1,I)•X11+ At2,I)•X22l 
FTOTOT = FOUT II) + FTOTOT 
CONTINUE 
00 10 I ::: 11 NC 
Y (I) = FCUT !)/FTOTOT 
IFtYtI>.LT.O.) Ytll=O. 
STORE FO~ PRINT OUT 
124 YCOMPCIP,I) = Y(I) 

















C • • • 
THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE INTEGRATED MEAN IDEAL GAS HEAT 




ARRAY WHICH HOLDS THE IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS OF THE 
SPECIES OF INTEREST. FOR EXAMPLE, FOR THE ORDER 
CARBON MONOXIDE, HYDROGEN, METHANE, WATER, CARBON 
DIOXIDE 
IO Ul = 4 
IO (2t = 3 
IO tl) = il 
IO If+) = 12 
IO (5 > = 5 
NU'1B€R OF CO"PON·ENTS IN GAS 
D-22 
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C • • • TH I HI G H TE MPER AT URE OF I NT ER £S T I N R • 
C •.. TLC LOW TEMPERATURE OF INT ERE ST IN R. 
C... Y HOLE FRACTION ARRAY IN THE SAME ORDER AS THE SPECIES 
C... HAVE BEEN SET UP IN THE IO ARRAY. C... OUTPUT 1 
C... CPHEA~ INTEGRATED MEAN IDEAL GAS HEAT CAPACITY IN 





C • • • 




























COMMON /POATA/ CU~22t~90J, GF537t45J 1 HF537t45J, HCOMB!45l, 1 ALPHA(ft5), ~ETA(45l, uAMT2(1t5J, GAMOV2(45) 
DI"ENSION 10(8), Y(8) 
AMIX = O.O 
BHIX = O.O 
GT2HIX = O.D 
GOVMIX = O.O 
00 1 I=1 1 NC J = IDtlJ 
A"I>C = AMIX + vu, • 
+ YU> • 
+ Y(l) • 
+ Y(!) • 
ALPHA(J) 
BET A (.., > 
GAKT2(J) 
GAHOV2 (JJ 
B MIX = BHIX 
GT2t1IX = GT2MIX 
GOVMIX = GOVHIX 
1 CONTINUE CPIG" = AMIX • o.s•BHIX•(THI • TLO) • GT2MIX/3.• 




THIS SUB~OUTINE CALCULATES THE IOEAL GAS HEAT CAPACITY AS A 






ARRAY HH!CH HOLDS THE !DENT IFICATION NUMBERS OF THE 
SPECIES OF INTEREST. FOR EXAMPLE, FOR THE ORDER 
CARBON MONOXIDE, HYDROGEN, METHANE, WATER, CARBON 
DIOXIDE 
IOU) = t+ 
I0(2J = 3 
!0(3) = 13 
I0t4> = 12 
I015) = 5 
NUMBER Of ELEMENTS IN THE IO ARRAY. 
TEMPERATURE Of INTEREST IN R. 
"OLE FRACTION ARRAY IN THE SAM€ ORDER AS THE SPECIES 
HAVf 8£EN SET UP IN THE ID ARRAY. 
OUTPUT CPIG IOEAl GAS HEAT CAPACITY IN BTU/LB MOLE FOR CAL/GMOLE~ 
CO~HON /POATA/ OUH22cggot, GF537(45), HF537(45), HCON8(45), 
1 ~LPHA(\51, BETA(45J, GAHT2(45J, GAMOV2f45l 
DIMENSION I0(81, v,a, 
CPIG = O. 
00 1 I=t, NC 





sueROUTINE TCALC (I0,NC,Y,T1,T2,H1,H2,T,HI 
5 UBROUTINE TCALC CALCULATES THE TEMPERATURE OF A GAS ST RE AM 
GIVEN ITS SPECIFIC ENTHAlPY. IT IS USED WHEN TWO GAS STREAMS 
A~E COMBINED TO GI11E A NEW GAS STREAM. AN INTERVAl HALVING 
ITERATIO~ "ETHOO IS USED TO CONVERGE TO THE CORRECT TEMPER~TURE. 
INPUT 
IO A~RAY WHICH HOLDS THE IDENTIFICATION NUNBERS 
D-23 


























































C • • • 
fOR THE COHPON£NTS OF INTERESl. FOR EXAMPLE, 
FO~ THE ORDER CO, H2, CH4, H20, ANO CO2 
IOtU = 4 
I0(2) = 3 
I0(3J = 13 
I0(4l = 12 
IO (5) = 5 c... NC NUMBER OF COMPONENTS IN GAS c... y MOLE FRACTION ARRAY IN THE SAME ORDER AS THE COHPCNENTS HAVE BEEN SET UP IN THE IO ARRAY 
INITIAL GUESSES OF TENPERATURE IN R c ••• C... T1,T2 SPECIFIC ENTHALPIES OF GAS AT GUESSED TEMPERATURES 
Ti ANO T2 IN UNITS OF BTU/LB-MOLE C... H19H2 C • • • c... H SPECIFIC ENTHALPY OF COMBINED GAS SlREAM IN BTU/LB-MOLE c... OUTPUT CALCULATED TEMPERATURE Of COMBINED GAS STREAM IN P. c... T 
C • • • 
C • • • 
c ••• 
c ••• 
C • • • c ... 
c ••• 
1 
C • • • c •.• 









DIHENSIO~ !0(8), Y(8) 
AN INITIAL GUESS Of TEMPERATURE CT£ST> IS CALCULATED BY 
LINEAR INTERPOLATION BETWEEN THE GIVEN TEMPERATURES (Ti ANO i2) 
ANO SPEClfIC ENTHALPIES (Hi ANO H2l. 
IF (H2.NE.H1) GO TO 1 
TEST = T 1 
GO TO 2 
TEST= (t'-HU•f12-TU/(H2-HU + Tl 
TH£ SPECIFIC ENTHALPY OF THE GAS STREAM AT THE GUESSED 
TEMPERATURE IS CALCULATED ANO COMPARED TO THE ACTUAL VALUE. IF 
THEY AGREE WITHIN 0.10 PERCENT, THE TEMPERATURE IS CONSIDERED CORRECT. If THEY 00 NOT AGREE WITHIN 0.10 PERCENT, THE GUES~ED 
TEMPERATURE IS CHANGED USING AN INTERVAL HALVING ITERATION METHOD. 
l OOP = 0 
FLAGH = -1. 
FLAGP = -1. 
OT = 10. 
LOOP = LC OP + 1 
IF CLOOP.GT.200) GO TO 101 
CALL HGAS tID,NC,TEST,Y,CPIGM,HCiLC> 
PCERR = ~8S((HCALC-H1/H•100.> 
If (PCERR.LT.0.1> GO TO 100 
If CHCALC-H) Hl,10,20 
IF tFLAGP.LT.o.> GO TO 11 
OT = OT /2. 






C • • • 
C • • • 
C • • • 101 
150 
FLAGH = 1. 
GO TO 50 
IF (flAGH.tT.O.l GO TO 21 
OT = OT/2. 
TEST = TEST - OT 
FLAGP = 1. 
GO TO 50 
T = TEST 
RETURN 
IF AN EXCESSIVE NUMBER OF LOOPS IS TRIED, AN ERROR MESSAGE IS 
PRINTED AND THE PROGRAM STOPS. 





C • • • c ••• SUBROUTI,E PRINT WRITES TO lOGICAL UNIT NUMBER NO THE CURRENT 
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COHMON/INOAT/ NUNITS,NSTHS I0R0(15) 
COHMON/STMOAT/ FSTM(25l8l,TTFSTM(25>,TKSTMf251,PRSTM(25l COH"ON/PROCESS/ !UNIT( 5J,KTl15t,IN(15,3),NOUT(15,2),0UMDAT(15l 





COHHON/STOICH/ A(3,8J, OELA(31 
COMMON/HPASS/ HRX537(31 1 0ELALFl31 1 0EL8ET13)JOELGT2(3t, 1 DEGOV2Cl),Hl537f3t,HOLO,GRX537LH,GI537(3 ,G0(3) 
CONNON/POINT/ tcre, 
REAL l 
WRITE INFO~MATION SUBMITTED TO SIMULATION 
WRITE (NO, 50) 
100 ~~J~i{~~o~~Xl1:~}!1ox!eA1~:,}1: 
WRITE(N01200> T 
IF tNFLAG.NE.O) GO TO 12 
WRITE (NO, ftl 
4 FORHAT(//,10X,37HINITIAL CONOITIONS FOR REACTOR SYSTEM> 
12 CONTINUE 
WRIT£(NO, 710) 
710 FORMAT C10X~29HPROCESS FLOWSHEET INFORMATI0N,//,15X, 
t•KEY-UNIT TTPE(l<TJ,1=RXR1, 2=HXQ, 3=0IV, lt=MIX, 5=CORf, 6=~XP2, 7= 
2HXT, S=CORQ•,11, 
2 36X,6HSTN IN,13X,7HST~ OUT,/,10X,7HUNIT N0,5X,4HTYPE,5X, 
3 ZH 1,~X,2H 2,5X,2H 3,7X,2H 1,;X,2H 2,5X,10HUNIT INFOR, 
4 5X,10HRXR LENGTH,/) 
46 GO TO (8,7,g,g,7,8,7,7>,J~T 
63 JR= 0 
•••NPW .. ••••••••••••••••••••• 
64 00 10 J = 1, NUNITS 
66 JJ = !UNIT(~) 
7 1 J KT = KT ( J) 
74 GO TO C8,7,9,q,7,8),JKT 




























1 OUHOA CJJI J 720 FORMAT(12X,12,qX,I2,6X,I2,5X,I2,5X,I2,7X,I2,SX,I2,5X,F10.5) 
GO TO 10 
IJ CONTINUE 
-,R = .,R + 1 
HRITECN0,7181 (lUNIT(Jl,KTCJl, C INCJ,I), !=1,3), <NOUT(J,Il, I=1,2), 
1 OUHOATCJJl,RLNTHfJRJl 
718 FORMATC12X,I2,gX,I2,6X,I2,5X,I2,5X,I2,7X,I2,5X,I2,2(5X,F10.5)) 
GO TO 10 
7 CONTINUE WRITE(N0,719) CIUNIT(Jt,KTfJ), ( IN(J,Il, 1=1,3), <NOUT IJ,Il, I=1,2>, 
1 OUMOAT(JJ)) 
719 FORMAT (12X,I2,9X,I2,6X,I2,5X,I2,5X,I2,7X,I2,5X,I2,5X,E12.4) 
10 CONTINUE 
PRINT INPUT INFORMATION 
WRITftN0,722> 
722 FORMAT(//,10X,23HFEEO STREAM INFORNATION,//,7X,6HSTREAM,6X,2HTK, 
18X,~HPSIA,20X~21HFLOWRATESlLBHOLES/HR),/,~OX,3HCO ,7X,3HH2 ,?X, 
2 3HCH4,7X,JHHZ0,7X,3HC0217X,3HN2 i7Xf5HTOTAL,/) NRIT£IN0,72~) · T~FOOO,PRFOuO,IFOODC >, =1,NC>,TTFDOO 
724 FORNAT 17X,•INITIAL•,4X,F7.1,3X,F6.1,2X,7F10.2) 
NFO = 1 WRITEIN0,725) T~ST"(NFOl,PRSTH(NfOJ,(FSTHfNFO,I),I=t,NC>, 
1 TTFSTNtNFO) 
725 fORNAT C7X,•NEW•1 8X,F7.1,3X,F6.1,2X,7F10.2) WRITECN0,728) CloROtIJ,1=1,NUNITSl 
728 FORHATC// 1 1DX,29HUNIT ORDERING OF CALCULATI0N,3X,15I5> WRITEtNO, 732) 
7J2 FORMAT 11H 1l 
WFORRITMEATcN,0117x3, 8•F,LOW STREAM 710 o n INFORMATION FOR CYNA"IC SIMULATION•, 
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i ~~p~~A~~~~:~t~,E~wi~t~s1fBttoLES/HR),/,40X,3HCO ,7X,3HH2 ,7X, 2 3HCH4,rX,3HH20,7X,3HC02,7X,3HN2 ,3X,5HTOTALl 
00 30 J = 1, NSTMS 
WRITEtN0,7401 CJ 1 TKSTMCJ>,PRSTH(J),(FSTM(J,1),I=1,NC),TTFSTM<Jl> 740 FORHATC6i,I2,9X,F7.1,3X,F6.1,2X,7F10.2> 
30 CONTINUE 
DO 32 II= 1, NRXR 
742 ~~A~il19J!li~,IIHREACTOR NO.,I3) 
WRITE (NO ,3101 
W ,nT E I NO t 312) ( l ( H , T K ( I , I U , X 1 (I , I I> , X 2 CI , I It , RATE 1 ( I , I I> , 
1 YCOHP I,1,II>,I = 1, N"TS> 32 CONTINUE 
c ••• 
C • • • 
NFlAG = NFLAG + 1 
0 UT PUT, QC ONO U) 
RETURN 
c... FORMAT CARDS ARE LISTED • 
c ••• 50 FORMAT UH11 
2
~~0 ~g:~:Iri-;1i~rl~t6:;;~;~H~E~~ c~:~3~!21HFRACTIONAL CONVERSION OF C 
1018Xi5HRATE1,7X,3HYCQ9/,7X,6HlfNGTH,24X1~HMETH,5X,5HSHIFT> 312 FuRHAT(7X,F6.2,3X,F10.2,5X,2F10.4,6X,E1j.4,5x,F7.5) 
ENO 





















C • • • c ••• 
c ••• 
c .. . 




















SU9ROUTI~E OSS014 IS AN APPLICATION OF SECONO-OROER DIRECTIONAL OIFFERENCING !N THE NUMERICAL METHOD OF lINES. IT IS INTENDED SPECIFIC•LtY FOR TH£ ANALYSIS OF CONVECTIVE SYSTEMS HOOELLEO 8V FI~ST-ORtE, HYPERBOLIC ,ARTIAl DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS AS DIS-CUSSED IN SUBROUTINE osso12. THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE FINITE DIFFEREWCE APPRCXIMATIONS USED HEREIN ARE TA~EN FRON arc~LEY. w. 
G., FORMULAE FO~ NUNERICAL DIFFERENTIATION, THE MATHEMATICAL 
GAZETTE 9 PP. 1q-27, 1q41, N = 2, M = 1, P = 0, 1, 2. 
DI~ENSIO~ UCN),UXfN) 
CO~PUTE THE coN,oN FACTOR FOR EACH FINITE DIFFERENCE APPROXIMAiION CONTAINI~G THE SPATIAL INCREtENT, THEN SELECT THE FINITE DIFFER-ENCE APPROXIMATION DEPENDING ON THE SIGN Of V (SIXTH ARGUMENT). 
OX=fXU-XL)/FlOAT(N-1l 
R2FOX=1.I <2.•ox, 
IFfV.LT.C.tGO TO 10 
IU FINITE DIFFERENCE APPROXIMATION FOR POSITIVE V 
UX (U=R2FOX• 
1 ( -3. •uc 1) +4 • •uc 2) -1. •uc 3, ) 
u x r2 >=R2F ox• 
11 -1. •U( 1) +o. •U< 2) +1. •u< 3)) 
00 1 !=3,N 
UX(U=R2 ox• 
1 t 1. •UCI-2) -4. •U(I-1l +3. •u< In 
CONTINUE 
RETURN 
t21 FINITE DIFFERENCE APPROXIMATION FOR NEGATIVE V 
NMZ=N-2 
0 0 2 I=1iNM2 
UX tI1=R2fDX• 
1 • -3. •u f n CONTINUE 
+ft. -1. 
D-26 
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RUNT VfRS ION FEE 74 B 1<1206 07/14/81 
153 UX(N-1t=R2FOX• 
1 ( 
-1. •tH N-29 tO. • U ( N-1) •1. •u< N) ) 176 UX(NJ=R2FOX• 
1 C 1. •U(N-2) -4. • U ( N-1) +3. .. u ( Nil 220 RETURN 221 fNO 
' . ' 
• T ' • 
I ' 
I I -r ~ •. " "l 
, ' 
I • 
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D-27 
c ••• 
I c •.. 
c . .. 
c ••• 
c ••• 














c . .. 
c ... 
c ••• 
C • • • 
c •.. 
C • • • 
c ••• 







C • • • 
c ••• 




















C • • • 
c ... 
c ... 
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SUBROUTINE D3l(K.X,U,UX> 
03L = NUMERICAL DIFFERENTIATOR BASED ON THE 3-POINT LAGRANGE 
POLYNOMIAL 
03L IS THE CORE DIFFERENTIATION ROUTINE BASED ON THE THREE-
POINT LAGRANGE POLYNONIAL. IT CONSISTS OF THREE SECTIONS 
Fo, UPWIND, CENTERED ANO DOWNWIND APPROXIMATIONS OF THE 
OER IVAT IVE. 
THE TH~E£-P0INT LJGRANGE INTERPOLATION POLYNOMIAL IS 
(X - X21 ( )( - X3l 
U(X) = •••••••••••••••••• UCX1) 
01 - X2) (X1 - X3) 
<X - x1,,x - X3l 
+ ••• • •• •• • • • ••••••. U(X2) 
( X 2 - X 1 ) ( X 1 - X"3 ) 
(X - X1)(X - X2l 
+ •••••••••••••••••• U(X3) 
(X3 - X1) CX3 - X2> 
(1) 
EQUATION f1l CAN BE DIFFERENTIATED WITH RESPECT TO XTO OBTAIN 
THE OEIHVATIVE UXCX). THIS OERIVATIVE CAN THEN BE EVALUATED 
AT X = Xi, X2 ANO X3 TO OBTAIN OOWNWINO, CENTERED ANO UPWIND 
NUMERICAL APPROXIt4ATI0NS OF THE DERIVATIVE. NOTE THAT THIS 
PROCEDURE APPLIES TO A NONUNIFORM GRID SINCE X1, X2 ANO X3 
ARE AR8ITRARILY SELECTED BY THE USER. 
ARGUMENT LIST 
K INTEGER INDEX TO SELECT THE TYPE OF DERIVATIVE 
APPRCXIMATION. 1 = OOWNWINO, 2 = CENTERED, 3 = 
UPWI~D (INPUT) 
X ONE-OIMENSICNAL A~RAY CONTAINING THE THREE VALUES 
OF THE INDEPENDENT VARIABLE (INPUT) 
U ONE-OIHENSICNAL ARRAY CONTAINING THE THREE VALUES 
OF THE OEPE NOE NT VAR !ABLE ( INPUTl 
UX NUMERICAL DERIVATIVE Of U WITH RESPECT TO X AT 
GRID POINT~ (OUTPUT) 
DIMENSION X(3,,UC3) 
SELECT THf DERIVATIVE APPROXIMATION 
GO T O ( 1, 2 , l) , ie. 
.....................................
.............................. 
COM~UTE UX(X1) USING THE DERIVATIVE OF EQUATION C1) WITH X = Xi 
SUM=O. 
COMPUTE THE UCXU, U{X2> ANO U(X3) TERMS IN THE DERIVATIVE OF 
EQUATION tit BY 00 LOOP 18, STARTING WITH THE DENOMINATOR OF 
EACH TERH 
00 18 1=1,3 




. . . . . . . . . ' 
' ) ' ' 
... If: 
I ) 
. ' ' , ' 
11 
C • • • 
00 11 =1, 
IF C J. E Cl. I> GO TO 11 
TERM=TERM/(X(l)-X(J)J 
COtHINU£ 
IFtt.EQ.tJGO TO 13 
c ••• COMPLETE THE U(X2) ANO U(X3) TERMS IN TH£ DERIVATIVE OF EQUATION 
C ••• (1) BY 00 LOOP 12 
co 12 .1=1, 3 
IfCJ.E~.1JGO TO 12 
IFIJ.Ei.tlGO TO 12 
TERH=IXl1)-X(J))•TERM 
12 CONTINUE 
GO TO 17 
c ••• 
C ••• COMPLETE THE U(X1) TER" IN THE OERIVATIVE OF EQUATION (1) BY 00 
C. •• LOOP 15 
13 SUMt=O. 
00 15 JSU M = 1, 3 
IFlJSUM.E0.1>GO TO 15 
TERM1=l • 
00 14 J=1, 3 
IFCJ.E~.1JGO TO 1~ 




1 c; CONTINUE 
TfRM=SU'Mt •TERM 
1 7 SU'1 =SU '1 + T E RM 
c ••• 
C ••• CO"PUTE THE NEXT TERf'I IN THE OERIVATIVE OF EQUATION Ct) 
18 CONTINUE 
C • • • 
c •.. 
C • • • 
c ••• 
c ••• 





TERMS IN THE CERIVATIVE OF EQUATION 11) HAVE BEEN 
RETURN TO THE CALLING PROGRAM WITH THE NUMERICAL 
ux 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C • • • 
C ••• COMPUTE UX(Xt) USING THE DERIVATIVE OF EQUATION (1) HITH X = X1 
C • • • 
2 SUM= 0. 
C • • • 
c ••• CO"PUTE THE UtX1J, U(X2> ANO UIX3) T£RMS IN THE DERIVATIVE OF 
C ••• EQUATION (1) BY OC LOOP 18, STARTING WITH THE OENOHINATOR OF C... EACH TERM 
21 
C • • • 




oo 2e t=1, 3 
T£RM=U t I) 
00 21 J=1, 3 
IFCJ.EQ.I)GO TO 21 
TER"=TERH/(X(l)-XCj)) 
CONTINU£ 
If I I • f Q. 2 l GO TO 2 3 
COMPLETE THE UCX2) ANO U(X3l TERMS IN THE DERIVATIVE OF EQUATION 
(1' BY 00 LOOP 12 
00 22 J=1, 3 
IFCJ.E!l.2)GO TO 22 
IF(J.EQ.TJGO TO 22 
TERM=IX(2)-X(J)l•T£RN 
CO~T INUE 
GO TO 27 
D-29 
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c ••• CON~LETE THE U(X1J TERM TN THE DERIVATIVE OF EQUATION C1l BY DO c... LOOP 15 
23 SUfo42=0. 
00 25 JSUM=1, 3 
IF<JSUM.£Q.2lGO TC 25 
TER?t2=1. 
00 24 J=1, 3 
IFCJ.£Q.21GO TO 24 
IF(J.EQ.JSUH)GO TO 2~ 
T£RH2=T~RH2•CXC2t-XtJ)) 










C • •• 
c •.. 
C • • • 
C • • • 
c ••• 




C • • • 
C • • • 
c ••• 





TERMS IN THE CERIVATIVE OF EQUATION <1> HAVE BEEN 
RETURN TO THE CALLING PROGR~M WITH THE NUMERICAL 
ux 
"································································ 
COMPUTE UX(X1) USING THE DERIVATIVE OF EQUATION (1) WITH X = Xi 
SUM= 0. 
COMPUTE THE urx1,, UCX21 ANO U(X3) TERMS IN THE DERIVATIVE OF 
EQUATinN (1) BY DO LOOP 18, STARTING WITH THE DENOMINATOR OF 
EACH TERM 
00 "3~ I= 1, 3 
T£RH=U CI) 
on 31 J= 1, 3 
IF(J.EQ.IJGO TO 31 
TERM=TE~H/(X(II-X<~>> 
31 CONTINUf 
IF ( I • E Q. 3 J G O T O 3 3 
c ••• 
c ••• COMPLETE THE UCX2J ANO UCX3l TERMS IN THE DERIVATIVE OF EQUATION 
C... (H BY CO LOOP 12 
00 32 J=1, 3 
IF(J.EQ.31GO TO 32 
IFIJ.E~.IlGO TO 32 
TERM=(X(3J-X(J)t 4 TERM 
32 COtfTINUE 






C • • • 
38 
00 15 .1SUH=i, 3 
IFtJSUM.E0.3)GO TO 35 
TERM3=1. 
00 34 J=1, 3 
IF(J.EQ.J)GO TO ~4 







COMPUTE THE N£XT T£Rt1 IN THE DERIVATIVE OF EQUATION (U 
CONTINUE 
( ! '. I ' 
I'. 










I \ ) t 
I . 
I -
c ••• ALL OF THE TERHS IN THE OERIVATIVE OF EQUATION (1) HAVE BEEN 
C ••• COMPUTED. RETURN TO THf CALLING PROGRAM WITH THE NUMERICAL 






c ••• POL32 = POLYNOMIAL DIFFERENTIATOR BASED ON LAGRANGE 3-POINT 
c .. . 
c .. . POLYNOMIAL, OERIVATIVE AT POINT 2 
c ••• 
C • • • 
c ••• SUBROUTINE POL32 PERFORMS A NUMERICAL DIFFERENTIATION OF DATA 
C... BY APPROX I HAT ING TH£ OAT A WITH A SfCONO-ORO-ER {THREE-POINT> 
C ••• LAGRANGE lNTERPOLATICN PCLYNOMIAL. THE POLYNOMIAL IS OIFFER-
c ••• TIATEO ANALYTICALLY TO OP.TAIN TH£ DERIVATIVE, WHICH CAN THEN 
c ••• BE EVALUATED NUME~ICALLY AT ANY OF THE THREE POINTS AS SELECTED c... BY THf USER. 




C • •. 
c ••• 
C • • • 
POL32 IN TURN CALLS THE THREE-POINT CORE DIFFERENTIATOR 03L 
TO COMPUTE THE NUMERICAL DERIVATIVE. POL32 CALLS 03L SO 
THAT THE DERIVATIVE IS EVALUATED AT THE SECOND CHIODLE) POINT 
ANO THEREFORE GIVES A TH~EE-POINT CENTEREO APPROXIMATION OF 
THE OERIVATIV£. 
C... ARGUMENT l IST 
c •.. 
C • • • 
C • • • 
c ••• 
c ... 
C • • • 
c ... 




c .. . 






TOTAL NUMBE~ OF DATA PAIRS <IN"UT> 
ONE-CIMENSIONAL ARRAY CONTAINING THE INDEPENDENT 
VARIABLf tINPUT> 
ONE-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY CONTAINING THE OEP£NDENT 
VARIABLE (INPUT> 
ONE-CIHENSICNAL ARRAY CONTAINING THE OERIVAiIVE 
OF THE OEPE~OENT VARIABLE, U, WITH RESPECT TO THE 
INDEPENDENT VAPIABLE, X <OUTPUTt 
0IM£NS!ON X%NJ,UtN),UXtN) 
DIMENSION X3(3),U3(3J 
C ••• PUT THE FIRST THREE OAT~ ?AIRS IN WORK ARRAYS X3 ANO U3, I.E., 
c ... (X(U,U(1)), tx%2J,U(21), rxn,,U!])) 
10 











CALL CORE DIFFERENTIATO~ 03l TC COMPUTE A THREE-POINT DOWNWIND 
APPROXIMATION OF THE DERIVATIVE AT THE FIRST POINT 
CALL 03l(t,X3,U3,UX(1Jt 
STORE SUCCESSIVE SETS Of THREE DATA PAIRS IN WORK ARRAYS X3 ANO 
U3 FOR THE CALCULATION Of A THREf-POINT CENTERED APPROXIMATION 
Of THE DERIVATIVE AT POINTS I= 2 TO N-1 
~M1=N-1 
00 30 I=2, NM1 
00 20 K=1, 3 
X'3 ( I<>=)( ( I - 2 •~ > 
U3 t K > =U :I- 2 •Kl 
20 CONTINUE D-31 
c ••• 
c ••• CALL CORE DIFFERENTIATOR 03l 





APP.lfOXIHAtioN· OF ·tHE O£R.IVATI'IE 
CALL 03L(2,X3,U3,UX(I1J 
CONTINUE 
c ••• PUT THE LAST THREE DATA PAIRS IN WOR~ ARRAYS X3 ~NO U3, I.F., 
c ••• CXtN-?l,U:N-2)), rx:N-U,UCN-1)), ()((N),U(N)) 
00 ftO K= 1, 3 
X3 I K) = X C N - 3 + I( ) 
U3(tc.)=UCN-3~tc.) 
40 CONTINUE 
C • • • 
c ••• CALL CORE OIFFERE~TIATOR 03L TO COM~UTE A THREE-POINT UPWIND 
c... APPROXIMATION Of THE DERIVATIVE AT TH£ LAST POINT 





c ... POL33 = POLYNOMIAL DIFfERENTAITOR BASED ON LAGRANGE 3-POINT 
C • • • 
c .. . ?CLYNOMIAL, DERIVATIVE AT POINT 3 
c .. . 
c .. . 
c ••• SUBROUTINE POL33 PERFORMS A NUMERICAL DIFFERENTIATION OF DATA 
C... eY APPROXIMATING THE OATA WITH A SECO~-OROER (THREE-POINT> 
c ••• LAGRANGE INTERPOLATION PCLYNOMIAL. THE POLYNOMIAL IS OIFFER-
c ... TIATEO ANALYTICALLY TO O~TAIN THE OERIVATI\fE, WHICH CAN THEN 
c ... AE EVALUATED NU"E~ICALLY AT ANY OF THE THREE ~OINTS AS ~ELECTED 
C. •• 8Y THE USER. 
C • • • 
C ••• POL33 IN TURN CAllS THE THREE-POINT CORE CIFFERENTIATOR D3l 
c ••• TO COMPUTE THE NUMERICAL DERIVATIVE. POL33 CALLS 03l sn 
C... 'IBAT THE DERIVATIVE IS EVALUATED AT T.-E: THIRD (RIGHT-MOST> 
c... POINT ANO THEREFORE GIVES A THREE-POINT UPWIND APPROXIMATION 
C • • • OF THE OE R I V A T IVE • 
C • • • 
C... ARGUt1ENT t !ST 
c ••• 





C • • • 




C • • • 
c ••• 





TOTAL NUMBER Of DATA PAIRS <INPUT) 
ONE-DIMENSIONAL ARPAY CONTAINING THE INDEPENDENT 
VARIABLE (INPUT> 
ONE-GIMENSICNAL ARRAY CONTAINING THE DEPENDENT 
VARIABLE tINPUT) 
ONE-CIMENSICNAl ARRAY CONTAINING THE DERIVATIVE 
OF T~E DEPENDENT VA~IABLE, U, WITH RESPECT TO THE 
INOEP ENO£NT VAR I A 8l£, X (OUTPUT> 
OI~ENSION XCN>,UCNJ,UX(t-.J) 
DIMENSION X313),U3(3) 
c ••• PUT THE FIRST THREE OATA PAIRS IN WORK ARRAYS X3 ANO U3, I.E., 
C ••• CX(1l,UC1>1, CX(21,UC2Jt, CXC3l,U(3l> 
00 10 K=1, 3 
X3C ,c..J =X ( tc.) 
U3 t 10 =U {K) 
10 CONTINUE 
C • • • 
c ••• CALL CORE OIFFERE~TIATOR OJL TO COMPUTE A THREE-POINT DOWNWIND 
c ••• APPROXI"ATION OF THE DERIVATIVE AT TH£ FIRST ~OINT 
CALL D3l11,X3,U3,UX(1)l D-32 
c ••• 
c ••• CALL CORE OIFFERE~TIATOR 03L TO COMPUTE A THREE-POINT CENTERED 






. I ,, 

















STORE SUCCESSIVE SETS OF THREE DATA PAIRS IN WORK ARRAYS X3 ANO 
UJ FOR THt CALCULATION OF A THREE-POINT UPWIND APPROXIMATION 
OF THE OE~IVATIVE AT POINTS I:: 3 TO I= N 
00 3 0 I= 3., N 
00 20 K=l, 3 
X3 ( I'. ) = X ( I - 3 .. ,c, > 
U3 t K ) = U t I - 3 + 10 
CONTINUE 
CALL CO~E OIFFE~ENTIATOR 03l TC COMPUTE A THREE-POINT UPWIND 
APPROXIMATION OF THE 0£RIVATIV£ AT POINTS I= 3 TO I= N 
CALL O 3 L ( 3 , X 3 , U 3 , U X C Il I 
COfltT INUE 
RETURN 
ENO ' ' ' I ' ' ~, ' ' ' ' ' 
D-33 
